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PERFORMANCE RIGHTS IN SOUND RECORDINGS
MARCH 29, 1978
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCO3MI3rEE ON COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTrES,
AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

OF TITE COMMTTEE ON TIE JUDICIARY,
Beverly 1ti18, Calif.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice at 9:30 a.m. in the Royal

Suite of the Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif., Hon. Robert
W. Kastenmeier (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Representatives Kastenmeier, Danielson, Railsback, and
Cohen.
Also present: Bruce A. Lehman, counsel, Timothy A. Boggs, professional staff member, and Thomas E. Mooney, associate counsel, and
Audrey Marcus committee staff.
Mr. KASTE-mEIER. The committee will come to order.
Let me extend a welcome to our witnesses and those of you in the
audience this morning on the occasion of this our opening day of hearings on the question of performance rights in sound recordings.
May I say at the outset, that in accordance with House rules without
objection photographs or any other pictures may be taken during the
course of the hearings.
The subcommittee is very pleased to be here in 6ne of the Nation's
centers, along with New York City, of the music, recording industry.
These two geographical areas are those most affected, prospectively,
by the proposals for a performance right in sound recordings.
With me this morning is the ranking minority member, Tom Railsl)ack, a Member of Congress from Illinois who's been a member of the
subcommittee for many years. We're also very pleased to have Congressman Bill Cohen, a member of the Judiciary Committee who formerly served on this subcommittee while we were taking up copyright
questions several years ago. Also to be with us shortly is our colleague
George Danielson from the Greater Los Angeles-area who has offered
a legislative proposal for a performance right in sound recordings.
I expect him to arrive with us shortly.
Nearly 2 years ago this subcommittee began the process of marking
lip one of the most complex pieces of legislation in-my memory. the
Copyright Revision Act of 1976. It had a long prior history. Going
back to at least 1962 when this subcommittee suspended the expiration
of subsisting cop)yrights pending the enactment of a general revision
bill. In 1965 we had hearings; I chaired those hearings. In 1966 we
had markup. In 1967 we passed the bill which only became law ultinmitely when the Senate and the Ifouse were able to get together in
c,)i7mion agreement in 1976.
(1)
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One of the questions or controversies, if you will, that was left unresolved among the many that were resolved, was that of performance
rights in sound recordings. And there have been proposals calliaig for
this over the years. Certainly, I remember the proposalway back in
1965. It took somewhat of a different form than the present proposal,
but in order to expedite the revision, the general revision in 1976, we
specifically put aside that subject and called on the Register of Copyrights, Barbara Ringer, to report back to the Congress, by January 3
of this year so that we might further consider the subject.
The Register has issued a report, but even as January 3 came around
it was difficult for her and for all those reporting to her to fully respond as of ,January 3. As a matter of fact, the Register has not vet
been able to testify before this subcommittee on the subject yet. So thiis,
in fact, opens the hearings on the subject. The Register "will testify
at a later date. Ilowever, these hearings in California must be considered the fundamental hearings on the subject in the year 1978. The
Register, of course, will testify in Washington, and possibly there
could be some supplementary hearings, but that which is testified to
this morning will constitute our principal source of information on
the subject.
I had hoped to call on George Danielson at this point for a few remarks, and I'm sure when he comes we can perhaps permit him to
make the remarks he desires to make on the subject since he is a proposer of a bill on the question. But we (to have many witnesses, and in
order that we may proceed expeditiously, I would now like to call on
our first panel of witnesses. I would urge witnesses generally to be as
concise as possible, and in some cases you may have long,'extended
testimony which is necessary for the record. It may be submitted for
the record, but you yourself may orally abbreviate your remarks so

that we can get to the nub of the matter without impinging on other
witness' time.

This morning I'm very pleased to call on our first panel. The first
panel of witnesses include Jack Golodner of the AFL-CIO; Victor

Fuentealba, president of the American Federationof Musicians; and

Sanford Wolff, American Federation of Radio & Television Artists.
Gentlemen, you are most welcome.
TESTIMONY OF JACK GOLODNER, AFL-CIO DEPARTMENT FOR PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEES, ACCOMPANIED BY VICTOR FUENTEALBA, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF MUSICIANS, AND SANFORD

WOLFF, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TELEVISION & RADIO ARTISTS, RAY BROWN, LOU PALANCE, JIM GILSTRAP AND JIM HAAS
Let me call first, as our opening witness, .Jack Golodner.
Mr. GoioN-ER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am the director of the
department for professional employees of the AFL-CIO, and as
you've indicated I'm joined here this morning by Mr. Victor Fuen-

tealba, president of the American Federation of Musicians and Mr.
Sanford Wolff, the executive secretary of AFTRA, the American
Federation of Television & Radio Artists. With them, also, Mr. Chair-
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man, are several members of these two unions, and perhaps for the
record before I begin my prepared statement it would be wise to have
these two gentlemen introduced to the members who are accompanying them for the record.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Yes, if you would.
Mr. GOLODNER. Yes, Mr. Chairman. To my left is Mr. Ray Brown,
and to his left, Mr. Louis Palance, both members of the American

Federation of Musicians. At the far right is Mr. Jim Gilstrap, and to
his left, Mr. Jim Iaas, both active singers here in the Los Angeles

area.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you.

Mr. GOLODNER. Mr. Chairman, you've described for us the work of
your committee for a number of years which culminated in 1976 in
the copyright revision. I would like to extend to you and your committee the congratulations of our department and of the AFL--CIO. I
don't think too many people realize the extent of the work that had
to go into that. That was our Nation's first revision of the copyright
laws since 1929. I'm talking about a complete overhaul. It was a great
job, and you did a great public service. We wish to recognize it.
I appear here today to register the support of the department for
professional employees and of the AFL-CIO itself for the principle
of copyright protection for the public performance of sound recordings. I know that the AFL--CIO needs no introduction, but perhaps
t;i6 department for professional employees does.
Our department comprises 26 national and international unions
which represent approximately 1.5 million people employed in every
major professional field. I appended to my statement a list of those
26 international organizations.
Mr. KASTENMEER. Without objections, Mr. Golodner, the appendixes will be made a part of the record.
Mr. GOLODNFE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The department is the largest interdisciplinary organization of professional people in the country. Among these people are engineers
and teachers, nurses and doctors, social workers and pharmacists as
well as actors, singers, dancers, and musicians.
With regard to the issue before this subcommittee, our department
must be, and is, concerned with the interests of both the creator of
recorded works and those who e:-joy them. We perceive these interests as being wholly compatible. And so did the author-of our Constitution. They knew that in order for the Nation to benefit from the
talents of its inventors, authors and artists, these creative, unique
people must be encouraged and assured of a just reward for their
efforts.
The Bible, after all, warns us not to "muzzle the ox that treadeth out
the corn," (I Timothy 5.18) and our forefathers knew their Bible.
Perhaps because we are no longer an agrarian society, the meaning
of this quotation has not been lost, at least insofar as the arts are concerned. We seem to have forgotten that it is the artists, not the machines, that are ultimately responsible for the benefits we derive from
the lively arts and, having forgotten, in various ways we muzzled
them.
For years, jukebox operations were regarded by Congress as an
infant industry requiring encouragement and exemption from copy-
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right law. The needs of composers and musicians were ignored while
the infant was nurtured. In time, tens of thousands of musicians lost
-their jobs in restaurants, cabarets, dancehalls, and countless other
sites. Then, as technology perfected both broadcasting an(r the sound
recording, the two were linked.
When America's musicians pointed out that the unlimited use of
sound recordings in broadcasting would destroy opportunities for
thousands of talented artists, the industry cried for special protection, amd Congress complied with the infamous Lea Act which imposes criminal penalties on artists who would dare question the use
of sound recordings on the air through the collective bargaining
process.
Within a few years, every station in the country, granted monopolistic conditions by government and special dispensation from our laws,
dispensed with live music. Again, thousands of musicians and singers
became unemployed. The pool of creativity in America was diminished,
and the potential of America's cultural contribution to the world somewhat lessened. After more than a half century catering to the concerns of those who exploit recorded performances, the time is over-due for our government to-attend to the needs of those who create
these performances.
It, today, is the performing artist who coi:,es before Congress and
asks not for special protection or consideration, but only for what is
just, fair, and equitable.
The performers' plea is just because it asks simply that Congress
give to them some of the rights it has already granted to other creative people and for the same reasons. The Congress and the courts
have determined that a sound recording is a "writing" and copyrightable under the Constitution. Who, then, we ask is the author of this
right? This committee has received innumerable testimonials by experts-illustrious conductors, musicologists, the Register of Copyrights, the Chairman of the National Endowment for the Arts, even
representatives of the broadcasting industry-attesting to the fact
that the performer's contribution to the recording demonstrates a
uniqueness, originality, and creativity of the kind protected under the
copyright clause of the Constitution.
As Judge Learned Hand noted in 1955:
"* * * the performer has a wide choice depending upon his gifts, and this
makes his rendition pro tanto quite as original a composition as an arrangement or adaptation of the scare itself (which is copyrightable). Now that it has
become possible to capture these contributions of the individual performer upon
a physical object that can be made to reproduce them, there should be no doubt
that this is within the Copyright Clause of the Constitution. (Capitol Record8,
Inc. v. Mercury Record8, Corp. 1955)

Along with the composer, the lyricist, the arranger, the performer is
an author. He's an author of that performance. It is unjust, therefore,
that the latter i- denied benefits that are enjoyed by the former. It
makes no sense in art or law to continue this patent discrimination.
Similarly, it is unjust that the sound recording is singled out as the
only subject for copyright that is not protected by a performance
right today. This inconsistency in our laws serves only one purpose:
To protect the avarice of those who exploit sound recordings by denying the authors of the recorded performance just treatment.
The plea of the American performing artist i's a fair one.

On July 8, 1975 the president of CBS complained to the Senate
Subconunittee on Antitrust and Monopoly that it was unfair for
cable television operators to transmit CBS programing to thoir
customers and not pay CBS. He said-he was concededd" about cable
"because it operates outside the copright, structure, profiting from
attractions of free television but not paying for them." Mr. Taylor
also told the Senate committee that 85 percent of what cable television provides its viewers is what is received at no cost from the
broadcasters, and, because of this, he labele4 CATV "a parastic
medium." He was right. And this committee and the Congress were
right in remedying the situation in 1976.
In a similar manner, the jukebox operators, background music
organizations, and broadcasters are now selling recorded performances and returning little or nothing to the creators who make it all
possible. One hundred percent of What is pervaded by jukeboxes and
background music firms and 75 percent of radio's programing is
comprised of recorded performances arranged, produced, perfomined,
and paid for by others.
I don't believe that broadcasters are unique here. Others in the
history of our country and in other societies have ripped out our
timberland. They've overexploited our farmlands in the search for
profits. Only recently, we've come to realize that this is very wrong,
that something must be put back, that forest lands must be replanted
and our farmlands cared for in a better way. Well, the same is true
with our human resources. We cannot keep taking and expect to keep
taking from our creative people without returning in some measure
the profits reaped from that taking.
The exploiters of recorded performances, however, claim that they
do offer compensation by way of five air time which supposedly
promotes record sales and the popularity of the individual artist.
This self-serving, unsubstantiated claim'ignores the following:
(a) That the goal of the broadcaster is to increase listenership
so that advertising rates and profitability can also be increased. The
goal is not to promote unknown, untested artists who may or nmy
not attract listeners. Stations play the records of artists whose type
of music or individual popularity will assure listeners; hence, it can
be argued that the recorded work of the artist is used to promote the
station rather than vice versa.
(b) Many stations do not announce the artists; so the listener does
not even know who is providing him with entertainment.
(c) Individual singers or instrumentalists who are hired-to make
recordings on a casual basis but who contribute a great deal to the
unique sound or performance that makes one record superior to or
more popular than another are never given publicity on the air. They
remain, by and large, anonymous to the general public. Some of these
people are with us today at this table.
(d) Indeed, providers of background music, the music we hear at
this hotel, in the elevators and in the lobbies, never promote the individual artist; vet, they exploit their work.
(e) We ignore the thousands of opportunities artists have lost
through displacement by the sound recording, and this must be
weighed against the ephermeral claims of those who are now recording.
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I'd like to digress now with a personal experience. My father was
a recording musician. He was fortunate enough to participate in the
famous NBC Symphony as a violinist. He devoted himself to 12 years
with NBC to building an orchestra which is probably the worlds
leading orchestra, ever, under the directorship of Toscanini. But
then he was displaced by NBC because NBC didn't need him anymore. They still used his work. He made records for Hugo Winterhalter, for Kostelanitz, Percy Faith, Jackie Gleason. In his later
years he listened to himself on the radio making money for others
while he was unemployed. He had only social security checks when
he died, but he made millions for others.
His case is a little bit different than the ordinary worker who is
displaced by technology because other workers weren't asked to contribute to their own demise. He was working, as I say, via the record,
but he wasn't being paid. It's little wonder that lie didn't and could
not encourage his children to pursue music as a career.
(f) The problems of overexposure to the individual artist. Testifying before this same subcommittee in 1975, the actor and folksinger,
Theodore Bikel, pointed out that before the advent of sound recordings and broadcasting, many performers built their entire careers
on the performance of certain plays or musical compositions. "Millions came to their touring performances," lie said. "Today, however, such careers can be telescoped into a single recorded performance mechanically repeated time and time again and broadcast nationwide or even -orldwide."
Finally, the broadcasters would have you close your eyes and ears
to the future. The advent of inexpensive, easy to operate, quality
taping equipment undermines whatever little validity there may be
to their claim of increasing record sales. The day is rapidly approaching, gentlemen. when it will be possible for individuals to tape
record music and other performances in stereo or monoral broadcasts. When this happens, who will then buy the records and help
cW-mpensate our performers?
This once we plead, let Congress anticipate technology rather than
respond to it only when it's too late. In our opinion, the argument that
an exploiter of recorded performances also promotes the creator of
the performance by the simple act of using his or her work is simplistic
and irrelevant to the basic philosophy supporting our copyright laws.
If it is accepted by this committee ana by the Congress, the same arguments can later be used to deny performance royalties to performers.
lyricists, and publishers. After all, it can be said that the broadcast
of their music also promotes their fame, the sale of sheet music, and
the purchase of their records.
In similar fashion, the cable TV industry argued that by strengthening and improving the broadcaster's over-the-air signals'they provide
the TV broadcaster with a larger audience and the justification for
charging advertisers a larger fee. But the broadcasters, a few years
ago, saw no merits to this argument when it was used against their
interests. In light of this, how can their efforts to make this same
argument against the performance and recording industry be taken
seriously?
The performer's plea is for fairness from those who take their
work and turn it to their own profit, for justice under our laws so
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that they may be treated as others who make a creative contribution to
this society, and, lastly, their plea calls for equity among those who
benefit from their efforts and owe a measure of support.
In a statement delivered to this committee 3 years ago, Mr. Andrew
Biemiller, legislative director of the AFI-CIO, pointed out that:
"The overwhelming number of performers who make possible the
recorded works we enjoy and take for granted almost every day of
our lives are not famous or wealthy. Quite the contrary, they pursue
professions that are among the lowest paid and highly unemployed
in the mntry." His observation has been verified by the recent
economic study conducted by the Register of Copyrights pursuant to
Congress request and is further substantiated by other recent studies
of the performing arts in this comutry that have been conducted. by
the Department of Labor and the National Endowment for the Arts.
You have the Copyight Office's study of the economic condition of
the performing arts. You don't have to rely on just that study. We
also have studies by the Department of Labor and the National Endowment for the Arts all showing that the American performing artist
leads a precarious, marginal economic life.
Assuming that our society, like most others in the world today,
wishes to encourage these and future talents so that the cultural benefits of their work will remain available to future generations, how (toes
it correct the situation and insure proper financial incentives for this
talent?
One way, of course, is through government aid. The United States
has encouraged this approach indirectly for many years through
tax expenditures that benefit nonprofit cultural institutions employing
performing artists. But this method proved to be insudficient to the
task, and, in more recent years, we have turned to the more direct
method of providing appropriated funds through such agencies as the
National Endowment for the Arts, the National Endowment for
the Humanities, and others. Unless additional funding sources are
found, both of these methods, which reply on government's taxing
authority, will have to be expanded. An additional source, of course,
is the beneficiary of the artist's work, and, in most areas, this is still
the major source. By buying tickets to concerts and plays and purchasing records, those who enjoy and benefit from the performers' work
directly compensate them. But the juke operator, broadcaster, and
background music firm which also realizes a benefit from the artist's
performance does not, and this places an inequitable burden on the
others.
Mr. Chairman, you have received a letter from the Consumer
Federation of America, and I would like, with your permission, to
read a part of that letter which touches on this matter of the inequitable burden that the consumer must bear in paying for our talent.

Mr.

KATENmFir

.R.

Please proceed. However, the letter in its en-

tirety will be made a part of this record.
Mr. GOLMNER, Thank you, Mr. Chairman. This is a letter signed
by Miss Kathleen F. O'Reilly, executive director of the ConsumerFederation of America.
We believe creation of a performance right for recordings will be beneficial

to the consumer. At present, the consumer finances the creation and production
of recordings. Commercial users-broadcasters, Jukebox operattors, background
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music services-realize substantial economic benefits from recordings. It is they
who should pay for these benefits through a performance royalty. The present
situation of imposing that burden on consumers Is unfair and inequitable.
The economic reports prepared for the Copyright Office persuasively demonstrates that commercial users can afford to pay the modest royalties proposed.
While the economic gain to singers, musicians, and record companies might not
be great, the adoption of a performance right would be a much-needed step in
the right direction.

At present, almost the entire cost for developing, producing, and
distributing recorded programs, as well as paying the artists, is borne
by the millions of individuals who buy records for their personal
enjoyment. Relative to the profit they realize on the use of these same
records, the broadcast industry and other commercial users return very
little to the. creative sources. The pressures of inflatlon rest wholly

on the pocketbook of the individual consumer while those who profitably exploit the record enjoy a free ride.
The effect of this inequity among those who bear the costs for maintaining our performing arts is also felt by government at all levels.
In a submission to the Register of Copyrights during her study of this
i-sue last year, Mr. Stephen Sell, the chairman of the National Assembly of State Arts Agencies and director of the Minnesota State
Arts Board, noted that, and I quote:
Agencies like mine throughout the country are asked to provide publicly appropriated funds to assist artists to carry out their creative work. At least part
of the need for this type of assistance is directly a result of the Inability of
artists to support themselves from the marketing of their creative talents * 0 *
Performing artists are frequently unable to earn sufficient incomes from their
creative work to avoid calling upon various forms of government financial assistance. Commercial entrepreneurs and broadcasters are presently able to use the
work of these artists without compensating them for it. While the change in the
current system being suggested here may not relieve the government of all its
financial responsibilities for performing artists, some Improvement in performIng artists' income potentials would definitely have an Impact. As such, a royalty
for performers In recordings would definitely serve a public purpose.

AF, I have indicated at the beginning of my statement, our Department 9nd the AFL-CIO are concerned that with regard to the sound
recording, our nation's copyright laws are flawed to the extent that
they are overly solicitous of those who use the recorded performances.

As new technological developments make it p(G.sible for sound recordings to he more easily transmitted and duplicated, the harm inflictedi upon the creative core because of the parasitic position enjoyed
Iv those who profit from its efforts will become even more severe.

The broadcasters. the jukebox operator, and the back-ground music
suppliers have helped make it possible for many Americans to hear
and enjoy the work of America's performing artists, but, because.of
our laws. they are not required to assume any obligations whatever
for assisting or supporting the creative processes.
But condoning this situation, our laws are out of step with much of
the world which does recognize the creativity of. the performer and
record producer and the need tb Provide them. with anpropriate, remiineration from the uses made of their recordings. I believe the Copyrie-ht Office studv indicates about 50 countries in the world now recognize a performance right in sound recording. Because we do not, and
this is another aspect of the unfairness of the siturition, our pMrf6imers are not receiving any benefits from the play of.these records overseas; whereas, European and other musicians are.
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, Indeed, in recent years, a growing number of individuals and groups

Within our own country have seen how wrong the present situation is

and have called for a change. In addition to the AFL'-CIO and all of
the major artists unions, the following are some of the organizations
and agencies that have publicly endorsed the principles of Representative Danielson's proposal: The National Endowment for the Arts;
the Democratic party in its platform of 1976; the Republican party
in its platform of 1976; the Consumer Federation of America; the
American Council for the Arts; the American Symphony Orchestra
League; the Committee on Arts and Humanities of the National Commission on the Observance of Women's Year; the Muzak Corp. which,
incidentally, does not exploit sound recordings because they make
their own recordings; the Committee on Patents, Trademarks and
Copyrights of the Chicago Bar Association; the section on patents,
trademark and copyright law of the American Bar Association.
It appears, gentlemen, that the only groups now favoring the status
quo are those who have a direct interest in profiting from it.
Twelve years ago, this committee, through acknowledging the valuable contribution of performers and record producers and asserting
the-copyrightability of the sound recording, hesitated to recommend
rights of p~ihlic performance until the issue had been further clarified
and a future Congress could give it "full consideration." Since then,
this matter his been debated fully before this committee and its
counterpart in the Senate, as well as ini other forums.
The. exhaustive report of the Copyright Office represents a definitive
exposition of the major arguments that have been made over the years
and the legal, economic, and social questions raised by this issue. The
AFL-CIO believes the Register's conclusions fairly represent the
weight of opinion on this matter, and we urge you to-adopt them now
as your own. Thank you very much.
Mr. KAST E N tFMR. Thank you, Mr. Golodner. One of the few paragraphs you (lidn't read from your prepared text related to quoting
Theodore Bikel in his testimony before the subcommittee in 1975. I
note that that former witness and friend and well-known actor and
folksinger is here today, and I would like to take note of the fact that
Theodore Bikel is present. I'm very happy to see him again.
Before we proceed to the other two witnesses-and I think we would
ask the other two witnesses to proceed, and then we will open up the
questioning to everybody-I would like to call on mv colleague who
really should be the host here since the southern Californian on the
committee contributed so much, really, to the enactment of the copyright.revision bill and whose proposal it is that we are today considering. Ikd-like to call on our friend, George Danielson.
Mr. IrFSO,. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. I welcome everyone. I'm
glad you're here. I know you're not here to hear any words of wisdom
that I may.contribute ;.so this will be one of the shortest speeches on
record, except I wantto note that until the last witness, I didn't realize
that the performers lived in Appalachia. I don't intend that they should
live in Appalachia. but equity and justice, in my opinion, is the basis on
which relief should be granted if relief is to be granted. I've never believed that people should contribute their property or their services
to another without fair compensation. It just simply amounts to un-

-
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just enrichment which is contrary to our theory of law. I thank you and
yield back my time.

Mr. KASThNMtEmIR. Thank you, George.

Now Mr. Fuentealba. Is that correct, sir?

Mr. FUENTrALBA. Excellent. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name is Victor W.
Fuentealba. I am the president of the American Federation of Musicians which counts 300,000 U.S. citizens among its members. H.R. 6063,
which you are considering today, would, as you know, provide some
small measure of compensation to those artists whose recorded works
are appropriated by broadcasters and others for their profit.
I am joined today, Mr. Chairman, by members of the American
Federation of Musicians, musicians who can tell you firsthand of their
own experience in terms of what a performance right can mean to them.
These are artists who have invested many years and many thousands of
dollars to develop their talents, but who like-countless others, have had
their work exploited without their consent and without compensation
to them.
Mr. Chairman, the artists whom I speak for thank you and the
members of the subcommittee for your continued interest in this vital
matter. It is fitting that these hearings are held in Los Angeles, the
home of Congressman George Danielson, the author of H.R. 6063,
whose interest in the welfare of America's performing artists is deeply
appreciated by them, as is your interest, Mr. Chairman, and that of
other members of the subcommitee.
A natural and proper concern of the subcommittee is the correction
of inequities, since our country was founded on the principles of equity
over 200 years ago.
While America's performing artists have not waited 200 years for the
remedy which H.R. 6063 is designed to provide, we have waited 40
years.
It was in 1940, after 3 years of study, that a congressional committee
first refused to recommend inclusion of a performance right in the
copyright law. The delay at the time was justified on the grounds that
"thought had not yet become crystallized on this subject * * * and no
way could be founa * * * of reconciling the serious conflicts of interest
arising in the field."
James Petrillo became president of our union. He led our union for
18 years, during which time Congress not only gave us no relief, but
made matters much worse by enacting the Lea Act, a most deplorable
piece of antilabor legislation. This law, still on the books, makes criminal the use of any economic means-no matter how peaceful and lawful-to protect or enhance employment opportunities in broadcasting. The law, commonly called the anti-Petrillo law, was passed in
1946.
In 1961, the then Register of Copyrights, after several intervening
years of further study. informed Congress that "the issues still have not
crystallized" in regard to a performance right. How could recommendations be made on issues that had not crystallized ? They couldn't, and,
of rours.e, they weren't.
In 1966, Congress did concede that the arguments in favor of a performancp right were so overwhelming that there was little direct re-
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sponse to them, but still it put off consideration of the question until a
later Congress because of the concerted opposition of the broadcasters.
That was the only reason given for not taking any action.
In 1975, this subcommittee considered a performance right within
the context of the omnibus revision of the Copyright Act. While deferring action on performance rights at that time, the committee, Mr.
Chairman, under your leadership, requested the Register of Copyrights to undertake another study and to report to Congress with a
propriate recommendations. You now have that most comprehensive study and the recommendations of the Copyright Office. It concludes that establishment of a performance right for sound recordings is a mater of simple equity; that
there are no persuasive arguiments against it; that no legal, constitutional, or economic barriers actually exist.
It is now 1978, and I am now before you on behalf of our musicians.
Many years have, elapsed, but the issue is the same: How long must we
be denied what is rightfully ours? Why, alone, are radio stations and
others who use our music without our consent., exempt from paying for
the product on which they base their business? Where else in our Nation
does one have to beg to be paid for the use of his work when the people
who expropriate that work not only freely admit its value, but become
rich by exploiting it?
And make no mistake, our work is exploited: 75 percent of radio
broadcast time is filled with recorded music; they pay us nothing, they
don't ask our permission, and they charge advertisers up to $150 a
minute for local radio commercial time. Yet they pay composers; they
pay for other services-for sports, features, news. Then, to add insult
to injury, they say, as they have told vQu in the past, that a performance right would make the fat cats richer, but would not help anybody
else.
That simply isn't true. In 1976, recording companies paid scale
wages of $28,177,538 to 25,452 musicians. This means that the average
amount earned by each of those 25.452 musicians was $1,707.08 from
recording session fees in 1976. These are the people who ask your help.
These are the people, as Benny Goodman wrote you when a performance right was last considered, who are "the majority of artists [and]
do not make a lot of many."
Not too many years ago, broadcasters hired musicians and singers on
a full-time basis. Stations had a staff orchestra and a small staff of
singers who provided the music that was broadcast. They worked on
a great variety of programs ranging from classical to popular. Now
they are gone, replaced by themselves on phonograph albums and, more
recently, on tape. Their recorded music fills the airwaves, without cost
to broadcasters, without compensation to them or to their heirs; and,
because of its profusion, most of them, or their successors, cannot find
jobs after a lifetime of investing as much time and money in their
training as does a lawyer or a doctor.
Nor does the problem begin or end with radio. Many more thousands
of musicians and vocalists formerly employed in restaurants, clubs,
and other businesses were displaced by sound recordings. Now their
work is used in its record form to attract customers and help make a
profit for the proprietors, jukebox operators, and background music
concerns.
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The recording companies cannot offer us relief because their work,
too, is being used without payment to them through what is actually a
form of legal piracy.
We are not asking for a law that will, in the broadcasters' words.
"make the fat cats fatter" we are asking for overdue and justified relief
.for musicians who, for example, after years of service with the NBC
Symphony, sit home with little more than a social security check and
listen to their records on radio while all they get is the commercial
message, because there is no more NBC Symphony or any other staff
orchestra at any radio broadcasting facility.
That is a very bitter thing. It is bad enough to be displaced by technological change, but to be displaced by your own creation is intolerable.
. Be assured, Mr. Chairman, that the hundreds of thousands of artists
for whom we speak understand and fully appreciate the enormous
political pressure that has, over the years, been exerted on the Congress by those who want things to continue as they are.
We feel every bit as deeply about this matter as the broadcasters.
and we are confident that this committee and the Congress will decide
the issue on its merits. When it does, we also are confident that you will
have earned the gratitude not only of the hundreds of thousands of
members for whom we speak, but also of the public who enjoys the
artists' work. For, make no mistake about it, adoption of a performance
,oyalty would also help the public because it would enable our legitimate employers, the recording companies, to defray some of the costs
of a high-risk business. Presently, the entire cost of a record is borne
-)y the consumer. Commercial users should help share that cost. The
consumer is becoming tired bf always having to bear the increasing
costs of the arts, while those who exploit the artists' work do not share
the burden.
We are confident that Congress and this subcommittee will arrive
at a fciir determination and that justice will triumph over political
pressure. Again, thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee for your dedication and your interest.
Mr. KASTENMETER. Thank you, 'Mr. Fuentealba for your excellent
statement which, in due course, will raise some questions.
Mr. Wolff, we now call on you.
Mr. Sanford Wolff. the national executive secretary of the American
Federation of Television and Radio Artists.
Mr. WOLPF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. T would just like to add to
your recogr'tion of the presence of Theodore Bike] here by merely
saying for the panel that Mr. Bikel is the president of one of our foremost performing unions, Actors Equity. And also with us today is the
president of the Screen Actors Guild, Miss Kathleen Nolan; and I
would like her presence tobe noted, please.
Mr. KASTEN,EIER. Thank you, I noted her presence earlier.
Mr. DAN EmON. Mr. Chairman, hers was the first presence I noted
this morning.
Mr. WOLFF. Gentlemen. I have appeared before this committee back
in 1975, and we've appeared again before a panel in the Copyright
Office during its hearings in Washington last year. Over the years, it
seems that everybody -has appeared before this committee and before
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the Copyright Office. It may well be that everything's been said several
times, and the record is pretty complete.
I am accompanied by other artists today as I was in Washington in
1975. They are not paraded before you for any purpose other than to
give you panel members the opportunity not to become impressed, but
at least to become informed about the working life of the background
singer in the United States. Later on, I will take the time to introduce
them and tell you something about them and about their work. You
will recognize their works; you may not recognize any of their fac"s
or names.
We do owe and acknowledge special appreciation to Congressman
Danielson for his vision and persistence. It is my firm belief, reaffimed
today, that the morality of the issue has provided him the strength required to brave formidable pressures mounted by the foes of the legislation in several instances.
I would also, as a lawyer, for the record, thank -Miss Barbara
Rinaer and Miss Harriet Oler for what must be one .of the most objective, brilliant, and scholarly reports that has ever been handed to a
congressional subcommittee. Each time this matter is studied, each
time this matter is examined on its merits, we find more friends and
fewer adversaries. I have, as I have noted, been following this subject
for many years, both professionally and on behalf of the union that
1 represent. Slowly but surely. I've noticed that there isn't anybody
opposed to us that I know about except commercial users of our ;vorks.
That opposition seems to become incredibly hysterical, but it's also
very powerful. They've invoked free enterprise, and they've invoked
phony issues of constitutionality and economics. They have, as a matter of fact, even claimed that they really do us, the background singers
and instrumental musicians, a favor when they use our product.
They've said that payment of performance royalties would-and
I quote Vincent T. Wasilewski, president of the National Association of Broadcasters-"lead to a reduction in the quality and quantity
of radio broadcast service upon which the American public relies
heavily each (lay for news, information, and entertainment." They've
complained that the Government has no rizht to require one industry
to subsidize another. I'm sure I've heard that argument before. and I
emphatically agree that the recording industry and American performing artists ought not to have to subsidize broadcasters and others
h1 having our product pirated and sold by them. I'm quite certain
tiet were Vince Wasilewski practicing law today he would be gravely
embarrassed were he forced to make his arguments before a jury of
his never .
Now that all the facts are in: now that the distinguished .egister
of Copyrights, Miss Barbara Ringer has completed what hais to 6,
one of the most exhaustive, painstaking, objective, and carefulIy docremented reports I think any of us has ever had the opDortunity of reviewing, there just are no new arguments to offer. The tired, old'reasons
given for denying us what are our rights have been stripped of credibilitv and found bereft of truth.
What have we heard so far from people who don't want to pay our
members for work they use? The only real argument the broadcasters
have made is that they shouldn't pay a royalty because radio sells
386-510-782---2
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records. The truth is that record sales often suffer from overexposure
and overplay on the radio. The question is asked, why should one buy
a record when you can hear it for nothing, and you can be assured, of
hearing it for nothing over and over and over again? It is well to
to note now the tremendous advance in the technology of the tape recorder alone which makes it possible not only for you to hear a record
played over a radio station, but to tape it and keep it, and, if you happen to be a pirate, to sell it to others by duplicating and making copies.
I don't know quite how to explain it. The fact is that there are more
blank tapes by about 2 to 1 sold on today's m'irket in the United
States than there are tapes recorded with music and singing. Now, I
must admit immediately that a great deal of that, not most of it, but
a significant amount of it, is blank tapes sold for industrial purposes.
Another point of interest. I believe, is that all background music
and most broadcast music doesn't promote anybody because seldom
is the talent given the credit. The anonymous singers or musicians
working behind a star are never given credit, and therefore, their careers cannot possibly be said to be enhanced by the playing of those
records. The argument almost results in our agreeing that 116x Haley
should pay the American Broadcasting Company because it popularized "Roots." Then you ask yourselves is the network halev's benefactor or the beneficiary of hiis creative efforts, and the meie asking
of the question, I believe, answers it.
In trying to summarize, it seems clear that the radio stations and
others are not making music for the public benefit. They are not playing it to sell records for the artists' benefit. Music gets an audience for
a station. It takes in money at the jukebox. An audience means a rating. A station with a good rating can charge more, and does charge
more, for its commercials. A philosophical question comes to mind.
Does the mortar keep the bricks apart or hold them together? The only
reason the recorded music is broadcast is to separate the commercials
and get an audience to listen to them, to sell commercial time.
We have no quarrel with that. We believe in it. It's the American
way: if you have something, you sell it. You make a profit if vou can.
But first you really should own what you sell before you sell it and
don't just appropriate it. In harsher words, don't steal.
Broadcasters have, said, in making an argument against the legislation, that. the cost of collecting the royalty may be large and that singers, musicians, and producers, may not get as much money as the
broadcasters would like them to receive. Well, that's a risk we'll have
to take. but I would like to point out that already there are operating
mechanisms in place which would make possible the economical and
expleditious payment to the artist concerned.
Broadcasters have said-perhaps this is meant as their most telling
argument-that radio stations couldn't afford to pay any royalty at
all no matter how minor. Survey findings to the contrary, it would
seem that they would walk a little more gingerly around this allegation. And, as a matter of fact, they never have offered any proof to the
allegation. I allude to the study conducted for the National Association of Broadcasters'by the consulting firm of Frazier, Gross & Clay
as reported in the May 23, 1977 edition of Television/Radio Age
magazine. The survey projected an 85.9 percent growth in radio sta-
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tion profits between 1975 and 1985, going from $f.7 billion in 1975 to
$3.2 billion in 1985. In December 1977, the Federal Communications
Commission reported that 5,638 radio stations and 7 radio networks reporting to the FCC averaged a 97-percent increase in income
before taxes. That increase in income was earned by stations which
fill 75 Percent of their cumulative air time with recorded music for
which they paid absolutely nothing to those artists who provided the
performances.
I should, at this time, I believe, merely refer you to a short paragraph in the report of the Register of Copyrigh'ts, and I quote:
,Xn independent economic analysis commissioned by the Copyright Office of
potential financial effects on broadcasters in an effort to provide an objective
basis for evaluating the arguments-and assertions of both sides of this issue.

This study concludes that the payment of royalties is unlikely to cause
serious disruption within the broadcasting industry.
I would like to point out to this committee again, just in case it got
lost in the record someplace, that the performing unions in this fieldthe musicians and the Ainerican Federation of Television and Radio
Artists, and the recording companies who hire our members and take
the risks and absorb the ex penses of production, have reached an agreement on the division of the modest proceeds from a royalty. As you
know, 50 percent will go to the recording companies as projected. The
other half will be distributed in this way, and I will do it just as simply as I can just to make certain that none misunderstand. Let's take a
for instance, a situation in which a leading soloist, a singer such as Mr.
Sinatra, Mr. Como, or whomever. In the instance of the production
and preparation of such a recording, let us say that the star or the
soloist has singing behind him 6 singers, and that in the orchestra
there are 15 musicians which would make a total of 22 performing
artists. In this instance, whatever the royalty might be, each of those
22 persons would realize an equal share of the performer's share of the
performer's royalty.
We're all aware that the fight against this legislation has been given
top priority by the National Association of Broadcasters. We are, you
might say, on their hit list again. It seems axiomatic, forgiving even
the morality of the issue for a moment, that if any industry is going
to continue to din into the works of others for its'own profit, that at
some point they have to be called to account. Hopefully , you will consider this to be the point and recommend that this legislation be
adopted.
Those of us who are active on a daily basis in the broadcast field
are still somewhat puzzled about the pecuiliar double standard adopted
by he broadcasting industry. On the one hand, they argue that they
should pay the performing artists nothing. On the other hand, as they
did in 1975, the National Association of Broadcasters have said: "It Is
unreasonable and unfair to let the cable industry ride on our backs,
as it were-to take our product, resell it, and not pay us a dime." That's
what the man from the National Association of'Broadcasters said.
He also said that it offended his sense of the way things ought to work
in America. We agree. Thank you. If I've been unclear, if any of us
have been, we're prepared to clarify, and we have some of the laborers
in the vineyard in assistance.
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ER. Thank you, Mr. Wolff.
Incidentally, for all witnesses I should perhaps say-perhaps it's
unnecessary to say it, but nonetheless I'll say it for the record-that
questions asked by those of us here which may seem antagonistic to a
position are not necessarily meant for that purpose, but rather to explore the premises of the witnesses in adversary fashion. So do not
take offense if a question does not reflect, let's say, your own interest.
I particularly appreciated Mr. Wolff's brief explanation of how. if
enXted, the division would take place of the proceeds. Let me compliment all three witnesses; you've done an excellent job this morning in
setting your position. You've indicated support for the Danielson bil.
H.R. 6063. The first question is, do you support it in its entirety? That
is to say, are you familiar with the bill in terms of its-formula and so
forth, or is tfiere any section or anything in it which you have a reservation about or which you would amend if you had an opportunity
Mr. Wolff.
Mr. WOLFF. Not only do we support it in its entirety as it's now
written, Mr. Danielson s proposed legislation, but I mu-t say that we

Mr. KASTENME,

would equally support the draft bill as suggested by Miss Barbara
Ringer even though there are some differences.
Mr. CoIEN. I was interested in listening to the testimony, Mr.

Chairman, because much of the passion was -directed toward jukebox
operators. For example, in this bill, I notice that they are exempted,
and I wonder why.
Mr. Wor'Fr .That is correct. Mr. Cohen.
Mr. FtrT,.sNTELA. As fixed in the current law. there would Ib no
Change made there because they would not be exempted from contributing to performers' rights.
Mr. KASTE-IMEER. Mr. Wolff, do you say that you approve of II.R.
606,3 and/or the draft of Barbara Ringer? Io they differ?
Mr. WOLFF. Well, they do. I've made some notes as to where they do

differ. I'm afraid 1 didn't commit this to memory, but I can quickly

run through them. In the first place, in her ininiitable fashion-as vo'u
can tell, I have tremendous respect for Miss Ringer--when she 'immediately saw a flaw in the bill, the difference between the rights of
one working for hire, employed for hire, and one who max' be an independent contractor, and she has corrected that flaw. That's just
filling in an oversight, I suppose. and it's not a difference in the bill.

But there is a section in which-in the addendum, I believe it wyas

called, addendum to Miss Ringer's report, in which she pointed out
somA of the changes.
Mr. GOLODNER. Mr. Chairman, I think Mr. Wolff is referring to the
Register's report with recommendations on page 27. 1 think you'll find
the comparisons between her recommendations and the Danielson bill.
We at the AFL-CIO frankly had not had an opportunity to study
Miss Ringer's recommendations. From what we can gather, they are
refinements which Mr. Wolff has indicated we would be pleased to go
along with in large part. But, in speaking for myself. I would like to
reserve, if I may, a comment on exactly where we would draw the line,
what we would accept, what we couldn't accept for further submission
to the committee.
Mr. KA aTENmEJEr. That's anacceptable way of proceeding. I did

not mean to get into technical, legal argument.

-
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Mr. GOLODNER. They are fairly technical, lfr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIMR. I am interested in how you feel about the general
provision of H.R. 6063 and/or the comments of the Register on H.R.
6063. And I would invite further written admissions from you.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Would you yield to me for just a moment?
Mr. KA5TEMNMR. Yes.
Mr. RAILSBACK. If I read the draft correctly, it would leave the rates
or the royalty payments very, very, I think, identical with the Danielson bill. But there are some, I would say, more or less technical, I
think, improvements. And then there's, I think, maybe a different provision relating to how the royalties would actually be allocated or distributed, and I think, instead of locking in the record companies to an
automatic one-half allocation, the Ringer bill does not do that. If it
would provide, in that respect, a little more flexibility.
Mr. WOLFF. There are some other provisions like criminal liability.
Mr. RAILSBACK. She would put this back in?
Mr. WOLFF. Right.
Mr. KASTENMIER. Mr. Fuentealba, do you have any reservations
about it?
Mr. FUENTEALBA. No; I think the bill and the draft are both acceptable to the American Federation of Mlusicians. There is nothing
objectionable in either bill.
Mr. KASTEN.EIFR. Mr. Wolff, you mentioned the NBC Symphony
Orchestra. I take it that is a sizal~e orchestra. How would each member be affected if H.R. 6063 were enacted into law?
Mr. WOLFr. Well, unfortunately, you have to have a starting place
for all legislation, and I think the starting place in Mr. Danielson's
bill is 1972. Is that correct for recordings made subsequent to 1972?
I believe that's correct. At least there's a starting date, and, unfortunately, the Toscanini orchestra, and any NBC orchestra as such,
has been out of business for a long time.
Mr. KASTENMEIEMR. Let's assume an orchestra that is in business.
Mr. WOLFF. But if, let's say, the NBC orchestra-I don't think any
of is have any particular affection for NBC, but we had a great affection for that particular orchestra. It was one of the greats, and
thas why we've used it for so many times. But in the event the
orchestra were to make a recording, when that recording was used
by stations or in a jukebox, which is highly unlikely, I guies. There
May be such a classical jukebox on a background music, other than
Muzak which-makes its own music. or has, at least, to this day.
Based upon the rate schedule, you might say both in the draft and
in Mr. Danielson's bill, they would make a payment and the--I think
now I understand the question a little better. You are concerning
yourself with one additional record, is that correct, that's put onto
the play lists of the station and how is it going to be divided among
all the people?
Mr. KASTENMINJER. Yes.
Mr. WOLFF. OK, I think that we must be quick to confess that
we haven't worked out those details. It didn't seem like a logical thing
to do to spend the time and effort and perhaps even dollars with experts in working out the details until we knew we had something
to work with. But I must say to you that that has already been
worked out in many other areas. For instance, in our pension and
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-welfare funds, in what we call our supplementary market fumds, in
television we have worked out manners in which and procedures I)y
which each person concerned gets his allocated or pro rata share. And
I see no difficulty in doing precisely that. ASCAP has done it. BMI
has done it. Other performance copyright organizations have don(e
it. There really doesn't seem to be much of a problem. We just haven't
put our heads to it; so I can't give you a definitive answer.
Mr. KASTENMELER. Well, that is a question, and there was some
suggestion earlier that there had been studies and that the time has
come, and obviously not all things have been worked out.
Mr. FUENTFLBA. We have adequate records of all the personnel
who are employed in the making of the record as far as the American
Federation of Musicians is concerned, and we have contacts that are
filed with our regional and national office which have the social security number of every performer on recordings.
Mr. COHEN. The reason I raise the question on pages 6 and 7 of
the bill is that it points out that where a coin-operated phonograph
player is defined by section 116, and cable system defined by section
111, "the comlulsory licensing rates shall be governed exclusively
by those resp .ctive sections, and not by this susection."
As you turn to those sections, you have a section dealing with the,
distribution of royalties. It doesn't talk anything at all about performers, but about composers, and that's why I raise the question
about how the division is going to take place.
Mr. FUENTEALBA.- We had the same question arising after our
discussion, and it's answered on page 11 under paragraph G. It says:
The public performance of sound recordings by means of secondary transmissions and coin-operated phono-record players is governed by sections 111
and 116, respectively, and is not by this section, except that there shall be
an equal distribution of royalty fees for such public performances between
copyright owners and performers as provided by subsection (e) (3) (A) of this
section.

Mr. COHEN. So whatever royalty a jukebox owner would pay to the
commission, that has to be divided up equally between the performers and the composers?
Mr. Fu-ENTALBA. Right. But the rate lie pays is already fixed by
sections 116 and 111.
Mr. COHEN. What does the composer have to say about that?
lMr' KASTENmErER. The author-composer?
Mr. COHE.. Yes.
Mr. KASTEN.MmEIER. The author-composer is not affected, as I under-

stand, by this bill.
Mr. COHEN. He would be affected by this, would he not?
Mr. KASTEwNmiEE. No, because-I should let Mr. Danielson respond to that. As a matter of fact, I understand the bill is not opposed
by the existing performing right societies because their understanding of it is that it is not affected.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Illinois.
Mr. RAILSBACK. I want to thank all of you for your testimony.
The chairman said earlier that the questions that we ask are not
meant to be hostile, and I'm just afraid mine are going to demonstrate my-I don't want to say ignorance. But, anyway, are there
figures on the average number of working days for a musician right
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now? In other words-I'm just very curious-how steady
)loyment for one of your members? Do you have any figures onis emthat?
Mr. FUENTWALBA. That's a very difficult question answer because
our employment is based on the area. We have, into our
approximately 330,000 members in the United States andfederation,
Canada.
Practically all of the television work is done in the Los Angeles
area.
All of the film work is done in the Los Angeles area. In many areas
of
the country, musicians may work perhaps one night a week
or
two
nights a week, maybe one night a month. There is a great deal
ployment in a city like Las Vegas where you have all of your of emand lounges that give full-time employment. So it's a very hotels
difficult
question to answer.
Mr. RAIMBACK. But is it possible for you
develop that kind of
information? I'll tell you why. These people,to without
doubt, are
creative, and the argument is made that they are paid verya good
for the work that they perform. That's my next question. What wages
are the
hourly scales for most, ,;ay, for band members or musicians that
support., saq, a singer?
Mr. _UENTEALBA. WeIJ, here again, that varies. For example,
for
making a recording, the rate for a single session is $121 for a musician.
That's the only payment that musician gets as far as recording
is
concerned regardless of who uses that, recording and where
played.
A musician-that's working in a nightclub will be paid theit's
is applicable for that particular area which, again, will varyscale that
ing on the economic situation in that l)articular area. If it's (dependcity, it's very low. If it's large. metropolitan area, it may be a small
higher.
Mr. RAlLSBACK. You know, there again, f-would think it would
very, very helpful for us to have some economic data as to their be
economic well-being or their economic Problems.
Mr. WoyFF. Mr. Railsback, there s a study that was just made
here.
A major study was just completed by the I)epartment of
Labor
which
was just released about a month ago, and if you want some of
those
figures, I referred to them glancingly. Also, the National
Endowment for the Arts has figures for the underemployment and poor
earnings capacity of the performing artists.
I have a brief summary here for the record, a )epartment of Labor
study of the membership of the five major unions here in this
which are the bulk of the professional performing artists in this area
try. You understand that we're talking about performers that counprimarily employed, say- in the live theater, but they will do may be
ings as well as concerts. About two-thirds of the members of recordActors'
Equity-this is Mr. Bilrel's union-reported some unemployment
ing the year 1976. More than half of the AFTRA, AGMA, and durSAG
members, and one-third of the members of the American Federation
of Musicians were unemployed in 1976 or had incidences of
ployment because they are casually 'employed. But compare unemthis to
19 percent of the total labor force had experienced unemployment
in 1976.
So, in other words, two-thirds of your actors experienced
unemployment compared to 19 percent, of the rest
of the workers in this
country. The duration of unemployment for performing
is
longer than for other groups of workers in the population.artists
For
the
labor force as a whole, median duration of unemployment
for all
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workers was 16 weeks. That is, half of all the workers had less and half
had more than 16 weeks of unemployment. In comparison, an average of 69 percent of the performing artists experienced more than 16
weeks of unemployment.
As you know, to qualify under CETA, the median earnings of about
$7.500 would qualify you for assistance. rhe Labor Department is
very concerned about who is qualifying. Twenty-eight percent of the
actors were qualified because they reported household incomes below
$7,000, 23 percent of the screen actors, 17 percent of Mr. Wolff's membership, 16 percent of the Guild of Musical Artists, and 15 percent
of the musicians. This is total household earnings; so this is not just
their earnings from their performing. It includes their spouses' earnings, for the children's earnings, if they are members of the household.
Here you have people, as the Deoartment of Labor study points
out, where more than half have a college education, compared to 16 /2
percent of the performing artists force. Yet, you have 28 percent total
household earnings under $7,500 in 1976. I would be glad to have this
summary in the record.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Does that study relate to a musician where it's his
principal profession ?
Mr. Chairman, could we get that study and make that part of our
records? We'd have a better idea as to the economic situation of a lot
of musicians. Would that be possible?
How big is the study?
Mr. GOLODNER. It is quite voluminous, Mr. Chairman. I think there
is about a 2--page longer summary than this.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Perhaps what we could do is make it a part of our
record without having it presented. Could we do that?

Mr.

KASTENM1EIER.

Well, I would invite Mr. Golodner to submit

that for prospective inclusion in the record. We will examine it, and
if it's just a 12-page document, it might be suitable for the record.
Mr. GOLODNEnR. This is merely a pamphlet.
Mr. ItJENTEALBA. Mr. Chairman, I think it important to bear in
mind it, as not too long ago when there were musicians employed
upon mlio stations, and now they're displaced by records.
Mr. RAIL5BACK. I understood that from your testimony. I'm just
very curious. I think a lot of us don't know exactly what their economic
situation is. I had no idea how many of them had to moonlight, how
many of them are unemployed. I-can understand your allegation that
there has been a serious disruption by reason ofsome of the sound

recordings and so forth.
Mr. WoLFF. In further answer to Congressman Railsback-and I
hope that it needs no saying-in the first place, we can very easily,
tlis 'morning, privately or publicly demonstrate to you the life of
the busiest type of singer doing this kind of work, Very easy. Mon6
inipprtantly, I, believe, is I hope that since 1975 we have been able to
impress upon you it's really not important, basically, how much money
the singer ;is making because you know darn well he's not making
as much as'the broadcast industry, and he's not using their material,
they're usin his. The morality of the issue must be the principal matter to be considered here. It just has to be or our whole structure collapsesi our whfiole capitalistic structure collapses if one is allowed to
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steal from the other and get the approbation of the public and the
Government. This is the important think, sir, and I hope that we have
in some way impressed that upon you.
Mr. RAiLSBACK. Yes. That's all I have.
Mr. KAWTENmELF. The gentleman from California, Mr.. Danielson.
Mr. DANIELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I'd like to amplify a little bit of what our chairman pointed out
at the beginning. The purpose of this hearing is to obtain and collect
information for the benefit of the committee so that if and when we
get around to marking up a bill, we'll know what changes to make in
it, what to do with it.
"Mark up" is our shorthand term for "writing the bill." The present context of H.R. 6063 is sort of a projected plan, a pro forma. That
doesn't mean we're oing to wind up that way. In fact, if we do wind
up that way, it will probably be the first bIll in the history of the
United States that will-wind up the way it started. Our questions are
important because we need to have some feedback from those of you
who have expertise in this field so that when we come to marking up
the bill, truly writing the bill, we can make it serve its purpose.
I have a couple of specific questions that I'd like to put to any of you.
-We know that with a recording one stellar performance can be used
time and time and time again. It eliminates the need for the artist or
the artists, plural, to get together and play every afternoon at 2:30.
I mean you've got a recording; now you can play'it anytime you want
to. That- has more than one significance. One that bothers me is this:
To what extent would the performance royalty do anything toward
providing more jobs, more employment for performers? Any of you,
please, field that question for me.
Mr. GOLODNER. I think, Mr. Danielson, it's important. I would like
to reiterate before I begin to answer your question what Mr. Wolff has
said. This is not a relief bill.
AMr. DAXIELSON. That's my next question, but right now I'd like to
know to what extent will this bill, if it's passed, create more work. more
jobs. To what extent will these performers be working more frequently
and be unemployed less frequently?
Mr. WOLFF. I don't believe it will have that effect at all, Congressman Danielson.
Mr. DANIELSON. I think that's correct, but I wanted to hear that
from one of your gentlemen.
Mr. WOLFF. We have not found any make-work, any encouragement
of employment in the bill as such.
Mr. DANImLSON. I don't quarrel with that. That was my understanding, but I wanted to hear it from the other side of the table. We
still recognize that once a performance is recorded, it then is suscentible to being exploited time and time and time again, and that the effect
of having a royalty would be that while the artist does not go to the
studio and play live every day, he will at least get some compensation
as a result of 'the occasions on which his work is exploited. In other
words, his compensation will have some kind of a continuing effect
based upon the use of the recording, but he doesn't go to the studio
and play every day.
Mr. FU-FNTEALBA. This would augment the income which is sorely
needed by all of our members and enable many musicians to continue
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*in the profession which they love, which today they are forced to go
into other jobs and moonlight because they don't have an adequate
income.

Mr.

-

DANIELSON.

I understand that. The effect of this bill would be

that a performer who participates would continue to derive a degree
of income from his earlier performance. That's about it, isn't it, in
a nutshell?
Mr. FUENTEALBA. Yes.
* Mr. DANrr N. Now, one of you gentlemen in response to one of
the questions said that you had not fully thought out the degree to
which an individual performer would share in the pool.
I believe, sir, that it was you, Mr. Wolff. Would you'expand on
that just a little bit, please I
Mr. WOLFF. There's not much more I can say except that we know
that there are other procedures and machinery already in place which
have accomplished the same kind of distribution of pooled funds; so
there are models that we can use.
Mr. DANIELSON. I wish to thank you because your answer is correct
here, but I really am laying the groundwork to making a request.
Mr. WOLFF. Yes, sir.
Mr. DANIELSON. One of the facts of life in legislation. be it this bill
or any other bill, is to make it fly. We have to get past this little subcommittee. Then you have to get past a full committee, and then you've
got to get past the whole Congress. And at every step you have some
tremendous thresholds to cross. I am as certain as I am sitting here
that the question will be raised time and time again: Well, won't all
this money simply go to the fat cats-I think one of you gentlemen
have used that term before-how do I know that Tom Jones who plays
the drums or somebody's who's playing the. pian6"or somebody who's a
little obligato in the background. how do I know he's going to get any
money out of this? Would you and your best heads please get together
and work out some kind of a pro forma idea as to how we might be able
to share these things?
This committee will hold hearings again in Washington, if not here,
and we're. going to have to be able to answer that question when it's put
to us on the floor of the House if we're going to have any possibility of
Passing this bill. So do a little constructive thinking and give us the
benefit of it.. It is not a legislative function to go into that intimate
detail and to put, it into a bill itself.
Mr. KASTrENMEIER. If my colleague will yield on that, I'd like to endorse exactly what he has to say. I would like to be able to follow the
royalty dollar from the broadcaster to the pockets of the two witnesses
on the end, the singers. I would like to be able to see through what
mechanism it will reach them and at what point in time, how long it is,
life plus .50? How would it be monitored? On what sort of shared basis
would this take place? We would have to be able to answer all those
questions, very franklv, to convince. others that it is a worthy idea.
Mr. WoLFF. Mr. Chairman. we had thought, back in 1975. of preparing such a pro forma, as I think you've called it, but we felt that this
was just oTening up another area in which we could be attacked. You've
got to understand that if we give you a pro forma, it's going to be, I
suppow., attributed to us as the thing that we insist upon; whervas, I
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would hope it could be presented and received as one of the ways in
which an equitable distribution could be made. Is that possible? I mean
can it be accepted in that way I
Mr. DAxILsoN. That's precisely what my opening comment was. We

are asking questions in order to obtain information which will assist
us in marking up the bill. I don't think that we would ever put such a
-schedule into a bill. It doesn't belong in law, but the information might
wind up in a committee report which sort of provides the background
music for the law. And I think it would be very helpfil to us--I know
it would be very helpful to us, and I think it would enhance the chance
of t his'bill passing if it should reach the floor.
Mr. WOFF. We'll do it.
Mr.-DA.NELsoN. Fine. We'd welcome it. At least I certainly would.
My last point that I want to make here, you have a statistic that the
recording industry paid out some $28 million last year to pay scale
wages to some 25,000 performers which would be around $1,100 each.
Now, that's an interesting statistic, but to me it's not persuasive of anything, and I w ant to tell you why. Within that bracket you have counted
every musician, every performer, who was paid at all. The one who
came 1 day and got 1 day's scale is counted as well as, probably, the
most. overemployed performer in the industry, and it just doesn't work
out that way: There's little potatoes and big'potatoes. It's not too persuasive. If you want to give us some kind of a breakdown by bracket
that there were so niany who collected in this bracket and another, that
might be of some help to us.
Mr. Fur.N.-T.ALBA. We would furnish that information to you.
Mr. DANIrjoSN. I think it would be a more valid statistic. I see creep-

ing into the background some of the questions precisely wht Mr. Wolff
said we're not trying to do here, and I'm glad to hear that. Tis is not a
social reform measure. It's not the function of the Federal Government
or, in my opinion, any government, to solve all the social ills -ithwhich
we're afflicted.
There are some, probably a little more primitive than I, who feel that
the government's role is to protect. the coastline and coin money. I go
a little further, but you're not going to be able, to solve all the ills that
beset the entertainment industry through this bill or any other bill that
we could generate. Capitalism,'free enterprise, competition necessarily
dictate that some who would like to be, Sinatras or Comos or, heaven
forbid, what's that beautiful girl? Olivia Newton-John. They're not
going to make it.
Mr. KASTENMEIEIR. Congressman Railsback would like to add Linda
"Ronstadt,
Mr. DANriEoN. But everybody is not going to make the top dollar.
It's tough if somebody who'would love to be a Linda Ronstadt has to
wind lip as a checker someplace in a food store, but, you know, if you
can't cut it on one level, you're going to have to cut it on another level;
otherwise, you're going to have to roost someplace else.
I feel that if a performer has created, by his or her talent or per-

formance. something of value that is recorded in some kind of tangible
form so that it can be performed time and time. again, then that person
ought to get a fair share for his contribution. But I don't feel we have
to guarantee to everyone the optimum livelihood, full employment, and
all the other goodies that come down the line.
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I hope you understand my point of view, and, frankly, I don't think
you disagree with me on that.'
Mr. WOLFF. We do haveMr. DANIELSON. You ought to have fair compensation for what
you've created.
Mr. WoLFr. Did I interrupt youI
Mr. KASTENMEER. No, but we do have a time problem here, and contributions will have to be recognized.
Mr. WOLFF. We do have some working singers here who can tell
you what they did, what contribution they have made to the programing of the broadcast and the background music and the jukebox industry. We can tell you what their contribution has been, and we can
tell you they have received absolutely nothing from those users. I know
you have a time problem. Could we perhaps just enter into the record
in written form a description of those gentlemen and ladies who are
here today?
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Please. You may certainly do that for the record.
Mr. FUENTEALBA. I think, first, Mr. Brown would like to cite an example about a recording he had made if we have the time.
Mr. BRowN. My name is Ray Brown. I am a member of the musicians union. Some years ago, there was a gentleman who became very
popular via recordings by the name of Jose Feliciano. I'm sure most of
you must have heard of him at some time. He did a bluesy version of
the "Star-Spangled Banner" for a baseball game in Detroit which
got a lot of notoriety. He's a blind man, and we did some recordings.
His very first album, he and I and a drummer went into the studio.
Now, there's no way for him to read music; so he has to discuss it, and
we just talked about what we were going to do. We discussed these
things, and some of the ideas were mine and some were his and some
were the drummer's, and we made up these arrangements and recorded
them. Then they brought in an arranger who then took what we had
done and recorded the music for the orchestra which they put over
it. One of the tunes we did was "Light my Fire" just to say an instance. And this thing was being played all day long on the jukeboxes.
on the radio, and I'm back in Detroit where my brother-in-law workS
in a factory and my sister-in-law works in a factory. One works at
Ford; one works at one of the other plants.
They heard this on radio, and they knew I was on the record, you
know, and they said, "Boy. you're going to be rich. We hear that record all day long." I said, "Listen, I'm not gettine one penny." They
said. "You mean you don't get anything?" Well, at that time. scale
was 70-some dollars. I said that's what I got, and that was it. If that
record is played in 1990, if it comes back and it's a hit again, I still
don't. get a penny.
You know, a guV makes a epr or drives a bus. at least he gets something besides social security. He gets a pension from Ford or from the
plInt, you know. but we don't, ,ret not one penny, and this is what
--we're talking about, not how much we make, per se, but musicians
make what they make at the time, Pnd then, although their stuff is
beinq played. they never get anything else, and when they get old they
don't even get a pension.
Mr. KASTEMitEmR. The Frank Sinatras get so many cents a record,

don't, they?
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Mr. BRowN. The stars get paid.
Mr. GOLODNER. Mr. Chairman, that is not on the use of the record.
They get a royalty on the sale of the record. The consumer, we're keeping this whole thing going. But they don't get paid from the use of
their record. And there comes a time when people will be taping right
off the air and won't be buying those records, and they're not going
to get any royalties out of the sales. This is what we're concerned
about.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mir. Brown.
I'd like to now yield to the gentleman from Maine and to say
the gentleman from Maine is correct about the provisions of H.R.
6063 with reference to the distribution of jukebox royalties. This
would be split, presumably, between author-composers and performers.
Ahd the presumption, I guess, was that it would be rectified by the
copyright royalty tribunal, this division. But, in any event, he was
correct in that assumption. I yield to the gentleman from Maine.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I'd like to say, in rebuttal to what appeared to be an intimation in the presentation by the panel, I'd lik6 to take this opportunity
to praise the chairman of this subcommittee. I had the opportunity to
serve on this in the past, and he is perhaps one of the most independent and nonpartisan chairmen that I've ever worked with, and I want
to tell you that he does not bend under the weight of pressure, no matter how dense that pressure might be or whatever its intensity, and so
ihat the fact Mr. Wolff that you might feel that you're on the hit
list of some associations or broadcasters does not mean that either the
chairman or the subcommittee or the full committee-shares the same
sort of feeling, which is not to say that there are not some serious
questions to be asked and answered, hopefully, before we ever proceed
to the full committee or to the Congress itself. But there are, I think,
some legitimate questions which have to be raised notwithstanding
your reluctance, I think, to put forth a proposal which might be subject to attack.
Justice Holmes once said: "The truth of an idea is its ability to get
itself accepted in the maii hetplace." And we have to deal in the'marketplace of ideas to the extent that those ideas stand the test of criticism
,and scrutiny and otherwise so that we have a-better product to go to
the Congress with. Those questions will be raised, and if there are
not satisfactory answers by us. it will be rejected.
Now, I'd also like to say, Mr. Golodner, I was very impressed with
the presentation that you made. I think, however, one thing that you
tended to get into which I don't feel was related to this matter was
characterized as being exploitation. I think you touched upon the exploitation of the land in some sort of analogous situation, and I appreciate the intensity with which you are speaking. But it comes to mind,
for example, that there is a very controversial measure here in California about the- extension of the protection of the redwood trees. And
there you saw, I think, that the AFL-CIO did not consider that to be
a question of exploitation, that the workers actually had a commonality of interest with their jobs as far as that was concerned; so. that
was not necessarily consistent with conservation of the redwoods, but
rather, I assume, the AFL-CIO took a different position on that.
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I have a similar situation in Maine right now. For example, we have
a proposal for the construction of a dam which would destroy 88,000
acres of land, and, of course, the AFL-CIO was in favor of gat construction to produce jobs; so it isn't necessarily tied together, the exploitation of land and the exploitation of writers and performers, and
that's something I think we got off on.
Mr. GOLODNFIL I don't think we ignored the human considerations
because the resolution of that did provide for those workers that were
being displaced from the opportunity of making a living. In quite a
heavy package, I believe, Congress voted to assist those workers. In the.
same way here, we're asking that the workers in the arts field bo somehow compensated for their work. However, I don't think the analogy
is quite correct because we are here, and I guess I get in trouble from
speaking extempormneouslV in reference toMr. CorriN. 1 didn't final it in your prepared speech. Let me ask you
this: How would this benefit the consumer? You made that statement.
Mr. Wolff made that statement that such a bill would ultimately benefit the consumer. Do you really mean to suggest that prices of records
are going down as a result of thiis bill?
Mr. GOIJODNER. I don't think they're going to go down. I think it will
moderate pressures for pushing them up. Obviously, when you're
broadening the base of those who are sharing the costs of the production of these materials, you are relieving, to that extent, the total
burden which is placed on the pocketbook of the consumer.
Mr. CoimN. I'm not sure I followed that because it seems to me notwithstanding what we do on this committee, the price of records will
continue to go up like everything else is going up. And I don't see how
this bill will benefit the consumer in the sense that whatever advertising costs'are passed from the broadcasters back to the advertisers will
be passed on once again to the consumer in the form of higher prices;
so I didn't follow the logic of that statement.
Mr. GOLODNER. That is theoretical. We don't know how much will be
passed on to the advertiser. The various studies we've seen from the
FCC, the Copyright Office, shows that the broadcasters are quite
healthy and probably could absorb some of this additional cost. We're
speculating here, now.
What we do know is the performer can't afford to subsidize this
anymore, and the only place he can go for the money is the recording
comp9,ny. And the recording companies have to pass that on to the consumer, or very frankly, the concern is that they can just as easily
record in Ekurope where the musiian there does not have to front load
his recording session aS much as the American. The American, when
he goes and makes hisrecording, says, "This is the last chance I'm
going to get any money out of the recording because I'm not going to
get any further payments."
Mr. CohEn. We're pressed for time, and there are a lot of issues I'd
like to discuss. To say that consumers are going to benefit, ultimately.
from this particular measure, I don't think that would withstand
analysis.
Mfr' KASENMMFM. I want to thank the gentlemen from Maine and
also for his comments, although I must say the only hit list I know

about is the top 40 tunes they play today.

N
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SLet me, on'behalf of the committee, say that I appreciate your appearance here this morning, all the principal witnesses and those of
you
havethat
accompanied
them for their contributions.
It who
is clear
there are other
questions we haven't asked. There are
areas we haven't explored. We may have to supplement this last hour
and a half by other means in the future, but that doesn't diminish the
contribution that you've made this morning. And on behalf of the
committee, let me say that I appreciate it.
Mr. WOLPF. Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. KASTENmFIER. Now I would like to call, as our next group of
witnesses, the distinguished group of representatives of the National
Association of Broadcasters, and I would like to call on Mr. Carl
Venters who is president of the radio station WPTF, Raleigh, N.C.,
board member of the National Association of Broadcasters. If he and
other broadcasters would come forward, rather than introduce you myself, I will defer to Mr. Venters and permit him to introduce members
of this panel.

-

TESTIMONY OF CARL VENTERS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
BROADCASTERS, ACCOMPANIED BY "BUDDY" DEANS, MAJOR
SHORT, JOHN DIMLING, WILLIE DAVIS, PETER NEWELL, JOE
RAYBALL, AND TED ARNOLD
Mr. VF..NTERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you said, my name is
Carl Venters. I'm from Raleigh, NC., president and general manager
of Durham Live Broadcasting Service which operates WPTF-AM,
WQDR-FM, and WRDU-TV. I also represent the North Carolina
Association of Broadcasters.
Before introducing our panel members, I would like to introduce
several people, several of the broadcasters sitting behind me: Wade
Hargrove, who is executive director and general counsel of the North
Carolina Association of Broadcasters; Frank McLauren, who is chairman of the California Association of Broadcasters from Santa Rosa;
Howard Smiley, president of the California Association of Broadcasters; Bob Light, the executive director of the Southern California
Broadcasters are among the other broadcasters behind us.
Introducing our group here-and several of those will make presentations after I do that-I'd like to first introduce, on my left, Mr.
"Buddy" Deans, president of the Arkansas Association of Broadcasters and also president and general manager of radio station KOTNAM-FM, Pine Bluffs, Ark.; and, next to me,, Mr. Major Short,
president and general manager of the radio station KOBH, Hot
Springs, S. Dak.; and, immediately to my right, John Dimling, vice
president, and director of research, National Association of Broadcasters, Washington, D.C.; and, to his right, Willie Davis, president
of radio station KACE-FM here in Los Angeles; and, next to Willie,
Peter Newell, general manager of radio station KPOL-AM-FM
here in Los Angeles; and, also to his right, Mr. Joe Rayball, president
of the Massachusetts Association of Broadcasters and also of radio
station WARA of Massachusetts and vice-president of WVNA, Salem,
Mass. And that, with all those call letters and details, is our panel. I
forgot Ted Arnold down there. Ted Arnold is vice-president and
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general manager of radio station WHBF-AM-FM, Rock Island, Ill.
Pardon me. I think that's it.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Just by happenstance, he comes from Congressman Railsback's district. Pure coincidence.
. Mr. VENTUS. We'd like to begin by asking Peter Newell of KPOLAM-FM, Los Angeles, to make a statement. We'll follow that
with several Other statements and then leave the time open as you
suggest for discussion.
Mr. NwELL. Mr. Chairman, I'm currently chairman of the board
of directors for the Southern California Broadcasters Association.
This is a trade organization representing some 125 southern California
radio and television stations. A number of our members are present
here today. and I'd like to recognize them.
' ould the Southern California Broadcasters members please stand.
- Mr. KASTEN3MEIER. For the record, I think there are perhaps as
many as, at least, 20 persons so that obviously southern California is
well covered by radio broadcast.
Mr. NEWELL. We are here, Mr. Chairman, to voice a very strong
and very sincere opposition to this proposed legislation. We believe it
creates a most unfair and inequitable situation and one that causes
us a very grave concern.
A performance right in sound recordings is purely and simply a
redistribution of moneys from one segment of the private sector to
another. There will be no benefits to the Nation's economic system from
such a transfer of funds and no benefits to the general public.
There will be benefits flowing, however, to record companies and to
performers, but absent economic or public welfare improvements, any
decision to restrict moneys in the private sector must be made on the
basis
fairnessput
andforward
equity.
Theofpremise
by the supporters of this legislation is that
a current ine4uitv exists, that radio stations use recorded performances
in order to attract audiences which they then offer for sale to advertisers. Since the producers of the recordings are not paid by the radio
stations for the programing material they supply, it is said that radio
is exploiting their product. If. in fact, record companies and performers do not receive anything for the use of their product, then they _
should be compensated. But let's look at the realities of the two businesses. The record companies and performers derive most of their
incomes from the sale of recordings. By far the most important factor
n
in generatingg record sales is radio airplay.
Without radio, the record industry would be a small fraction of its
present size. Fewer performers would be working, and those who
worked would be earning less money. This is a most important point.
Radio is responsible for the economic existence of today's recording
musicians. I ask anyone who's testified here today if their industry
would not wither without radio air play., .
Record companies and performers make no direct payments for the
free exposure of their product on radio. Radio station's, as yet, have
nothing to sell but their air time. Advertisers have determined that
that air time has a tangible value to them. It's a commodity on which
a price has been set; yet, the record companies pay nothing for that
which producers of other goods and services pay substantial sums'
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In fact, record companies receive more benefits than paying advetisers receive. They get more repeated exposure for their product than
commercial accounts, and they get more valuable exposure. Other advertisers must be content with a mere description of their product. In
the case of recordings, the product itself is presented for examination
by the potential purchaser.
There can be no question here that record companies and performers
receive something of value from radio stations when they get free air
play. The question is, is that value enough to compensate them for
providing free product for use in stations' programing?
One way to determine the value of free air play is to listen to what
record industry executives say about it. Bob Sherwood who's vice
president of promotion at Columbia Records was quoted recently in
Billboard magazine. He said, "If a record doesn't get air play, it
doesn't sell." Last fall, I spoke with John Iloughton, general manager
of Licorice Pizza record stores in Los Angeles. He said, "Radio station
air play is the most important factor in the sale of records. The more
stations that get on a record, the more it sells, and the higher the play
rotation, the more it sells." One record manufacturer's survey of rock
sales found that over 80 percent of albums are purchased because
people have heard a particular portion, one or two of the songs, over
the radio and like them.
If you want more evidence as to how much importance the record industry attaches to the free use of radio's valuable air time, look at
what they do, not just at what they say. Record companies give away
their product to radio stations free o? charge. They could charge us
for this product, just as they charge the public, but they don't, except
in the smaller markets.
They give us millions of dollars worth of their product free just
to encourage us to play it. They spend millions more in trade paper
advertising trying to get recognition for their new records. They maintain large staffs of promotion people who are told to get us to add their
new records to our play lists. In 10-76, the industry employed 185
people to do this just in the city of Los Angeles. Fifty-two record
companies employed 684 people across the United States tfhat year just
to ask radio stations for free air play. They spend additional millions
to buy advertising time on radio stations.
I've heard the testimony this morning about our exploitation, the
legal piracy that we indulge in, the using of their product without consent. This is unbelievable. If they could legally do it, the record companies would not spend all this money to get us to play their product.
If they could legally do it, they would force us to play the product.
So what record companies do as well ,s what they say tells us that
radio air play is the lifeblood of their industry. Our product, our
valuable air time, given to them in exchange for the use of their product is what makes the record industry what it is, a $2.7 billion-a-year
business, a bigger industry than radio, their benefactor, by some $700
million a year.
What's more, radio's 2 billion annual revenue is divided up among
almost 7,000 stations. By contrast, most of the $2.7 billion in record
revenues is shared by fewer than 100 record companies. Radio is an
industry made up mostly of small businesses. The record industry is
86-510---78-----3
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dominated by big business. And here we have their big businesses,
made big by our small businesses, saying that they are being treated
unfairly. That is unconscionable.
The record industry will tell you that a very small number of their
records gets the kind of air play that produces high volume record
sales. Even assuming this to be true, this group of hit records accounts
for the great percentage of record industry profits and easily covers
the costs of their unsuccessful releases.
If any inequity exists, it is that radio stations are not being adequately compensated for all this free advertising. The record industry generates $2.7 billion in sales using our product, and we generate
only $2 billion in sales using theirs. Unfortunately, because the FCC.
limits the amount of air time we can sell each hour, stations are unable
to charge for the records they play. If radio stations are to be charged
a performer's royalty fee, the present balance in the marketplace
would be destroyed. There's simply no rational justification for disturbing that balance. We hope the subcommittee will recognize that
a performance royalty will create an unfair windfall for record companies and performers. We hope you will reject this legislation.
Some potential questions remain to be answered. What about the
fact that European nations recognize performers' rights in sound
recording? The answer here is that those nations have broadcast systems which are owned or controlled by the government, and it is the
government that pays the performers' fees. This is simply an indirect
government subsidy of performers.
Another question: Can radio pass these fees onto the advertisers?
The answer is, in most cases, "no." The larger, more profitable stations
would certainly trt to recover these fees through rate increases, but
if advertisers rebelled, the station would have to rescind. Most stations cannot raise their rates just because they want to or even because they need to. Rate increases have to be accompanied by increases
in audience size or increased demand for air time. The ]Register of
Copyrights was incorrect in her assumption that we can simply pass
along extra costs. But the argument here is not whether stations can
afford it, or whether they can pass it along. The question is whether
our industry is going to be mistreated for the benefit of another. Others
will testify regarding the Register's report, but I can assure you of
another inaccuracy. It stated that radio station losses reported to the
FCC are not real. I can tell you that the figures reported by my station are real,-and I can never remember from my 19 years in the business reporting anything other than its actual income and expenses.
Another question: Aren't background sinaers and musicians poorly
paid, and couldn't these fees remedy that situation? I don't have expertise in musicians' compensation. However, it is my understanding
that most musicians are represented by labor unions, and it's their responsibility to.get them fair wages. This is a problem between the
record companies and the labor unions, and the broadcasters should
not be brought into it. Moreover, if you assume that these royalties
will be allocated to musicians based on frequency of record play, the
musicians whose records are popular will be 'getting most of the
money. Those who are doing poorly now, because their records aren't
being played and aren't being soll, will continue to do poorly. The
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record companies and the star performers are making substantial
profits, and in many cases the income of the star is measured in the
millions of dollars. It is these people-the record companies and the
highly paid performers--to whom the musicians should turn for relief. Tbe broadcasters, I have already stated, have already paid with
their valuable air time. They are beneficiaries of our exposure of their
work.
Another question: Shouldn't classical music and classical musicians
receive support? I think perhaps so, but not this way. The record industry revenues and profits are growing rapidly without this legislation, but the percentage of classical music being recorded is declining. History has not shown that the industry will divert windfalls
into the production of more classical music. Moreover, classical
recordings represent a minute proportion of records played on the
air, and, therefore, the percentage of rights fees they receive will be
next to nothing. It will be spread thinly among a great number of
musicians per each recording as well. Also, classical music radio stations tend to be unprofitable or marginal at best, and they will be
hurt the most. The public will lose the services of classical music
stations which will either change formats or go out of business. The
loss of even a few classical stations would never compensate for the
small sums generated for classical performers.
In summation, it might appear on the surface that broadcasters
should pay for the music which is produced at great expense and at
great risk by the record companies. But going deeper, you can see that
broadcasters provide the record companies an equally valuable service and at no charge. The burden of proof that the present system is
inequitable lies with the record industry. They haven't supplied that
proof because they cannot. Thank you.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Venters.
Mr. VENTEmS. Our next presentation will be made by Major Short,
resident and general manager of radio station KOBH, Hot Springs,
S. Dak.

Mr. KASTENMEIR. Mr. Short.

Mr. SiORT. Thank you very much. I don't envy you, you gentlemen
on the committee, considering this kind of legislation when you have
never been in either phase of the recording industry or in broadcasting. But for 20 years, starting in 1948, I was a traveling entertainer,
musician, and recording artist. For 18 years I was a partner in a
group known as "Someth in' Smith & The Redheads." With this group
I recorded six albums as well as many single releases on the Epic and
MGM labels. The recording phase of my career started in 1954 and
ended around 1960. Since 1968 I've been a broadcaster. I own and
manage radio station KOBH located in Hot Springs, S. Dak. Now,
as you can see I've been on both sides of the situation, have had the
unique experience of being a performer and a broadcaster, and from
that experience I make these observations.
When I recorded, I recorded as a union musician in spite of the fact
that I was a so-called artist and under contract to the recording
company, I still recorded under union contract and, therefore, was
paid union scale for the time I spent in the recording studio. In the
event our record was a commercial success, we'd receive royalties
from the recording company according to contract.
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At recording sessions, all of the sidemen work on union contract and
receive union scale at least. Scale for recording dates is probably the
highest in the business; so recording jobs for performers are regarded
as economic plums. I have known musicians who limited the number
of months they would work in recording studios largely because it
would not make economic sense to continue to work into a higher tax
bracket. Since the recording musicians are the best in the business,
many of them have other regular studio jobs in television and pictures,
not to mention live performances if they choose to do so. In all the
years I spent in the recording business, I never saw an underprivileged
studio musician. As a matter of fact, even as a semisuccessful artist. 1
always somewhat envied the economic security of the studio musician.
I still do. My conclusion is that there is considerably more greed involved in the promotion of this bill than there is genuine need.
My second observation is that the percentage of performers who
would qualify for benefits under the proposed copyright legislation
is verv small. Under present conditions, companies can't afford costly
errors during the recording session; so only the best performers are
hired. They represent a very select coterie of musicians and sinwrs.
There is talk that the money, collected from the broadcasters would
go into a general union pension fund. What logic makes the broadcasters liable for the welfare of the vast majority of performers who
never go near a recording studio? As a member of Musician's Union
Local 47 in Los Angeles for the past 29 years, I have received union
publications and have noted the political aspects of the arguments
of union officials. They thirst for a union victory, but that victory
would probably affect no more than a half dozen locals in the country,
and that's an estimate.
One of the biggest questions that must be decided is "who is creative?" If it can be decided at all, it requires understanding of what
goes into a recording session. A session calls upon the talents of proucers, artists, composers, arrangers, conductors, musicians, singers,
engineers, copyists, contractors, editors, not to mention countless
other company employees who make contributions and decisions
prior to the session. From my experience it would be impossible for
me to conclude that a musician or singer or any performer, collectively or individually, makes any greater contribution or was more
creative than any other member of the production crew. They must
be competent, or they wouldn't be hired. But they need no greater
degree of competence than a carpenter or electrician. They are hired
to do a competent job, and they are paid for that job by the company
that hires them. It makes no sense for performers to expect a lifetime
annuity for 3 hours' work in a recording studio.
I would like to call to the committees attention the fact that in
almost every case there are many more performers on a record than there are composers. The cost of implementing this kind of legislation would, therefore. be significantly higher than the cost for distributing money to the composers. This fact presages higher rate
adjustments for a not-too-distant future making the likely economic
impact on broadcasters much greater than-it appears with'this "footin-the-door" legislation.
At present., recording companies are solely responsible for everything that is recorded. This demands financial responsibility, and
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this consideration automatically requires the companies to search for
quality in every phase of record production from the choice of studio
to artist to the performers, technicians, et cetera. If the burden of
financial responsibility is lessened, I think you can expect the quality
of product to be affected negatively. There's a considerable amowit
of experimentation and indulgence with producers' fantasies now.
If the broadcasters start footing the bill, I would expect the emphasis to switch from quality to quantity, thereby increasing the odds for
a "far out" hit for the company. I conclude that the public would
not benefit from a glut of recorded garbage.
My final observation is that the recording industry is one of the
most successful industries in America. Visit the marinas on the east
or west coast and see the expensive yachts of recording company
executives. Visit Nashville, and you can take your choice of minibus
tours that offer to show you the expensive mansions of performers.
The only reason they don't point out the equally impressive mansiors
of the recording company executives is bcaise the public is not
aware of who they are. But I've been in them, and I know they're
there. I don't wisl to deny them their luxuries. I just don't think it's
fair to expect me as a broadcaster to make donations to their welfare
anymore than I expect donations to mine. Incidentally, I buy my
records.
Mr. K ASTENMMER. Thank you, Mr. Short.
Mr. VEr TERS. Our next presentation will be made by Willie Davis,
president of radio station KACE-FM here in Los Angeles.
.Mfr. KASTENMETER. I might say at the outset that Willie Davis is
known to many Americans both to us in Wisconsin as a very special
place because he was with the Green Bay Packers, and I recounted
old times I spent with him when he was player representative for
the Packers. I'm glad to see his success in California.
Mr. DAVIS. Mr. Chairman, I am president of FM radio station
KACE in Inglewood, Calif., a close-in Los Angeles suburb. My station uses a great deal of music, mostly contemporary soul. My statement this morning will be brief and'to the point. 'I oppose-and I
am sure that nearly all owners and operators of black-oriented radio
stations oppose-H.R. 6063. I am not a lawyer, and I am not qualified
to discuss the constitutional issues involved here. I am a businessman in a very tough and competitive fight. I run a small class A FM
nation competing against a Los Anveles giant attempting to attract
listeners in large enough numbers to secure advertisers in large
enough numbers to make ends meet.
You realize, I am sure, that there are very few black people involved in station ownership. I purchased KACE from a trustee out
of bankruptcy. We've had a tough time in getting the station on the
air and trying to build a listening audience. I want to tell you on
behalf of e.verv small station operator that one thing we don't need
is an additional payment for records that we play. I don't know if
the artists who perform in the soul music area are creating something
that is copyrightable. However. I do know that an extra 1 percent
cost of doing business is going to hurt a station like mine. It will
affect the quality and the extent of our public affairs programing.
I urge you not to impose performance royalties on the broadcast
industry.
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I understand, gentlemen, that tomorrow your subcommittee is
scheduled to take a tour of a recording studio. I would like to respectfully offer you a tour of KACE. It's located at 1710 East 111th Street
out of the high rent district. I don't think you would find it very
luxurious. While there, you could take a look at my books. I thin
you'd be impressed, for the dollar volume is not there. But I think
you would also be impressed with the expense I face. KACE lost a
considerable amount of money in 1977.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, let me quote from the November 24,
1977, issue of Jet magazine. Bill Withers, a popular black vocalist,
whose hit record "Lean on Me" was one of the Nation's top sellers, a
few years back said, "Every dime I've got is from records, and I live
or die by radio..." Thank you.
Mr. RASTENMEIm. Thank you. Mr. Davis. Of course, I suppose if Mr.

Bill Withers were here testifying, he would be testifying or the other
side, don't you think?
Mr. VENTER. Our last statement will be made by John Dimling, vice
president and director of research for the- National Association of
Broadcasters.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Dr. Dimling.
Mr. DTMINO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is John Dimling. and as Carl says, I'm vice president and director of research of
the National Association of Broadcasters. I'm also an economist, having spent most of my academic and professional background doing
economics, a so today I'd like to talk about the issues in H.R. 6063
from the standpoint of an economist.
As you know, the Copyright Office commissioned an economic study
to assist the Register of Copyrights in making here recommendations
to Congress, and she has relied on some of the conclusions of that study
in making those recommendat ions. I'd like, therefore, to review briefly
for the subcommittee our analysis of the economic issues and to com-

ment on how these issues were'dealt with by the Copyright Office and
by the economist retained by that office. I wYanted to discuss, namely,
the economics, the relationship between the record industry and the
radio industry, and I don't think I really needed to say much more
about that. I should point out that how much more record company

artists derive from the sale of records has been documented in a study
by the later Professor Fredric Stuart of Hofstra University. That
study has been discussed with this subcommittee in previous hearings;
so I'll not take the time now to review it unless you'd like me to do so.
I would like to emphasize, though, that contrary to what Mr. Golodner
said earlier, this compensation has been substantiated in that study.

Interestingly, nobody denies that the benefits accruing to performers
from the free airplay of records are substantial, but the Register of
Copyrights dismisses such benefits because, she says, they are "hit or

miss'-a propitious choice of words. There can be no denying that
some records "make it big." and others do not, but this is the nature of
the record business, indeed, of all show business. As long as the success of records and performers is determined by the marketplacethat is, what the public wants to hear-performing music is likely to
be a business where the rewards are spectacular but unpredictabe.
The second point that I'd like to make has to do with the economics
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of the radio industry. If the cost of operating a radio station are increased by the imposition of a performance royalty, many stations will
be forced to cut costs in other areas in ways that will adversely affect
the service they provide the public, and a few stations may even be
forced to leave the air, in particular, classical music stations. The radio
business is a very competitive business and one in which many stations
lose money or operate on very slender profit margins. I'm amused to
hear the radio industry characterized as "fat cats" when, according to
the FCC, 35 percent of the stations in the country lost money, and last
year was a very good year, generally, for the radio industry. In this
economic environment, an increase in costs will naturally force a manager to seek ways of reducing other costs; so a performance royalty
could force some stations, for example, to drop a wire service they now
use for newscasts.
What is the response of the Copyright Office to this concern ? Well,
the Office apparently relied on the report of their economic consultants
to deal with this concern; so I'd like to discuss that study now. That
report,-which I'll refer to as the Werner report, after the authormakes two points in response to our concern that a performance
royalty would adversely affect, a station's ability to serve the public.
First, the report seems to say-and here I'll have to oversimplify-that
either brodcasters arent' interested in making money or the FCC
financial data can't be trusted. This conclusion of Werner's is based on
the study's finding that some stations have stayed on the air in spite of
having reported to the FCC that they had lost money for 5 straight
years. On the basis of this information, Verner feels that there are
"Ihidden profits" in the FCC financial data that broadcasters haven't reported to the FCC.
Because there are broadcasters here on this panel, I'll let them tell
you whether or not they report. information to the FCC with profit

hidden in that data. You've already heard one of them say that that's

not the case. I'll simply point out that as an economist there are many
reasons why a firm might continue to operate over a period of years
even if it's losing money. Economists and businessmen make a distinction between fixed costs and variable costs. Economic theory tells us that
as long as a finn has prospects for eventually making a profit, it is
rational for the finn to continue to operate as long as its revenues are
,,reater than its variable costs. Fixed costs like interest payments, depreciation of property, and so forth, continue whether the station
oelxrates or not; so it makes sense for a station to-continue to operate as
long as it can cover its variable costs.
In practical terms, there are many reasons why a station might report losses for several consecutive years and still have hopes of making
money. A station may have changed hands, and it may take the new
owner several years to turn the station around: some stations may have
bemn operations during the period and may still be suffering substantial start-tip costs. In some cases, an operator mav decide that he can't
make a go of it after 3 years, but it may take him 2 years to sell the
station. as a practical matter.
Bv failing to consider these possibilities, the Werner report's conclusion-that the FCC financial data are, suspect-is nothing more than
conjecture and, we believe, wrong. We appreciate that this subcommit-
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tee will consider the impact of a performance royalty on the radio industry. And we believe that the FCC data are a reliable source of information about the financial performance of the industry.
Now, Werner's second contention is that radio stations can raise their
rates to make up for the cost increase. In economist's terms, Werner believes that the demand for radio advertising time is inelastic. This conclusion ignores the basic fac, of radio life-that radio must compete
with other media for the advertiser's dollar. As any one of the broadcasters in this room will tell you, a radio station competes not only with
other radio stations for advertising, but with television., newspapers.
magazines, and even media like billboards and direct mail. This, even
if all the radio stations in a given market were to raise their rates, they
would lose business to other media.
In reaching his conclusion that stations could raise their rates without reducing their revenues, Werner does several statistical analyses.
His analysis, does not, in my judgment, support the conclusions he
draws from it. I can discuss these analyses in as much detail as you like,
but for now let me give you an example of what I mean. Werner
examines changes that have taken place in the rates that radio stations
charge and changes in station revenues over the same period of time.
ie finds, for a sample of markets, that between 1971 and 1975 station
rates went up about the same amount as did station revenues, same
proportion, and from this he concludes that the demand for radio advertising is increasing. This conclusion just doesn't follow from these
data. Both the rate and the revenue increases reflect the effect of inflation in that time period, not any increase in the demand for radio aivertising in any real terms. They simply reflect the shrinking-value of
the dollar.
Finally, and perhaps mo3t importantly, the Werner report really
makes no effort to examine whether a performance royalty would affect
how stations serve the public. The author of the report, in reply to comments that we filed with the Copyright Office about his report, said this:
If (the report) does not deal with the question of whether It is fair to broadcasters, nor does it deal with the effect the law would would have on the quality of
public service programing. While cutbacks in "community responsive" programing
are potential effects on the proposed bill, they are not economic effects.

Now, that may seem astonishing, that a study commissioned to
examine the economic consequences of the proposed payments consciously ignored what effect the payments would have on public service
programing. But even more astonishing to me is the manner in which
the Register of Copyrights discusses our concerns about public service
programing. They were quoted to you this morniAg by the,earlier panel.
In discusing whether performance royalties would cause some stations
to curtail certain kinds of public service programing. shP relies on the
Verner report as evidence that performer's royalties would not disrupt
programing, apparently overlooking the facts that, Werner specifically
disclaimed any interest in the issue. He inst didn't look at, that question.
There's a final economic point that I'd like to malke, and that is that
the financial problems of musicians can't be solved by imosing what
amounts to a tax on broadcasters. Most records are made bv a relatively small number of musicians. I'm going to depart from the narngraph I have there because Mr. Danielson raised a point that I think
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is worth covering right now. Most records are made by a relatively
small number of musicians. This is Mr. Danielson's small potato-large
-potato problem. In 1976 more than 80 percent of the recording jobs
were held by only about 14 percent of the members of the A.F. of L.;
that is, a few people do a lot of work. Nearly all the musicians who
work this frequently do very well financially according to a survey
that the A.F. of L. did. According to the Werner report, of musicians
that had recorded, that had made records, 22 percent of the members
of the A.F. of L. had individual incomes in 1976 of more than $21,000.
These are the people that are recording frequently, people that are
doing 80 percent of the recording business; so of the fees that broadcasters would pay under H.R. 6063 for airplay of recorded music,
most of the money would go to relatively few musicians, the people
that already earned substantial revenues.
Mr. RAILSBACK. May I just ask a question?
Did I understand you to say that 22 percent of the people that
perform studio music made $21.000 or more? Is that right?
Mr. DmrNGmro. Yes, Mr. Railsback. According to this report, of
the performing artists, whoever participated in making sound
recordings.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Do you also happen to have the average?
Mr. DImLiNe. I do not. I can't calculate the average from this num-

ber. It would be somewhere between $9,000 and $21,000 which doesn't
tell you very much. But my point is that a few people are doing a
lot of the work, and those people do quite well.
More importantly, there's some doubt about whether I-.R. 6063
would actually benefit even the musicians because the costs of administering the system to collect and distribute the royalty payments
could be so expensive that little money would be left over for the
musicians. Again, this is the point that was raised by Mr. Danielson,
and I think the subcommittee is to be commended for looking for
some specifics in this area. We do have some information about specifics because the Werner report actually looked at three different
systems for calculating and distributing the money. Werner's discussion of these three systems leaves some serious questions about the
cost or the feasibility of each of these systems. He looks, for instance,
at what the music licensing societies now spend in the terms of administrative costs. BMI spent $5.6 million in 1976. ASCAP spent $8
million in 1976 just in administrative costs. And I can be as specific
bout some of these other systems as you'd like, but the point is that
Werner recognized that there was a problem here, but he didn't offer
evidence that the problem could be solved in a way that would leave
any substantial amount of money for the intended beneficiaries of the
proposed royalty payments. Not only does this leave unanswered the
question of whether the performers'will really benefit from the proposed royalties, it also raises some question about the efficiency of the
proposal, from the standpoint of an economist, since these so-called
"transaction costs," the costs that really aren't contributing anything,
appear to be such a large proportion of the total money involved.
Now, there's one solution here. Distribute the money without regard to how much the records are actually played on the air or even
without regard to whether the recipients played the records. But if

-
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this approach is taken, it seems to me that this would be dropping any
pretense that this legislation is really dealing with any copyright legislation. I'm not an expert in copyright or constitutional law. I've
always understood that the purpose of copyright legislation is to reward the performers for their work. It seems to me this makes it
clear this is only a tax on broadcasters, not really a protection for the
creators of original material. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have been asked to deliver to you a statement from the National
Broadcasting Co. in opposition to H.R. 6063, and I'd like simply to
request on behalf of NBC that it be accepted for the record.
Mr. K1ASTENMEIER. Without objection it will be accepted for the
record.
And that, Mr. Venters, concludes your testimony?
Mr. VENTERS. Yes, sir. And we're at your pleasure to discuss any
questions that you might have.
Mr. KASTENMEiER. Thank you. That was an excellent presentation
by your panel, and I appreciate that it covered a number of issues.
The testimony seemed to me to be critical, not only of the bilk but
really of the present system, that is, of the ASCAP, for compensating
the composers and authors and whether it is a tax on broadcasters
and so forth. How do-you respond to that? Are you still sort of resisting, let's say, the royalties paid to performing rights societies for
authors and composers? Do you still feel that's unfair, or have you
made your peace with that? to you now see that it's somewhat analogous in terms of systems?
Mr. VmT'rErs. I don't know that that was actually raised by any of
the presentations made here.
Mr. KASTENMEIR. No, it wasn't. That's why I'm asking.
Mr. VENTERs. Excuse me.
Mr. KASTENMEER. There was reference to how equitable the system was and the payout and so forth and so on. These were the same
questions faced by ASCAP and other performing arts societies in the
past. And, in a sense, it, too, could be said that the broadcast industry was taxed because they pay royalties to authors and composers.
So what I'm saying is many of the same-arguments you made in arguments in opposition to this bill are already implicit in the law with
respects to authors and composers. and yet'I take it you've made your
peace with that particular aspect of the law?
Mr. SHor. May I make a comment about that because that's absolutely true. We have made our peace with it. There ih no other way
for them to be compensated. The recording companies don't pay the
composers and authors. Composers and authors go around and submit their material to record producers and so forth, and this is just
the way it has evolved. They get all their compensation from copyright legislation. If this bill were to go through, though, it may be an
entirely different means of compensation.
Mr. KASTENMIER. Well, we don't know fully what means of compensation would be proposed here. We have an idea in general terms.
Mr. DImLTNG. Could I also make a point from an economic stand-

point My reference to the Stuart report-what was done in that study
was to examine the revenues received by various parties involved in the
production of records. The authors, composers, and publishers actually
got the money from two sources-from the music licensing fees and
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from the mechanical royalties from the sale of records. The artists obviously only get money-and the record companies-from the sale of
records. What Professor Stuart found was that, for a sample of records he looked at, the authors, composers, and publishers were actually
getting no more, in fact, a little bit less from those two sources than
the artists were getting from the single source, from the source of record sales. So that's, I think, an important economic point.
There's also, I think, a distincton that ought to be pointed out here.
The BMI and ASCAP and SESAC licenses are negotiated each year,
and to the extent that negotiations reflect fair market value, I suppose
one could argue that those licenses do reflect fair market value. In effect, the legislative rate of payment is what we're talking about here.
Mr. KASTENIMEIR. You are certainly not saying that if this approach were enacted into law that you'dprefer a negotiating position
than a compulsory license with-the statutory fixed rate, I don't think
you want to be open-ended in terms of negotiations, would you.
Mr. DIMrANG. I don't think I would want to speak on behalf of the

broadcasting industry. May I make a comment as an economist,
though? I think that what goes on in the radio and record industry
suggest that the payment, if it were negotiated, if there were any pavment, would protly go in the other direction. But that's, in'effect,
what's being done now because the record companies are delivering
their records free of charge to the radio stations. And, in any case. one
would expect that a negotiated rate would probably be less than 1
percent.
Mr. KASTFNMETER. Let me ask you this. The panel before us, really,
are broadcasters. Is television totally unaffected? We've seen television
soul dance programs in the late afternoon. Those involve performing
rights, do they not? Or what would be performing rights? Would they
be covered, and many other aspects of television broadcasting? Is there
anybody here able to speak for television?
Mr. OIM)LTNO. They would certainly be covered. I think the concern
of broadcasters is focused on radio for several reasons. Television is
certainly interested in this problem.
Mr. RAMSBACK. Mr. Chairman, could I just comment a moment?
I think that it is significant that there is a different schedule again
for television compared to radio. I'm not smart enough to know why
the difference in rates, but radio does seem to have what constitutes a
higher percentage rate than television.
Mr. KASTENMEInR. Let me ask you this about coverage; for example,
a CBS affiliate radio station doing rebroadcasts of "Mystery Theater."
Now, this is not music at all, but if "Mystery Theater" was originally
produced while such a law were on the books, would the performers,
nonmusical though they are, the actors in that radio drama be protected in this bill?
Mr. RAYBALL. It's all-encompassing legislation.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. What I'm suggesting is that there's a concentration on radio and music, but, really, the reach of the proposal goes
somewhat beyond that.
Mr. DiMLINo. Yes, that's absolutely correct.

Mr. KASTENMETER. One final question of Mr. Dimling since he's
probably the one person who could answer this. You raised serious
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questions about the so-called Werner report. Do you have any reason
to suspect Mr. 'Werner's or his company's neutrality, or do you feel it's
a biased report? Do you have any criticisms of it other than those
you've raised in the terms of basic credibility in the report?
Mr. DIMLiNG. Mr. Chairman, we submitted fairly detailed technical
comments to the Copyright Office, and they haven't been shared with
You. I would love to have an opportunity to send them to you. I don't
think it would be appropriate for me to try to characterize anybody's
motivations.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. I appreciate that, but, on the other hand, if this
enterprise were engaged to conduct an absolutely, impartial, objective,
unbiased report, one on which we can rely in this committee, that's
one thing. But if the credibility or the bias as to that company or as to
the person who prepared the report, well we would naturally want to
know that, too.
Mr. DIMLING. Well, I don't want to suggest that they're biased.
They have done some work under subcontract with the AFL-CIO.
They are basically labor economists, I gather. But I think there are
some serious technical objections we have, and I don't think their data
supports their conclusions.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from
Illinois.
M r. RATLSBAK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
NBC filed a rebuttal to that particular report, and I notice that in
the NBC rebuttal they specifically said they believed they did not have
enough time. Now, I take it that what you're saying today is that you
have filed perhaps a more detailed rebuttal, and I don't happen to have
-a copy of that. When did you file that?
Mr. DIMLINO. The sequence went something like that. Harriet Oler,
from the Copyright Office is in the room. She may have some better information than I have. The report was filed witl the Copyright Office
and released by the Copyright Office on November 7, 1 think. We got a
copy of that next week.'The deadline for filing comments was Decem-ber1. The several broadcast parties filed comments including NBC. I
believe ABC filed comments. Those are the comments to which I refer.
The copies that you have from NBC were filed with the Copyright
Office. Since that time we have been able to take a somewhat longer
look at the report. In fact, some of the data that I quoted somewhat
earlier on performers' compensations comes from that report.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Now, that's what I want to ask you right now, then.
Do you feel that you've had adequate time? Have you been able to
put together a more formal rebuttal than you would like our committee
to consider?
Mr. DIV)LT.O. Yes, we have. T'm not sure that it's a more formal
rebuttal, to begin with. since you haven't seen the comments that We
filed with the Copyright Office. I think that that would be a good
beginning point.
Mr. IRAILSACK. But you've actually added to that, now?
Mr. DIMLINO. Yes.
Mr. RAILsnACIK. I think we ought to have the benefit of that as well.
Mr. DImL.No. Yes, sir.
Mr. RAILIAci. Are von familiar that. the definition relating to the
rates is different than the base used for the current royalty payment
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by stations to ASCAP and to BIMI? Do you want to comment about
that? In other words, as I understand the bills that we are considering,
they would deal with either gross receipts or net receipts, and, then,
in determining what constitutes net receipts, they permit you to
deduct, I think, advertising charges, but there are some other charges
that you are not permitted to deduct in arriving at a theoretical item;
is that correct?
Mr. VENTERs. After commissions to representatives and agencies,

and then the formula begins.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Then let me ask you very generally, and I know
that Willie Davis addressed himself to this but in looking at the fee
that is set forth in the Danielson bill and aiso in what I'll refer to as
the Ringer draft, the rates themselves don't seem to be very high. But
maybe they're higher than I think. I guess they amount to about
1 percent, I think of gross receipts. Is it that rate that bothers you,
or is it the principle, or is it both?
Mr. VENTERS. It's the principle, I think, that bothers all of us.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Are you afraid it's a foot in the door?
Mr. VENTERS. Camel's nose in the tent, or call it what you like.
Mr. RArLSBACK. I listened with interest to your experience. It seems
to me that in dealing with this whole question that you have different
persons that may derive benefits from what we do. Interestingly,
you have the record companies, and you've made a persuasive argument that they don't need help by pointing out their revenues and so
forth. But then you have your Frank Sinatras and your Olivia Newton-Johns, and it's true, I ihink, that they may not need help. But then
we have the little guys. I don't see how you can quarrell with the fact
that they may very well be in a very serious economic condition by reason of fact that now we have sound recordings that have taken the place
of live musicians. And isn't it true that they're really three different
groups? You object strongly, to the record companies getting any
more money, and then you point out Frank Sinatra and so forth, but
I am not very impressed with your reference to 22 percent of the
musicians that make $21,000 or more. I'm kind of curious what the
others make. Did that include their total income or just income from
studio music?
Mr. DiMLI.NO. That was their total income, as I understand it.

Mr. RAILSBACK. And that's not a lot of money any more. That's
their total income?
Mr. DI LIO. Yes. A little over half of the families in this country
wish they had incomes of $21,000.
Mr. RAILSBACK. All right. But you're talking about people, as
somebody pointed out earlier, that may have taken a lot of time in
learning their particular talent or their art. That particular figure
that you cited kind of bothers me. I'd like to know what the average
income is, total income of a musician.
Mr. DamLiNo. I'm sure that the A.F. of L. can get that for you. The
point I want to make to pick up on our three groups, I was suggesting
that there may be a subgroup, that third group of musicians; namely,
the musicians who do a lot of recording work who I think, do quite
well. I think $21,000 is a very respectable amount of money to make in
comparison to what other people in the rest of the coimtry make.
Then, the second group of people who either don't participate in
records--and that's about half of the membership of the A.F. of L.--
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and those who do participate, but only very infrequently. And these
people, if the money that the broadcasters would pay would be distributed in accordance with the records they make and how these
records are played on the air, these people wouldn't be helped by it.
Mr. RAITABACK. To be honest, after you consider the administrative expense in administering any fund, and after dividing up the pie
among everybody. I have to agree with you that its certainly not
going to be welfare as George pointed ot.. But, on the other hand,
I think that an argument can be made that by reason of what has
happened in this new technology and the industry-well, not new
technology, but without a doubt, there are many talented creative
people that really may be suffering by reason of, say, sound recordings
and the fact that they are played to the public.
.MIr. NEWELL. Mr. Railsback, I'd like to comment on that. The recording industry has been in business since somewhere around the
early 1900's, I believe. I don't believe that there would be very many
musicians today who are working who would have lost their jobs
because-of the changes in teclmology. I think the musicians who lost
jobs because of the emergence of the recording industry are either no
longer living or are out of business. That business has been around a
long time. The recording business right now is a very rapidly growing
and very lucrative business. In the city of Los Angeles in the last 30
months, 22 new recording studios have gone into business. We have
approximately 150 recording studios in this city presently, and they
are working 24 hours a day, recording day and night. The output of
that,Mr. RAILSBACK. Can I just interrupt to say that the charge has been
made, and it's been repeated by the other side, that this is the fact that
where you used to have live musicians.
Mr. RAYBALL. But how can a small or medium market support live
musicians? Small and medium market stations do not depend on national advertising. It's in the local advertising. It's there. It's 90 percent of their business. All of these small broadcast stations across the
country cannot support live musicians.
Mr. RAISBACK. I don't mean to be quarreling.
Mr. RAYBALL. But I'd like to go one step further because we've had
one panelist tell you they're already purchasing records. This is the
medium and smallmarket station. They are buying their records. They
are not getting the free services. We have that figure plus BMI,
SESAC, and now an additional tax on top of that.
Mr. NEWELL. I think you asked the question of whether it's principle
or whether it's the amount of money, and I think it's really both. It's
principle in the sense that we believe that we are adequately compensating the record companies with free airplay, and they, in turn,
can compensate any performers who are undercompensated.
On the other side of the coin, the economic impact, on the small radio
stations and the marginal radio stations in the United States is substantial. And that injury could be done to as many as 50 percent of the
7,000 radio stations in this country who are either not making money
or makiffg very small sums of money.
Mr. KASTrEN E[ER. I'd like to now yield to the gentleman from Califoinia.
Mr. DANIELSON. I'm going to be extra brief this time. I appreciate
your comments, and I've been following them veryclosely here. I don't
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want to waste time by being redundant. The thrust of your argument
is that the broadcasting industry can't afford this extra charge. Beyond
that, I can't see any argument that goes to the substance of this theory.
Now, under the brackets set up in this bill as drafted, the station with
advertising gross of less than $100,000 would pay $250 in a year. That
is 1 percent of the first $25,000. It's one-quarter of 1 percent of the
$100,000. In the second bracket, $100,000 to $200,000 would be $750, a
flat rate which is three-quarters of 1 percent of the first $100,000 and
nothing, you might say, on the second $100,000. It's only after you get
beyond $200,000 that you come into the 1 percent bracket.
I'm going to respectfully suggest this. First of all, this formula is
not set in concrete. You have to have, when-you draft a bill, some kind
of a pro forma outline to put out for the people to kick around, which
you're doing, and which I welcome. But at the risk of suggesting that
you write your own sentence here which is not my point, Imight suggest you come up with what you think is a more liveable formula. You
know, you can't answer these questions by running away from them.
If you'd like to suggest a more equitable formula, we'd be willing to
consider it. And, beyond that, I say thank you.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Well, that's a challenge to you. In conclusion, let
me just ask a question. It's a very short question because it is a point
well made by the 'preceding witnesses that everyone seems to support
the performing rights royalty excepting the broadcasters and the jukebox operators. Even the consumer interests, the Council for the Artsthey're all, along with the recording industry, the performer, the-AF
of L-everybody is aboard. What about that? Is it only broadcasters
that oppose this?
Mr. DAVIS. I would like to respond to that. To the extent that I've
just, bounced this off of people since I've been involved in testifying,
I find it amazing, and I would almost suggest for anyone to do a public sampling, and do these performing artists come off as underpaid
performers? I happen to have played in the National Football League
for 12 years. I never shared 1 penny of that with television. I heard
them broadcast over to industry. I have an extreme concern. I entered
this business because I saw it as an orderly market. I'm concerned that
this kind of thing always creates a certain kind of scramble. And,
being a small broadcaster in an area like Los Angeles where I would
think not only in Los Angeles but across this country black radio
station owners right now are having a horrible time with monopoly
rating service. And I cannot feel for a moment that I could pass on
any rate increase when we don't have ratings. And if it's hard to get
ratings from the ratings service, then you tell me that we don't have
a problem as a group of black broadcasters or small broadcasters across
the country. And I just feel that any cost is a cost that would have to
be incurred and overcome as an operator, and I seriously question
whether this business would invite other minorities. And I'm sure an
additional tax would invite me to look elsewhere as a person presently
in l)usiness.
Mr. KASTENMETER. Thank you, Mr. Davis. But if you can identify any
other interests, why. I'd be happy to know them. But it does seem that
the broadcasters and perhaps the jukebox industry are alone in their
opposition.
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Mr. NEwELL. Mr. Chairman, I don't believe that any of these other
organizations have been asked to finance this legislation [Laughter.]
Mr. KASTmENmEIIR. On that, we'll conclude. The subcommittee will
convene at 3 this afternoon.
[Noon recess.]
Mr. KASTENMrEE.

The committee will come to order. We're resum-

ing our afternoon session, unfortunately, a few minutes late, and I
apologize to the witnesses and to the rest of you, the audience, who are
present today for being a bit late in resuming the afternoon session.
I'd like to acknowledge the presence of Tom Bolger, an old friend
from channel 15, Madison, Wis., who happens to be here in Los Angeles. He's monitoring the hearings. I'm pleased to greet as part of
our panel Mr. Ernest Fleishman who is an executive director of the
Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra. Correct
Mr. FLEISHMAN. Correct.
Mr- KAsTFx mEnR. Though not directly associated with Mr. Fleishman, ,lso a part of our panel, Mrs. Tichii Wilkerson Miles, publisher
of the Hollywood Reporter: and Steve Martindale and Joseph Farrell,
president of the National Center for Survey Research connected with
the Council for the Arts.
TESTIMONY OF ERNEST FLEISHMAN, LOS ANGELES PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA, TICHI WILKERSON MILES, HOLLYWOOD
REPORTER, STEVE MARTINDALE, JOSEPH FARRELL AND THEO.
DORE BIKEL
Mr. FLMSHMAN. I would like to call on you. I recognize the distinguished conductor of the orchestra, Zubin Mfehta, with Marilyn Home
is not here at this moment, and when they come we will lave them
appear as witnesses as well, but, insofar as you are here we would
have you speak.
Mr. FLEISHM[AN. Thank you, Mr. Kastenmeier and members of the
panel. Forgive me. please, for not presenting written testimony. There

was some uncertaintV about the time and so on and so forth of this
hearing in our minds, and Mr. Mehta and Miss Home, as a result,
have had to offer their apologies. They're busy with a concert this
evening in Santa Barbara, and they were, in fact, recording this
morning, and this is rather appropriate.
In the first place, I think I would like to share with you some information regarding what's happened in places where I have worked
before. I came to this country some 10 years ago. Until 1959 I lived
for various reasons in South Africa and ran a radio production company which produced programs for commercial radio, produced them
and packaged them and recorded them. And many of these involved the
use of phonograph records, and the production companies producing
these programs were in South Africa, for commercial radios were required to. become members or subscribe to IFPI, the International
Federation of Phonographic Industries and had t6 pay for every
record used in any program, a levy. We had bank returns giving full
details of each record used, and at that time the levy was 1 pound,
which, unfortunately today isn't very much in the way of dollars. At
that time it was nearly $5 per record, and, as naturally commercial

radio used a great deal'of recordings, there was a lot of noney went to
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this federation which then paid out proportionate shares to the various
record companies according to the number of records from each company used, et cetera, et cetera. I do believe in those days those artists
who had the right sort of contracts, infect, did get a share of those
funds from the IFPI in addition to their royalties on sales.
I then moved to England where, for some 8 years, I was general
manager of the London Symphony Orchestra and had many dealings
with the BBC. The orchestra performed often for the BBC. Its recording tools played bythe BBS, and the rule in England was thatin the first place, the BBC has always been restricted in the number
of recordings it can use. There was an agreement which was negotiated
every 3 years between the musicians union and the BBC regarding
what was called "needle time," the number of hours per week that
the BBC was allowed to use recordings at all so as not to prevent the
use of live music because the BBC employs hundreds of musicians.
It runs still five symphony orchestras in LIndon and in the provinces
in England. It also employs outside orchestras, independent orchestras
like the London Symphony to do programs. So we have a situation
there where the performers-and I speak from the classical side-derive a good deal of revenue from the broadcasting network largely
through being employed by that network. One might say that the
needle time in a way, or the restrictions on needle time, insured the
live performance of music on radio and was in lieu of a performance
royalty.
In thiis country, of course, classical musicians derive no income whatsoever from the radio stations and very little from television because
there's some idea prevelant that the general American public is not
yet ready for the riches, or whatever, that classical music has to offer.
I differ with that, fundamentally, in the tremendous increase in our
audiences. The Los Angeles Philharmonic alone plays to more than I
million people every year, and I can't believe that there's a smaller
public elsewhere in the country for classical music.
But the whole point I'm trying to make is this: That as the electronic
media in this country have stopped virtually employing classical musicians-we're all members of the CBS Symphony, the NBC Symphony;
all of these things have been discontinued. Nothing has taken its place.
Radio stations are deriving their income from the use of musicians'
services in the recording studios. There should be some form of recompense for this. It can be done. It has been done in South Africa. It
was done in many European countries, in Denmark, for example. Not
all companies are signatories to the IFPI agreement, and not all countries employ the use of needle time to insure the employment of musicians to provide live music on the electronic media.
There seems, first of all, as I said, a fair case for rewarding the use
of musicians' services. There's also a tremendous need, as we all know,
for the arts, for music, musicians, symphony orchestras, opera companies, et cetera, to find all kinds of sources of funding for them to
survive at all. Historically, there's always been a tremendous gap
between the potential income of a major performing arts institution
and its expenses. We are not, as it were, cost productive. We try to be
as far as possible, but to put an orchestra on the stage, pay the musicians, pay the conductor, pay the soloists, pay the stagehands, pay the
ushers, pay the publicity, the rent, the electricity, et cetera, unless we
36m-510--78----4
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charge nowadays between $30 and $33 average for a seat, the costs

couldn't be covered. I'm talking about a major symphony orchestra.

So we have to look to other sources of funding-corporate, private,
foundation sector, and even Government has been extremely helpful,
but not enough. And, as costs are going lip, we've got to find these other
sources of revenue, and it is obvious that those who are deriving benefits, making profits as it were, out of the services of the musicians
should be required in some form to meet that income gap. Unless we
close that gap, the great performing institutions of this country will,
in the next 10 to 15 years, disappear.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you very much, Mr. Fleishman. I think
we will take a question or two for you before proceeding with the balaince of the panel because I understand you have to leave.
Mr. FLEISHMAN. I'm sorry about that.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. As I understand it, we will not be expecting Mr.
Mehta or Miss Horne, but please convey to them my best wishes, and, if
in any future time, they desire to communicate with us with respect to
this matter, feel free to do so.
Mr. FLEISHMAN. I did inform them of the gist of my remarks that I
intended to make, and they fully concurred with them.
Mr. KASTENMER. I understand. Perhaps you've heard testimony,
at least this morning, that even if enacted tis bill would not really
produce verymuch in the way of revenues for classical musical artists,
relatively speaking. It may be expected that there may be some debate
about it. The most popular form of music would be the chief beneficiary, if at all, but that it would be a great disappoinment as far as
symphony orchestras and the like in terms of revenue they might expect. Do you concur in that assessment?
Mr. FiEISHMAN. No, not entirely. There is, in the major markets in
this country, still a remarkably large listening public for the classical
music stations. I believe there are 17 commercial stations broadcasting
exclusively classical music in this country. That was the last count.
Most of them are extremely profitable. There's certainly a very profitable one operating in Los Angeles, and its weekly listenership w~q
only confirmed to me yesterday by a recording company executive. It's
in the region of 2 million.
Mr. KASTENNMIETER. Well, I'm very glad to hear that. I think in Washington, D.C., we have one station exclusively devoted to serious music,
WGMS, a great music station which has been constantly on the border
of failing or not making it. Its owners have been at least tempted to
change the format, but the community has prevailed upon them to keep
serious music. They're done so even though, apparently, they're not
money producers. It seems to be our only classical music station in
Washington: so I'm not sure that experience is universal.
Let me ask you this: How would you see any royalties collected
under Mr. Danielson's proposal, or any other, distributed to the musicians? Do you see any model for distribution?
'Mr. F.EISnI IAN. Well, the IFPI model, International Federation of

Phonographic Industries' model is one where the producer-in this
case it would be the radio station-keeps a log and has to pay a levy
for every record used. The collection part of it would obviously be
similar to what happens with ASCAP, BMI, the performing rights
societies in Europe, and so on and so forth.
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done. I do believe, also, that the National Endowment for the Arts
might be an adequate administrator for such funds, both for the collection and the distribution. I would also point out, as you rightly say,
the chief beneficiaries would be the top performers, the popular music
industry, who probably need it least. There's, again, some precedent
in Europe where taxes in certain countries are levied on movie admissions, on sports admissions, and used for cultural purposes and, in fact,
into the equivalent for what I suppose is the National Endowment for
the Arts, the local ministries for culture and arts councils, and so on
and so forth.
So I'm wondering how the recording industry would feel, the pop
industry in general. I know there are quite a few artists in the popular
field who have helped the great classical institutions, whether it be the
Metropolitan Opera or some of the symphony orchestras or the Music
Center here. They're interested in working with us where we've always
tried to find new ways to interest great popular musicians in the clasical medium. We, ourselves, do it with gospel music. We work together
with gospel choirs and have produced a new idiom there. In some way,
you may say we originated this mania that's now going on for concerts
with and music from "Star Wars." But we gladly invite you to Anaheim Stadium where, I think, the laser and audiovisual spectacular to
end all time-[Laughter.1

.Mr.

FLEISHiMAN

[continuing]. To end all audiovisual spectaculars

will take place involving the Los Angeles Philharmonic. It's something we've put together.
But I do feel that the classical sector might benefit from this far
more than it's generally thought if the popular music industry can
be persuaded to, as it were, maybe pay its dues to where it all came
from.
Mr. KASTENMEER. I understand.
At this point I'd like to yield to that great. patron of the arts, the
gentleman from Los Angeles, Mr. Danielson.
Mr. DANIELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chaiiman. and thank you, Mr.
Fleishman. I don't think Ihave much of anything to add. I've been
concerned, as was the chairman, that even if this bill were to become
law, would there be a substantial benefit for the performer in classieel music. You have given us the opinion that at least in Los Angeles
we have a classical music station which generates enough income so
that there could be a payback.
I I want to follow-in the hope that that would be true across the
land-I wish to follow up on Mr. Kastenmeier's question of how
would you contemplate that the proceeds should be distributed? I
do not mean through what mechanism. But what persons would receive the benefit from the rovalty?
Mr. FLEISuMAN. I feel very strongly it is not so much the indiv-idual persons but the institutions, the great performing institutions
who generate much more activity than just providing performances.
Xn orchestra like the philharmonic in Los Angeles-and obviouslyI'm close to it., and therefore, I can speak with most authority-not
only employs on a 52-week payroll basis 106 outstan(ling professional
-msicians, for this it has a support staff of some 26 people. During
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the summer it employs at the Hollywood Bowl hundreds if not thousands of casual workers, not only ushers, ticket takers, -cleaners, et
cetera, but in the catering, in the parking, in publicity, the printing
that is generated. The whole benefits to the community that the Los
Angeles Philharmonic providesMr. DANIELSON. Sir, let me interrupt because I think we're in an
area that we want to develop, but we may be straying a little. I had
not thought of this at the time I drafted this bill, but hearing you
talk and following along it occurs to me that the whole context of this
bill was to provide a means through which the individual performers,
the musicians, would receive a benefit over the productive lifespan of
the recording based upon this royalty. Now, the L.A. Philharmonic,
as I understand it, employs its musicians on a full-time basis. It's
their job, their full-time career. They get paid 52 weeks or 12 month.
out of the year rather than the individual musician who may be hired
out of the union hall at scale to play 1 day or 2 days in some recording
studio. Let's see if I can articulate what I have in mind. The provision of the bill calls for a sharing of the royalties between the recording company and the performers. When you're treating with
somebody like the Los Angeles Philharmonic, perhaps we should
have an adjustment. You're really not talking about the individual
performer. Hes being paid a constant salary, wage, or whatever von
want to call it. But the L.A. Philharmonic, as such, which may ho
the recording artist, if you can think of them collectively, would
probably be the organism which equitably should receive the money
to help defray its costs. This may-not be a valid thought, but it has
some appeal to me.-Will you comment on that a little?
Mr. FLFIsmAN. Yes. This is, in fact, what I've been getting at,
that the institutions are in trouble economically, throughout- the
count='y, the great artistic institutions. We all operate at a deficit
which we try to meet by contributions from foundations, corporations, et cetera. It's, in many cases, not enough. This would help to
underwrite the deficit which would enable us to continue to employ
the musicians.
But I would like to say one thing on behalf of the musicians, too.
While, yes, our musicians are paid on a 52-week basis all around the
year, their salaries are by no means enormous, particularly, if o1
considers that these are the cream of the world's crop of classical
musicians. There .are, perhaps in the whole world, 15 orchestras of
the quality of the Los Angeles Philharmonic where each of them has
approximately 100 musicians. We're dealing with 100 of perhaps
the 1,500 finest orchestral musicians in the world. Their remuneration
very often doesn't come to what the casual musician who would go
into a studio maybe for a day or two can earn in that day or two
as compared with a week's or even a month's work on the part of
a member of the Philharmonic. We'd obviously like to be able topay our musicians more, but, in the first place, we are terribly concerned that we'll have enough money to meet that weekly payroll
on an ongoing basis, and that's what's getting so tough.
The Los Angeles Philharmonic, in the last 9 or 10 years. has made
roughly 70 or 7.5 long-playing records which have been played constantlv on radio stations all across the country. With classical records,.
their lives, of course, are far longer than those of popular records..

If we had only a small percentage royalty from the performance
-of those records on radio stations throughout the country, it would
help-to close that deficit gap.
Mr. DANIELSON. Yes, sir. I'm not arguing with you here. I'm trying
to explore a thought, and I think we're making some progress. Do
you feel that that contribution, that earning from the royalty, should,
in that event, then, go to the orchestra for use in meeting its payroll
or whatever? Or should it be broken down into tiny little fractions
and distributed among the 110 or 115 members of your orchestra on
per capita basis?
Mr. FLEISHMAN. In actual fact, if it goes to the association, eventually it is distributed to the musicians. Now, there are some friends
of mine who have testified representing the musicians union, and we
are friends. I am not sure in mv own mind whether there shouldn't
be some provision, probably for a 50-50 division between the indiand the association.
vidual
I Mr. musicians
DANIELSON. Vell, this is a thought that has not been worked
into our bill, and I don't expect it to be matured here in the 5 minutes
we have available. But I'd like to respectfully make this suggestion:
If you ponder this a little bit, and if you come up with some ideas
which you think might be helpful, pro or con, would you be kind
enough to submit them to us because you said there are 15 such
orchestras in the world, apparently?
Mr. FLISHMAN. Of that quality.

Mr. DANIELSON. Yes.

Mr. FLEIsmirAN. I mean in this country there are some 1,400 symphony orchestras, but there are only 30 so-called major orchestras
whose budgets are in excess of a million and a half a year, and only
perhaps half a dozen or so of that great stature, of that world stature.
Mr. DANIELSON. But is it the custom in such organizations that the
musicians receive a regular, even though small, but a regular paycheck?
Mr. FLEISHMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. DANIELSON. As opposed to the casual musician who hires out
whenever he has an opportunity?
Mr. FLEISH.MAN. Yes, sir. They do get a fee for recording, in addition. In some orchestras, like ours, part of that takes the form of a.
guarantee which supplements their weekly paycheck for a certain
of recordings
number
you and I yield back to the gentleman
I each
thankyear.
Mr. DANIELSON.
from Illinois. Mr. KASTEwm

EIER. The gentleman from Illinois.

Mr. RAILSBACK. I really have no questions. Thank you.
-Mr. FLEISHMAN. May I'be excused now ?

Mr. KASTEN EI.

Of course, Mr. Fleishman, and we thank you

-very much.
Mr. FLEISn Ax. Particularly with Mr. Danielson, as we live in the
same city, if we can perhaps carry this conversation a little further,

and if I can put some of these thoughts on paper and send them to Mr.
Kastenmeier.
Mr. KASTENMrEER. I would be most pleased. I have a couple of other

questions I will not have you respond to today, but there is a distinction to be made, it seems to me, between classical music and popular

music. I should think that probably 99 percent of the proceeds de-
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rived from this bill for popular music would be returned within this
country to American nationals or American organizations. Probably
only 50 percent of classical artists are American. There's a tremendous production of foreign symphonies and foreign nationals in terms
of classical artists. They're at least 50 percent of the world's artists
and they're very widely distributed in the United States. It is a distinguishing feature, it seems to me, between the two forms of music.
Mr. FLEISIIMAN. Yes, indeed. But there's a very important point
you've raised now as far as the recording industry is concerned. Recording costs in this country are higher than in Europe. One of the
reasons, therefore, why there is such prevalence on the classical recording market of European or foreign-made recordings is just this
cost factor. There are other possibilities. If some of the royalty could
be plowed back, as it were, to encourage more and help underwrite
more recording in this country, classical recording in this country,
another great service could be done. We're constantly aware of this
and working particularly with musicians union locals here to try to
improve this situation.
Mr. KASTENMIER. I appreciate that fact, Mr. Fleishman. Thank you
very much for your appearance today. One other question I had, and
I will not pose it to you for answer now is: The broadcast witnesses
suggested that there is a difference, also, between many European
systems which the broadcasting system is either state-owned or highly state-subsidized, and the relationship between that system and the
artist may be somewhat different than our own commercial system
here in terms of approaching this question. But that is a more general
proposition, and I think it could be responded to by others in letter and
other forms as we analyze the competing systems somewhat more fully.
Thank you, Mr. Fleishman.
Mr. FLEISHMAN. Thank you.
Mr. DANIELSON. Mr. Chairman, may I ask one question here? I'm
terriby sorry.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Of course.
Mr. DANIELSON. I want to follow up our dialog. Is there a recognized
organization of classical, serious performers as opposed to popular ?
Mr. FLEISHMAN. W611, it is the American Symphony Orchestra
League which is headquartered in Vienna, Va., which is supposed to
be the spokesman for all the American symphony musicians.
Mr. DANIELSON. Thank you. And perhaps we could get in touch with
them. Is it sort of a clearinghouse?

Mr. FLEISIMAN. And the National Organization for Symphony
Support in Washington, D.C.
Mr: KASTENMETER. I will also take note of the fact that we have two
other witnesses who are not at the table, Mr. Johnson and Miss Nolan. _
They're invited to come up at this time. Or as soon as the present panel
is concluded, they may come up then as they wish, I say to them if they
are in the audience.
At this time I would next like to turn to--now, I don't know, Mrs.
Miles, whether you or Mr. Farrell would care to proceed first.
Mr. FARRELL. Well, I'll defer to Mrs. Miles.
Mr. KASTEX1EIER. Fine. Then, Mrs. Miles, who is the publisher of
the Hollvwood Reporter, we will be pleased to hear your testimony.

Mrs. MitEs. Chairman Kastenmeier, members of the committee, I
am Tichi Wilkerson Miles, and I am the owner and publisher of the
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Hollywood Reporter, and I would like you to meet Steven Martindale
who is our counsel in Washington and Jeffrey Miles who is our counsel
in Hollywood.
Mr. KASTENM"IEfl. Pleased to have both of you present.
Mrs. MILES. Thank you. The Hollywood Reporter is a daily newspaper which reports on issues affecting the entertainment industry.
The Hollywood Reporter has a daily readership of approximately
70,000, and among our subscribers are many performing artists, musicians, broadcasters, and recording company producers, all of whom
would be affected by the proposed copyright legislation.
My interest in being here derives from the fact that I have observed
the entertainment industry close hand for over 15 years. I have witnessed its tremendous economic growth, and I've been fortunate
enough to come to know personally many musicians, vocalists, dancers,
actors, producers, directors, technicians, composers, authors-people
without whom the industry's enormous economic growth would never
have been possible. From my vantage point as an observer and commentator in the performing arts scene, I have concluded this: We
possess, in the United States, some of the most creative and talented
performers and producers in the world.
That is why it is surprising to me that our American performers
and producers fail to receive a certain statutory right that 51 nations already grant, and that is a performance right in sound recordings.
Most of our musicians, vocalists, and technicians who contribute
so much to the creation of a sound recording need this royalty. What's
more, they deserve it; equity calls for it, and all sound legal arguments support it.
I will not endeavor to go beyond my expertise by discussing economic justifications or legal contentions. It is fairly well known that
one-third of the musicians in the American Federation of Musicians
earn less than $7,000 a year. I believe that point was brought up this
morning. Someone was going to research the amount, and that's what
it happened to turn out to be. More than half of them earned less than
$13,000 a year. A recent study has reported that more performers are
unemployed, and for longer periods, than other workers. Yet, while
most performers are economically underprivileged, their sound recordings account for 75 percent of all radio programs and $1.9 billion in radio advertising revenue.
What I would like to relate to you today is something more than
cold statistics, percentages, or dollars. It is the true story of a musical
performer, typical of many, who "would have had an easier time of
it," in her words, if performers' royalties had been in existence.
You may or may not know of Beatrice Kay. She has permitted me
to report her story in hopes that "recording artists of today will receive compensation in the form of royalties when their recordings are
played publicly."
Beatrice Kay is a vintage comedienne-singer whose accomplishments are many. During the thirties and forties, she made approximately 10 albums, most of which were for Columbia Recordings and
RCA Victor. Her most famous hit was "Mention My Name in Sheboygan," which sold over 11 million copies. Also, she made famous the
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recording of "I'm Only a Bird in a Gilded Cage." She also appeared
in Billy Rose's movie, "Diamond Horseshoe" in 1945.
Today Beatrice Kay Jives on a very small income and social security. A fire a few years ago destroyed all of her possessions. In her
view she would have been a wealthy woman had she received royalties
when her records were played on the air. In addition to the lack of
compensation -for air play of her records, she also recalls receiving
nothing when a lot of groups used her records and would pantomime
to them across the country. I'm sure you've all seen that. Ive seen
that recently.
I have heard many stories like Beatrice Kay's, economic situations
which could have been helped by the granting of performers' royalties.
We cannot neglect our creative talent any longer. There is no just
reason why a sound recording should continue to be the only copyrighted work which can be performed without a performance right.
The fundamental principle in copyright law is that the creator is
entitled to compensation for the commercial use of creative product. It
is clear that composers are creators, and it is just that they are being
-compensated when their works are played publicly. -However, it is
also clear that vocalists, musicians, and producers are also "creators"
in the true sense of the word. Without their talents and interpretations, the sound recording would not exist. It is only just that they,
too, be compensated for their efforts when their sound 'recordings are
performed publicly.
I would like to present some general observations on what I believe ought to be done to best protect performers in the proposed legislation:

Who should be included as the payors? I believe, first, that all commercial users of sound recordings--radio and TV broadcasters, jukebox operators, discotheques, nightclubs, background music operators,
and cable TV operators-should be included as payors of the royalty
fees. The Danielson bill is fuzzy on whether it includes jukebox and
cable TV operators, and there is-no reason to exempt them. Jukebox
operators now pay performance royalties to composers, and cable TV
presently pays royalties to broadcasters.
Who should the recipients be, and how should the royalties be divided? All supporters of the proposed legislation agree that the record company, the vocalists, and musicians should share the royalty,
and the split has been suggested as 50 percent to copyright owner,
the recording company, and 50 percent shared by vocalists and instrumentalists on a per capita basis. The Copyright Office draft goes a
little further by stating: "In no case shall the disproportionate share
.of the performers be less than 50 percent of the amount to be distributed." I support the latter 50 percent minimum for performers. I
believe these. individuals should be afforded the ability to bargain for
s garenter share of the royalties. Also,. I believe "workers for hire"
should be included, as the Copyright Office suggested, as recipients of
-the royalties.
What collection mechanism should be used? So many have suggested that the composer-publisher-ASCAP, BMI, SESAC-collection system be used, but ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC have not testifled as to whether they would, in fact, be willing to take on the added
administration, collection, and distribution, even though some mutu-
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ally advantageous benefits could result to all concerned. Since theAmerican Federation of Musicians has raised the possibility of therecords manufacturers' special payments fund as the vehicle for these
tasks, I think this possibility should be explored further.
Who should set the rates ? As to the method of rate setting, I believeit would be preferable, as RIAA and AFL-CIO have suggested, to,
have rates set by negotiations between the parties. And should this.
method fail, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal should determine the
rate. This system has been used successfully by public broadcasters and
composers under section 118 of the Copyright Act.
A great number of musicians and vocalists were displaced without
copyright protection when live radio performances were phasedl out by

sound recordings. What is frightening to me is that there is still no.
protection for performers as technology continues to advance. Ten, 20,.
30 years along the road, we may see still another generation of displaced
performers, and we cannot let that happen.
H.R. 6063, Representative Danielson's bill, will protect our performers' rights against ever-advancing technologies. It will raise the
income of individual performers, and it will bring the United States'
into accord with prevailing international practice.
I believe. that the time is ripe for performers' royalties. I am glad that
the subject is being handled by this subcommittee. How much longer are.
-we going to neglect this country's musical talent? How long are wegoing to allow the inequities of this situation to continue?
I am sure that when the subcommittee works out a bill on performer's
royalties, the. rest of Congress will be convinced that the legislation is
necessary, fair, and well justified.
Thank you.

Mr.

KAsTFNrrER.

Thank you very much. Mrs. Miles, for excellent

testimony. I appreciate it. I think we will go on to other witnesses and,
then, if you have no objection, questions can be asked of you as you
care to respond to them. We'll now go to Mr. Farrell. and thank you
for waiting. Mr. Joseph Farrell is anpearing on behalf of the American Council for the Arts, and we're very privileged to have you with us.
Mr. FRREL, Thank you. Mr. Chairman. and thank you. member. of'
the subcommittee. Let me mention a gentleman that you acknowledged
this morning, Theodore Bikel. Mr. Bike] is vice chairman, currently, of
the American Council for the Arts. And so, with a certain amount of
additional humility, let me deliver my remarks to you. Tt may be tbat
after my remarks and the others have' bnn made, Mr. Bikel would like
to answer questions, too, on behalf of the American Council for theArts.
Mr. K&STENMETER. Mr. Bikel is here in the audience. I think it would
be appropriate to invite him up to join the panel, if he would.
Mr. FARRELL. Let me just, by way of baekwcround. mention that the
ACA is a nonprofit n,qtional coalition of arts interests. Its membership
is made up of many different kinds of arts organizations and agencies
including State and community arts councils and universities, libraries,
and other institutions which are involved in the arts. A program of the
ACA, which we coll the Advocates of the Arts, comprises some 4,000'
people who identify themselves as a constituency of citizens who areconcerned alx)ut legislative action for the arts.
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In the 1960's I was chief executive officer of the ACA and in the
early 1970's became an executive with the Harris poll, as most of you
know, and until last year was vice chairman of the executive committee
under Mr. Harris. Mr. Harris is presently chairman of the American
Council for the Arts. I am currently president of the National Center
for Survey Research which is an organization which specializes in research for film, television, and media.
What I would like to take just a moment of your time on is what I
think are two very critical considerations which, in part, have been
discussed before, but, I don't think have been given quite the perspective that I hope I can give to it for these moments. A number of
authoritative sources have brought up the reasons why the performers'
rights in their recordings are a matter of fairness or correctness or, in
some cases, even a matter of the Constitution. I will really pass over
those, although, in my written testimony I mentioned some of those.
The two points I do want to reiterate are: Performers do create a
unique experience that goes beyond the composer, and that experience
is deemed after many years of difficult training and sacrifice to reach a
h igh level of artistry. It seems to me there's a fairness in compensating
for this effort. Certainly what I'm concerned about, as you will see, is
encouraging more of that effort for great artistry. With the exception
of a few pop artists-and there were many kinds of artists mentioned a
few moments ago that we should be concerned with, in addition, not
classical, but folk, jazz, and many kinds of recording artists--very
few have high compensation for their work and, in fact, as recent
studies by the Labor Department show, endure substandard pay scales
through most of their lives.
The two points I'd ask you to consider with me, then, are really maters of supply and demand of the arts in the United States. And I think
the issues are going to become far more acute in the next few years
when the equipment is perfected of easily taping off broadcasts of recorded artists' work. You are being asked, in effect, to update constitutional interest to promote the progress of the arts for the welfare of the
people. Surveys that were done by the Harris firm in the early seventies
and then more recently-the last one last year showed that the American public in important, increasing majorities recognizes the important
service industry that the arts represent. In studies in 1972, for example,
a surprising, to us even, 89 percent of Americans felt that the arts were
important to the quality of life.
Many other direct, blunt questions done in the Harris name, not in
the name of any arts organizations, were asked of the American public.
And, again, very high majorities replied positively about the arts
interest in America. An even greater rise occurs, the acute cut, so to
speak in these kinds of figures when we look at those who ranked in
1972. Fifty-seven percent of the American public ranked the arts very
important to quality of life, and that went up appreciably more to 69
percent in 1976.
The effect of this has been visible in the arts. The attitude has been
demonstrated in a major influx of audiences, visitors to museums. The
niit exhibit in this city is ail astonishing example of that as it has been
in other parts of the country, and I have been part of the studies of
those, and I can tell you tl ,,'incredible number of people who went to
those shows who, 10 years, ago, had not gone to shows like it.
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There is also the demand on the States and the community governments and the Federal Government for new funding-for these increases in public interest as well as more attention given by the business community in support of the arts.
What I think the committee is asked to decide upon is an appropriate means of encouraging the arts supply by providing performers with future earnings in their recorded performance. It's appropriate, not only as compensation for the profits made on their talent
by broadcasters, advertisers, and other commercial enterprices, but as
compensation for the past years of persistence and sacrifice to achieve
artistry and for the quality of performance which repeatedly enriches
the public in the recordingbeing broadcast.
This compensation is just plain justice, it seems to me, in getting
back a return on one's own work. It seems, however, to me, and perhaps
it is to you, ironic that the Congress of the United States provides
substantial funds to artists and arts institutions who need funds
through the National Endowment for the Arts in their authority
to help create and sustain the material conditions facilitating the
release of creative talent and at the same time ignore means of enabling artists to earn money through rights in their recordings. Surely
the order of priority should be to provide means for Americans to
make a living wherever possible in order to eliminate the amount of
support necessary when they cannot make that living.
The committee is also-and this comes from some of the research
we've done in recent years-asked to encourage and not discourage the
public demand for the arts. Better distribution systems of the arts is a
very acute consideration today in cultural planning. As we can show
by a number of our studies at the Harris firm and the National Research Center for the Arts, the quality live performance is frequently
unavailable to many people in this country. This was understood by
Senator Hubert Humphrey who made the point last November that:
People everywhere have seen and felt the impact of the arts now, and they will
not be satisfied with the occasional trip to the East or West Coast metropolis.
They want to see outstanding productions and hear great music in their local
communities.

One distribution solution-of many which are also live types of solutions--is the recording where it can bring great value performances to
many people who would not have itbtherwise-frequently available to
them. And we know from research that such opportunities do whet the
appetite for the live experience. More and more, the recorded artistic
products will be a common means of reaching Americans.
At present, the consumer alone bears the total cost of the recording
industry. Those who profit from it. such as broadcasters. but also jukebox operators and others, give profit, but, they do not give a return in
any way to the, performers who provide that profit. Studies have
shown that the broadcasters, as has been noted in testimony over the
last few months, and in turn the advertisers and other commercial
users would be asked to share only a small amount of the burden in
carrvin r this cost with the consumer.
Keeping the cost down, it seems to me, even though it will increase
over the years, is an important consideration for the committee, and
it seems to me that is tin elerment of what you are considering here.
What is really at stake, then, in this rather technical matter of per-
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formers' *rights, is encouraging and sustaining American talent. to,
come forward and fulfill the demands put on it by the public for more
artistry in the future. This will continue to increase because, as we
know from our research, and you know by observation, that the in-,
crease is not so much due to the efforts of the arts as it is to the more
affluent and educated American public, generation after generation.
But also at stake here is the opportunity to encourage the American
consumer to participate to his highest interest levels in enjoyment of
the artistic product by avoiding undue and unjust costs where that's
possible.
Just a final point. As it has been true in the past about nations-we
remember them mostly for their artistry and their cultural achievement-America, it seems to me, will be remembered by the way the
artists are being treated today and the type of decisions you're beingasked to make.
Mr. KASTNMmER. Thank you, Mr. Farrell.
Mr. Bikel, would you like to add a comment?
Mr. BIKEL. If I might, Mr. Chairman. I'm very grateful, and Thou
no stranger to this committee, having testified before and having heard
the extensive testimony of the broadcasters this morning. It seems to
me, once again, that we never condoned piracy of any kind. We live in
a novel kind of an age; there's a possibility of electronic piracy. Just
aq we don't allow people to send their spy equipment into other people's homes because there's a privacy matter involved, although that's
possible, technically, to do, so it i6 that the product of somebody's
labor may be lifted in an electronic way. We hear all about how sonebody can steal huge sums of money merely because he's learned how to
operate a computer. Very simple: H-types some code words, and all of
a sudden millions have changed hands, and it sometimes takes week.' or
months before we tumble to that. Now, this is not an obvious kind of'
electronic piracy, but it's piracy nonetheless.
We've established, I hope, -that the artist is making a creative contribution. not merely an interpretative one. but that the interpretative
contribution is, in itself, a creation because, as Erich Leinsdorf wrote,
"If he did not, then why would there be a need of making any more.
than one recording?" You could make one definitive recording of a
given composition and say, "that's it: there's no need for any more.'
But because there's not just 1, but 2, 3, 10, 50, in the classical field at
least, that implies that the artist, the interpretative artist, is making a
creation. If that is so then why is he excluded from the benefits that
are reaped by other creators, namely, the composer and the lyricist?
We've already established that they have that. Why not exclude the
composer and the lyricist on the grounds that their record sales arebeing boosted? The same beneficence- that, the broadcasters show to the
other performers by boosting their work through public broadcasting
is an argument that applies just as well to the composer and the lyricist
who does get a royalty as a matter of course and as a matter of practicality today.
It isn't th Poverty or the helplessness, gentlemen, that we're talking
about here, althcuigh that has also been misrepresented at this table
this morning. They tried to make out that recording artists aren't that
poor. Let us assume that thev had a point there. Maybe they're not all'
that poor. I'm not granting the point, but for the purpose of the argu-
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-me, t, let's assume that that's so. If we're talking about the justice of
taking something from somebody without recompense, then it is irrelevant whether or not these people are poor. Nobody lifts oil from an oil
producer without giving him oil rayalties. We've all established that.
Why lift from an artist what he has done without giving him even
the offer of a split fraction of a penny ? The broadcasters ought to realize, in the dauphin's words: "What you get for nothing costs too much."
Mr. KASTrENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Bikel.
Now, I'd like to call on Miss Kathleen Nolan who is a very popular
president of the Screen Actors Guild. I assume popular--elected by
*35,000 members of the organization.
Mr. RATLSBACK. Sixty-two percent.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. In any event, we're very glad to greet you.
TESTIMONY OF KATHLEEN NOLAN, SCREEN ACTORS GUILD
Mfiss NOLAN. Thank you very much. I, too, have spent the day here
:and listened to the testimony of my colleagues this morning. I'm very
grateful to them, and this is an issue that we, of course, join together
on and have been heavily involved in for many years.
For the record, I am the president of the Screen Actors Guild, and
I am speaking on their behalf. We are professional actors that earn
,o1i, livings in motion pictures and television and television commercials and all other art forms including the recording field. It is the
position of the Guild, along with the other unions, that this issue of
j)wrformers' rights has been before us for a long time and it's been
ha-shed and it's been rehashed and it's been talked about and we have
testified and testified and it's been studied and restudied and the basic
fact still remains: It's clear that the United States lags far behind almost every other civilized country in the world in this regard. I can
say that along with Mr. Bikel we've traveled for many years now to
FIA which is the International Federation of Actors along with the
International Federation of Musicians. And it is a source of embarrassment always to us-it is not, Mr. Bikel ?-that every year the issue of
fhe Rome convention and copyright comes up at this congress, and they
are amazed that this country is still that far behind. It's remarkable
that a nation that is so-steeped in the concept of property rights and
rights of the individual can be far behind the rest of the world in this
regard.

As was pointed out this morning, the rest of the world in many ways
looks to the performing arts in this country, at least in our labor negotiations, as a model for contracts, and we have given them our expertise
and help over the years. In this one area, certainly, they are looking for
some significant change, and, certainly, we are looking to that from
you. It seems that the only barrier left in this regard is--I can't even
say the loyal opposition and say it with a straight face. They are pretty
stubborn, as we heard this morning and have heard over and over and
over again, and I thank you for asking the question, Mr. Chairman, of
who else opposes this legislation. We have not heard much other opposition, as you have heard. We are joined by many interest groups in
this regard. They have, for years, unjustly enriched themselves at the
expense of the recording industry and the artists who perform. And
now, once again, today they want you to believe that they are entitled
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to permanent benefit peformances by the artist. They, I think, should
be rather grateful for the free ride they've had and recognize that it
now has come to an end. Regretably, the drive for profit at anyone's
expense just seems to be too great a motive for them to overcome, and
the research and the studies clearly establish the feasibility of Congressman Danielson's bill, our good friend, and the draft legislation
proposed by the Register of Copyrights.
The issue is plain: It's clear whose ox is being gored, and it's time
to put an end to it. It's time to put an end to the continued exploitation
of the artists without sharing any of the economic gain. You know,
his country is now 200 years old, and it's time that we stopped merely
thinking about survival and thinking about the quality of life, and the
artist is certainly responsible for that and we strongly urge you to
support Congressman Danielson and, even more adamantly, the
amendment proposed by the Register. Thank you.
Mr. KASTENmE.mm Thank you, Miss Nolan.
Finally, to wrap up today's formal testimony, I'd like to call on a
distinguished American and friend who has served as chairman of
the Federal Maritime Commission, also as a member of the Federal
Communications Commission as he's perhaps even better known, and
he may-who knows ?-have been spared a fate worse than death when
he failed in an election for the House in the State of Iowa a couple of
years ago. That remains to be seen. But in any event I'm pleased to
greet Mr. Johnson who is chairman of the National Citizens Communications Lobby.
TESTIMONY OF NICHOLAS JOHNSON, NATIONAL CITIZENS
COMMUNICATIONS LOBBY
Mr. JoH NsO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Yes, those ex-

-periences have only led to more respect in what it is you're doing out
here today. The National Citizens Communications Lobby seeks to
represent the interests of listeners and viewer. We appreciate this opportunity to appear before you.
The principal arguments for this legislation seems to be simple
justice and common sense, and certainly the NCCL does favor justice. But it is not really our mission to aid whichever industry employees or small businessess happen to be most depressed by broadcasters this week. For us it's the listeners and viewers who are paramount; it's their interests that we care about.
Too long has the audience left to closed-door negotiations economic
struggles within the broadcasting industry only to find gratuitous violence and sexploitation forced on TV writers over their protests; that
cable television systems are, for some reason, barred from carrying
signals that any viewer can pick up with a rabbit ears or an antenna or
that favorite programs are canceled because their high ratings include
too many people over 49. So we finally decided that we have got to get
into some of these seemingly technical issues to see to it that some of
our interests get represented when we sit at home and listen to our programs and watch our television sets.
I would never say that what's good for General Motors is good for
America, but the fact is, that mniae often than not, the interests of the
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creative community and the audience coincide. The audience is not
served when big business can treat entertainers like second-class citizens, turn its back on widespread unemployment, give us reruns rather
than original works, simply decree that there will be no more live,
drama, engage in rampant profit oriented censorship, or permit a precious cultural heritage to become extinct because "The Gong Show" is
somehow more profitable.
We've got to turn to you for help[Electronic pager or wristwatch alarm from somewhere in the audience provokes laughter.]
Mr. JOHNSON. I appreciate that, providing the soundtrack back
there. I just hope they'lladequately compensated for it.
Now, the reason we've got to turn to you and to the rest of Congress
for help is because the FCC has demonstrated a very severe hearing
loss. It is, after all, the Government which has created this problem
that you gentlemen have had to come out here and deal with. In most
civilized countries, as you've heard, the broadcasting establishment is
one of the principal sources of support for live music and drama. They
keep on their payroll numerous writers and producers and actors and
musicians and so forth. It's only because the FCC has no requirements
whatsover for live performances that both worker and audience representatives have to come before you today in the hopes that you'll help
solve this problem.
So long as recorded music is going to be used, however, we do support the notion that licensing should be compulsory. Fair compensation
is one thing, and we support that, but it also serves the interests of
listeners and viewers to prohibit the withholding of potential program
material in efforts to exact the highest dollar.
Broadcasters are complaining about the 1 percent fee. Thre is
something very heartrending about a man who argues that to take only
99 percent of the profit of another man's labor is not enough, that he
must have the 100 percent. We need scarcely concern ourselves with
ability to pay such amounts by an industry which can average nearly
100 percent per year return on depreciated capital and whose net as a
proportion of gross is roughly four times that of the oil industry in one
of that industry's greediest eras.
On the other hand, we recognize that there are exceptions. The public interest is also served by keeping the very smallest stations on
the air, and we certainly support the exemptions for them that have
been created in this bill before you.
Finally, we note with amusement, in looking at the text of the bill,
that there is a way out of this legislation for the broadcasters, a gaping
loophole which we laso support. Under the bill's definition of commercial time, a broadcaster may avoid the payment of royalty if he
will offer the public 141/2 minutes or more of programing uninterrupted by commercials. That is an option as delightful to contemplate
as it is unlikely ever to be heard.
Mr. KASTENMER Thank you, Mr. Johnson. I must say I didn't
recall that commercial time option existed in the bill.
Mr. JoHNsoN I may, in the speed of reading this legislation, preparing a statement, and getting it copied this afternoon, not have
properly interpreted that, I should note with all candor. But there is
a definition of commercial time which exempts from commercial time
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anything over 141/2 minutes, whatever the consequences of that may
prove tp be.
Mr. KAs5 ENINMER. Yes, that's very interesting. We should, I think,
explore that further. We may again have problems with our sister
subcommittee in the Commerce Committee which will want to have
equal time with respect to reviewing anything that affects the broadcasters and television. But this is a very interesting option. May I ask
the panel-Mr. Martindale, Mrs. Miles? If any of you also care to
comment, you may, in addition to Mrs. Miles. Mr. Farrell, Mr. Bikel,
and Miss Nolan. You all support, in general principle, the Danielson
bill as may be modified-you may or may not have access to material
relating to it-as modified by the Regisier of Copyrights' suggested
modifications. You're aware of them? Is that more or less correct?
Miss Norsw. It is, as far as we are concerned, yes.
Mr. KASTENMEMR. One other thing, tomorrow we'll have representatives of the recording indusry with us. An apparent variant of the
50-percent payment to the recording industries-and perhaps for
some of us it may go back to a conceptual notion when we're talking
about creative contributions to artists and performer-whether, in
fact, we're talking about the same degree, we're talking about technicians? And if so, what technicians? And are we talking about the
recording industry as such ?-And to the same extent that we're talking
about performers ? If we can quantify, or if we can discriminate among
or between these parties.
Mr. Johnson, let, me ask you, do you feel the recording companies
should be in for 50 percent of the .100 percent? Should it go to the
performing rights?
Mr. JoHNsoN. Well, I must say it concerns me. I mean I have less
concern about the economic welfare of the recording companieswhich, from all evidence, appear to be doing rather well-than I do
for the performers themselves which is our principal concern. However, whatever the outcome of my congressional race, I can develop
enough political savvy to know that one has to give a little in order to
get a little, and I presume that was how we came up with this marvelous 50-50 share. Also, the opportunity is left open for the performers
to bargain with the recording companies for something in exce& of
.50 percent. At least. I would share with Mrs. Miles the notion that
50 percent should be minimum, and above that they could bargain
for more.

Mr. KASTENMRER. My recollection was, as far as the recording com-

panies, in 1965 the first prototypes or variations of this did not include
the recording companies; it 'included the performers only. and the
recording companies resisted as, indeed, the broadcasters do today,
this particular formulation. And somehow, in later variations after
1965, the recording companies participate for a proportion as to performers and, indeed, as to authors and composers presently.
At the risk of being facetious, if we were to split this'three ways,
have the Government pay for it all and give the broadcasters one
third as well, there might be no opposition whatsoever. [Laughter.]
Any comment?
Mr. BKm.,. Broadcasters get 100 percent anyway. They would resist such a partnership. It seems to me that if the principle of that
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participation is not going to win, they're going to talk the formula
to death, of collection and distribution. And Tsuggest that enough
formulas have been put forward that are workable and equitable, both
by way of the way Mr. Fleishman detailed it as handled internationally by the IFPI which distributes both to phonograph companies
or record companies and to artists, or by way of our own model along
which composers and lyricists act, and that is the ASCAP, BMI
formula of collecting in bulk and distributing according to their
own internal formula to the artists according to their time and other
considerations.
Mr. RAILSBACS. Mr. Chairman, on that point, may I just kind of
fortify what the chairman said about a concern that is really held
by many of us? That is, whatever we may do we are going to have to
sell to a lot of members that are going to be lobbied, assuming that we
-decide to report out a bill. I know what happened. I mean I think I
have an understanding like Nicholas Johnson suggested, and I'm very
much aware that sometimes we have a need to compromise. But it
just seems to me, politically, that it's going to be very difficult for
us to say look at these recording companies who need this 50 percent
of whatever the royalty may be. I have a very high regard for the
recording industry and Stan Grotikov, and I see my friend Jim out
there, anU I'm happy to say this publicly in front of them: I have really
a lot of trouble justifying paying 50 percent of a performer's royalty to
recording companies. I want to ask you this same question. I certainly
agree with your constructive comment that would alter the Danielson
bill, but I think we're going to have to do some thinking about this.
Frankly, it may be easy for you to negotiate, but I think there's going
to be a lot of concern about that kind efa division.
Mrs. Miles, did you want to respond?
Mrs. MILES. If that 50 percent that goes to the recording companies
is, according to the Register's proposal, negotiable, and you can negotiate upward from there, then I suppose the mechanism would be that the
creative individuals who comprise the team that makes the sound recording could then negotiate for their own additional share of the
record company's 50 percent. This would be, in effect, negotiating for
part of the producer's share. It could be left up to each individual.
Mr. KC&STENMEIER. Now, I'd like to yield to the gentleman from
-California.
Mr. DANIELSOX. Just following up where we were. I think we
already have under our present copyright laws the facility for a star
to negotiate a royalty at or before the time that the recording is made
to share with the recording company.
Mrs. Miles, I think with Miss Kay, whom you mentioned, and
who I'm sorry is not in the best of all possible 'worlds, that's tough
because she's earned it. But even she, if we had been operating 30
years ago as we operate today, could have negotiated a special rovalty
for herself as does Mr. Sinatra, Mr. Como, and other names that have
been mentioned here today--and I'm not opposing that; I'm for it.
But what I'm concerned about is this very same point which was
just mentioned here, and we raised it this morning. I would like to
have you people who are interested in the performance to send us
some letters or outlines telling us how you feel the distribution of the
proceeds should be spread out.
8 6-510-7-'8
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I see Miss Nolan is waving her hand over there, and maybe she's
seeking to respond to that Would you, please?
Miss NrLAN. Yes, I would like to. I think this question of the
share that the recording industry would, under the present formula,
receive-I think it's the same, or there can be an equation to what
the situation is as far as our negotiations with the motion picture
industry. The motion picture industry producers have the copyright
on the film. It is through collective bargaining that the artist in the
film receives that compensation, that reuse payment, that percentage,
whatever.
I am not frightened by this kind of split. For one thing, as has
been stated earlier-and I don't think that it's any oreat secretI mean, you know, there are compromises that mut e made, and
if it's got to be 2 to 1, it's better that it's 2 to 1 on our side than 2 to
1 on the other side, and we can negotiate. If the recording company
has a percentage of the copyright, and it is negotiable through collective bargaining, then that doesn't disturb me. It doesn't seem a problem because it is stronger unions that cin take care of those issues.
Mr. DANIELSON. And strong presidents and strong unions can help
in that, I imagine?
Miss NoL.N. Well, we do our best.
Mr. DANIELSON. I do have a question, Mrs. Miles, for you. In your
presentation, you mentioned not onlv vocalists and musicians, et
cetera, but you mentioned technicians, I believe.
Mrs. 3ILES. That's right, I just don't think there are that
many people involved in the making of a recording that it would be
that difficult. And I think that we re trying to find perfection, and
we're not going to find it. I think it's important to implement some
soit of formula here and go ahead with it and then work it out on a
piece-b piece basis like Kathleen was talking about.
Mr. DANIELSON. But you've mentioned musicians, vocalists, you
say dancers, actors, producers, directors, technicians. Most of them,
their product is not audible as it comes off the record, but without
their help you wouldn't have much of a record. Do you mean you
feel that this should be broad enough to include persons other than
those who create a sound?
Mrs. MILES. I think that we're talking about two different things here. When I say composers, directors, I mentioned all the
people that I do know in the industry.
Mr. DANELSON. You don't mean to include those within this
royalty?
Mrs. "MILES. I think in the recording industry we should talk about
sound.
Mr. DANIELSON. All right.
Mrs. Mius. Because there will be enough things to get people off the track on this without our helping them.
Mr. DANIELSON. Well, the word "technicians" has come up a number of times.
Mrs. MILES. But I do think that technicians that are
involved in the making of a phonograph certainly should be involved
in this.

Mr. DANIELSON. What do you mean by "technicians"?
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Mrs. M ILES. The producers that produced the record, the
people that technically make it because without those people-I
mean I've seen so many variances in one recording to another where
it comes to the type of recording, and it depended on a technician.
And I do think that they're very important. They play a very important part in this.
This morning, also, if I may interject something, it came out about
how a very few people are the ones that collect or the ones at the
very top. And what we're looking at is a gross revenue; we're not
looking at bottom lines I do think it's important to think in terms
of bottom lines because those people have to pay so many people in
order to keep their image where they are and to keel t1hem going.
They're like baby companies, and what they get in the end is not
that much, and they have to keep up this image of being very rich
because people read about them making millions and millions of dollars, and it's going to attorneys and accountants and PR's and dresses
and stagings andMr. DAN1ELSON. Someone told me, ma'm, that sometimes you get
a paycheck, and when you look at it you can't believe it's your own
paycheck.
Mrs. Mi~m. That's true, and a lot of them are spending it at the
rate of the gross.
Mr. DANIELSON. For the record, Mr. Farrell, could you explain on
page 6, paragraph 1 of your statement, you say:
What also is at stake here is the opportunity to encourage the American
consumer to participate to his highest interest levels in enjoyment of the artistic
product by avoiding undue and unjust costs where possible.

How would this bill make entertainment or artistic enjoyment any
cheaper?
Mr. FARRELL. Well, I think the way I say it, I'm not addressing
myself to being cheaper. Wherever tlere's ways to make it less expensive then it becomes, I think that's an important matter when
you're talking about consumerism. Where I picked this up from was
in partially my own thinking in earlier times about the costs of going
to live performances, and it quite clearly was a relationship between
the costs of performance and a lot of Americans who had some interest. But it could be a squelched interest by the cost of going to
a performance. And then, when I read the statements by the tonstner Federation of America who made a point that the consumer
buys the records for personal use, finances the creation and production of the sound recordings, it seems equitable that commercial users
should pay a performance royalty to the creators of the sound record.
It does make sense to me that those who are making a profit could
in some way be participating in the increasing cost of-getting recordings to the American people.
Mr. DANIELSON. I see your point.
Mr. FARRELL. May I continue?
Mr. DANIELSON. Surely.
Mr. FARRELL. Earlier it was mentioned- that classical music goes
through a few stations, comparatively, and is listened to far fewer
times than pop. It seems to me that is a peculiar argument because it's
the encouragement of all kinds of sound recordings that we're talking
about. It's the folk, the jazz, the rock, the types of country, other kinds
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of recordings that are all involved here. And the system that you're
contemplating does something toward a contribution to the cost of
all of those things which do not have as much commercial return to
them for the recording artist or the recording company.
Mr. DANMELS0N. I see your point. What I was searching for was
probably one other good usable argument in support of the bill, and
although there's merit in what you say, I don't think most people
would get the point; so I'll just not use that argument, that's all.
Mr. KASTEN3MER. The gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Railsback.
Mr. RAMSBACK. May I just say that I was going to ask about the
practice in other countries as far as their payment of performers'
royalties. But I see that we have Stan Gortikov coming tomorrow who
is really the president of the Recording Industry Association, and I'm
going to ask him what the practice is in other countries like West
Germany, United Kingdom, Denmark. I'm not certain that they pay
the recording companies' part of that performers' royalty. When Mr.
Fleishman gave that example, I wanted to take issue with him, but I
think maybe Mr. Gortikov, tomorrow, can really go into that. I think
that's kind of a new concept. Does anybody happen to know offhand
whether they do or not?
Miss NOLAN. Sure. Chester knows.
Mr. MIODEN. It's different in different countries. Sometimes they
share, aid sometimes they don't, although I've never heard the practice
that he described of the institutions sharing. That's new to me. But
recording companies share in some countries.

Mr. RALSBACK. Some recording companies?
Mr. MIODEN. In some countries.

Mr. RAILSBACK. May I just say that I thought the panel's testimony

was very helpful and very constructive.
Mr. MARTINDALE. It's my understanding that 45 of the 51 nations
granting performance right as a matter of law also grant something
to the producing company, apparently.
Mr. MIDEN. I would agree with that. There are other problems,

though. internally, for example, betweenMr. KASTENMEIER. Would you come forward.
Miss NOLAN. Come up here, Chester.

Mr. DANrELSON. Mr. Chairman, would the gentleman state his name

for the record.

TESTIMONY OF CHESTER MIGDEN, SCREEN ACTORS GUILD
Mr. MmDrwN. I'm Chester Migden, executive secretary of the Screen
Actors Guild. We are very active in world artist affairs, and we do
have a familiarity with a ot of the problems inherent in this. One of
them that was going through my mind as you were talking- is that
the division sometimes is difficult. For example, the actors had to
negotiate with the musicians as to what a proper share would be
between those two groups. And, for a long time, money was being
withheld until that could be resolved. That was resolved last year.
Indeed, we were present while it was negotiated out-very, very fairly
We all felt-between the actors and the musicians. So the problems get
rather deep. Once you even adopt it, distribution within the performing group has to be determined. But basically it has worked in Europe.
It has worked very, very effectively. And while the sums of money
have been small, we all concede the recognition of the principle.
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We tend, I think, certainly when you listen to the broadcasters, you
think that this is going to be the biggest bonanza that ever hit performers. Not so. The amounts, when divided, are very, very small and
very, very modest, but at least as a recognition that there's some equity.
There's a sharing of revenues received because of use. I must say
everybody should be aware that if they do have illusions that this is
going to be some kind of enormous bonanza, it just isn't so.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Not only is it not going to be a bonanza, some people
are predicting that the administrative expense itself may eat up practically all of the royalties which I understand why the broadcasters
are a little bit upset about that.
Mr. MIODEN. Well, that isn't so either. But I make the point simply
to point out that the broadcast industry, which is doom and gloom, has
greatly exaggerated their fate.
Mr. MARTINDALE. The other thing that's amusing is to read the
testimony when the shoe is on the other foot, and the broadcasting industry was asking the cable TV industry to pay them a royalty right
There's some wonderful quotes of the broadcasters testifying. My
favorite one:
It Is unreasonable and unfair to let the cable industry ride on our backs, as
it were to take our products, resell it, and not pay us a dime. That offends my
sense of the way things ought to work in America.
Miss NOLAN. That was quoted this morning by Mr. Wolff from

AFTRA, a now famous quote.

Mr. RAILSBACK. That's all I have, and I thank you all.
Mr. KASTENMETER. I might say one of the difficulties is, of course,
these are long rights indeed, life plus 50 years, and the corporate comprises 76 years of unsecured terms. There's a lot of complexity involved
following these rights. There may be other difficulties following all
the people individually who these rights may accrue to in one form
or another. I have no hurther questions. Gentlemen?
Mr. DANIELSON. No. But I'd like to thank everyone in the panel
and in other panels, both pro and con, for having the patience and
the courtesy to come and give us the benefits of their point of view,
and I'm delighted that everyone doesn't agree because it's a lot more
fun when there's a controversy to be solved.
Miss NOLAN. Mr. Chairman, may I just say that we are absolutely
delighted that you all came to our city, and the day was fascinating
for all of us. Thank you.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, although T must remind the panel
and those in the audience we have another performance tomorrow at
9:30 in the morning at which time we will hear from the Music
Operators of America to be followed by the National Association of
Radio Broadcasters and then the recording industry.
Mr. DANIELSON. Mir. Chairman, I can't be here tomorrow, and I
want you to know I'm not playing hooky. I hope you will make a
recording, provided I can play it back.
Mr. KASTEYINER. I realize that.
I thank the panel very much for their contribution today, and this
concludes today's testimony. The committee stands adjourned.

PERFORMANCE RIGHTS IN SOUND RECORDINGS
THURSDAY, MARCH 30, 1978

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE%,
SUBCOM1IITE ON COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES,
AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
OF THE COMi[ITrEE ON TIE JUID)ICIARY,

Beverly Hills, Calif.

The subcommittee met pursuant to notice at 9:30 am in the Royal
Suite of the Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif., Hon. Robert
IV. Kastenmeier (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Representatives Kastenmeier, Danielson, Railsback, and
Cohen.
Also present: Bruce A. Lehman, counsel, Timothy A. Boggs, professional staff member, and Thomas E. Mooney, associate counsel.
Mr. KASTEINMEIER. The committee will come to order. This is
the second day of hearings on the question of performing rights
in sound recordings, and we're very pleased to have as our first witness

this morning representing the Amusement and Music Operators Association one who has appeared before this committee many times
dating back as far as 1965 on copyright and its effect on the jukebox
industry.
Mr. Allen, most welcome this morning, and we'll be pleased to
hear what you have to say.
TESTIMONY OF NICHOLAS ALLEN, AMUSEMENT AND MUSIC
OPERATORS ASSOCIATION
Mr. ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm Nicholas Allen, legislative counsel for Amusement and Music Operators Association, the
national organization of operators of jukeboxes.
I am here to oppose H.R. 6063 both as it was originally introduced
and as it would be revised by the substitute 'that has been submitted
by the Copyright Office.
We're opposing this legislation on two basic grounds. First, on
grounds of principle. Second, on grounds of the unfair economic
burden upon jukebox operators that is implicit in this legislation.
First, as to our objections in principle. Included among the bene-

ficiaries of this legislation are record manufacturers who cannot be
viewed as "authors" of "writings" within the terms of the constitutional grant of authority to Congress, except by stretching those terms
beyond their true meaning. Article I, section 8, clause 8, confers upon

Congress the power to legislate, and I quote:
To promote the progress of science and useful arts by securing for limited
l'imes to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings
and Discoveries.

(67)
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Even this committee acknowledged that record manufacturers do.
not always contribute a copyrightable element to a musical recording
when the committee stated in its report on the general revision bill
that there are "cases in which sounds are fixed by some purely mechanical means without originality of any kind," and added:
The copyrightable elements in a sound recording will usually, though not always, involve "authorship" both on the part of the performers whose performance is captured and on the part of the record producer responsible for setting
up the recording session, capturing and electronically processing the sounds, and
compiling and editing them to make the final sound recording. There may, however, be cases where the record producer's contribution is so minimal that the
performance is the only copyrightable element in the work, and there may be
cases (for example, recordings of birdcalls, sounds of racing cars, et cetera)
where only the record producer's contribution is copyrightable.

That is from the committee's report No. 94-1476, of September 3,
1976, at page 56.
Neither H.R. 6063, nor the Copyright Office's proposed substitute, expressly state that record manufacturers are intended to be included
within the terms "owners of copyright in a sound recording" and
"author of a sound recording." Nevertheless, it is unmistakably clear
that inclusion of record manufacturers is so intended. By including
record manufacturers in this indiscriminate fashion, the constitutionality of the bill is necessarily thrown into serious doubt.
We oppose the creation of a new performance right for record manufacturers and performers, also, on the ground that there should be
only one performance right for any single performance that is played
of a musical recording. If multiple rights are to be given statutory
recognition with respect to the contributions that are asserted to be
embodied in a recording, the most that can be claimed, we believe, is
that a single play of a recording constitutes only one performance of
all such rights. This is not just a matter of semantics. It is at the root
of the question posed by the legislation of whether Congress should
recognize more than one performance right in one performance of a
musical record, and, so, imposed upon jukebox operators two liabilities
instead of one, as in the present law.
We oppose the proliferation of claimed rights of creativity in sound
recordings, also, because this can open a Pandora's box for the assertion of many more claims beyond those that are now covered by the
definitions of the term "performers" in this legislation. In this connection, we note the failure to expressly include "record manufacturers" inupon
the legislative
definitions,
requiring
their"owner
coverage
depend
interpretation
of the thus
legislative
terms,
of to
copyright' and "author." An even more serious deficiency is the failure to
attempt any definition that would identify those who serve the record
manufacturers in ways that could be claimed as contributing creativity to their recordings. These ambiguities are matters of serious concern to jukebox operators as these operators are the ones who will bear
the brunt of any further claims for performance rights that go beyond those that this legislation recognizes.
Here I'd like, also, to mention another flaw in the legislation that's
proposed, and that is that there are no guidelines that are stated to
govern the distribution of royalties by the record manufacturers, that
is to say, to those people who are claimed to be contributors of creativity
to the recording. And I'd like to remind the committee at this point
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that there was a similar law in the general revision bill when there was
no attempt to get into and to set out guidelines for the performance
rights societies distribution of royalties to their membership and their
licensors. This is a situation where a congressional grant of authority
has been given to organizations and entities in the public arena without
having gone into their system of distribution and having them disclose
how they distribute their royalties. The only time, to my knowledge,
that ASCAP was ever called upon to give such disclosure was back in
1958 when a subcommittee of the House Select Committee on Small
Business conducted such an investigation. But, even then, the information that was given by ASCAP to the committee failed to disclose and
disclosed only in anonymous terms the big beneficiaries of the distribution under their system. And we say this is something that Congress
should not lightly pass over, but should require full disclosure and
should be made subject to guidelines set down by the Congress itself.
Our second main point is that this legislation will create an unfair
burden upon jukebox operators. H.R. 6063 and the Copyright Office's
substitute stops short of creating any new royalty for the beneficiaries
of this new performance right. Indeed, the Copyright Office states that
the present beneficiaries of the $8 royalty under section 116 of the
present law would be required "to share their pot" with performers and
record producers.
It is unthinkable, we believe, that ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC are
going to just sit back and let. new claimants come in and take away their
part, take away any part of their $8 royalty. Realistically, therefore, we
know this legislation will be vigorously opposed by the performance
rights societies unless a new royalty is added to the bill as an add-on to
the $8 that those present beneficiaries claim is theirs.
Realistically, also, the recognition of this new performance right can
only result in added pressures for still greater increases in the $8 jukebox royalty when the matter comes up for review by the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal in 1980 under the provisions of section 804 of the

Copyright Act.

The imposition of any new jukebox royalty at this time would create
a burden that would be most unfair to jukebox operators. The new $8
royalty has just gone into effect, and the operators are now in the
process of readitistina to this new economic burden. The Copyright
Office, too, is only in the beginning stages of notifying operators with
respect to requirements of the new law and in establishing a centralized
system for the registration of jukeboxes throughout the 50 States and
territories of the United States. Thus. extension of the scope of the new
law as is now proposed is patently untimely.
We must remind the committee that jukebox operators are small
businessmen and that this industry continues in a depressed condition.
This committee recognized this fact in its report on the general revision bill in 1976 when it said:
The committee was impressed by the testimony offered to show that shifting
patterns In social activity and public taste combined with the Increased manufacturing and servicing costs, have made many jukebox operations unprofitable.
'That. again, is from the committee's remrt of September 3. 1976.

It will be re.alled. too, that the jukebox business has declined to stch
an extent that Wurlitzer, one of the American manufacturers of jukeboxes, stopped producing jukeboxes in 1974. Thus, there are now only
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three manufacturers of jukeboxes in the United States. While the
operators' costs are increasing drastically, it is difficult for them to
make changes in prices per play to keep pace with such cost increases.
In some businesses prices can be increased by merely changing the price
tag and the changes may not be noticed. In the jukebox industry it is a
matter of reducing the number of songs a customer can play for a
quarter and also of changing the coin receiving mechanism on every one
of the operator's machines. Also, the location owner must be consuited and his consent obtained, as he can object to any increase in the
cost, to play music that, could e detrimental to his business. Prices of
two plays per quarter have been established by operators in ,someareas,
but. that is by no ineamn generally accepted. In many areas, rfutes are still
at 10 cents per play or 3 plays per quarter, and there are even some
areas where the rate remains at, 5 cents per play. Such conflicting and
continuing pressures have necessarily and inevitably resulted in a general reduction in the level of operators' income from their operation of
jukeboxes. This economic picture explains why almost all operators
have diversified their activities by adding amusement and vending machines to their jukebox operations.
We wish to eiriphasize, therefore, the apprehension with which jukebox operators view any proposal that would create a new royalty and
thereby increase their royalty burden under the Copyright Act. We
believe the depressed condition of this industry demonstrates the unfairness of imposing any such added burden on it.
I would like to remind the committee at this point that the Record
Industry Association occupies a dual role in this field of musical copyright.. As users, record manufacturers pay royalties to copyright owners. They are subject to a small increase that took place in the enact.ment of the general revision bill. but they were successful in fending off
any substantial increases beyond that. Now, in their other role, as the
alleged creators of musical recordings, they are asking Congress for a
grant of exclusive rights for themselves. We say the record manufacturers don't need congressional help. I believe yesterday there was testimony to the effect that the record manufacture rs industry grossed some
$ billion last year which makes the little old jukebox industry look
like real peanuts. We say the record manufacturers and performers
traditionally have securel compensation for their recordings through
contractually negotiated royalties, and they really don't need conmressional assistance to obtain adequate compensation for their recordings.
As for the performing artists and supporting musicians, the artists,
we have been told, are quite able to cope for themselves in securing
adequate compensation through contractual negotiations with record
manufacturers. The musicians union representative yesterday, however, complained of the low pay they receive from the record manufacturers. Trade papers have reported that musicians throughout the
United States received a distribution last year of almost $12 million
from the Phonograph Record Manufacturers Fund, that being an
alitime high of the fund's annual distribution to musicians. That report was contained in Billboard and Cashbox magazines last June.
We believe the musicians' complaint really is against the record manufacturers and that their proper recourse is to insist on better terms
through their contractual negotiation process with the record manufacturers rather than seeking help from Congress to come against the
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later users of music. We submit that, all things considered, jukebox operators should be allowed a considerable period of time to determine the impact of the recently enacted $8 royalty before considering the imposition of any additional royalty burdens upon them.
In conclusion, we would like to remind the committee that the new
jukebox royalty of $8 per machine per year came about as a result
of a compromise agreement among the parties in interest during the
congressional consideration of the general revision bill. That compromise was intended to replace the old exemption of coin-operated
musical performances from performance fees by a fixed statutory
royalty that would serve as a maximum limit on jukebox royalties.
Any increase in the jukebox royalties such as that which is implicit
in this new legislation would be violative of the compromise agreenient which led to the enactment of the new Copyright Act.
We earnestly hope, therefore, that the committee will see fit to
take no further action on this bill.
Mr. Chairman, if I may, I was asked by the counsel for the phonograph manufacturers if I would submit for them, to save the expense
of the extra trip here, their statement to the committee. And, if I may
have you permission-it's not that long--I would like to read it into
the record.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Yes. We have it before us, and without objection it will be made a part of the record. Can you summarize it, give
the highlights?
Mr. ALLEN. It's sort of hard for me to do since I didn't write it, Mr.
Chairman. But if that is your wish, the thrust of the paper is to point
out the ambiguities in the bill with respect to coverage as to those
who support the record manufacturers role and to point out the
constitutional problems, objections that are involved in the grant of
a right to record manufacturers.
Mr. KASTNMIER. Yes. I'm reading through it.
Mr. ALLEN. The thrust of the paper is to, also, emphasize the difficulties that operators, music operators, will be faced with if they are
subjected to increased royalties. This paper also makes the point, as
we have, that it's most unlikely that this bill will go forward to enactment without some increase rather than expecting the performing
rights societies to accept a diminution of the $8 royalty which they are
now entitled to.
- I believe the manufacturers' paper also objects, as a matter of principle, to the proliferation of performance rights for any number of
different types of people who will be making claims to creativity in
recordings.
That's about as good a job as I can do of summarizing the paper I
didn't write.
Mr. KASTEN3MER. I appreciate that. I didn't mean to cause you that
difficulty. I've just read it now, and you are correct. It essentially
discusses, in general terms, what they understand to be the constitutional purpose of the "copyright monopoly agency," they put it, and
they insist that, particularly with sound recordings that record companies are not creators in that sense or authors. They assert an original
creative contribution and, among others, they quote Senator Ervin to
that effect.
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Thank you very much, Mr. Allen. You are here this morning on behalf of the Amusement & Music Operators Association. Is that a
successor to Music Operators of America?
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. This is part of the picture of the
diversification of the jukebox business to embrace amusement and
vending and because so much of the business now is in these latter
categories with the jukebox merely as an adjunct that the national
organization realized that the time had come to make the name change
and this was done last year. It is the same organization, however. And
I might add, Mr. Chairman, we have, throughout the United States,
about 30-I believe 30 is a good figure-State and local or regional
associations such as the association in your State of Wisconsin, and
there is such an organization here in the State of California, and it's
called the Music Merchants Association of California. I was expecting
some of them to be present today, and I don't know if they've come in.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Are there any persons present, representatives or
members of the Music Merchants Association of California?
Mr. ALLEN. Without their being here, Mr. Chairman, the California
association is one of our largest State associations, and I suppose nationally, because I suppose California is that big a State. They're very
active. And, as you may recall, for many years their president was also
our national president, Mr. George Miler. They would be here, I
know, if there hadn't been some mixup in the scheduling of the time to
indicate their support of the statement of the national organization.
WVe have discussed this with them, and I can say for them that I know
they do support this wholeheartedly.
Mr. KASTENMETER. Do you know how many members there are presently nationally in the Amusement & Music Operators Association
who. in fact, do have so-called jukeboxes under their control?
Mr. ALLEN'. Mr. Chairman, our membership is about 1,000 1,100
operators. We also have in the association some distributor, and I believe the manufacturers are associate members, but the answer there is
about 1,000 or 1,100 jukebox operator members. And, without any exception, now, they all operate machines in addition to jukeboxes. Until
about 3 years ago there was one exception, and he was from Congressman Railsback's State. It was Les Montooth, of Peoria. He was the only
jukebox operator in the United States who operated only jukeboxes,
and he operated successfully. None of us could understand how he
did it, but he has retired now; so there are no jukebox operators who
operate solely jukeboxes.
Mr. RAILSBACK. That's Bob Michel's district, whatever place it is in
Peoria.
Mr. ALLEN. Pretty close to home, I guess.

Mr. KASTE.MIETER. Does Mr. Patterson still represent the manufacturers?
Mr. ALLENw. No. He became Judge Patterson about 2 years ago, Congressman Kastenmeier. He's retired from this practice and is making
his home in a private practice in Coudersport, Pa. The Kirkland Ellis
firm. however, still represents the manufacturers, and it's they that
asked me to give their statement.
Mr. KASTENMETER. Maybe you could further identify for the committee, because I'm not precisely aware of it-perhaps even subsequent
witnesses can help us-there was a distribution last year 6f nearly $12
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million from the phonograph record manufacturers fund. You
might further identify that. Is that a mechanical royalty, or what
fund is this?
Mr. AuEN. No. The manufacturers pay that. That's their other
half. That's the half where they pay for music. No, they'll have to answer it, but I take it it comes from the royalties they collect, and there's
some trust fund arrangement that is set up by the industry. I only
know the sum total of it.
Mr. KASTEN1EIER. We'll ask the subsequent witnesses who are expert and can fully respond to the question.
Shortly, if not you, Mr. Allen, I suppose others representing jukeboxes, or -willbe appearing before the Copyright Royalty Tribunal,
and perhaps you can refresh my recollection as to the effect of this bill.
They will be considering that during the course of next year, 1979, in
advent of 1980, the germination of whether that rate is change or not,
the $8.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Kastenmeier, I think the way the bill reads in that
regard, come the 1st of January 1980, someone-I guess it's the tribunal. I forget now since they divided that responsibility. Someone
there, by a declaration, initiates the review process, and by giving notice to the interested parties. Then, from there, there will be studies,
I guess, and hearings. Ve really haven't gotten to that point. With the
tribunal we have gotten to the point of the development of regulations for access to establishments where jukeboxes are located.
Mr. KASTENMEER. I say that because if there is legislative movement with respect to this particular proposal or any variation of it, it
may tend to run into that hearing, as you say, may have an effect on
it, and we may do well to consider it. The fee is fixed during 1980 for
a term of 10 years?
Mr. AmExN. No. It is fixed in 1980, but then, I believe, other review comes up in 1987, I think it is.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. And each 10 years thereafter?
Mr. ALLEN. And in each 10 years thereafter. It's a staggered arrangement. You may recall the different industries are going to be
reviewed at different times after the first go-around. I guess that's
a matter of the workload of the tribunal. I can fix that date. I believe our first review-no, I was wrong. I guess our first review comes
up in 1990. It's the other industries that come up just before that.
Mr. RAILSBAcK. That's right.
Mr. ALLEN. I think it's 10 years and 1980. I haven't gotten that
far down the road yet.
Mr. KASTF.NEMEIE. Well, if it's 1990, there's no reason for you to.
Mr. ALLEN. I probably won't.
Mr. KASTENmIRE.
I notice that the principal thrust of your statement is to suggest that the recording companies do not require this
sort of payment, but you do not nearly so strongly suggest that performers do not; that is, musicians.
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, absolutely, Mr. Chairman. You can't argue those
two groups, put them in the same category. I don't think it would
be realistic or fair either, certainly not.
Mr. KASTE NEIER. Then do you concede that performers do have
an equitable claim for some sharing of royalties by some mechanism !
Mr. ALLEN. I suppose I must, yes, yes.
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Mr. KASTENM31EIER. One last question. I asked the broadcasters yesterday -whether it is, in fact., the case, as asserted by proponents of
the bill, that, really, only the broadcasters and perhaps the music
operators are opposing the bill, or at least the general nature of the
bill. My question to them: Is that true, or are there others that you
know of that oppose this bill for any reason
Mr. ALLEN. I do not know, but I think some of us may not have
waked up to how they're involved. The cable people will certainly
someday be bearing the brunt. Frankly, I have enough problems
figuring out where we stand on these things without thinking of
others.
Mr. KASTENEIER. All right. Of course, one of the reasons I asked
the question is to try to identify those in interest who may be affected
and whether or not they appeared or have been invited to appear so
that there is yet an opportunity for people to comment on this issue.
Mr. ALLEN. I think this, that whatever is done to impose the Government into the economic process, creating rights and creating
royalties, realistically, the fact of life is that the ultimate users will
be the ones who are going to have to pay. It's inevitable that costs
will be passed on the ultimate consumers, and the ultimate consumers
are the members of the public. So, while you don't, hear-at least I
don't hear-complaints from those directions, I think it's just beeause the public hasn't any reason to know about this yet.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Allen. I yield to the gentleman
from Illinois.
Mr. RAILSBACTc. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Allen, I happen to agree with your statement on page 5-if
you could refer to your formal statement-where you suggest that
the legislation is apt to be vigorously opposed by the present beneficiaries, that is, the performing rights societies--ASCAP, BMI, and
SESAC. As I look at the bill, and even the Ringer draft, it seems
to me, if I read it correctly, and I think it's a little bit complicated,
but it looks to me like there's simply, in your case, taking the funds
that you contribute, they're requiring now that those funds be divided and that the performers will derive, and the copyright holders
will derive, half of the funds that have been contributed under the
other mechanism. Is that they way that you read that?
* Mr. Ajnr. Mr. Railsback, sure I read that as the way the bill is
now. I have a little difficulty reading some of it, too. But just go back
a few years. When this first surfaced. this proposal for performance
right for recording artists, I think that's the way we talked about
-

it.g
Mr. RAmSBACK. I'll let you go back, but I want to pin this down.
Mr. ALLEN. I'm answering this question.
Mr. RALSBACK. Is it not correct that they're asking. under the bill,

that there not be any increase in payment from the jukebox people
right now?
Mr. ALLEN. Right now. And I'm saying that the performing rights
Societies are not going to sit back and let that happen without coming
in and protesting. They've made this statement before. I could find
it in one of our earlier records where they said we will onpose this
bill provided-provided it does not cause any loss to us in the royalty
that we've got. I don't know if ASCAP's present here today.
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Mr. RALSBACK. What I mean to be doing is agreeing.
Mr. AirEN. Thank you.
Mr. RAiLSBAcx. No, I think your assessment is correct. Then I have
the further problem that if we are going to recognize a performer's
royalty for public performance, public commercial playing of records, you know, if I end up buying that concept, I'n just going to
be candid witdi you and say that it would seem fair to me, then, that
the jukebox industry would, under the same rationale, be expected
to contribute to the performers' royalties something over and above
what your contribution is now.
Mr. ALLEN. Right.

Mr. RAILSBACK. So I'm just being very candid with you. I think
the rationale is there and that you'd be expected to do that. ButI'm just curious-what is the economic situation of the 1,100 operators? And do you have any idea what their gross revenues are and
what the net revenues are so forth?
Mr. ALLEN. Our industry statistics are not good, Congressman
Railsba.k. Looking through the records, and I know you'll see some
continuity going way back many years, there have been two economic
surveys in the course of the general revision bill. One preceded in
1958, I believe, and the other one was in 1967. They sampled a cross
section of some 1,000 to 1,500 operators at those times, and they got
figures which showed the picture of gross and net. I don't have those
figures with me today.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Could you get those for us, do you think?
Mr. ALLEN. I'm going to do better than that, maybe.
Mr. RAILSBACK. All right.
Mr. ALLEN. We're recommending to our board of directors meeting
next week that a survey be made, an economic survey. We know we
need it. We know we'll be needing it in 1980. The figures are presented
in your own reports, Congressman Railsback. The only figures we have
now are in the committee's report, the one that I've cited.
Mr. RAILSBACK. If I may, let me just suggest this to you: Under the
Danielson legislation and under Barbara Ringer's draft, we are talking about certain annual payments to be made by the broadcasters or
the television stations and so forth. Generally speaking, it's for, say,
radio broadcasters under $200,000, a range figure that would be, I
think, probably less than 1 percent, anyway, of their gross revenues.
And then once they reach the $200,000 gross receipts figure, if ny recollection serves me right, it's something like 1 percent of their net receipts which would permit them to--Im not exactly sure of the formula. But, anyway, I think it would be very interesting for us, in
dealing with this, to have some idea of what we're talking about as far
as revenues derived from a jukebox.
Mr. ALLEN. We want to get that information. It's very difficult. I
hope you appreciate these small outfitsMr. RAILSBACK. No, I understand.
Mr. ALLEN [continuing]. Ordinarily don't divide, set up their box
to differentiate one type of a machine from another. We'll have quite
a job to do this.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Right now, are all of these jukebox operators mandatorily licensed?
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Mr. ALLEN. I would say yes, without exception, yes. It may be State;
it may be county, but I think they're licensed everywhere.
Mr. RA1SBACK. Well, I would think, for instance, under the copyriglht law, aren't they expected now to pay $8 per box?
Mr. ALLENs . Yes.
Mr. RMiLaAcK. I'm very curious what information they are required-I know the Federal Government burdens everyone with paperwork. I'm very curious as to what information they must report in
making that even $8 per box payment. I wonder if they go into any
revenue figures there?
Mr. ALLEN. Those, I'm sure not, and I believe I'm safe in sayinwzthat's based on the very language that the committee put into the bill
before it was enacted. there is a reference in there to this type of problem. There is something in there to the effect-and I don't put my
finger on it right now-that without adding any burden to the operators by way of recordkeeping.
Mr. RAILSBACK. That's good. I'm surprised we did that, but that is
good. I'll tell you what: It would be helpful to us, in trying to be fair
to everybody concerned, I think it would be very helpful to us in trying to understand what revenues are derived from jukeboxes so that we
can try to be fair in whatever we decided to do, if anything.
Mr. ALLEN. I will be glad to tell you that this is in the same area of
your inquiry, how the thing is going now, the registration process. The
Copyright Office has very wisely limited the information, that's required on the forms and instructions they put out, just to what the bill
says: Identification of jukebox by serial number or by other means, and
that's it, except paying $8. The registration process is off to what I
think is a really slow start, and I hope that's all that it means. At this
point in time I can give you some figures that might be of interest.
These figures are about 2 days old from the Copyright Office. They
received $721,000, almost $722,000 in the $8 royalties, representing
about 90.000 jukeboxes from about 2,000 operators; $722,000, 90,000,
and 2,000. We have estimated a greater number of jukeboxes throughout the United States than this. The reason is not clear to us, nor is it
to the Copyright Office. Our association has assisted in getting the information out to all our members and through the State organizations
to all the State organizations' members, and we believe that the 2,000
figure pretty well reflects what the membership has done. It does not
explain the great disparity yet.
Mr. KASTFNM1mER. If the gentleman will yield?
Mr. RAILSBACK. Yes.
Mr. KASTENMET . I had heard figures similar to this. We had also
predicated the bill on approximately 500,000 boxes through the years
from 1960 to 1975, and 90,000, as yot indicate at least, falls far short of
500.000 jukeboxes.
Mr. ALLEN. About the time the bill was passed, we were providing
information to the committee. We were saying 400,000 to 500,000, Mr.
Kastenmeier. We knew there was diminution. Whether we were off
on that-we could be, but I think it's also very likely that the information hasn't gotten out sufficiently to all the operators of the United
States. Hopefully, that's what it is. At any rate, we're recommending,
also, to our board of directors that the association conduct a survey
through the State licensing authorities that Congressman Railsback
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referred to see what kind of account we can get. We're concerned about
it.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Well, I thank the gentleman. Thats all I have.
Mr. KASTE.NmETR Actually, I did not raise that issue because I don't
mean to burden these proceedings with it, but that is, of course, of
interest to the committee.
Mr. AuN. Mr. Kastenmeier, I'd like to add to an answer I gave you
just before about the performer. That's my personal view that a performer, at least many performers in many instances do provide creativity, but I don't want to overlook the argument, the view as expressed by Senator Ervin very strongly during the debates that a performer is more a user than he is a creator. And, in the constitutional
sense, there may be still that issue that has to be faced.
Mr. KASTENMEFE. I appreciate that as a comment, and the committee thanks you for a very professional statement today, Mr. Allen. It's
always good to have you before the committee.
Mr. ALLE.. Thank you, sir.
Mr. KASTENMEIMR. I'd like to acknowledge the presence in the room

of another former witness who is not appearing today, but once ably,
for a very long time, represented ASCAP, an&I'm sure jousted with
Mr. Allen and others for many years on legal issues, legislative issues,
and that's Herman Finkelstein in the back of the room by coincidence,
here in Los Angeles, in this very hotel today. And it is coincidence: lie
no longer represents that particular organization.
I should like to say-I might have said so yesterday, perhaps somewhat gratuitously-my view that despite the fact that people feel very
deeply about these issues and sometimes get carried away in their characterizations of the opposition, that I have also found in the 15 or 16
years we have had hearings and had dealings with people interested
on the various sides of copyright legislation, that the organizations
and people that represented the organizations were, I think, of incredibly high professional and personal character. Sometimes we like
to think of the other guy as sort of a bad guy denying something to
somebody else, but, actually, it's been, at least for me, a joy to work in
this field and work with the people who represent organizations of all
types and all sides on this issue.
I'd like to call now, representing the National Radio Broadcasters
Association, Mr. James Gabbert, who's president of KIKI in Honolulu, and Mr. John Bayliss, who is president of Radio Division Combined Communications Corp. We have a comment by the National
Radio Broadcasters Association submitted by Mr. Gabbert. Would you
like to go first, Mr. Gabbert?
TESTIMONY OF JAMES GABBERT, NATIONAL RADIO BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN BAYLISS, RADIO
DIVISION COMBINED COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
Mr. GABBERT. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I can save everybody the time of
since
entered formally in the record, and I'd like to
reading this
expandon
this,
if I it's
may.
Mr. KASTENMEtE Your statement Will be received
in the record.

Mr. GABBERT. The thing that concerns me here, if I came along and
said that radio broadcasters could not afford this, I don't think I could
30-51078-6
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back that up. We would oppose it, but I think, ultimately, if such fee
were imposed we would just pass it along to our advertisers, and it
would ultimately end up at the consumer store.
But I think one thing that is important, as in our comments-a word
I just love-is the symbiotic relationship between the music industry
and the record industry and the radio industry. There was a change
that occurred in the late fifties, early sixties, and that was the advent
of top 40 radio which changed the picture of radio dramatically. As a
matter of fact, I would recommend that everybody on the subcommittee, not because it's a work of art, but that they go see "American
Hot Wax" which is now playing around at theaters because historically
it shows the impact that the radio industry had on the record industry.
At this time, when top 40 radio started at popular music stations, there
was an emergence of new labels. Up until that time there were just
basically RCA, Columbia, Decca, the major labels. All of a sudden
anybody with a recorder could start a record company, and all they
had to do was get record airplay and have one hit, and they had a
record company. A lot of companies started at that time which are now
established, large companies. This can be directly traced to radio play
and exposure on the radio.
Another event which occurred in the mid-sixties was the FCC's
mandate of nonduplication where FM stations and markets in excess
of 100,000-that was the first cutoff-could no longer duplicate AM
programs. They had to separate. This created a plethora of programing unprecedented in America. For instance, in San Francisco, where
I own two stations, we have now 76 radio stations, all playing different
types of music-jazz, classical, rock, various shades of rock, popular
music, beautiful musi, , what have you. It's given the general public
a plethora of music and choice.
At the same time this has happened, you go and you look at record
companies profits and sales, and there's a direct correlation. For instance, and I quote from CBC's stock report:
The U.S. recorded music industry sales claimed an estimated 22 percent
during the year of 1977 following an unprecedented 18 percent In 1976.

Basically, record sales are booming today. At the same time this has
happened, a very interesting thing in record stores: Once upon a time
when I was a kid, and I'm sure all of you would remember going to
a record store, the had listening booths. They would sit there, and you
would take a record-"I want to hear the latest Patti Page record,"
and you would go in and listen to it. They had records allocated specifically to listen. No longer do record stores have listening booths. Why?
How can a consumer go out and buy an album for $5 or $6 without
knowing what that product is? How did they find out what that
product is? Radio airplay. There's a definite value that radio airplay
offers to the record industry. And that's why I say it's a symbolic
relationship. I'm not saying that we could exist without the record
industry, but I do feel they would have a lot of problems existing
without us.
Now, in a free marketplace we would be able to charge the record
companies for exposure of their records. This is what could be called
"payola," and if you go back we are prevented from doing this. I'm
not saying this is good or bad, but in a deregulated free marketplace,
we would problably get more money from the reco) ,d companies to
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,expose their product than we would pay in royalties back. This is
hypothetical, but I believe it to be true just in what we're doing in
record sales.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question?
Yes; in fact, I was going to ask a question.
Mr. K sTENEmn~.
It might be useful for you to describe "payola." It's a sort of ancient term now and presumably has been outlawed. But could you
briefly describe what the Practice was, to make your point?
M r. GABBERT. "Pa yola" was the practice where the record companies
would pay either a disc jockey, program director, or somebody would
receive either monetary or in terms of some type of compensation,
remuneration, for exposing a record on the air. Today it's not in the
form of "payola," it's in the form of-like our stations in San Francisco are hounded by record promotion people. I had to create a specific
position with this person that isolates or insulates the disc jockeys and
the air people and the people who make the music selection from the
promotion or the "hype" people.
Mr. KASTENM-EIER. Is it proper or appropriate for them, record companies, to give you free records?
Mr. GABBERT. Oh, yes, in fact, I counted last week alone there were
over-last week it was 300 singles or 250 singles that were released
of total types of music. And, in a market like San Francisco, we've
received a lot of these. A lot of markets don't. Smaller market stations have to buy their records.
Mr. BAYLIss. Most of them.
Mr. GABBERT. Of the 5,000 or 6,000 commercial stations, more buy
them than don't buy them.
Mr. KATZEN MMER. I'd like to yield to the gentleman from Illinois.
Mr. RAILSBACK. I know what you are saying, and I agree with what
you're saying about tjie benefit derived from the fact that radio broadcasters certainly makeknown to the public the good music. But then I
think we have to take it a step further. Who really benefits from record
sales? And it occurs to me that, all right, No 1, the record companies
would benefit from an expanded sale of records. Second, a performer
who may have an agreement, a royalty agreement, that top performer
would benefit. But I really wonder if the other musicians derive any
kind of a benefit from the expanded record sales because they get right
now any kind of a royalty. So I'm just curious how you feel about
that.
Mr. GABBERT. Well, I see this is a problem between the employer

and the employee, the employer being the record company and the
employee being the- performer. You look at record company profits,
and if they're not sharing them with the celloist, it seems to me that's
a problem between those two.
Mr. RAIhSBACH. Is there an indirect benefit derived by the musicians,
do you believe?
Mr. GABBERT. Yes, because records, you go back to, as I was pointing
out, the record sales, and as long as records are still being manufactured. Now, getting away, because in popular music you get clear documentation of how radio is and Elton John is making millions of
dollars.
Mr. RATLSBACK. I know that.
Mr. GABBERT.

But an interesting fact I found out yesterday, there's

.a concert music broadcasting station. And I called RCA's marketing
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division, and, unfortunately, I don't have the exact figures with me,
but there's a definited correlation in classical music sales in a market
that has a classical music station vis-a-vis a market that doesn't have
one. It's dramatic. So it would affect every type of music sale.
Mr. RA]LSBACK. You do not deny, I take it, that at the same time
the record companies may be deriving a benefit. In fact, I think you're
conceding in your statement, by the same token, even the fact you
may get free records in a record company which records may be
pleasing to your audience, that that certainly benefits the radio broadcasters. That benefits you, too.
Mr. GABBERT. That is correct. But the free records themselves-most
stations today in the pop music formats run on what are called relatively tight play lists; so the quantity of records they give you, lots
of records, most of those end up being thrown away. So the value
there is small, I think.
Mr. BAYLISS. Yes.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Well, now, the value is you have your choice of

those that may be a hit or those that may be very well received by your
listening audience. That certainly helps your station.
Mr. GABBF.RT. That's true.
* Mr. BAYLISS. I don't know if I can help. I tied to respond to this
with Jim. I don't know that I understand where you're going, sir.
Mr. RATISBACK. I'll tell you exactly. I don't mean to poorly characterize what you're saying, but a lot of broadcasters seem to be saying we do a tremendous service for the performer. by playing their-

work and making public their work. and that results in sales. I guess
the only thing that bothers me a little bit: At the time you're making

those statements, at the very same time you are directly benefiting
yourselves from their work product.
Mr. GABBERT. This is true. I think you could call that a trade-off.
That's a value for value. I can't sit here and say that we're doing this
out of the kindness of our hearts.
Mr. RAILSBACK. That's what I thought. You kind of conceded that
in your statement. It is a trade-off between the record companies and
the broadcasters. The question I have is: Do the musicians actually
benefit, the backup?
Mr. GABBERT. Isn't that a problem between the record company and
the musician?
Mr. RAILSBACK. I think it is a problem. We are confronted with
the question: Do we want to recognize the creative talents of somebody that may not be, say, the top performer, but they may be a

talented musician I Do we want to motivate musicians? And are they
entitled to any kind of a royalty? I have reservations about record
companies sharing in a performer's royalty. I do.
Mr. GABBERT. Well, I see a performer basically as an employee. I
could be a performer as a broadcaster. I'm a broadcaster. And I'm able
to negotiate what salary I take, and I work it out on the free market-

p lace. And, it seems to me, a performer, whether you're a good perormer or a not so good performer that that is your trade, your stock;
And I have trouble with a law that
for a living.
you doand
what along
that
say, "All right, guys, we're going to give you
wouldis come
this because we feel you deserve it," because I would sit here as a
broadcaster ..aying, "I serve the public interest. Why don't you pass.
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a law giving me more?" The record company profits are so huge that
it seems to me what the performers need is a stronger union. It seems
to me, basically, a free marketplace problem.
Mr. BAYLISS. The gentleman that preceded us said basically the
same thing, and we would concur with that. If there is, in fact, an in,equity in the system, it seems that a difficulty lies between the negotiated area between the performer, the artist, and the recording
company.

Mr.

RAILSBACK.

That isn't exactly what lie said. I think what he

said is that I recognize there maybe should be a benefit for the performer, but I have problems-I'm speaking for myself-and then he
said there may be constitutional problems, in other words. And then
lie pointed out Senator Erwin's statement saying that this was not an
area constitutionally was meant to be protected. I think the preceding
witness very candidly said there should be a difference between record
companies and performers.
Mr. BAYLISS. Well, again, though, I think that what we would concede to in the general text of the statements submitted on behalf of the
National Radio Broadcasters Association is that, really, the performer
needs the recording company and the broadcaster needs the performing artists and the record company, and they, together, in unison,
need i1s.

The business of whether we get free records and then use that
talent and expose it oi, the air to our own personal gain-I don't think
the general, major market broadcaster would have any problem with
paving fo records outright. Some do. Some will not accept any free
records at ai! just to avoid any undue influence in their own mind as
to what they Cimould or should not be playing on the air. The trade-off
there is, in the case of a classically strong artist with hit after hit after
hit in a market the size of Los Angeles-take an Elton John record for
$6, expose that on one of the dominant stations here. That could well
result in a half million dollars in sales of that record in this particular
marketplace.
Mr. RATESBACK. Just to be very realistic, the way these bills are
drawn, and I am not a cosponsor of any of the bills, but the way that
bills are drawn, the Elton Johns and the Frank Sinatras who share
equally with the little guys that contribute their talent-they're not
fat, cats. They don't get the big royalty payments.
Mir. GABBERT. We did an interesting thing which is not completed

yet, but we stalled logging a lot of our member-stations on records
played per week, and we intend to log about 200 radio stations coast
to coast on the records played, numbers it plays. So far, just this morning, I was handed the results of nine stations. There are some interesting figures. You see, the FCC has limits on the amount of commercial
time we can run on a station, and if Elton John bought time for us
to play a record, that would basically be a 3 or 4 minute commercial,
and if we assume that each record played on the station, if we were
to bill the record company for exposure on that-most records today
run about 4 minutes: so let's count it as 2 minutes and take an average
spot cost--we came up with figures like in San Diego, $169,000 in a
week; or in Phoenix, $70,000, or in Los Angeles, $479,000. The total
over a million for nine stations.
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Mr. RAILSBACK. May I just ask if You were to bill Elton John forthat kind of time on a commercial basis?
Mr. GABBERT. At a trade-off, assuming that 2 minutes of it would
benefit us, and 2 minutes would benefit him.
Mr. RAiLSBACK. Do you know what Elton John would do? He
would buy a radio station and play his music and capture youraudience.
Mr. GABBERT. That's called the free marketplace.
Mr. BYrIss. I don't know that people would want to listen to Elton
John 24 hours a day.
Mr. RATLSBACK. What he would do is team up with Olivia NewtonJohn, and I would tune in, too.

Mr. BAYLTSS. Sounds like a great idea.

Mr. GABBERT. This is interesting talking about record sales which
you can correlate, again, to radio play as in MCA's report on their
record industry in 1977 in the fomth quarter. Three albums sold over a
million copie---Elton John's Greatest Hits. Olivia Newton-John's
Greatest Hits, and Lynyrd Skynyrd's Street Survivors, those were
getting maximum air play at that time.
So, in summary, what we're really saying is, I think it would be
unfair to assess a fee to us on a performer's royalty fee when we aren't
allowed to charge them for the value of what we're giving them; so
I consider it a trade-off.
Mr. BAymss. And we should point out, too, again, that for the
major market broadcaster, whether it's a dime a week or $100 a week or
$1.000 a week. that really isn't the issue.
The issue is the principle of the thing: Should something like this
be done? The real, the adverse effect, I think, while it would impose
some difficulties for any broadcaster, the broadcaster who is going to
feel the real heavy thrust of this is going to be the small market broadcaster, and the small market broadcaster makes up, I would say, about
75 percent of all the radio stations licensed for commercials use in the
coimtry where they, in essence, go out and buy the records that they
play on the air, and they expose the product ol the air. Then, through
their licensing agreements, they pay the various licensing agenciesASCAP and BMI and SESA-and then in the proposed legislation
they would turn around and pay again. And the cost for their participation there might well mean the difference between adding a newsperson in that station.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Now. where you're talking about $250 a year if
you're under $100,000. or $750 a year if you have up to $200,000,
between $100 and $200,000; so you're not going to add another newsperson for $2:50.
Mr. B.TASS. In a small market, you would be surprised what you
can add for $250.
Mr. GABBERT. Excuse me. I paid myself $68,000 last year, and
ASCAP and SESAC feesMr. RAILSBACK. Ii not talking about the reijulat copyright liability. I'm talking about the royalties that would be paid under this bill.
It's $250 under $100,000 in gross receipts. You're even exempt if you're
under $25,000, and then, if you go up from $100 to $200,000 it's $750..
It's a total payment, as I understand it. of $750 a year.
Mr. GABBERT. Wasn't it 1 percent when the gross exceeded-
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Mr. RAILSBACK. Then if you're over $200,000, its 1 percent of your
net receipts, deducting your sales commissions. I'm not sure, by the
way, if the formula is correct, but we're not talking, under the bills,
-about a lot of money. But the people yesterday said we're concerned
about the foot in the door.
Mr. GABBERT. The camel's nose in the tent. There is, I think, going

back, income tax was an experiment. It was not going to hurt very
much, and ASCAP and BMI fees at one time were not significant,
and these things do have a way of getting out of hand. ASCAP fees
were, according to Billboard magazine had a record of 270 some million dollars. It was a smash in the record.
I'm a free marketplace advocate. I have trouble with the concept.
It's not the monev. I consider that the performers are, as I mentioned,
craftsmen, and the record companies are the employers, and they
should just go on strike and fight for more money. The record coinpanies are making a lot of money; so I guess that wraps it up.
Mr. KASTEN IUI. Mr. Bayliss, do you have anything separately ?
Mr. BAYLISS. NO, I'm just chiming along saying, "ie, too."
Mr. KASTEN.Enm. All right. May I inquire, yesterday we had a
number of radio representatives here, essentially. under the auspices of
the NAB. As members of the National Radio Broadcasters Association. how do you differ from them in terins of either their viewpoint

so their interest?
Mr. GABBERT. Well, just the associations are different in the fact
that we represent radio stationsonly.
Mr. K.\sTE.N3 rIEP.. Exclusively ?
Mr. GABBERT. Exclusively. And the bulk of our membership is small
operator? , independent operators, and by the NAB we're considered
a rebel organization, but I think on thisit,wethe
would
concur, and, again,
concept.
we have trouble with the principle of
Mr. ]KASTENMEEIER. But, actually, on this point you're in total agreement with them? As a matter of fact, I think only radio broadcasters
were represented, and, in a couple of cases, very small stations. I
asked them the question if there was anyone else in the interest other
than perhaps the music operators, jukebox operators, and radio broadcasters who opposed this legislation. I don't think they indicated that
they knew of any other organization, group, or interest. Do you?
Mr. BAYLISS. In the form of organized opposition? No, sir.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Organized or unorganized.
Mr. GABBERT. Can't think of any.
Mr. BAYLISS. I'm sure that the general public is not at all aware
of any of this and may have some difficulty in understanding it at all.
Mr. RAILSBACK. I think you're right.
Mr. KASTEN31EIER. Do you think the general public, if it did understand the issue, would take sides? If so, why? 'What sides would they
take?
Mr. BAYLISS. I don't know that I can answer that question fairly.
I have a pretty strong view that the general public would be more
for the good old American enterprise system and overwhelmingly
support us in the fact that this is a free enterprise matter and a mat-ter between employer and employee.
Mr. GABBERT. I did an editorial in San Francisco on it, and, of
course, the editorial was against it, and it generated lots of bravos.
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And I explained the value that a radio station has to the performer
and how the performer benefits, and it's a mutual trade-off.
Mr. KAS TuNmEim. Did you provide equal time?
Mr. GABBERT. Nobody asked for it.
Mr. KASTENMVTEIER. I think that's all the questions I have, and I want
to thank you both for appearing here this morning.
Mr. GABBERT. We appreciate it. Thank you very much.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Id like to, at this point, ask Mr. Allen, who is in
the audience and was a preceding witness-he said that he hoped there
would be present this morning some representatives of the California
Music Merchants Association. I'm wondering if those folks have shown
up yet.
Mr. ALLEN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. KASTENMEWER. Would you like to introduce them?
Mr. ALLEN. If I may introduce our California respresentatives, here
is Mr. Gabriel Orland who is the executive vice president of California
Music Merchants Association and also a member of the board of directors of our national association. He's from Glendale and operates
jukeboxes throughout this area. Then there's Mr. Carl Fisher who is
from Inglewood and is also an operator here and is a member of the
board of directors of the California Music Merchants Association.
They understand our statement and are here to support it. Mr. Orland might speak to that point.
Mr. ORLAND. As a member of the California association, CMMA,
which is California Music Merchants Association, we would like to
oppose H.R. 6063.
Mr. KASTENME ER. Go on record in opposition?
Mr. ORLAND. Yes, sir, along with supporting our national association which I am also representing today in opposing this bill. And I
hone that you gentlemen will go along with our opposition.
Mr. KAsP-ENMEIER. Your point of view was very well represented
by Mr. Allen earlier, and if you have any statement you care to file
with the committee, we would be pleased to have it.
Mr. ORLAND. All I want to do is oppose the bill. I think it's unfair,
unjust, and unconstitutional.
Mr. IASTENMEIER. Well, I won't call upon you for a constitutional
attack on the bill.
Mr. ORLAND. Just my opinion.
Mr. KASTENMErER. All right, Mr. Orland, thank you for appearing
here today, and your presence and that of Mr. Fisher are acknowledged.
Now, at this time, I would like to call on representatives of the Recording Industry Association of America. Mr. Stanley Gortikov, Mr.
Alan Livingston, Mr. Stewart, Mr. Smith, Mr. Moss, Mr. Norman, indeed, the last panel in our 2-day hearing. Many of you, certainly Mr.
Livingston and Mr. Gortikov,'have appeared before this committee
very ably in the past, and we're very pleased to say hello to you again
and greet you along with your colleagues. Mr. Fitzpatrick is with you
this morning?
Mr. RAILSACK. Mr. Chairman, could I just mention that Mr. Stewart, I believe, flew all the way from England for this appearance. He's
been very, very active and knowledgeable, and I just wanted to mention
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that because Tom Mooney and I had the pleasure of meeting him in
Europe.
Mr.. KASTENME1ER. Mr. Steward, you are especially acknowledged,
and we look forward to hearing from you. Certainly your group has
had the opportunity to hear all the comments that preceded this particular hour and, in terms of this proceeding will have, so to speak, the
last word.
Mr. Gortikov, we'll call on you, sir.
TESTIMONY OF STANLEY GORTIKOV, RECORDING INDUSTRY AS.
SOCIATION OF AMERICA, ACCOMPANIED BY ALAN LIVINGSTON.
JERRY MOSS, JOE SMITH, STEPHEN STEWART, GENE NORMAN,
AND JAMES FITZPATRICK
Mr. GoRTIKov. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. I'm Stanley Gortikov, president of the Recording Industry Association of America whose member companies create and mn.rket about
90 percent of the prerecorded tapes and records that are sold in the
United States.
With me are five industry representatives. Starting on my left, Mr.
Jerry Moss, president of A & M Records and chairman of the board
of RIAA; Mr. Joe Smith, chairman of Elektra Asylum Records; Mr.
Stephen Stewart, director general of IFPI; Mr. Alan Livingston,
president of Entertaiment Group of 20th Century Fox Records; and
Mr. Gene Norman, president of Crescendo Records; and Mr. James
Fitzpatrick of Arnold & Porter.
We're the cleanup crew. We've been hearing lots of rhetoric here
yesterday-broadcaster protests and disclaimers-and, along the way,
we might have lost sight of our focus which is what I hold in my hand
here. This is a copyrighted steVnd recording.
[Mr. Gortikov plays the recording for a few moments.]
Mr. GOR'rIKOV. That's why ve're here. I don't want to lose sight of

the fact that we're here to support that copyrighted sound recording
and to recognize the uniqueness of that sound recording. What you
just heard was "You Light Up My Life" by Debbie Boone, a hitherto
--iinkown recording artist who was catapulted to stardom by that record, a talented singer in a unique performance who made a'good tune
come alive, and, to a great measure, the reason for that was traceable
to the creative input of the recording company who identified that
unique talent, found the right song, put the two together, provided the
correct arrangement, brought creative people together, added electronic-engineering, increments that made a hit.
Radio played that tune "You Light Up My Life" many, many
thousands of times foe a purpose-to attract audiences, to sell commercials, and to make a profit. Radio used that record, and radio still
uses that record for those purposes.
As we remarked this morning, radio does pay composers and publishers. The witness who just finished said $68,000 alone from that
gentleman's stations, and, yes, in this case Debbie Boone isn't going to
get anything. The recording company copyright owner isn't going to
gt anything. The background performers you just heard on the record
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aren't going to get anything at all. So radio gained a commercial benefit from that air play, but they did not pay for the privilege, and it's
that inequity and that injustice that brings us before you today.
I'm going to depart from the prepared testimony. I want to talk
about fairness, and I want to talk toughly about fairness, and I'd also
like to talk about unfairness, our version as well as that of the broadcasters. The unfairness started yesterday when the broadcasters said
they objected in principle to paying performance royalty, in principle,
even though records are the only copyrighted work for which a performance royalty is not paid.
Those broadcasters that are given our records said they already
compensated us through free air play. Specifically, Mr. Peter Newell
who's president and general manager of Los Angeles station KPOL,
said that "by far the most important factor in generating record sales
is radio air play." That's what Mr. Newell said, and he's right. Air play
is very important to us. We've never denied it, but Mr. Newell said
what kind of air play. The records whose sales are most likely benefited from air play are records that are probably on these two charts
from the most recent issue of Billboard magazine. These are the top
100 bcst selling LP's, the top 100 best selling single records.
Two days ago we monitored Mr. Newell's own station on Tuesday.
WVe selected 4 of the most listened to hours, and during those 4 hours
on KPOL only four records were played that apepar on these best
seller charts. Fifty-three records were played not from those charts.
So we can reason that four records that played within those 4 key
hours probably helped sales. Fifty-three records that were played did
not. So Mr. Newell's play list is at odds with his own testimony.
Now. there may be something unfair implicit in the monitoring we
did of Mr. Newell's station, KPOL, because KPOL is kind of a mid(lIe-of-the-road music station. It's not & rock station, for example;
therefore, we also monitored KLOS-FM which is the most influential station in the Los Angeles area, considered by record personnel the
most influential station. In the same 4 hours selected on KLOS there
were only 7 Srecords from these top selling charts and 40 records
not from the charts. So. sure, air play helps sales, some sales, but certainly not nearly enough to cop out of a performance right. Broadcasters oppose a principle when it is a question of their paying for
their commercial use of a sound recording. It's Ihat simple.
Broadcasters have also told you, and it was refreshing to hear a refutation of that this morning, that, they cannot afford to pay. The
witness just before us said they could. And the broadcasters have used
some ominous statements-they're going to go out of business or
they're going to have to cut back on public service programs-but
the' have omitted the furnishing of any data that would support
those statements. The only data on the record before you from the independent economic analysis provided by the Copyright Office suggests that they are overstating those claims by a long shot. Certainly
they're offering no squawks about paying for any other form of prograining which they use-news, sports, dramas, personalities, whatever.
Little stations like Willie Davis' station, a witness yesterday, certainly deserve some special treatment, and I think that's why the
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-royalty schedule in the Danielson bill is stratified-no cost for the tiny
station, and that would cover about 2 percent of the stations in
America. The next level up would only pay about $0.75 per day performance royalty under that schedule, and that would embrace about
23 percent of the radio stations in America. And the next level up
would pay about $2 a day performance royalty and that would cover
about 33 percent of the stations in America. So, therefore, 33, 56, 58
percent of the stations in America would pay $2 a day or less.
There's been a lot of talk yesterday about "fat cats," and the phrase
was used liberally this morning, too--"fat cat record companies," "fat
-cat superstars," "fat cat musicians," earning $21,000 a year. Why do
those fat cats need a performance royalty, it was asked. First of all,
disabuse yourself of the stereotype that all record companies are fat
cats. There are three large record companies, name record companies,
in this area right now that are having serious profit problems. An I
know: I was president of a fat cat record company, and I lost my fat
at job because our fat cat artist didn't do so well for 1 year.
[Laughter.]
So that fat cat question that was raised here just misses the point
with me. It isn't fat catism at all, and it isn't need. Need is not an
issue here. We're talking about equity--equity of being compensated
for the commercial exploitation of the copyrighted work. Broadcasters
certainly know about equity versus need. Did Alex Haley need television income even thoughhis television shows helped skyrocket the
sales of his book?
And the broadcasters know about equity, too, because they got some
of it, last year from you. They gained a performance royalty and a performance right when their copyrighted creative programs were to be
used by cable TV stations. So how can a broadcaster sit up here and
look you square in the eye, and say that our objectives are unfair? We
ask for what they get. and we ask for it precisely the same reasons.
Yesterday several of you, understandably. asked how would these
royalties be collected and how would they be disbursed, and how would
all this be done equitably? We're going to work with the unions and
hope, to come back to you in the near future with a pro forma proposal of the type that Congressinan Danielson described. It may sound
complicated. We don't believe it is at all. It's being done all over the
world in dozens of nations rigt now. It's being done right here in the
United States. There's a wealth of experience for this plan. For 40 years
ASCAP mnd BMT have been distributing royalties and collecting them
for composers and publishers. Unions have lists of every vocalist and
musician that appears on every record: so the data is at hand, and
ASCAP. BM., and SESAC have the information. There are a host of
international systems they look to. And they're right now in the process
of learning how to distribute income to three other benefciaries--cable,
public TV, and the jukes. The course of doing this? It's unknown at

this point. But other countries prove it, can be, done efficiently and economically. The broadcasters themselves yesterday underscored the cost
and complexity. If that's true. then let them work with us. too, in
evolving a fair and simple system that would be acceptable and liveable
for them.
Yesterday you also heard Mr. Newell of the broadcasters say that
,there were no benefits to the nation's economic system in a performance
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right. Absolutely not true. He couldn't be more wrong. There are significant international ramifications in this bill before you. U.S. performers and musicians and recording companies are right today being
deprived of income from abroad because there is no reciprocal right in
this country. U.S. recordings are heavily air played throughout theworld, and this could and should bring a flow of money right back
here to the United States at a time when we need it, but that is not happening. Fifty-four nations of the world respect the performers' right..
We want to be number 55. We want that income flowing back here, too,
and the United States needs it.
You've heard some eloquent testimony yesterday from the unions
about the impact. of technolo.,y, literally in the form of the sound recording, and the impact on their members of that technological development many years ago. and Mr. Railsback acknowledged the technological disniacement, of live musicians by sound recordings. Who knows
what the future holds for us in terms of technological change, what it
holds for us, the record companies and singers and musicians? Technoloty in the future mv verve well intrude on our growth and our
rights just as a past technology has displaced musicians. So if radio
uses our product for profit. without pawing. who knows what tomorrow may bring. Home copying? Pushbutton music at home? Equipment, with memory? Any of those thin," are possible: so we need a
performance ri-ht and a royalty now to protect the record companies
and the recording compnies in the future. Mr. Moss is going to say a
bit.more about this shortly.
Earlier today when I played "You Light Up Mv Life," you heard'
part, of the creative role of the record company in the preparation of
a sound recording. Later today your subcommittee, in an actual recording studio. is going to see more of those creative processes come alive
throiiah the actions of record nrodicers and creative staff in intricate
facilities. We know that, creativity is the lifeblood of any record company, and we want to nurture all the forms of music--classics, jazz,
contemporary music.
And to help in this realization, the members of the PTA A board have
agreed that their companies would turn over to the National Endowment for the Arts ,5 percent of any performance royalties that would
be received bv them, and such funds would be earmarked for further
creative development of both music and recording. Both recording
companies and performers. of course. do share a mutually creative role
in making a recording, and it's that shared creative role that underlies
the agreement that previals between RTAA. A.F. of M.. and AFTR.A
to share any 'performance royalty on a 50-50 basis. We've all fostred
that .50-50 sharing as a mandatory provision of any legislation. That
15n-50 Qharina was discussed here yesterday, and a question was rnice' 1 :
Should a record company permit'as much as .0 percent? We certainly
strongly feel that it should, and I'd like to cite the reasons in support
of that rationale.
Record companies are an important creative factor and contributor
in the making of a sound recording, and there are just no mavbe's
about it. And. second. 50-50 sharing is the basic principle of the Rome
convention which is the underlving international document to the performance right. And, next. the recording companies' risk is huge, and
congressional history shows that, at last count, about 77 percent of
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sound recordings that are made and released fail to recover their costs.
And, next, as I mentioned, because of the threat of future tecmlaology,
we need that protection at least equal to other beneficiaries.
We're also talking about copyright law, and, in most instances, the
recording company is the owner of the copyright, and often the
owner's entitlement is 100 percent. We expect 50 percent, and as owner
.of the copyright, a recording company assumes all the responsibility
of costs, of enforcing and protecting the rights granted to sound recordings through that copyright. For all those reasons there is no
wonder that the parties most affected, that is the vocalists, musicians,
.and ourselves, the parties most affected have agreed over a decade to
the 50-50 sharing, and the parties most affected still so agree.
So, in conclusion, we've come before Congress six times in the past,
but this time is different. This time there are four brandnew consid.erations which justify your sur" art of a performanc>right.
First, Congress has now passed the omnibus copyright law. The performance issue can now be considered on its merits alone.
Second, there's now a new royalty tribunal created to which Congress could turn when necessary for the complex, technical task of
.adjusting royalty rates.
Third, Congress has granted to broadcasters a performance royalty
from cable television. You have set that precedent.
And, fourth, you asked for a thorough, objective study of this issue
by the Register of Copyrights. You have it. That comprehensive study
strongly recommends a performance right. It rebuts every broadcaster argument-constitutional, economic, political, even some of
their smoke screens.
In summary, we ask you to enact a performance right in sound recording. Fairness requires it. Precedence requires it. Constitutional
principle and judicial interpretation both support it. It's a deserved
reward for creative contributions. We need that protection from future
technological change. Commonsense compels it because American
companies and musicans and singers are losing money from abroad,
money they are entitled to.
And, finally, there's no longer any valid reason not to enact a performahce right and royalty. The only opposition comes from those who
now gain economic benefit from the absence of a performance right and
royalty.
So, to round out my remarks in the prospectus presented, I'd now
like to call on each of the other executives who are here at the table,
and I first, with your permission, would like to call upon Mr. Alan
Livingston, president of the Entertainment Group of 20th Century
Fox, and he's our industry's pioneer in the performance right, Mr.
Chairman, as you well know.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Gortikov.
Mr. LIviNGSTON. My name is Alan Livingston. I've been in the entertainment business for over 30 years. I've held the positions of president and chairman of the board of Capitol Records, Inc., vice president in charge of television programing for the National Broadcasting
Co., and have been an independent producer of records and motion
pictures. I am currently president of the Entertainment Group of
*20th Century Fox Film Corp. I'd like to point out. that, unlike most of
;the testimony, I am probably in the most unbiased position here, per-
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sonally. Neither I nor 20th Century Fox would benefit by a perform-

ance right. Our catalog of records for air play is minimal.
On tbn other hand, we own three television stations and are actively seeking additional ones as well as radio stations so that it might
seem, on the surface, that it were to our disadvantage to promote the
issue at hand. Nevertheless, speaking-as an individual and with the full
blessing of the management of 20th Century Fox Film Corp., I
strongly support the creation of a performance right in sound recordings for artists and record manufacturers.
More than 12 years ago, as you know, I made the additional proposal
for a copyright in a recorded performance in the House subcommittee.
I'm impressed by the ways of our Government which allow this matter
to be still alive, and yet I'm dismayed by the fact that so much time
can be taken by such a simple, and in my opinion, a definitive issue. A
phonograph record is nothing more than a delayed performance. It
was not created to be performed publicly for profit beyond the control
of the recording artist and the record manufacturer. Those who oppose
the performance right in sound recordings are those who now program their business free of charge.
As to the arguments of those who oppose a performance right, I'd
like to make some brief comments. First, consider the position taken by
radio stations that they provide free promotion for sound recordings
through air play. The same position might as well be taken that they
provide free promotion for the underlying copyright.. The songvriterand music publisher benefit by radio play. And I might point out, in
comparing the manufacturer's contribution to the performer. that you
might look at the similar situation between a sonvrwriter and a publisher. A music publisher receives 50 percent of the performer's in-come. Ile makes literally no creative contribute tion. He provides the
financing for the printing of sheet music, for the promotion of music.
He seeks radio air play as well. And. vet, he justifiably so has taken
that financial risk, and you might compare him, in a smaller sense, to.
the record manufacturer who receives the 50 percent. In fact, most
music publishers employ record promotion men to encourage as much
air play as possible. They recognize that air play exposes their product
to the public, sometimes resulting in sales of records and sheet music
on which they profit. But radio stations have accepted the fact that
they must pay for the use of this underlying copyright.. Therefore, the
promotion value to the record is no different from the promotion value
to the song itself. And there is no reason whv their arguments should
be used against the performer's copyright of a record any more than
it should be used against, the copyright of an original work.
In summary, I con find nothing in the broadcasters' claims which
follows any logic or is in any way in the public interest. Radio does
not promote the sale of recordings. It merely programs their performance and thus exposes them. People buy what they want, to own whether
they hear it first on radio, on a jukeb ox, in a discotheque, in a record
store, or elsewhere. Actually, as we know, only a small percentage
of what is programmed by radio is purchased by the conmming public.
The point being made here is so simple and obvious that it defies argument: The creative work of performers and producers and the financial risk and investment of manufacturers is being used for profit
without compensation. Radio stations have profited by this use for-
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many years. It is time this inequity is brought to an end. Thank you.
Mr. KASTENtwRp. Thank you, Mr. Livingston.
Mr. GORTIKOV. Our next presentation will be by Mr. Gene Norman,
president of Crescendo Records, which is a small jazz and catalog
label. He is going to address how the specialty record company is
impacted by a performance right.
Mr. NORMAN. Thank you. I'm Gene Norman of Crescendo Records.
I'm one of the "skinny cats" in this business. I have a typical small
American business. I have five employees, and I have three nianufacturer's representatives around the country. We produce about 20
albums a year, and we're essentially a catalog company specializing in
an important segment of American music and that's jazz. We're tvpical of 100 other small labels in the United States, independent labels.
We have chart blockbuster hits. We receive no wide radio exposure
or any particular sales benefit, but many radio stations, both AM and
FM, do use our production. They use them for production, background,
and so on.
I'm reminded of a case several years ago when a leading program
syndicator, a man vLho programs beautiful music, wall to wall tranquility, for some of the FM stations, called me and said, "I love one
of your records, and I'd like to borrow your master tape in order to
get better air quality." And I replied, "Do you announce the record or
the artist or the label?" And he said, "No." I said, "Well, I'm sorry,
we're not in business to provide free music for radio stations." So, inl
effect, he was using our music, and we would get no benefit from it.
Obviously, our records have a limited potential, and recovery of costs
is very difficult. It really seems unfair that we should not share in
radio profits since we need every income source possible. Our risk is
great, not only in money, but in creative control, and there is no more
legitimate income source than performance royalties.
As a small company, we give opportunity for many artists who
might not reach a wide audience. We have everything in our catalogue
from pre-Columbian music-unfortunately, we found out there are
not. too many pre-Columbians to buy the records. We even have a country yodeler on the label. We have a group from Spokane, Wasl.,
average age 60. We have a honky-tonk player from Las Vegas. These
am, all working people who are trying to make a living-and I think
they deserve, as well as we deserve, some consideration here-not to
mention the fact that we have albums by Louie Armstrong and Art
Tatum, some of the jazz greats, and they have widows who need money.
And I feel it is only fair that they should share when a radio station
plays for profit. We simply service the appropriate stations knowing
that they will use only what suits their purposes. They play only
what's good for them, and, therefore, I believe they should pay for
that privilege.
Curiously, I was a broadcaster myself for 18 years here in California. I was a DJ, and I always really enjoyed the incredible access
I had to all the music in the world, so to speak-Sinatra, Crosby, Ellington, all the, great artists and all the background musicians who performed with them-and the station paid no consideration to the record
companies who risked so much money to l)roduce all 'the records. I
submit to you in what other business is'the principal product marketed
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received free, absolutely gratis? It's a curious and inequitable precei
dent. It's strange, and it occurs in no other country in the world. And,
even though I was a leading disc jockey, however immodest that may
seem-I rated No. 4 or better in every national poll-I always understood, I always realized that the only reason people listened to me was
because of the music I played. They were listening for the records, not
for me.
If I started to play lousy records, they wouldn't listen very long. I
was active for many years in the concert presentation business here
and also in nightclubs, and every time I presented talent for profit, I
paid the performers and the people who produced their shows. I ask
you: Why shouldn't radio pay for performances the way everybody
else does who presents talent? There's an old saying that there's no
free lunch. Well, perhaps we should amend that to read: "Except, of
course, if you are a broadcaster playing records in the radio." Thank
you.
Mr. KASTNMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Norman.
Mr. GORTIKov. Next is Mr. Jerry Moss who's president and founder
of A & "MRecords and also chairman of the board of RIAA.
Mr. Moss. Good morning. My partner Herb Alpert and myself
started A & M Records in little more than 15 years ago on an investmnent of considerably less than $1,000. We consider ourselves part of
the American dream, and we take pleasure and honor in that accommodation. Today, we're one of the top five recording companies in the
United States, and we're, I believe, the largest independent company.
The stock in the company is owned by primarily Herb, myself, our
employees, and our families. Our income is based solely on o ur records
and the acquisition of music, publishing, and copyrights.
Though I am not a technical man by trade, I would like to address
my comments and support for what we believe in to the vast amount of
technology today available that is, quite frankly, scaring me to death,
and so I'd like to address myself to the wanton, unrestrained expansion of home taping and the encouragement of such home taping by
many broadcasters.
This is another form of personal piracy with millions copying the
commercial recordings with no compensation to the creators, performers, or risk takers. If carried to the extreme, our market will be
ever diminishing. Therefore, we need the protection of legitimate income sources such as performance royalties to cushion against such
technological onslaught.
New generations of home playback equipment for recordings, disc
turntables, and cassette decks now have memory components that
allow the listener to select and play any track from various recordings. Combine this with the home recorder capability, and you see
created more millions of private, in-home manufacturers using our
commercial recordings to make compilations of their own choice,
again, without income to the creators, performers, and risk takers.
Here, too, we need performance royalties to negate some of that income loss and to encourage continuing recording.
Premium, super quality tapes are now increasingly available, making home recording even more tempting than ever. Just down the road
is metallic particle tape which will make possible micromini cassettes
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within a couple of years, all with the capability of being hooked to
portable recorders. Picture every teenager in America with a shirtpocket-sized recorder-player and earphone. Just another reason why
Congress just cannot pass up now the chance to compensate us where
we deserve such payment.
Also technologically possible is the in-home retrieval via cable of
pushbutton selection of recorded music of the home listener's choice
without purchasing anything other than the service. Are we to be
victimized by this, too, with no prospects of performers' rights and
royalties?
lPerformers and recording companies are even more dramatically
exploited by the broadcasters' own technology. Many stations are
virtually fully automated. They buy and operate mechanical robots
which are fed with special cartridges containing tape copies of our
recordings interspersed with commercials, of course. Those mechanical monsters can spew out a straight 24 hours of canned broadcasting
with no human in sight. Commercial time is paid for; the recorded
performances are not. Thank you very much.
Mrl'. KASTFN MEIER. thank you, Mr. Moss.
Mr. GORTIKov. Next, Mr. Stephen Stewart, director general of

IFPI which is the International Federation of Producers of Phonograins and Videograms, has come here from Indon to give 11s some

international perspective.
Mr. 1CASTEN FIER. You're most welcome, Mr. Stewart. You've come

a very long way to give us the benefit of your wisdom and experience.
Mr1'. STEWART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. May I emphasize that
although it is perfectly true, as Stanley Gortikov has said, that I'm
the director general oTIFPI, that I would like to regard myself in
this context, where you are dealing with the legislation of a country,
just as a member of a bar and its current chairman who will give you
the picture as he sees it. And, particularly, if you care to ask questions
about it, I'll answer them as best I can regardless of whether I think
it serves the interest of those I happen to represent or not.
The main point, on an international level, which was being made
was that 55 countries recognized this right, and this is accurate. But
I think youll get a better picture if I give you the breakdown because
its the quality as well as the numbers that matter. They fall into three
categories. Europe, category 1; Latin America, on your continent,
category 2; and the Asian-Pacific area, category 3.
Now, Europe is the simplest to deal with because in Europe all countries recognize this right, bar four, recognize this right and the four
exceptions are France, Belgium, Holland, and Switzerland, all countries of the French or Latin approach to legislation, and their sole
difficulty is that they cannot reconcile the fact that copyright should
reside in the limited liability company as opposed to a person. In other
words, they have theoretical difficulties. Nonetheless, I think it significant for the purpose of this injury that the radio stations in those
countries do pay for record play under contract, in other words,
volume, thereby acknowledging a moral, although not to be a leading
right.
In all other countries, a leading right exists. In Latin America,
agaifi.-a majority of the Latin American countries recognize the right,
and the number has been increasing rapidly in the last few years.
36-510-T8--7
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In the Asian-Pacific area, the key countries recognize the right. By
the "key countries," I mean-in the copyrighted music sense-Australia, New Zealand, Japan, and India.
Having said that and enumerated these three groups, where are the
other nearly 100 members of the United Nations? I believe the United
Nations have over 150 members. They are the Communist world. Not
without exception, funnily enough, both in Russia and China, the
right exists, but it is pretty theoretical because both the record producer
and the broadcaster and the users are nationalized enterprises, and
therefore it wouldn't be very significant if one state pocket paid into
another state pocket.
Numerically, the strongest part of the world which doesn't recognize the right are the developing countries in Africa and Asia, and
there the reason is a very simple one, and that is that they are all
importers of copyrights, and they take the view, and I may think not
unreasonably, that it would cost their already poor countries too much
to pay the rich countries for that sort of right, so that the picture is
that the copyright countries, in the sense of the developed countries,
users, nearly a 1 recognize this right and that the United States is
the outstanding exception.
The next point I'd like to address myself to, quite briefly, is the
nature of the right because it varies considerably, but I think it makes
very little difference. In the Anglo-Saxon context it is the copyright.
In many other contexts it's called "neighboring right" and coisists
of a right to equitable remuneration as opposed to the right to allow
us to forbid the play. The difference becomes almost nil if with the
copyright goes the compulsory license, as it would under the bill
here, but the copyright and the compulsory license is very little different from the right to equitable remunerat ion and the so-called neighboring right-the term was created to placate, particularly, the Latin
element of jurists who, as I told you, saw theoretical objections to
giving a copyright to a limited liability company.
The split is an interesting phenomenon, if you look at it. It's the
split between the record producer and the performer. The producers
and the performers, by their international organizations, have agreed
some time ago that the fair and equitable split is 50-50.
And this has been implemented and is being implemented in countries where usually the record producer has the right and the performer has not because in the majority of countries the right is that
of the record producer because it's in the nature of a copyright. And
in all those countries we advocate the sharing of the proceeds of this
right on a 50-50 basis. It's also interesting to observe that since the
Rome convention was enacted-that's about 20 years ago-nearly all
the countries which have legislated have given the right to both the
record producer and the performer and, therefore, the 50-50 split
does apply. There are a few exceptions, but they are in the nature
of perhaps 5 percent of the total-Mexico, mainly in Latin America,
and there's Germany in Europe where the right goes to a performer

and the record producer then participates under the ruling.
The next point I'd like to shortly cover is the question of collection
and distribution of royalties because it's often been said that what's
the good of all this? The bulk of it will go into costs, and the benefits
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to the people who should have the benefits will be small. This, internationally, has not proved correct. And the reason for it is that, particularly, air play must be logged now in any event because of the
copyright royalty to an author, and the automated processes are
such that the additional logging for the performer and the record
producer causes no additional problem. Therefore, if you look at
the cost of the societies which have been set up to collect and distribute the royalties, you'll find that those who deal with national
collection and distribution run at about 5 percent which is low in
the league of all those societies, and those who deal with it internationally run between 10 and 15 percent which is also on the low
side compared with the costs of all those societies.
I'm reminded that my time is running out. May I leave you with
two points which puzzle me because they don't seem to respond to
ordinary logic or commercial reasoning. The first one is the position
of the broadcasters, because it seems to me that their position vis-avis the cable producer is exactly the same as has already been said.
They use the broadcasters' product without permission and make
money out of it and don't want to pay. The position here is exactly
the same. The broadcaster uses the product of the record producer
and the artist without permission and is making money from it.
And the point I'd like to make here is that it is extraordinary that
this opposition is strongly voiced in the United States where all the
radio stations are commercial enterprises; whereas, it isn't voiced
half as strongly in other parts of the world where the broadcasters'
public operations are not profitmaking. That puzzles me.
Now, the other point that puzzles me is that of the relationship
of the United States with the rest of the world, economically, and in
terms of balance of payments. Now, the United States of Americawe're talking mainly about musical copyrights-is, I think one can
say without any possibility of contradiction, the largest exporter of
copyrights. The second one is the United Kingdom. And what puzzles me is that here is a source of income for the United States, for
U.S. producers of records, and performers, which goes for a loss
because foreigners obviously don't pay U.S. reciprocity. In the obverse position, the. United States doesn't pay for record play abroad,
and record play abroad is, in the Western World at any rate, between a
third and a half U.S. copyrights.
Mr. RAILSBACK. May I ask, does anybody have any idea how much
money that would be in record sales abroad
Mr. STEWART. In the record salesMfr. GoRTiKov. An estimate is that, of world sales, U.S. sales are

about half.
Mr. RAn.SBACK. Do we have any sales figure, rough figure?
Mr.-GoRTIKov. I don't have them here. I could get them for you.
Mr. STEWART. But the point I was trying to make is that half the
air play in some countries is U.S. copyrights. I'll stop here if you
wvant me to answer any questions of yours, either-in writing by way
_
of homework, or orally. It would be an honor.
Mr. KASTNMIFR Your comments have been very helpful, Mr.

Stewart. I think the second of the two puzzles, as you suggest, is, in

fact, perhaps an inconsistency in terms of economic benefit. However,

go
the other one-we often find our organizations on the side of an issue
that economically benefits, even the Record Industry of America will
oppose author-composers in terms of increases in mechanical royalties, when it suits them, very vigorously. So that is not so much of a
puzzle to us.

M'.
Mr.

STEWART. Increase, yes,
KASTEN.ME'I.R. I'm sure

Mr.

GORTIKOV.

question.

but existence of the right, no.
that there was a time when that was a

'Mr. Chairman, our last presentant is 3r. Joseph

Smith, chairman of Elektra Asylum Records.
Mr. S~mrir. I'm the end man here; so you'll pardon in that we did
not compare any notes. There might be some brief repetition. I hope
the presentation will be brief, as well. 3y background is 12 years in
the broadcasting industry and 16 years in the record industry as chairman of Elektra Asylum Records which gives me a rather unique
perspective in this matter. I think you've heard both our industries,
broadcast and music, take our best shots. We have told you that we
have provided all this free, 16, 18 hours a day of programing to the
broadcasting world, and they have told you how they have increased
our sales by giving exposure to our artists. There is validity to both
points.
However, it seems to me, for this interdependent, relationship, the
entire financial burden and the control has shifted one way over the
)ast 15 years. The costs involved for record companies to develop
new talent, to promote, to market, to provide 7,000 copies of each new
album to so many radio stations. hasigronene way wh ie radio stations
still, as you've heard, have kept the options of j)icking and choosing
from those records, have become automated, have not identified
records in many cases, have contributed too little in terms of creativity to our industry. In fact, the stations' cumulative effect in the past
15 years has restricted exposure, has denied us the opportunity to
present new talent in so many cases. and has developed a philosophy
of looking for winners only in radio stations, and we have had to
turn to other means to market our records and find exposure.
We have invested millions of dollars in clubs subsidizing personal
appearance stores by artists in and concert halls. We have spent
hundreds of inillions of dollars in radio, press, and television advertising. On the same radio stations where we find difficult in exposing
our talent, we have bought the time. We are still dependent to the
greatest degree on radio, but we are also aware we are at the raercy
of radio station options which are theirs to change formats to all
news, to two-way talk radio and the first is, gentlemen, that if the
broadcasting world felt that. the sound of ice water dropping on a
linoleum floor were the way to attract listeners, then our records woul(l
be sent back to us and ice water dropping on a linolemn floor would
be the prevalent sound in music.
Mr. Newell of KPOL has mentioned that if the advertisers pay,
and we paid-he has equated the advertising costs for Coca-Cola and
all other clients on his radio station with the fact that we should
he paying. It's a specious argument. You could not present 1 week of
broadcasting in a rating period of all advertising. The )roduct that
we have provided is the attraction for his advertisers. We have en-

-
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couraged where the music goes. We have developed the new talent.
To hear jukebox people and broadcasting people claim that we have
no creative input is an insult to us. We have made the decisions to
select the talent. We have found the new Linda Ronstadts and the
new Paul McCartneys and the new Captains and Tennilles. We have
provided the producers, the arrangers, the studios, and the technology, and the marketing. We make an enormous input. Radio is not
involved in that process. Radio picks and chooses at the end of the
line. We are not allowed to tell radio stations that a new Linda Ronstadt record is to be played.
In addition to playing our records, we are asked for artists for appearances for radio stations. We are asked for radio spots. We are
asked for hundred of thousands of free records for radio station giveaways and promotions. The fact is that if we are partners, we have
very little input, and we are-bearing the financial cost, and as you've
heard, we have no license to steal.
This is not an industry that guarantees success out of the box. The,
financial records of some record companies would be startling. ABC
Records lost $22 million last year. This is a crap game mentality
where we risk a great deal. The radio industry is on a free ride with
our music, and we know that if they stopped playing our records,
we would suffer. We would lose our main source of exposure, and,
on the other hand, we know and they know that they would find
great difficulty in providing 18 hours a day of broadcasting. We do
provide 150 LP's a week and more singles; so we are at risk all the
time, and we have no interest in damaging the financial health of
the broadcasting industry.
There is, however, an inequity, and I don't think the broadcasters
are addressing themselves to that inequity. Their main defense seems
to revolve around the thesis that if it has not existed, it should not
exist now. That is not logical reasoning.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you. Mr. Smith.
Mr. Gonwcxov. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEER. That concludes the panel's presentation. M1r.

Gortikov, I noticed that you, in the panel, did not really mention
jukeboxes, and I think that you really, all of you, talked about radio
in terms of a target as far as how your productions are used. Does that
mean that you're relatively disinterested in the jukebox part of it
as to whether or not it's covered or whether it be a major source of
income for the industry performers?
Mr. Go'rtKov. No. We are not disinterested at all. I (lid not mention
jukes, nor the many other users of icorded music. We seek the right
ind the royalty from all. The one difference from that would be. to
take some exception to the proposal. another legislative l)oposal of the
Copyright Office which calls for a sharing with us of the income of tho
jukebox royalty to be enjoyed by the music composers and publishers.
It is not our objective at all to reduce any income of composers or
publishers . They should not pay the price for any benefits that could be
gained by us.
Mr. KASTENMF.IER. I'm sorrV Mr. Danielson isn't here today. but
obl ,ouslv the history of the 1)roix)sal is a long one. Do you have any
1Balticular knowledge as to, 1!d sai, the recent history of the develop-
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ment of this proposal which ends tip in sharing sections 111 and 116,
tle cable TV industry and jukebox, with the performing rights societies, with the author-composers? Do you happen to know how that
happened?
Mr. FiwzPATRICK. The first bill that was introduced that reflects
the performance right was introduced by Senator Pete Williams in
1967. At that time there was a separate payment of a dollar on top of
the $8 that was to come to the recording industry and the performers.
At various times during the next 6 or 7 years as the bill moved through
the Senate, as I recall, the bill that was reported out by the Senate
subcommittee excluded any royalty payments at all for jukeboxes.
This is my recollection. I would be glad to supply this in writing for
the record.
At a later time, we understood the Danielson bill to exclude any
payment from jukeboxes to us on a performance royalty. The language of the Danielson bill is not a triumph of clarity in that connection. There is some muddiness in the language, Stan says. WIe certainly
support the conclusions of the Copyright Office that jukebox and cable
should pay, but we object to the Copyright Office formula that we do
get one of the $8 of the authors and composers and think that an additional payment from jukeboxes would be appropriate and justified.
Mr. KAST',wiirIr.

Thank you for that clarification. I must confess,

many years ago when I was young and bought records and listened to
records on the air, I assumed that broadcasters bought a different
record than we did from the record store that probably had a different
label and they probably paid more for it. I don't know. Perhaps that
was never true. I don't know where I got that notion.
MNr. NORMAN. That was true for many years. In the early days of
ra(lio, because there weren't that many records produced that were
suitable for air play, there were transcription companies. There was
one out here called' Standard, and they would make special 16-inch
broadcast transcriptions, and those were generally not available because there was not the vast choice that there is today. And all those
companies have gone out of business long ago because of so many.
records that were provided free. They used to have to pay for that
music. That's a very cogent point. They used to pay for music made
especially for broadcast.
Mr. KASTE,MFIvR. At one time, in terms of controlling the situation,

the change was suggested that you could produce-whether this was
for, let's say, ASCAP in terms of the jukebox industry-a separate
label which would go for commercial purposes, a commercial purpose label. That record would sell for-more. Now. your industry resisted, I-think, in your own terms, wisely, the getting so involved for
that purpose. Certainly, it wouldn't have done the recording industry
any good to be a collector in part. for, let's say, the performing rights
societies. But the notion was at least presented. That might be a supportive differential that a station could nnt, in fact, play a record that
didn't have, let's say, a black label, wasn't, in fact. a commercial label
and would cost perhaps a dollar a side more or a dollar a record more
or some other such figure. However, I just throw that out for historical
purposes.
As I indicated, I think, to Mr. Fitzpatrick privately, I remember
an earlier proposal which called for a performer's right in sound
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recordings, but did not provide for that to be shared by recording
companies. And, in fact, my recollection is it went back to'about 1965.
Recording companies naturally resisted that particular proposal. At
some point subsequent-in time, those who represented performers and
yourselves, apparently, resolved this difference. I was wondering
whether you could enlighten me on that.
Mr. FITZPATRICK. My recollection, Mr. Kastenmeier, is as follows:
In the 1965 hearings that you chaired, at that time the unions appeared
before your subcommittee and strongly urged the performance right.
At that time the Record Industry Association also appeaid. Mr. Livington, on behalf of Oapitol, vigorously advanced a performance
right proposal. At that time the RIAA f main concern was with the
size of the mechanical rate increase, and the focus of the presentation
of RIAA was directly on the question of what the size of the mechanical rate was going to'be.
The proposal that had come forward from the Copyright Office was
a 3-cent rate, and publishers were urging much higher rates, and that
issue was not resolved until your subcommittee had come down on the
21%-cent rate. That was in early 1966. In 1967, for the first time after
a face-off of almost 30 years between the recording industry and the
unions, there was an accord reached between Jerry Adler and Herman
KLenin, who were the leaders of the musician 's union at that time, and
Ernie Meyers, who was then the executive director of the RIAA, and
myself, which reflected an accord and, for the first time a combined
effort to secure a performance right. It was soon thereafter that Senator Williams had introduced the first bill that had captured the performance rights proposal, and it is my recollection that the first formal amendment that had come into the legislative process was Senator Williams' amendment, and that amendment did, in fact, reflect
joint sharing of the 50-50 proposal. I think the earlier proposal was
simply testimony to your committee in 1965, but I could be wrong on
that.
Mr. KASTENMmER. Thank you. That was very helpful for the record because, among otter things, the proposal has been around a long
while, but not altogether that long in terms of the history of at least
the present proposal.
I'm wondering, Mr. Norman, given the smaller specialty house
recording company, to what extent you would hope to benefit? I
would think very marginally.
Mr. NORMAN. Well, not at all. Let me give you a good example of my
problem. There's a television station-although dealing principally
with radio, this is a good example. There's a television station in San
Francisco that has a science fiction horror movie show every night,
and every night they play one of my records as a theme song. Now,
they don't mention what the record is. I have seen no sales result of the
air play because they don't mention what it is. In other words, they're
using an album of mine which cost a great deal of money to produce,
and they're not compensating me for it in any way. Now, could you
conceive that they would not agree to pay the producer of the films
they show? So I'm providing music for them, and they don't compensate me in any way for it, and that happens frequently, you see.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. They compensate the author-composer?
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M'. NORM AN. Yes, they do, and they should. But they should also
compensate my company for having invested those thousands of
dollars and taking people into the studio and also the performer who
had to cmnceive the arrangements, and so on. That is a good example,
I think, of our view of if.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Moss, I was interested in the specter you
created with respect to home recording, the potential of electronic
reproductions which are not susceptible to any remuneration whatsoever.But it seemed to me that almost everybody would be theoretically adversely affected. I mean I'm talkiiig about radio as well,
because somebody could record 3 hours and put it on tape, and they
don't need to listen to the radio, at least for that period anymore.
The Betamax, of course, apparently threatens the movie industry,
and almost every collection of artists or any industry use of music or
creative works are, in a sense, threatened by that as a sort of replacement. But I'm saying that you're really not in a very much different
position than anybody else in that regard. It's not easily susceptible to
remedy, as we know. If a 12-year-old produces on tape a record at forme
and does nothing more with it, there's not very much that can be done
about that. But I guess I'm also saying I don't. really see this bill as a
remedy for that type of situation since many industries are similarly
affected or adversely affected by the same uses.
Mr. Moss. I think, Mr. Chairman, what I was referring to in particular in that case was the idea of the so-called "fat cat" record company
where all they seem to be living on is a heap of income coming in from
all sources. I was trying to explain that, through these technological
advances that we are beina hit on from a lot of different sides as well as
from the technology affecting broadcasting which affects us as well.
Mr. S.MITT. Mr. Kastenmeierif I might, I can't equafe the use of
Betamax. We have a commodity that the greatest enjoyment is playing
it many times. If you were to take "All In The Fanily," you would
watch "All In The Family." but it is unlikely that you would consistently play "All In The Family." You would erase progTams and
see it at a more convenient time. What I'm saying is to equate the
reproduction of copyrighted materials is different because the radio
station is constantly playing-there will be a new play list next week
that they'll record, and that will stay in the box, and nobody will have
to buy that record that they can play at their parties or for their
own enjoyment.
And the effects are far more damaging for us than for television
producers whose shows rc aired and paid for and rated and generally
seen once and then erased and another show taped, where ours are stored
away and played over and over anain.
Mr. KASTN.NrMErE. Thank you. Mr. Smith.
One other thing. I notice several members of the panel tend to equate
the benefits to broadcasters as a result. of the copyright revision legislation with respect to cable and this particular proposal, but, actually, the radio broadcasters are really scarcely benefited bv the
cable provision. It was largely designed to benefit not even' television because, really. it is the proprietors of the programing, very
often moviemaker, that are the principal parties. and sometimes television, but rarely the radio broadcaster who isn't really a competitor
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of cable in any event. And so I'm not sure that that is a proper analogy
in terms of quid pro quo. Did you want to comment, Mr. Gortikov?
Mr. Goa'rIKov. Only to the extent there is strong ownership crossover between radio and television. It's the same people talking out of
different sides of their mouths, and the basic principle is the same
of a creative copyrighted work. And I think that's where we draw the
parallel, but you'recertainly right in observing the difference of the
use of television versus radio. he. parallel is Very weak in that sense,
but not in the description of the basic copyrighted work.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Gortikov.
Mr. Stewart, I wish we had more time so that we might comparatively look at other systems and a model, potentially, for the United
States. When you spoke of any distinguishing characteristics among
the different types of arrangements or recognition of rights various
nations have accorded, one of the differences in a very superficial
review suggests that we have a rank of neighboring rights, something
less tian actual copyright, that the term is also reduced, for example,
I think Denmark, the German Federal Republic, in terms of 25 years.
Do you think the term is important. here in terms of whether it's 25
vear- or the full copyright term? In Great Britain, is it an actual
copy ight term? I actually don't know.
.!r. STEWARr. You're quite right. Mr. Chairman. In the AngloSaxon countries-Britain, Australia, et cetera-the term is the same as
copyright because it is a copyright. In the continental European countries, it is very often a shorter term-20, 25, 30 years. Until quite recently it didn't matter very much, but now that we are in the late seventies and the recordings of the late forties, shall we say. 30 years or 25,
become free, broadcasters will try and save money by playing free
records as opposed to the payable ones. That's the reason why, in those
countries, particularly the performers. seek a longer term because they
say that our old records when we were in our prime now compete with
our records which we want to sell now. hut perhaps we are not any
more in our prime. This goes particularly for classical performers, a
soprano.
Mr. KASTENMITER. I speculated yesterday to a point you made earlier
that. in terms of this country, as far as popular music is concerned, we
could expect that perhaps a very high percentage. 98 or 99 percent,
would be essentially domestic as far as reproduction, the operation of
this country. But as far as classical music, great. symphonies and the
classical singers, the opera singers, that perhaps that would be more or
less a 50-50 proposition in terms of the United States.- I just throw
that out, as an observation of its impact in terms of. as you observed,

the mutuality that would occur in terms of. our adoptintr a right somewhat similar to many of the European countries, perhaps to Great
Britain, that would be of economic benefit to us concerning the popular
field, but not so much in the classical field. Would you not agree?
Mr. STEWART. I find it difficult to answer, Mr. Chairman. The first
thing I think one ought to say is that record play on radio stations, if
you look at it all round the world, is very largely populai', I should say
two-thirds or more. In some countries, 90 percent is popular music. and
this is, of course. where the American strength lies. In the classical record field, I would have thought that there is a more equitable distribu-
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tion. It all depends what your law says because some laws, for instance,
say that what matters is where a recording took place, the fixed issue,
and some say it's the nationality of the company. Now, if it's the nationality of the company, American recording would do rather well because some of the big classical recording companies are American. If
it's a fixation, it might be more evenly distributed between Europe,
where the recording often takes place-places like Vienna or Paris or
London-and the United States. But I still think it would be more like
60-40,50-50.
Mr. GORTuKov. Your observation is right in that there is more classical recording going on in Europe, for example, than there is in the
United States. And, therefore, your conclusion is basically accurate.
However, where a licensor, say a European licensor of a classical label
sublicenses an American company as a sublicensee of copyright, if
there were air play within the'United States, it would probably, as it
does with musical composition copyrights, the performance royalties
from the U.S. air play would flow to the U.S. sublicensee, and then a
share of that would flow back to the original European licensor, and
the reverse would be true of an American-originated work that is licensed to play overseas, be it classical or pop.
Mr. KASTrMxmErm Yes, I appreciate that observation. It's helpful.
There's one last question. Mr. Stewart, among performers in European
systems, what is the customary division? Do you have, for example, a
symphony of 100 musicians and a conductor, 101 persons. do they share
equally in 101 pieces, or does it go into a trust fund? Is there any disposition to prescribe a division among artists or among performers in
European systems?
Mr. STEWART. It varies greatly, Mr. Chairman. And the answer to
your question is very largely philosophical. In the countries where
they wish to benefit the underdog, that's the ordinary musician, they
would tilt it heavily in favor of the musician. There are various ways
of doing it.
Mr. RAILSBACK. May I just interrupt, Mr. Chairman, to say that
there's one country that if an entertainer makes too much, they don't
permit him to have anything. Isn't that right ?
Mr. STEWART. Quite right, Congressman Railsback. That's Germany. If you make more than, I think, it's in the nature of $20,000,
you don't qualify; so the super p01) stars get nothing, and, be it said
in their honor, are quite content. They suggested it, that the benefit
should be to the small giv. So. really, the answer to your question is
how heavily it's tilted in'favor of the furtherance of the underdog.
the ordinary musician, depends on the moral and political philosophy
of a country in which the legislation is enacted.
Mr. K.xs'rEN-MEriR.n Well. I don't know that a political decision would
be a very wise decision since there are many more violinists than there
are conductors. But that may not be a question we have to face. I yield
to the gentleman from Illinois.
fr. RATIhSBACK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. May I ask some questions which I'm sure ark going-to be very basic to you, and I think
you're going to have to do y our very best at giving short answers, but
I'm kind of curious how the whole system operates. in other words,
your record company. Somebody comes in peddling a song. Say that
you take a look at that song, and you like it. What do you do? What
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kind of agreements do you enter into with the composer, and what
does he get, and so forth?
Mr. Moss. Quite frankly, every situation is different.
Mr. RAILSBACK. That's what-I was afraid of.
Mr. Moss. But in every situation the record company plays a creative role. I mean that is a fact.
Mr. RAILSaACK. Yes, but be more specific.Give us some examples.
Mr. Moss. A local band, let's say, is playing at a local club in a
market. It doesn't only have to be Los Angeles. There could b, a band
just knocking them out in Pittsburgh, for example. The record companies from Los Angeles or from New York or even from Great
Britain might hear about this band through their different networks
of talent scouts, so to speak, and fly representatives to this place in
Pittsburgh to hear this band. A certain kind of bidding or attraction
for this particular group of artists would take place, and they would
strike a deal with the band's representatives.
Mr. RAILSBACK. All right. Can you give us some examples
Mr. Moss. Some examples might'be that they would form a royalty,
accept a royalty of, let's say, 10 percent-of the retail price of the records that they sold.

Mr.

all?

RAILSBACK.

That's what I'm interested in. Any front money at

Mr. Moss. There would be front money which would be negotiable.
I would say probably any signing that takes place today takes place
with front money to the artist. Then there would be plans made between therecord company and the artist about who would produce or
direct the actual recording or where the recording would take place.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Is there an actual assignment of copyright at all?
Mr. Moss. That would be another conversation between the potential
publisher and the potential songwriters. If this band created all their
own material, then obviously different publishers who might be associated with the record companies would be interested in those songs.
Mfr. RAILSBACK. What would be the usual split there?
Mr. Moss. In some cases, or in most cases you might say that the
publisher might give an advance of 50 percent of the copyright.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Is that, again, front money?
Mr. Moss. Yes, front money for the artist.
Mr. RAILSBACK. And then a percentage, usually, of record sales?
Mr. Moss. Well, in the case of the copyright and the publishing area,
it's generally quite clear. There's a mechanical royalty which is clearly
defined. Then there's a sheet music royalty which is negotiated.
Mf r. RAILSBACK. So there's a division, then, an agreement reached
for division of those payments?
Ir. Moss. Yes.
MIr. RAILSBACK. What is the usual division? I'm just curious.
Mr. Moss. You mean as far as the song?
Mr. RAITABACK. Yes.

Mr. Moss. An advance might be given on the basis, as T said before,
of ownership of half the copyright of the song, the publishing half.
The writer's half is also his half. In other words, very rarely does the
writer sell the writer's share of his half. That's done by some estates
after perhaps a writer passes away. Generally the songwriter who con-
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trols the copyright-until he -places it in the hands of a l)ublisherowns 100 percent of that.
Mr. RALSBACK. IS it quite typical that the record companies do have
a publishing division?
Mr. Moss. Yes.
Mr. RATLSBACK. All right.
Mr. Moss. But there are other independent publishing firms as well.

Mr. RATRSBACK. Yes.
Mr. Moss. And we compete with those firms.

Mr. RAILBACK. N.ow let me ask you this. You have, the radio broadcasters paying into the B"M or the SESAC or ASCAP. Where do
those payments go now? That big pool? Would that go back to the
copyriglht holder? Do the record companies get anything out of that ?
Mir. Moss. No. Only the record companies that own publishing
companies. in a sefise.
Mr. RAirSBACK. But if they own a publishing company, then they
doMr. Moss. They do get a share of the BMI or A C.kP or SESAC
payments. yes.
Mr. R.uLsBA.wK. Is there any kind of a breakdown on the revenues
derived by record companies by reason of their publishing divisions?
I'm just curiou.s.
Mfr. Mtoss. It's difficult to ascertain.

Mfr. RAILsBACK. I'll ask Stan Gortikov.

Mr. GORTIKOV. I can't give you any accurate figures. but the relative
iml)ortance of a record company, publishin, company, varies all over
the lot. For example, the Warner complex has a very important publishing complex under its corporate umbrella. CBS.' being the second
largest company, its publishing interests are rather modest.
Mr. RATUSB.WCK. Yes, I understand. It varies.
Mir. }ORTT-ov. It varies completely from large to small companies.
Mr. RAsBACK. It's significant, but at least some record companies
that have their own publishing divisions do derive payments by reason
of nubl ie performances by broadcasters?
Mr. GORTIKov. T think that's wrongly characterized. It's accurate.
Mr. RAiLsBACK. I'm not making a big deal of it.
Mr. GoTrMKov. The record company isn't doing it; it's the pul)lisling
co7m)anv that's doing it.
Mr. R.ATwsnAcm. What percentage losses, if vou have any ideas or
ballpark figures or any of the results of any studies. how man record
fail to recapture the investments that went into producing the records ?
Whit iPercentage losses?
M1'. GORTIKov. The last figures that we lad accumullaterTshowed that
of popular albums. 77 percent of popular albums released failed to recover their costs.
Mr. RAILRB.WK. Wien yon talk about costs, tliat's production costs,
promotional costs?
Mr. GORTIKOV. Yes: they're investment. Eighty percent of single
records failed to recover their costs; 95 percent 'of classical records
failed to recover their costs.
Mr. RATUsBACK. This is kind of different from the situation von were
despribinrv. When you hire an orchestra or a band. how are the inusicians paid?
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Mr. SMITH. Tjn !ranger and producer will mutually agree as to the
instrumentation. .ey will then hire a contractor through the American Federation of Musicians who will book musicians. 'We will then
pay them union scale. We will engage a studio, and they are paid
regardless of whether the record recovers or not.
Mr. RAIMSBACK. That's the point. So that, in the production of records, the musicians, the backup musicians, I would think particularly,
they don't have the risk involved?
Mr. SMIr. They don't have the down side.
Mr.
A1%
I .ACK. T Ihey are paid ?
Mr. SMIT[. They don't have tile down side. At this point they don't
have the up side either.
Mr. RAfLsIC.K. So the rationale for including record companies in
the payment of performers' royalties is the fact that they are a part of
the creation and, furthermore, they've, in many cases, taken great risk
so that it's only fair to recognize their input
Mr. SMITH. In all cases we've taken the risk, Congres-man Railsback.
Obviously it's not a risk to record Paul Mc('artney at this point. But at
olne point in his career he was a risk.

Mr. RAILSBACK. Yes.
Mr. SMI I And we (10 l)a) musicians whether or not we're getting
our money back. We're part of tie creative l)r(ess in the financial end
as well as the creative end of engaging producers and so forth.
Mr. R]AIJRr.\'K. NOW, let due address some tqe,,tions to M'r. Stewart.
Mr. Stewart, how many countries pay only t lie po'former tie royalty
ii not tit( r('or( col 1)a1ies. if you know .
Mr. S'T'WAtrr. The only one 1 can think of straightaway is Mlexico.
Mr. R.%IisB.kcK. And they pay only performers and not the record
companies?
Mr. STiz irr. I lon't think there are any others, but I'd like to think
about it.
M'. lI.ii
'u. NoW. your one point, that the reson lhy that is or
(ne of the reasons why that is is that the record companies actually enjoy the status of heirng the copyright owner in some of the countries
which means that legally they're entitled to all of the royalties in some
of those Countries. lnt were you sayingThat they gratuiitously antI
voluntarily share some of that 'with performers even in those count ries
where the 1)erforniei-s have no legal rights?
Mr. STWART. That's so, Congressman Rail,.baek, just so. In 19.',4
the record producers internationally made the agreement with the Mfusicians Union. also internationally, tile National Federation of Musicians, that just that, what you Just said. would take place. If the record
producer's laid a royalty and the artist is not, the record producer
would take what was then a voluntary payment under contract to tile
)erformer.
Mr. RAI.sR.-K. May I just kind of recognize that in this country I
think it's kind of ironic. We. in my opinion, have seen, I think, fairly
serious legal questions raised as to whether-well, even in the case of
musicians, whether their creativity-it could be argued that they are
really not, under the constitution, an author and so forth-whether
they should be entitled to a royalty. That argument is. in my opinion.
even more persuasive when you deal with the record coml)anies rather
than the musicians. And so what we have to do is try to determine
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whether the record companies fall into the category of people that
should be entitled to some kind of creative protection, and your testimony addressed itself to that. You'de saying that you are creative.
Mr. Strrii. If Frank Sinatra were to sing "Strangers in the Night,"
he is not an author; he owns no copyright. However, his performance
is one of a kind, and he is entitled, he has a right in that record. He has
a right in that record. We have provided another input. But if you
were to proceed logically the way you were talking that the musician
is not the author and deserves nothing, thenMr. RAILSBACK. No, I'm saying that argument has been raised, and.
in my opinion, it's much easier to say that a musician is entitled to
protection because of that musician's talent and creativity.
Mr. SMITH. And we're trying to take it a generation further. We
have made decisions initially in bringing those people into recording
studios. We have worked in the process of selecting songs and arrangers and producers.
Mr. KASTN1EI
tER. I wanted to follow up on that because, in fact, I
wondered whether we are dealing with fiction that the process has to be
affected with creativeness, and I would ask Mfr. Norman, for example,
if he took a live jazz performance. put it on a record without change,
what creativity does he attribute to himself?
Mr. NORA.NrA.. Yes. The creativity is plain and simple. I have to decide what is worth preserving, what is worth releasing. It's a matter
of editing the performance; it's a matter of knowing what represents
the artist's best performance. Over a period of 15 years, I )resented
hundreds of jazz concerts, but only a few were worthy of being released. That was my decision, and I also had to pay the musicians and
guarantee them a rovalty. And we also have to get involved in the
graphics. No one has mentioned that today, designing album covers

that will appeal to people.
Mr. KAsr F.METIEN.R. But that's a separate issue.
Mr. RAL8BACK. It may be copyrightable.
Mr. NORMAN. We're not asking for royalties on that. In any case.
I'm the custodian of that man's talent. I have to be creative e*noulgh

as an editor to know what should be released so as to preserve his
reputation.
Mr. KIsATENTN!F.I.R. Anymore so than his business agents?
Mr. NoR~r.N. Absolutely. For example, I've just been invited to
release a jazz line of 200 albums for a company called Pickwick which
has access to masters of other companies who are ro longer being released. They're relving on me to pick selections of graphic for 200

albums. That's a highly developed skill, and very few people have it.
Mr. FIrZPATmICK. You characterize the question as a serious one.
From a legal point of view. of all of the difficult questions that committee has to deal with, this, I respectfully suggest, is not a serious
problem. And, if it is, the courts are there to resolve it. The Copyright
Office argues that sound recordings are not writings, and the performers and record producers are not authors. The courts have consistently
upheld the constitutional eligibility of sound recordings under the
protection of the coRyright law. and we know something about. that.
.f r. RATISBACK. Mav I interrupt you, though ?
Mr. FITZPATRICK. Yes.
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Mr. RAILSBACK. There are some decisions in the Waring cases. I'm
familiar with the lVaring cases, and they would recognize that there
should be protection to performers like the Fred Waring orchestra. I
am unaware of any legal determination that said record companies
are in the same category.
Mr. FITZPATRICK. Let me tell you of one because we took that case
before a three-judge Federal court after the Congress gave us, the
sound recording industry, a copyright in 1972. There was a challenge
raised that a sound recording was not the writing of an author, and
this went to a three-judge court because it was a constituional issue
raised. And the court there held, quite squarely, that this was the writing of an author and that Congtwss had the, authority to grant copyright protection to the record company for that riglt, and they sald
"sound recording firm."
Mr. RAILSBACK. Is that record piracy?
Mr. FITZPATRICK. Yes. But the question is: You have one disc, and
it is the discMr. RAILSBACK. That is copyright protection. That is a copyright
status. But I still think there might be a difference under American
law in copyright status and performers' royalties.
Mr. FiZrATmRC. I would suggest thisMr. RAILSBACK. Even in Europe they're different.
Mr. FITZP.,ThCK. Under section 106 of the. revision law, a copyright product is given a series of rights. There is a right not to have
it duplicated; there is a right not to have it displayed : there is a right

not to have it performed. That. is the. way section 106 is set up in the
present law: A copyright item has all that bundle of rights. The way
Congress wrote section 114 was to exclude the performance section.
Now, the Copyright Office has made quit(v clear. afni we think this is
quite clearly the law, that there is not a separate issue in terms of writings of an author, as it relates to the two different rights that accrue
to a copyright owner. That is the right not to have somebody copy
it and the right not to have somebody perform it without paying.
Mr. RAILSBACK. I respectfully disagree. I think that you can make an
argument, yes, we're expanding the protection of the copyright law.
I think you can make that argument. But I think there's a little bit
of difference in dealing with the problem of performers' royalties.
Mr. GORTIKOV. I'm a nonlawyer: so I'm reading in the Register of
Copyrights' report. She faces this issue squarely and raises the question: Can sound recordings be the writings of an author for purposes
of protection against unauthorized duplication? This is piracy or
counterfeiting, but not for purposes of protection against unauthor-

ized public performance. And the conclusion she reaches is "No."
And her rationale is either a work is the writing of an author, or
it is not. If it is. the Constitution empowers Congress to grant any
protection that is considered justified. There is no basis in logic or
precedent for suggesting that a work is writing for some purposes_
and not for others.
"fr. RAILSBACK. I know Barbara Ringer's position, but what I
mentioned was, without really trying to resolve it, I said there are
serious arguments the other 'way, and there are. Broadcasting has
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raised some serious arguments-I think NBC, in their rebuttal-so
I'm not so sure it's as clear cut as you would like us to believe.
Mr. FITZPATRICK. That, Congressman Railsbacz, is one case we
would take on a contingent fee, to the constitutional issue.
Mr. KLASTENMEIER. I happen to have the same apprehension. I guess
I'm asking a larger question. I think the present copyright law and
revision certainly contemplates inclusion for protection of a large
number of activities that are not essential, that we have long since
passed that point, and they're dealing with a fiction as to whether
it's the right of an author or creator in that sense. And I'm not sure
whether there's any really practical distinction between ordinary coin.
mercial communications in any form and something that is essentially
I
constitutionally created as the writings of an author.
In so many respects, we covered CBS professional football games.
These are not essentially creative works, but copyright protection
of them is fixed in a tangible medium of expression as they are: so
I think we've long since passed the point where it's necessary to prove
creativity. Whether that's right or wrong, I think we find ourselves
in that position.
We may be dealing totally just with a fiction in terms of trying to
assign creativeness to finding talent or presenting it or packaging it.
But, in that regard, I think you do not find yourselves in a position far
different from many other'activities that are, in fact, protected and
covered.
For the record. I 1)robably should(l ask Mr. Gortikov, since I asked
the preceding witness, what the $12 million represente(l, the musician's
trust fund there, he mentioned.
Mr. GonT1Kov. First of all, it's more than 12. I think it's somewhere
between 13 and 15. Out of every record sold there's about 11j percent
royalty that is paid as a result of negotiation with the American Federation of Musicians into funds that were established as a by-product
of that negotiation. That 112 percent is split equally in two ways.
Half of it goes into something called the M1PTF, Music Performers
Trust Fund, and that is about somewhere between $13 and $15 million a year. Those funds are administered by a trustee, and they are
used for the employment of live musicians engaged to perform in live
concerts, open, free to the public. So this money is dispensed thromul
every union local in the United States and Canada for live public
performances open to the public at which musicians are paid scale.
The other 50 percent of the money. the other $13 to $15 million goes
into something that's called a special payment fund. That is distributed directly to recording musicians pro rata to the number of hours
of recording work they had throughout a given period of time. So
that's additional income.
Mr. KASTF.XMIR. I wasn't aware of it. Probably something M,'.
Petrillo negotiated years ago.
Well. this concludes the hearing,. and we're in(lehted to all of you.
Mr. Stewart, who came so far. Mr. Gortikov and all his colleagues.
we thank you for your appearance and contributions, not only live.
but for the record. This iF the conclusion of the opening procedure in
terms of the consideration of this question which has been delave,1
over to this year. We will have the Register of Copyright testify in
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the near future and perhas others in what I would characterize as
supplementary hearings. Yesterday and today constituted the major,
fundamental hearings which this organization is considering, and I'm
only sorry that more of our colleagues couldn't be here to hear you.
We appreciate being here in Los Angeles, and those of you who came
some distance to be here I know also enjoy the fact that we've selected,
I think, an appropriate place for these hearings.
Accordingly, tie hearings are adjourned.
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SuzCOmIirmE ON CouwRS, CivIL LIBERTIES
AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
OF THE COMMITrE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 am., in room
-2226, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Robert W. Kastenmeier
[chairman of the subcommittee] presiding.
Present: Representatives Kastenmeier, Danielson, Drinan, Santini,
Railsback, and Butler.
Also present: Bruce A. Lehman, counsel, and Thomas E. Mooney,
Associate counsel.
Mr. K.ASTEN
.Em.

The subcommittee will be in order.

We will have other members of the committee here shortly.
This morning, inasmuc- i tlfe House is in session on an important
bill, the Department of Defense authorization bill, we may expect some
interruptions. But we will proceed promptly this morning. I don't
anticipate this need be a long, drawn-out session.
This morning the subcommittee reconvenes for its final 2 days of
hearings on H.R. 6063, introduced by our colleague, Mr. Danielson, legislation which would create a performance right in sound recordings.

On March 29 and 30 the subcommittee conducted hearings in Beverly Hills, Calif., on the same issue. Those hearings, held in the geogralphic heart of our Nation's entertainment industry, provided an
opportunity to hear from affected-businesses and interest groups.
We receiNed extensive testimony from representatives of broadcasting organizations performers' unions, the recording industry and public interest groups. In addition, we had the opportunity to visit a recording studio to see firsthand how a sound recording is made.
Today and tomorrow we will conclude our hearings with testimony
from representatives of the five Government agencies with an interest in this issue: The Copyright Office, the Department of Justice, the
Department, of Commerce, the Department of Labor, and the National
Endowment for the Arts.
Our first witness this morning is a longtime friend of the subcommittee, Miss Barba ,-Ringer the-fRister o1-6 yrights.
She is accompanied by five members of her staff who were respon:sible for preparing the 1,200 page report on performance rights
(111)
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which, pursuant to section 114 of the 1976 Copyright Revision Act, wa%
submitted to the Congress earlier this year. That report is now being
printed by the Government Printing Office ti a committee document
and will be available for distribution within the next few weeks.
On behalf of the entire subcommittee it is a great pleasure to welcome
back to the committee Miss Barbara Ringer, Register of Copyrights.
TESTIMONY OF BARBARA RINGER, U.S. REGISTER OF COPYRIGHT&
AND ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS FOR COPYRIGHT
SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY; JON A. BAUMGARTEN, GENERAL
COUIfSEL, COPYRIGHT OFFICE; HARRIET OLER, ATTORNEY,
COPYRIGHT OFFICE; CHARLOTTE BOSTICK, ATTORNEY, COPYRIGHT OFFICE; RICHARD J. KATZ, ATTORNEY, COPYRIGHT
OFFICE; STEPHEN M. WERNER, ASSOCIATE, RUTTENBERG &
ASSOCIATES
Ms. RIN.,GER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
It's a pleasure for me to be here.
I am Barbara Ringer, Register of Copyrights, and since I last appeared before your subcommittee I have acquired another title. I am
now Assistant Librarian of Congress for Copyright Services as well as
being Register of Copyright.
[Ms. Ringer's statement follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF BARBARA RINGER, REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS AND ASSISTANT
LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS FOR COPYRIGHT SRVCIES, ON I'ERFORMANME RIG]ITS IN
SOUND RECORDINGS
Mr. Chairman, I am Barbara Ringer, Register of Copyrights and Assistant
Librarian of Congress for Copyright Services. My testimony today is concerned
with the issue of performance rights in sound recordings.
As you know, the Copyright Office has submitted its report on this issue, as
required by § 114(d) of the 1976 Copyright Act. The purpose of this statement
is to present to-your Subcommittee, as briefly and succinctly as possible, a summary of that report's basic conclusions.
On the fundamental issue of public policy, the Copyright Office fully support
the principle of copyright protection for the public performance of sound recordings. We believe that arguments to the contrary can no longer be Justified in tho
face of extensive commercial use of recordings, with resulting profits to users and
harm to creators.
In my opinion there can no longer be any remaining doubt concerning the
constitutional status of sound recordings as the "writings of an author." This
principle was legislatively confirmed with the passage of the 1971 Sound Recording Amendment. It was upheld by the Supreme Court, and was reaffirmed by
Congress IrA passing the 1976 Copyright Act. It is unreasonable to suggest that a
wdrk can bb the "writing of an author" for some purposes, such as for protection
against-unauthorized duplication, and not for others, such as unauthorized publicperformance. To assert this argument sin ly confuses discretionary questions
of statutory policy with the permissible scope of constitutional authority.
The constitutionality of copyright legislation was never based upon an affirmalive showing of "need" on the part of the intended beneficiaries. By the same token.
the adequacy of present compensation to the intended beneficiaries is irrelevant
to the authority of Congress to "promote the progress of science and the useful
arts." While these issues may be important to Congress in evaluating the desirability of granting certain rights or withholding others, they bear no significance
to the Constitutional ability of Congress to act.
Performance rights in sound recordings would have no effect upon the First
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Amendment rights of freedom of the press and freedom of speech of broadcasters
-and other users. The commercial use of copyrighted works, beyond the limits of
-fair use," is ordinarily treated by the courts as copyright infringement, even
,%%here the users are in the news media. This is especially so where the use is primarily for entertainment purposes, or where access to the material is available
through a compulsory license.
Economic arguments against a sound recording performance right have proved
to be the strongest and most fervently asserted. Central among these is the
,claim, made chiefly by broadcasters, that the benefits to performers and record
lriducers from the airplay of recordings-such as increased attendance at live
performances, Increased record sales, and increased popularity--are adequate
compensation for the use of recordings. Exposure of recordings through airplay
undeniably carries with it the potential for significant economic benefit. In
most cases, however, the benefits remain just that-potential. Among all recordlIng. that comIte for airplay in the first instance, and also among those that
actually receive it, the realization of these benefits appears to he sporadic and
largely unpredictable. Were predictability does exist, it Is usually closely bound
tip with the degree of public acceptance already achieved by a given performer.
It is also argued, again by broadcasters, that the pftyment of performance
royalties would require the curt..,nment of high-cost, low-return programming,
such as public service productions and that, in some instances, marginal stations
'would be forced out of business. No concrete evidence has been offered to support
these contentions, and the independent economic study commissioned by the
-Copyright Office indicates that, to the contrary, payment of performance royalties is unlikely to cause any serious financial upheaval within the broadcasting
industry.
Rather than representing an economic windfall for performers, performance
royalties will provide some measure of remuneration to recording artists based
upon the-use of their work. The economic study demonstrates that only a small
percentage of performers who make sound recordings receive royalties, that
these royalties are based upon record sales, and that they do not represent a
..iniflcant source of income. It is important to emphasize here that the proposed
le-islation is intended to benefit all performers on a given sound recording
eliially, and that principal, or "star" artists will receive the same payment
received by any other individual contributing to the recording. According to
amounts projected from the fee schedule of the Danielson bill, record producers
are also not expected to receive excessive income from performance royalties.
With the preemption of state common law under the 1976 Copyright Act, protection of performance rights in sound recordings must come through federal
legislation. The Copyright statute provides the most obvious and effective vehicle
for this purlxse. A system of compulsory licensing, with rates initially set by
.Congress and subject to periodic review by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal,
-appears to be the most desirable method of establishing these rights. This alternative is acceptable to all parties expressing support of the principle of performance
rights, and would ensure continued access to sound recordings.
Both performers and record producers ordinarily contribute elements of
copyrightable authorship to sound recordings. Thus, both should share in
royalties generated from the public performance of these works. While the
IDanielson bill provides for an equal split of funds between these two groups,
the draft proposal submitted by the Copyright Office would secure a minimum
.of fifty percent to performers and leave the remainder subject to negotiation
between the parties. Additional matters for legislative consideration include the
"employee for hire" position of many performers who create sound recordings,
.as well as the status of arrangers.
A final comment should be made concerning the International Convention for
the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms, and Broadcasting Organizations (known as the Rome Convention). Although the United States contrihuted much to the drafting of this document, originally adopted In 1961, it
has never acceded to it. The Convention continues to gain acceptance throughout
the world, and enactment of performance rights legislation of the kind proposed
here should open the way for this country's participation.
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ADDENDA TO REPORT
PERFORMANCE RIGHTS IN SOUND RECORDINGS

(The following excerpt is taken from Volume 42, No. 59 of the Federal Register
for Monday, March 27, 1978 (pp. 12763-8).)
[1410-03]
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
COPYRIGHT OFFICE

fDocket No. 877-6-D1
PERFORMANCE RIGHTS IN SOUND RECORDINGS
ADDENDA TO REPORT

On Tuesday, March 21, 1978. the FEDERAL REGISTER published a notice that
addenda to the January 3, 1978 Report of l1,e Register of Copyrights were transmitted to Congress and are available for public inspection (43 FR 11773). The
following is the Register's Statement referred to in the previous notice at 43 FIt
11774, preceded by the Statement's letter of transmittal. (17 U.S.C. 114.)
Dated: March 22, 1978.
BARBARA RINGER,

Register of Copyrights.
DANIEL J. BOORSTIN,

Librarian of Congress,

MARCH 22, 1978.
DEAR MR. PREsmENT:
DEAR MR. SvzAKU :
On January 3, 1978, the Copyright Office submitted tu Congress a Report on
Performance Rights in Sound Recordings, pursuant to the mandate of section
114(d) of the 1976 Copyright Act. Pub. L. 94-553. At that time, I indicated the
intenJtlon to submit four additional documents as addenda to the original Report.
This is to advise you that these documents have been submitted. They include:
(1) A Statement by the Register of Copyrights summarizing the position of the
Copyright Office on the relevant issues, along with legislative recommendations;
(2) mqnindependently prepared historical analysis of labor union involvement in
performance rights in sound recordings; (3) reply comments of the independent
economic consultant who prepared the economic study included in the original'
Report of January 3, 1978, and submitted In response to comments on that study:
and (4) a bibliography of works dealing with performance rights in sound
recordings.
With the submission to Congress of the addenda described above, the Copyright
Office believes it has fulfilled its responsibilities under section 114(d). The Copyright Office is prepared to furnish whatever further assistance the Congress deems
neces.qary in this matter.
Sincerely yours,
DANIEL J. BOORSTIN,

lA brarian of Congress.

BARBARA RINGER,

Register of Copyrights.

ADDENDUM TO THE REPORT OF THE REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS ON PERFORMANCE

RIGHTS IN SOUND RECORDINGS
Statement of the Register of Copyrights containing a Summary of Conclusions

and Specific Legislative Recommendations.

INTRODUCTION

Thp Co'gressional mandate to the Register of Copyrights contained In section
114 (d) of the new copyright statute reads as follows:
"O JIanuary 3, 197. the Register of Copyrights, after consulting with repre-

sentaftives of owners of copyrighted materials, representatives of the broadcast-
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Ing, recording, motion picture, entertainment industries, and art organizations, representatives of organized labor and performers of copyrighted materials,
.shall submit to the Congress a report setting forth recommendations as to whether
this section should be amended to provide for performers and copyright owners
of copyrighted material any performance rights in such material. The report
should describe the status of such rights in foreign countries, the views of
major interested parties, and specific legislative or other recommendations, if
any. r
On January 3, 1978, 1 submitted to Congress our basic documentary report,
consisting of some 2,600 pages, including appendices. The basic report includes
analyses of the constitutional and legal issues presented by proposals for performance rights in sound recordings, the legislative history of previous proposals
to create these rights under Federal Copyright law, and testimony and written
comments representing current views on the subject in this country. The basic
report seeks to review and analyze foreign systems for the protection of performance rights in sound recordings, and the existing structure for international protection in this field, including the Rome Convention for the Protection
of Performers. Producers of Phonograns, and Broadcasting Organizations. The
basic report also Includes an "economic impact analysis" of the proposals for
performance royalty legislation, prepared by an independent economic consultant under contract with the Copyright Office.
After reviewing all of the material in the basic report, together with additional supplementary material,1 I have prepared this statement in an effort to
summarize the conclusions I have drawn from our research and analysis and to
present specific recommendations for legislation. With the presentation of this
statement, the Copyright Office believes that it has discharged all of its responsibilities under section 114 (d).
It was understandable that enactment of section 114(d) was greeted with
raised eyebrows and cynical smiles. Some of those who favored performance
rights In sound recordings viewed it as a temporizing move, aimed at ducking
the issue and delaying Congress' obligation to come to grips with the problem.
Others, opponents of the principle of royalties for performance of sound recordings expressed derision at the idea of entrusting a full-scale study of the problem
to an official who had, in testimony before both Houses of Congress, expressed a,
personal commitment to that principle. The Register's Report could either he
looked on as a time-consuming nuisance that had to be gotten out of the way
before Congress could be induced to look at the problem agaii, or as something
that could be dismissed as worthless because the views of the official responsible
for it were already fixed and her conclusions were predictable.
Neither the idea nor the drafting of section 114(d) originated with anyone in
the Copyright Office. When approached with the proposed compromise that sublsection (d) reflects, we accepted tile responsibility and the short deadline imposed by the new subsection with two thoughts in mind :
First, we agreed with those who felt that any full-scale effort to tie enactment
of performance royalty legislation directly to the bill for general revision of tle
copyright law would seriously impair the chances for enactment of omnibus revision. Keeping the subject of performance royalty alive but splitting it off for
later Congressional consideration reduced the twin dangers of lack of time to
complete work on the bill for general revision, and concerted opposition to the bill
as a whole.
Second, we also agreed that, with a problem as important and hotly contestedt
as this one, Congress should have a fuller record and more thorough research
and analysis on which to base its consideration of proposed legislation. Althiourh
the deadline for the report (January 3, 1978) coincided with the date on which
the Copyright Office was required to implement the whole new copyright statute,
we felt that it would be possible for us to complete both jobs on time.
As-I viewed the mandate in section 114(d), the important thing was to provide
Congress with a body of reliable information that would help it to legislate
intelligently and effectively on the subject of performance rights in sond recordings. Regarded in this way, the basic documentary report, together with the other
%Three further addenda are being submitted to Conerpss currently with this esttemonnt ,
(1) a report, prepared by an Independent legnl consultant. of the history of Iabor uImlon
involvement with the Issue of performance rovnltie. over the past thirty years: (2) 5
supnlementary report by the Independent economic consultant ; and (3) a bibliography on
performance rights In sound recordings.
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three addenda, are far more Important than this statement of conclusions and
recommendations.
In approaching our task under section 114, we set up a project under the leadership of Ms. Harriet Oler to address the entire problem without any preconceptions and as thoroughly, objectively, searchingly, and comprehensively as possi.
ble. Ms. Oler analyzed the problem, laid out the project, and directed its implementation. She and the other members of her team, notably Richard Katz and
Charlotte Bostick, deserve the highest praise for the end product of their work.
I believe that their basic documentary report, including the independently-prepared studies by Stephen Werner and Robert Gorman, will be of immediate value
to Congress in evaluating legislative proposals on the subject and will also be a
lasting contribution to scholarship and literature in the copyright field.
Let me state it as plainly as possible: none of the material In the basic documentary report or in the other addenda was prepared to reflect or support any
preexisting viewpoint or position of the Register of Copyrights or the Copyright
Office. The only directions that were given to anyone connected with the project
were to be as objective and honest as humanly possible--to search out the relevant
facts and law and follow them wherever they might lead. Aside from the general
statements of the scope of their studies as stated in their contracts, the work
done by Mr. Werner and Professor Gorman was entirely independent of any
direction from the Copyright Office, and th6ir reports were presented exactly as
received.
As Register of Copyrights since 1973 1 have taken a' consistent and rather
strong public position in favor of the principle of performance royalties for sound
recordings. This was no secret to anyone when section 114(d) was added to the
revision bill and, in enacting that provision, Congress could hardly have expected
me to abandon beliefs and convictions based on many years of personal research
and experience in the field. What it could expect were two separate things: first,
as full and objective a study by the Copyright Office of the problem as possible;
and. second, an honest and unbiased statement of my conclusions and recommendations, as Register of Copyrights, based on a fresh review of the Copyright
Office study.

This statement is intended to fulfill the second of these two obligations. My
hope is that it will be of some help to Congress in considering this difficult problem, hut that no one attach undue weight to any of its conclusions or recommendations. In particular, I hope that it will be considered as entirely separate
from the Copyright Office's basic documentary report, so that the attacks on my
conclusions and recommendations will not undermine the usefulness of the body
of information brought together in the basic report.
BASIC ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
to present. in outline form, the basic issues of public
effort
an
is
The following
policy, constitutional law. economics. and Federal statutory law raised by proposals for performing rights in sound recordings, together with a bare statement
of the conclusion I have reached on each of them, and a highly condensed discussion of the reasons behind each conclusion i.
1. The Fundamental Public Policy Issue
Is.uc: Should performers, or record producers, or both, enjoy any rights under
Federal law with respect to public performances of-sound recodings to which they
have contributed?
cronclusion: Yes.
Discussion: The Copyright Office supports the principle of copyright protection
for the public performance of sound recordings. The lack of copyright protection
for performers since the commercial development of phonograph records has had
a drastic and destructive effect on both the performing and the recording arts.
Professor Oorman's fascinating study shows that, in seeking to combat the vast
technological unemployment resulting from the use of recorded rather than live
performances, the labor union movement In the United States may In some ways
-hare made the problem worse. It Is too late to repair past wrongs, but this does
not mean they should be allowed to continue. Congress should now do whatever it
can to protect and encourage a vital artistic profession under the statute constitutionally Intended for this purpose: the copyright law.
Broadcasters and other commercial users of recordings have performed them
without permission or payment for generations. Users today look upon any re-
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quirement that they pay royalties as an unfair imposition in the nature of a "tax."
However, any economic burden on the users of recordings for public performance
Is heavily outweighed, not only by the commercial benefits accruing directly from
the use of copyrighted sound recordings, but also by the direct and indirect damage done to performers whenever recordings are used as a substitute for live per.
formances. In all other areas the unauthorized use of a creative work is considered
a copyright infringement if it results either in damage to the creator or in profits
to the user. Sound recordings are creative works, and their unauthorized performance results in both damage and profits. To leave the creators of sound recordings
without any protection or compensation for their widespread commercial use can
no longer be justified.
2. Constitutional issues
a. lasue.-Are sound recordings "the writings of an author" within the meaning
of the constitution?
Conclusion: Yes.
Discussion: Arguments that sound recordings are not "writings" and that performers and record producers are not "authors" have become untenable. The
courts have consistently upheld the constitutional eligibility of sound recordinggs
for protection under the copyright law. Passage of the 1971 Sound Recording
Amendment was a legislative declaration of this principle, which was reaffirmed
In the Copyright Act of 1976.
b. Issue.-Can sound recordings be "the writings of an author" for purposes of
protection against unauthorized duplication (piracy or counterfeiting), but not
for purposes of protection against unauthorized public performance'
Conclusion: No.
Discussion: Either a work Is the "writing of an author" or it is not. If it is, the
Constitution empowers Congre s to grant it any protection that is considered justifBed. There is no basis, in logic or precedent, for suggesting that a work is a "writing" for some purposes and not for others.
c. Iasue.-Would Federal legislation to protect sound recording against unauthorized public performance be unconstitutional: (1) if there has been no affirinative showing of a "need" on the part of the intended beneficiaries and hence no
basis for asserting Congressional authority to "promote the progress of science
and useful arts": or (i) If there has been an affirmative showing that compensation to the Intended beneficiaries Is "adequate" without protection of performing
rights?
Conclusion: No.
Discussion: These are actually disguised economic arguments, not constitutional
objections. Congressional authority to grant copyright protection has never been
conditioned on any findings of need, or of the likelihood that productivity or creativity will increase. The established standard is that Congress has complete discretion to grant or withhold protection for the writings of authors, anti that the
courts will not look behind a Congressional enactment to determine whether or not
it will actually provide incentives for creation and dlsseminatLn. It is perfectly
appropriate to argue that a particular group of creators is adequately compensated
through the exercise of certain rights under copyright law, and therefore Congress should not grant them additional rights. It Is not appropriate to argue that
a Federal statute granting theoe rights could be attacked on the constitutional
ground that it did not "promote the progress of science and useful arts."
d. Igauc.-Would the establishment of performance rights interfere with the
First Amendment rights of broadcasters and other users of sound recordings?
Conclusion: No.
Diseuasfon: The courts have been generally unreceptive to arguments that the
news media have a right to use copyrighted material, beyond the limits of fair use
In particular cases, under theories of freedom of the press or freedom of speech.
These arguments seem much weaker where the copyrighted material is being used
for entertainment purposes, where the user is benefiting commercially from the
use, or where the use Is subject to compulsory licensing.
S. Economic issues
a. Iasue.-Do the benefits accruing to performers and record producers from the
"free airplay" of sound recordings represent adequate compensation in the form
of increased record sales, increased attendance at live performances, and increased popularity of individual artists?
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Conclusion: No. on balance and on consideration of all performers and record
producers affected.
Discuasion: This is the strongest argument put forward by broadcasters and
other users. There is no question that broadcasting and Jukebox performances give
some recordings the kind of exposure that benefits their producers and individual
performers through increased sales and popularity. The benefits are hit-or-miss
and, if realized, are the result of acts that are outside the legal control of the creators of the works being exploited, that are of direct commercial advantage to the
no~er, and that may damage other creators. The opportunity-for benefit through
increased sales, no matter how significant it may be temporarily for some "hit
records," can hardly justify the outright denial of any performinz rights to any
sound recordings. That denial is inconsistent with the underlying philophy of
the copyright law: that of securing the benefits of creativity to the public by the
encouragement of individual effort through private gain (Mazcr v. Stin, 347 U.S.

201 (1964)).

b. I*,se.-Would the imposition of performance royalties represent a financial
burden on broadcasters so severe that stations would be forced to curtail or
abandon certain kinds of programming (public service, classical, etc.) in favor of
high-income producing programming in order to survive?_
'onclu*ion: There is no hard economic evidence In the record to support arguments that a performance royalty would disrupt the broadcasting industry, adversely affect programming, and drive marginal stations out of business.
Discussion: This has been the single most difficult issue to assess accurately,
because the arguments have consisted of polemics rather than facts. An independent economic analysis of potential financial effects on broadcasters was commissioned by the Copyright Office in an effort to provide an objective basis for
evaluating the arguments and assertions on both sides of this Issue. This study
concludes on the basis of statistical analysis that the payment of royalties Is
unlikely to cause serious disruption within the broadcasting Industry. There are
arguments aplenty to the contrary, but there is no hard evidence to support
them.
c. !**que.-Would the Imposition of a performance royalty be an unwarranted
windfall for performers and record producers?
('onclu~ion:No.
Dlixcrus*ion: As for performers, the independent economic survey commissioned
by the Copyright Office indicates that only a small proportion of performers
participating In the production of recordings receive royalties from the sale of
records and that, even if they do, royalties represent a very small proportion of
their annual earnings. While the statistics collected with respect to record producers is less conclusive, the economic analysis concludes that the amount
generated by the Danielson bill for record companies would be less than one-half
of one percent of their estimated net sales.
egal iurc
e.
a. lsuc.-Assuming that some legal protection should be given to sound re-cordings against unauthorized public performance, should It be given under the
Federal copyright statute?
Conclusion: Yes.
Disc. ion:
Considerations of national uniformity, equal treatment, and practical effectiveness all point to the importance of Federal protection for sound
recordings, and under the Constitution the copyright law provides the appropriate-legal framework. Preemption of state law under the new copyright statute
leaves sound recordings worse off than they were before 1978, since previously
an argument could be made for common law performance rights in sound
recordings.
b. leuc.-What form should protection take?
('onchion: The best approach appears to be a form of compulsory licensing
as pirocedurally simple as possible.
Di.qrus.qion: No one is arguing for exclusive rights, and it would be unrealistic
to do so. The Danielson bill represents a good starting point for the development
of definitive legislation.
e. lu.-Who should be the beneficiaries of protection?
Conclusfon: There are several possibilities: some performers and record pro.
ducers both contribute copyrightable authorship to sound recordings, they should
.both benefit,
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Discussion: Special considerations that must he taken into account Include the
fact that many performers on records are "employees for hire," the unequal
bargaining positions in some cases, and the status of arrangers.
d. Issue.-How should the rates be set?
Conclusion: Congress should establish an initial schedule, which the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal would be mandate to reexamine at stated intervals.
Discuasion: It would seem necessary to establish minimum statutory rates at
the outset, rather than leaving the initial task to the Tribunal. Review of the
statutory rates by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal should be mandatory after a
period of time sufficient to permit the development of a functioning collection
and distribution system.
LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS

Section 114(d) asks the Register of Copyrights, among other things, to set
forth "recommendations as to whether this section should be amended to provide
fur performers and copyright owners of copyrighted material by performance
rights in such material," and to describe ".peclfic legislative or other recommendations, if any."
Based on the conclusions outlined above. -my general recommendation is that
section 114 he amended to provide performance rights, subject to compulsory
licensing, in copyrighted sound recordings, and that the benefits of this right be
extended both to performers (including employees for hire) and to record producers as joint authors of sound recordings.
Specific legislative recommendations are embodied in the following draft bill,
which is essentially a revision of the Danielson Bill (II.R. 6063, 95th Cong., 1st
Sess. 1077).
DRAFT BILL

A Bill to amend the copyright law, title 17 of the U'nited States Code, to create
public performance rtgbi with respect to sound recordings, and for other
purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatires of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, ThatSECTION 1. This Act may be cited as "The Sound Recording Performance
Rights Amendment of 1978."
,:Ec'roN 2. Section 101 of title 17 of the unitedd States Code, as amended by
Public Law 94-553, (90 Stat. 2541) is hereby amended by deleting th,. definition
of "perform" and inserting the following: "To 'perform' a work means to recite, render, play. dance, or ac. it, either
directly or by means of any device or process. In the case of a motion picture or
other audiovisual work, to 'perform' the work means to show its images in any
sequence or to make the sounds accompanying it audible. In the case of a sound
recording, to 'perform' the work means to make audible the sounds of which it
consists."
SxcTro 3. Section 106 of title 17 of the United States Code. as amended by
Public Law 94-5,53 (Wt)Stat. 2541) is hereby amended by deleting clause (4) and
inserting the following:
6(4) in the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, pan.
tomimes. motion pictures and other audiovisual works, and sound recordings, to
perform the copyrighted work publicly: and"
Szc'rroN 4. Section 110 of title 17 of the United States Code, as amended by
Public Law 94-553 (90 Stat. 2541) is hereby amended as follows:
(a) In clause (2) Insert the words "or of a sound recording" between the
words "performance of a nondramatic literary or musical work" and "or display
of a work."
(b) In clause (3). Insert the works "or of a sound recording" between the
words "of , religious nature," and the words "or display of a work.":
(r) In clause (4), insrt the words "or of a sound recording," between the
words "literary or musical work" and "otherwise than in a transmission":
(d) In clause (6), insert the words "or of a sound recording" between the
words "nondramatic musical work" and "by a governmental body";
'Error: line should read: "(b) In clause (3), Insert the words "or of a".
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(e) In clause (7), insert the words "or of a sound recording" between thewords "nondramatic musical work" and "by a vending establishment";
(f) In clause S). Insert the words "or of a sound recording emItslying a performance of a nondramatic literary work," between the words "nondralatie
literary work," and "by or In the course of a transmission" ; and
(g) In clause (9), insert the words "or of a sound recording embodyinz a
performance of a dramatic literary work that has been so published," between
the words "date of the performance," and the words "by or In the course of
a transmission".
SEcTIoN 5. Section 111 of title 17 of the United States Code, as amended by Publie Law ,4-553 iX) Stat. 2541 ) is hereby amended by Inserting, in the second selltence of subsection (d) (5) (A), between the words "provisions of the antitrust
laws." and "for pur ses of this clause" the words "and subject to the provis.iois
of section 114(c),".
Sc'ioN O3. Section 11'2 of title 17 of the Unittel States code, as amended Iby
Public Law N-5.3 t94) Stat. 2541 ) Is hereby amended as ftllows :
(a) In subsection (a), delete the words "or under the limitations on exclusive
rights in sound recordings specified boysection 114(a)." and insert in their place
"or under a compulsory license obtained in accordatince with the provisions of
section 114(ci,".
(b) In subsection (1), delete the reference to "section 114 (a)" and insert "section 114(b) (5)".
S.:c'rioN 7. Section 114 of title 17 of the United States ('ode n amended by
Public l.aw M-553 it) Stat. 2541 ), It hereby amended In its entirety to read a,4
follows :
"I li
Scope of exclusie rights in sound rceording-s
(a) l.t3 irAIONS ON EXt'I.USIVF ntGHiTS.-IlU additiOn to the limitationls onu PXclusive rights provided by setfonis 107 through 112 and svtions I1 through 11 ,.
and in addition to the compulsory licensing provisions of stbsection (c) and the
exemptions of subsection (d) of this section, the exclusive rights of the oNv-nsr
of copyright in a sound recording under clauses (1) through (4) of section 104;
are further limited as follows:
( 1 The exclusive right under clause i I) of section 106 is limited to the right
to dudicate all or any part of the sound recorling in the form of phonorecord,.
or of copies of motion pictures and other audiovisual works, that directly or Indirectly recapture the actual sounds fixed in the recording:
(24 rhv exclusive right under chuse (2) of section 106 Is limited to the right
to prepare a derivative work in which the actual sounds fixed in the siund
recording are rearranget. remixed1, or otherwise altered in the recording:
(3) The exclusive right under clause (4) of section 1063is limited to the right
to lrform publicly the actual sounds fixel in the recording :
(4 The exclusive rights under clauses (1) through (4 of section 100 (1 not
extend to the making, duplication. reproduction, distribution, or performance of
another s)un(I recording that consists entirely of an independent fixation of other
sounds, even though such sounds imitate or simulate those in the copyrightked
sound recording; and
(5) The exclnsive rights under clauses (1) through (4) of section 106 d) not
apply to sound recordings Included in elucational television and radio progralits
(as defined in section 397 of title 47) distributed or transmitted by or through
puIlic broadcast ing entities (as defined by section 11.I g 4) : provided, That c,,pies
or phonorecord.s of said programs are not commercially distributed by or through
public broadcasting entities to the general public.
(11)

HtGIITs IN

SOUND RECORDING DISTINCT FRoM RIGHTS

IN I'NDERLYING WORKS

EMBODIED IN RECORDIN.-The exclusive rights slecifled in clau.s (1) through
(4) of section 106 with respect to a copyrighted literary, musical or dramatic
work. and such rights with respect to a sound recording in which such literary.
musical, or dramatic work is embodied, are separate and independent rights
under this title.
(c) COMPUt.SORY LICENSE FOR T'tBI.VC PERFORMANCE OF SOUND RECORDINGSR-SItIIjet to the limitations on exclusive rights provided by sections 107 through 112
and sections 116 through 111, and an addition to the other limitations on exclusive rights provided by this section. the exclusive right provided by clause (4) of
section 106, to perform a sound recording publicly, is subject to compulsory
licensing under the con(lition% specified by this subsection.
(2) When phonorecords of a sound recording have been distributed to) the
pullic in the United States or elsewhere under the authority of the Copyright
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-owNvner. any other liers(,n nmay, Iy coml)lying %%ith the provisions of this subseclion, obtain a comioulsory license ti) 1erfornm that sound recording publicly.
t3 Any Ik'rson who wishes to obtain a compulsory license under tills subsectiti shall fulfill the following requirements:
(A) On or before
-,
19--, or at least thirty days before the public perfrmrnance, if it occurs later. such person shall record i the Copyright Office a
iilitice statti'
an. intentions to obtain a ctinililsory license under this subsection.
Such notice shall ie flied ill accordance with requlirements that the Register , f
C'iijyrights, after consultation with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal, shall pre:-crib by regulation. and shall contain the name and address of the compulsory
licensee and any other Information that stich regulations may require. Such
regulations shall also prescribe reqlirenents for bringing the Information it
the, statement ip to date at regular intervals.
IB) the co mlso)ry licensee shall deplsit with the Register of Copyrights, at
annual intervals, a statement of account and a total royalty fee for all public
loerfornmantes dWrinig the peril etovered by the statement, based oni tile royalty
lprvislons of clauses (7) or (S) of this subsection. After consultation with the
'.C(oyright Royalty Tribunal, the Register of Copyrights shall prescribe regillatiwis presertling the time limits and requirements for the statement of account
alnd royalty payment.
14 ) Fa lure to rcord the notice, file tie statement, or deposit the royalty fee
ll rtuired lby clatse (3
of this subsection renders the pilblic performance of
at ,ound reetording actionable as an act of infringment under s5'tion 501 and fully
stiliject to the remedies Irovided by sections 10"2 through 506 ad 509M.
IS) Royalties under this subsection shall ie payable only for perfornances
tit *,lpyrightl sound
( reo'orlings fixed on or after February 15, 1972.
(6) The comlpulsory licensee shall have the option of computing the royalty
fees payable under tills subsection on either a prorated basis, as provided iti
eause (71 or on a blanket basis, as provided in clause, kS., and tile annual
statement tof account filed by (he compulsory licensee shall state the basis used
foor computing the fee.
(7) If computed on a prorated basis, the annual royalty fees payable under
this subsection shall be calculated in accordance with standard formulas that
the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall prescribe by regulation, taking into account such factors as the proportion of commercial time, if any, devoted to the
use (of copyrighted sound recordings by the compulsory licensee during the applicable period, the extent to which the Mmpulsory licensee Is also tile owner of
copyrFght in the sound recordings performed during said period, and. If considered relevant by the Tribunal, the annual number of performances of copyrighted
:sound recordings dilring said period. The Tribunal shall prescribe separate formulas in accordance with the following :
SA) For radio or television stations licensed by the Federal Conimunications
C onmission, the fee shall be a specified fraction of one percent of the station's net receipts from advertising sponsors during the applicable period:
1H) For other transmitters of performances of copyrighted sound recordings,
Including background music services, the fee shall be a specified fraction of two
loercentuin of tile compulso)ry licensee's gross receipts from subscribers or others
'mho pay to receive the transmission during the applicable period : and
I C) For other users not otherwise exempted, the fee shall be based on tie
number of days during the applicable period on which performances of copyrighted sound recordings took place, and shall not exceed $5 per (lay of use.
( I) If
iomiputed on a blanket basis, tile annual royalty fees payable under this
.e Ition shall Ie calculated in accordance with the following :
(A) For a radio broadcast station licensed by tile Federal ('ommiunicationls
('inmmission. the blanket royalty shall depelnd upon the total amotnt of the stat ism's gross receipts froin advertising qponsors during the applicable period
i ) Receipts of at least $25.000 but less than $100,000: $250 .
lit) Recelpts of at least $100,000 but less than $200,000 : $7.-:
Ilit) Receipts of $200,000 or more : one percentun of the station's net receipts
fr, i advert isina sponsors during the applicable period :
(-B) For a television broadcast station licensed by the Federal ('ommulcations
S'umimlssion. tie blanket royalty shall depend on tile total amount of the station's
gross receipts fron advertising sponsors Iuring tile applicable period,
(I) Receipts of a least $1,000,000 hut less " than $4,000,000 : $750;
"Error; line should read: "(I)

Receipts of at least $1,000,000 but less".
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(ii) Receipts of $4,000,000 or more: $1,500;
(C) For other transmitters of perfonrmances of copyrighted sound recording,,
Including background music services, the blanket royalty shall be two poircentli
of the compulsory licensee's gross receipts from subscribers or others who pay
to receive the transmission during the applicable period ;
,
1)) For other users not otherwise exempted, the blanket royalty shall be $25
per year for each location at which copyrighted sound recordings are performed.
(9) Public performances of copyrighted sound recordings by operators of coinoperated machines, as that term is defined by section 116, and by cable systems. as
that term is defined by section 111, are subject to compulsory licensing under
those respective sections, and not under this section. However, in distributing
royalties to the owners of copyright In sound recordings under sections 116 and
111. the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall be governed by clause (14) of this suhsection. Nothing in this section excuses an operator of a coin-operated machine
or a cable system from full liability for copyright Infringement under this title
for the performance of a copyrighted sound recording in case of failure to comply
with the requirements of sections 116 or 111, respectively.
(10) The Register of Copyrights shall receive all fees deposited under this
section and, after deducting the rea-Pntable costs incurred by the Copyright
Office under this section, shall deposit the balance in the Treasury of the United
States, In such manner as the Secretary of the Treasury directs. All funds held by
the Secretary of the Treasury shall be invested in interest-bearing U.S. securlties
for later distribution with Interest by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal. as provided by this title. The Register shall submit to the Copyright Royalty Tribunal,
on an annual basis, a compilation of all statements of account covering the relevant annual period provided by subsection (c) (3) of this section.
(11) During the month of September In each year. every person claiming to
be entitled to compulsory license fees under this section for performances dtsting
the preceding twelve-month period shall file a claim with the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal, in accordance with rtquirements that the Tribunal shall prescribe hy
regulation. Such claim shall include an agreenient to accept as final, except a
provided in section 810 of this title, the determination of the Copyright Royally
Tribunal in any controversy conceLing the distribution of royalty fetes depl')steil
under subelause (B) of subsection (c) (3) of this section to which the claimant is
a party. Notwithstanding any provisions of the antitrust laws, for purls)Sos of
this subsection any claimants may, subject to the provkions of clause (14) of
this subsection, agree among themselves as to the proporti[onate division of coipulsory licensing fees among them, may lump their claims; together and tile then
jointly or as a single claim, or may designate a common agent to receive payment
on their behalf.
( 12) After the first day of July of each year. the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
shall determine whether there exists a controversy concerning the distr'oution of
royalty fees deposited tinder subelause (B) of this subsection (c) (3) during tile
twelve-month period of which claims have been filed unde- clause (11) of this
section. If the Tribunal determines that no such controversy exists, it shall, after
deducting Its reasonable administrative - sts under this section, distribute such
fees to the copyright owners and performers entitled, or to their designated
agents. If it finds that such a controversy exists, it shall, pursuant to chapter N
of this title, conduct a proceeding to determine the distribution of royalty fees.
(13) During the pendency of any proceeding under this subsection, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall withhold from distribution an amount suffilcient to
satisfy all claims with respect to which a controversy exists, but shall have discretion to proceed to distribute any amounts that are not In controversy.
(14) The royalties available for distribution by the Copyright Royalty Triblnal
shall be divided between the owners of copyright as defined in subsection (el.
and the performers, as also defined in said subsection, but in no ease shall the
proportionate share of the performers be less than fifty percent of the amount
to be distributed. With respect to the various performers who contributed to the
sounds fixed in a particular sound recording. the performers' share of royalties
payable with respect to that sound recording shall be divided among them on
a per capita basis, without regard to the nature, value, or lengtTi of their respective contributions. With respect to a particular sound recording. neither a performer nor a copyright owner shall be entitled to transfer his right to the
royalties provided in this subsection to the copyright owner or the performer,
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respectively, and no such purported transfer shall be given effect by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal.

(d)

EXEMPTIONS FROM LIABILITY AND COMPULSORY LICENSIN.-In

addition to

users exempted from liability by other sections of this title or by other provisions
of this section, any person who publicly performs a copyrighted sound recording
and who would otherwise be subject to liability for such performance or to the
compulsory licensing requirements of this section, is exempted from liability
for infringement and from the compulsory licensing requirements of this section,
during the applicable annual period, if during such period(1) In the case of a radio broadcast station licensed by the Federal Communications Commission, its gross receipts from advertising sponsors were less than
$25,0W0); or

(2) In the case of a television broadcast station licensed by the Federal Communications Commission, its gross receipts from advertising sponsors were less
than $1,000,000, or
(3) In the case of other transmitters of performances of copyrighted sound
recordings, its gross receipts from subscribers or others who pay to receive
transmissions during the applicable period were less than $10,000.
(e) 1)EFINI'IoNs.-As used in this section, the following terms and their
variant forms mean the following:
(1) "Commercial time" is any transmission program, the time for which is
paid for by a commercial sponsor, or any transmission program that is interrupted by a spot commercial announcement at intervals of less than fourteen
and one-half minutes.
(2) "Performers" are instrumental musicians, singers, conductors, actors, narrators, and others whose performance of a literary, musical, or dramatic work
is embodied In a sound recording. For purposes of this section, a person coming
within this definition is regarded as a "performer" with respect to a particular
sound recording whether or not that person's contributions to the sound recording was a "work made for hire" within the meaning of section 101.
(3) A "copyright owner" Is the author of a sound recording, or a person or legal
entity that has acquired all of the rights initially owned by one or more of the
authors of the sound recording.
(4) "Net receipts from advertising sponsors" constitute gross receipts from
advertising sponsors less commissions paid by a radio or television station to
advertising agencies.
(f) SOUNDS ACCOMPANYING A MOTION PICTURE OF OTHER AUDIOVISUAL WORK.The sounds accompanying a motion picture or other audiovisual work are considered an integral part of the work that they accompany, and any person who
uses the sounds accompanying a motion picture or other audiovisual work in
violation-of any of the exclusive rights of the owner of copyright in such work
under clauses (1) through (4) of section 106 Is an infringer of that owner's
copyright. However, If such owner authorizes the public distribution of material
objects that reproduce such sounds but do not include any accompanying motion
picture or other audiovisual wor,- a compulsory licensee under section 116 or
111 or under subsection (c) of tl..s section shall be freed from further liability
for the public performance of the sounds by-means of such material objects.
SECTION 8. Section 116 of title 17 of the United States Code, as amended by
Public Law 94-553 (90 Stat. 2541) is hereby amended as follows:
(a) In the title of the section insert the words "and sound recordings" after
the words "nondramatic musical works" and before the colon;
(b) In subsection (a), between the words "nondramatic musical work embodied in a phonorecord," and the words "the exclusive right" insert the words
"or of a sound recording of a performance of a nondramatic musical work,";
(e) In the second sentence of clause (2) of subsection (c), between the words
"provisions of the antitrust laws," and "for purposes of this subsection," insert
the words "and subject to the provisions of section 114(c).";
(d) In clause (4) of subsection (c), redesignate subclauses (A), (B), and
(C) as "(B)", "(C)", and "(D)", respectively, and Insert a new subelause (A)
as follows:
"(A) to performers and owners of copyright In sound recordings, or their
authorized agents, one-eighth of the total distributable royalties under this
section, to be distributed as provided by section 114(c) (14)," and in the newlydesignated subelause (B), between the words "every copyright owner" and the
words "not affiliated with" insert the words "of a nondramatic work".
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SECTION 9. In section 801 of title 17 of the United States Code, as amended
loy Public Law 94-553 (90 Stat. 2541), amend subsection (b) (1) as follows: in
the first sentence, between the words "as provided in sections" and "115 and 116,
and" insert "114,"; and in the second sentence, between the words "applicable
under sections" and "115 and 116 shall be calculated" insert "114.". Amend
subisection (b) (3) by inserting, between the words "Copyrights under sections
111" and "116, hnd to determine" the following: ", 114,".
S:CTION 10. In'subsection (a) of section 804 of title 17 of the United States
Code. as amended by Public Law 94-553 (90 Stat. 2541), insert "114," followIng the words "as provided in sections" and "115 and 116, and with", and at the
end of clause (2) of subsection (a) add a new subclause (D), as follows:
-1) In proceedings under section 801(b) (1) concerning the adjustment of
royalty rates under section 114, such petition may be filed in 1988 and in each
sub sequent tenth calendar year."
In subsection (d) of section 804, Insert ". 114," between the words "circumstances under sections 111" and "or 116, the Chairman".
,4'TxON 11. Amend section 809 of title 17 of the United States Code, as amended
by l'ublic Law 94-553 (90 Stat. 2541), by inserting ", 114," between the words
"royalty fees under sections 111" and "or 116, the Tribunal".
SECTION 12. This Act becomes effective six months after its enactment.
COM IENTS ON DRAFT BILL

Among the many detailed questions raised by the Danielson Bill, the draft
bill set out above, or both, the following deserve special consideration:
1. Definitions.-The draft bill revises the definition of "perform" in section
101 to embrace sound recordings. Another possible amendment in that section
might expand the definition of "fixed" to include cases where a work is being
fixed simultaneously with its performance. An important question involves the
rights (of performers who are employees for hire; the draft bill does not change
the dellnition of "work made for hire" in section 101, but defines "performers" in section 114 in a way that is intended to insure their right to share in
performance royalties despite their employee status.
2. Limitations on Pcrformance Rights Ocncrally.-The

draft bill amends

seven of the nine clauses of section 110 to add sound recordings to the material
whose performances are exempted. Should clause (1) of section 110 also be
amended to exclude from the exemption performances of sound recordings
given by means of a phonorecord known to be unlawfully made? Should clauses
(1) and (2) be amended to exclude from the exemptions sound recordings
niade expressly for instructional purposes?
3. Exemption for Public Broadcasting.-The draft bill retains the exemptions
for public broadcasting now in section 114.
4. Act that Triggcr.s the Compulsory Licenisc.-The draft bill follows the
Dianielson Bill in making compulsory licenses available when phonorecords
of mm
sound recording have been publicly distributed anywhere. It does not
limit the place of distribution to the United States (as In section 115), and It
does not adopt proposals to allow a period of free use (30 days was suggesed)
before any liability would accrue.
5. Adminitration.-The draft bill follows the pattern established in sections
111 and 116 of the Copyright Act of 1976, providing for filing In the Copyright
fli.e and payment of fees there, but entrusting to the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal the tasks of distributing royalties and adjusing rates.
6. Criminal Peiialtics.-The Danielson Bill subjected a user who had not
complied with the compulsory licensing requirements to full liability for copyright infringement, but insulated such a user from criminal liability even if
the infringement was willful. The draft bill restores the possibility of criminal
inalties iII this situation.
7. toyaltyi Rates.--The draft bill recasts the rate provisions of the Danielson
Bill in an effort to make them a little simpler, but leaves the basic system and
ammunts largely untouched. The compulsory licensing rates for jukebox find
emlwle performances are not increased in sections 116 and 111. so the beneficiaries
of those sections would be required to share their pot with performers and
record producers.
8. ,0ubRtittfirn of Negotiated Liecn.esR.The Danielson Bill allowed for the
substitution of negotiated licenses and urged the formation of collecting agen-
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cies to make this possible. This raised a n-biiber of practfical problems and
inconsistencies, and the existence of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal adds a
new factor. The draft bill is based on the premise that all licensing in this
area will be compulsory.
9. Distribution of Royaltie&.-The Danielson Bill provided for a mandatory
fifty-fifty split between performers and "copyright owners". It did not come
to grips with the status of performers who are employees for hire. The draft
bill gives at least fifty percent of the royalties to performers on a per capita
basis, regardless of their employent status, but allows performers to negotiate
for more (not less) than a fifty percent share.
10. Exemption8.-Both the Danielson Bill and the draft provide outright
exemptions to smaller radio and television stations and music services.
11. Definitions of Performer&.-Neither draft mentions arrangers, although
in practice they are often assimilated to performers. Arguments can be made
that employed arrangers should be entitled to share in the royalties under
section 114.
12. oundtracks.-The draft bill seeks to clarify a difficult question: are
"soundtrack recordings" subject to compulsory licensing when they are publicly
performed?
OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

Finally, mention must be made-of-the International Convention for the
Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms, and Broadcasting Organizations (the Rome Convention, adopted in 1961. This nobly-motivated'and
ambitious international instrument was years ahead of its time, but it has
retained its vitality and has much to offer the United States and its creative
communities. This country could adhere to the Rome Convention if the proposed legislation were enacted, and the possibility should be thoroughly explored at the appropriate time.
[FR Doc. 78-7878 Filed 3-24-78; 8:45 am]

Ms. RINGER. My testimony today is concerned with the issue of performance rights in sound recordings, in general, and in particular the
Danielson bill, H.R. 6063.
As you mentioned, Mr. Chairman, the Copyright Office has submitted the report on this issue, as required by section 114(d) of the
1976 Copyright Act.
The purpose of my testimony is to present to your subcommittee
as briefly and succinctly as possible a summary of that report's basic
conclusions and to answer any questions you may have.
Before going further, Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce my
colleagues at the table.
To my right is Jon Baumgarten, the general counsel of the Copyright Office.
To my left is Harriet Oler, who was the head of the team that
actually did the job of implementing section 114 (d).
To her left is Charlotte Bostick, attorney in the Copyright Office,
who is a member of that team.
To Jon Baumgarten's right is Richard Katz, also an attorney and
member of the team, and at the end of the table to my right is Stephen
Werner, associate with Ruttenberg & Associates, the firm that did
the independent economic survey that was a part of our report.
I would like to say a little bit about what each one of those did,
without going into much detail. I think it is fairly obvious from the
report itself.

-

The congressional mandate that you gave us, Mr. Chairman, essentially was one of consultation and reporting rather than recommending. i believe that was what you really had in mind.
8-510--78-----
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We were asked under the specific language of the statute to consult
with representatives of various organizations and groups, broadcasting, recording, motion pictures, entertainment, arts, organized labor,
and performers of copyrighted materials, the whole range of interest
groups that are concerned with this proposal.
You asked us to submit to Congress a report setting forth recoi.
mendations as to whether or not these provisions of section 114 should
be amended in the way that is proposed, and you asked that we report
on the status of rights in foreign countries, the views of interested
parties, and the specific legislative or other recommendations, if any.
We have done this job, and I would like to give you a very general
summary of how we went about it.
We started bv setting up the team of which Mrs. Older is the head.
This team is still in existence and still functioning, as you can see.
We went public in April of 1977 after the team had organized and
made its plans, and we asked for comments. We received 177 replies
to our request for comments.
Hearings were held in July of 1977, four very. very full days, from
dawn to dusk. Verbatim transcripts of these have been incorporated
in the report.
After the California hearings we pondered whether or not to have
a hearing just on the economic issues lxcause the testimony we were
getting was so equivocal that -we didn't feel we could really go forward with any conclusions one way or the other without exploring
further the economic questions that were being raised. We were hearing arguments rather than facts.
After considerable discussion within the office we decided to go
out on a contract rather than having a hearing. We commissioned
an independent survey by a group, and I will ask others to comment
if you have questions as to how that was set up, why this group was
chosen, and so forth. I think this might be of interest to you.
I will not give any economic testimony this morning, except to
make some general observations, and if you want to probe into the
economics., Mr. Werner is here.
In addition, as a result of the California hearing, which had some
rather interesting testimony concernina the historical background of
the wars, and I use the word advisedly, within the organized labor
movement, on this general issue, we felt it would be useful to have a
historical summary of how this had merged within the labor movemu.'nt. and we commissioned an inle)enlent survey. actually, in effect.
a legal summary of the history of this )v a pofessor of labor law and
colvright, at the University of Pennsylvania. Robert Gorman.
I regret that a conflict made it impossible for him to be here tndav.
I can try to answer any questions vou have on that. study, which is a
part of the report. if you would like.
It. is a superb studv and I hope it can be given very wide coverage.
The basic parts of the study. the documentary parts. were prepared
by Mrs. Older. Mr. Katz. and Mrs. Bostick. Mrs. Oler's principal responsibility. in addition to planning the whole survey, was the domestic case law, the actual legislative jurisdiction, judicial survey
going back to the 1930's.
Mr. Katz' responsibility was the legislative arena, and le traced
the legislative history of the subject. Mrs. Bostick prepared a very
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extensive bibliography of both the domestic and form materials on
the subject.
Your mandate called for us to make a full survey of the foreign
experience with respect to performance royalties. Mrs. Bostick and
Mrs. Older visited seven countries in September of 1977, had a number
of interviews. I believe just, under 50 separate interviews on this subject, and prepared an extensive docuinentation based on those interviews and other materials that they collected, and they gave a general
survey of foreign material and profiles on 8 countries; these are in
sour reports.
Patrice Lyons prepared an analysis of her own convention, which
is also a pait of your document.
We had the document ready for the deadline of .anuarv 3 except
for tie filial go-around, the Gorman report, Mr. Werner was l)reparing a reply to the comments on the Ruttenberg study, and I had added
an addendum, which is my own work. and which lid-iake some
suggested amen(lments in fhe Danielson bill.
I would like very much to try to (lisassociate that addendum from
the rest of the report. I am not in any way trying to deprecate my own
conclusions. I believe in what I said there. but I don't want them to
color your reaction to the rest of what really was a massive job and
which'I think was largely the work of Mrs. Older andl her team.
It was inldertdalalle, Mr. ('hainnan, that your enactment of 114
(d) was treated with a certain amount of cynicism. It did look just
like a way of putting the problem off on the one hand. and you gave it
to someone. namely the Register of ('opyrights in the Copyl:ight Office,
who was already ratlili firmly on position, on l)lblic record as having
taken a position;. so I suspect there were peol)le who felt we were just
going through motions.
I hope sincerely that is not going to be, the-bltimate result of all of
these efforts.
We did. in fact, have a history of support of legislation in princil)O
on this subject in the Copyright Office. I was not the first and I don't
think I'll be the last.
On the other hand. I also had a personal commitment which I
expressed rather firmly before the Senate and also before your subcomnnittee. at various tunes. I hope that our work will not be conlsi(lered worthless because of this fact.
MI'. K.xsnEwIIMP. May I interrupt to ask you what l)ersonal coinmitment vo are referrering to?

Ms. RmioNa~. I have taken a rather strong view that in principle I
per-onally am, and also the Copyright Office under my leadership is,
in favor of a royalty for the perfonnance of sound recordings. This
has been no secret to anyone, however, and I have testified to this
effect in this room.
Mr. I.sxMr.n.
But when o Ry a comitment, yoi make a
commitment to someone and you said for a purpose.

Could you expand on that
Ms. RINGER. A commitment in principle, Mr. Chairman. I think I
am committed to the principle of copyright and I think I am coininitted to the principle of protection for perfonnance, the principle of
creative workers, creators of original materials, being entitled to share
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under copyright principles in the remuneration that comes from the
use of their works. That is the only commitment I am talking about.
What I am really trying to say, Mr. Chairman, and I say it also in
the report, is that no one can really be surprised that I came out with
the conclusions I did. On the other hand, what I am really trying to say
very plainly, is that we took on this job with two thoughts in mind.
First, that we recognized, as everyone did at the time, that we could
not go forward with this legislation as part of omnibus general copyright revision. It was too large a subject, the record was still imminent,
and it probably would have killed off general copyright revision.
Second, we felt that Congress should have a fuller record, and that
We were itandated under section 114 to provide that fuller record. This
we really felt we should try to do.
I actually did, in setting up this team, give them an instruction. This
instruction was to be absolutely as objective and factual as it was humanly possible to be, to take the facts as they found them and to go
forward, and not to try to color this in any way, shape, or form.
I had really nothing to do personally with the contents of the basic
report that we presented you with on January 3, plus the economic report, plus the Gorman report. None-of this had any direction from me,
and the independent contractors did their work also without direction
from anyone.
believe this is a factual statement to which I will adhere without
anyI qualifications.
I do think Mrs. Oler and her team deserve the highest praise for
coming out with what I think is an absolutely objective report. None
of the material in the basic documentary report or in any of the
addenda was prepared to reflect or support any present existing viewpoint or position of the Register of Copyrights or the Copyright Office.
The only directions that were given were to be as objective as
possible.
I have tried to divide this into four parts; the basic issue of fundamental public policy is the first. The second has to do with the issues
of constitutional law that have been raised continuously through this
endeavor. The third deals with the economic issues, which I will simply sketch without going into detail, and the fourth concerns the issues
of Federal statutory law raised by these proposals.
The fundamental policy issue, the one everyone must ask themselves
before they go any further, is whether or not performance or record
producers or both should enjoy any rights under Federal law with respect to public performances of sound recordings to which they have
contributed.
My conclusion, Mr. Chairman, is that they should. And I feel
strongly about this commitment or conclusion.
The iCopyright Office doeo support the principle of copyright protection for sound recordings for the public performance of sound
recordings.
The lack of protection for performance since the commercial development of phonograph records has had a drastic and destructive effect
on both the performing and the recording arts. I hope that you do
have an opportunity to read Professor Gorman's study, which is a
fascinating summary of how technology can simply wipe out a whole
area of creative endeavor.
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It also shows something else, and I think it's something you have
to take into account, that in trying to combat this vast technology
unemployment, which was like a tidal wave, in trying to protect the
members of the organized musicians' unions from the impact of this,
the labor union movement in this country did some things that perhaps
made the situation worse. One can understand their desperation and
the fact that you had two factions within the unions in conflict with
each other. This was not as clear at the time as it becomes later on.
But the fact is you had performing musicians who were making
records and wanted to be protected against the use of their own records
in competition with them, and then you had this vast army of unemployed musicians who were not making records but were being put out
of work by the existence of rv(rds and their performance.
Obviously, the labor union movement in this country had initially
the experience of technological unemployment resulting from the sudden emergence of talking pictures and this army of live musicians
being put out of work by them, and they were determined not to let this
happen again; the leader, as some of you remember, was, of course,
James Caesar Petrillo, who did adopt certain approaches that conceivably were self-defeating in the long run. That is what I think
Professor Gorinan's study shows, and it is a fascinating survey.
What must be recognized is that it is too late to repair those wrongs,
if that is what they are, but it is not too late to try to do something
to prevent them from continuing. It may be too little, but that does not
mean that you should do nothing, and this is really where I come out.
Congress should now do whatever it can to protect and encourage what I believe is an artistic profession and a vital artistic profession, under the statute that was constitutionally intended for this purpose; namely, the copyright law.
Now, broadcasters and other commercial users, but primarily broadcasters, used sound recordings without paying royalties to their performers and their producers for generations. In fact, the entire radio
industry, or a certain segment of it, has been built up since television
came on the scene from the unpaid use of sound recordings.
Users today generally complain that they are going to have to pay a
tax now, and they will call it a tax, there is no question about this.
They are now confronting the situation that existed in the late 1970's,
not the late 1940's and early 1950's, obviously.
However, it seems to me that any economic burden on the users of
recordings for public performance is outweighed, on balance, not only
by the commercial benefits that they receive directly from the use of
the records but also by what I think can be shown to be direct and
indirect damage done to performers whenever recordings are used as a
substitute for live performances.
In all other 'areas where you have copyrighted works, and sound
recordings are copyrighted works. you have creative works, and it is
considered to be a copyright infringement if what the user is doing
results in damage to the creator or in profits to the users, and in this
situation you have both-you have damage and you have profits.
It seems to me that you should look rather closely in this situation
at the justification for withholding some pittance of protection. which
is really, in my opinion, all the Danielson bill would provide initially.
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their unauthorized performance results in both damage and )rofits,
annd that leaving their creators without any protection or compensation
for the widespread commercial use of their creative works can no
longer be justified.
This is my conclusion with respect to the fundamental policy issue
confronting you.
As to the constitutional issues which are raised, usually obviously
in opposition to this proposal, there are four, and I will try to consider them briefly one by one.
The first, which was the only one heard 10 or 15 years ago, is the
question whether sound recordings are the writings of the author
in the constitutional sense. I think this question has now been effectively answered both by the courts and by Congress. The answer is
"yes", they are writings. And it seems very hard to me to argue
otherwise any more.
The arguments are untenable )ecause of a series of court decisions
that have inconsistently upheld the constitutional illegality of sound
recordings for protection under the copyright law.
The passage of the 1971 recording amendment, your subcommittee's
bill. which became law in 1972, made sound recordings copyrightable
subject matter but limited protection to antipiracy protection rather
than to the protection against public performance. It does seem to
One that this was a legislative declaration of the principle of sound
recordings being the writings of the author: it could not be anything
else. This, of course, was reaffirmed in the 1976 general revision.
The second issue which is heard, and more strongly now, is that,
all right, something may be a writing for the sake of piracy, but it
cannot be a writing for the sake of performance. You could argue,
and it is argued, that a sound recording could be the writing of the
author for protection against. unauthorized duplication in artifacts.
bllt when it comes to performance you are outside of the constitutional
arena.
I cannot. see any real justification for this arguument. Either the
work is the writing of an author or it is riot. If it is. Congress is emowered under the Constitution to grant it protection. There is no
basis, in my opinion, in logic or in precedent. for suggesting that, a
work can be a writing for the one purpose of one use and not for
auntlher.
You also find this argument, recurring, that Federal legislation
would lbe unconstitutional unless it can be shown either that there is
a need, an effective need, for the protection. or that protection under
existing norms are inadequate. These are known as the need and adeouacv constitutional arguments. And, in my opinion, these are actually
dis-mised economic arguments.
There is also the issue that, congressional authority to grant copyrit
protection has never been conditioned oin findings of need or
adenuacy. These are absolutely questions that vou should consider
in reviewing the desirability of this legislation, but not for constitutional grounds.
The courts will not look behind a congressional determination that
protection should be granted under the copyright laws. And it's up
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to you, it seems to me, to decide on economic and maybe social and
other grounds whether this is desirable, but not on constitutional
grounds.
Finally, one hears frequently the first amendment arguments that
lroadcasters in particular are in a sensitive area, and that by withholding sound recordings from them without some sort of payment
vou would somehow be violating the first amendment. This does not
seem to me to hold much water either.
There ire two recent cases that weaken the argument quite effectively. One involved the human cannonball you have heard of. And in
that case the Supreme Court itself held that the first amendment did
not give a broadcaster the right to film and show on television a 10second shot of a human cannonball hurtling through the air, and it
was on the ground that this was, in effect, a sort of creative or quasicreative work, and that that human cannonball had rights that the
Supreme Court was supposed to protect.
The other, which is a little closer at home, involved a news service
or newsletter that was in effect knocking off the bottom line of the
Wall Street reports. This was in the financial report area, and the
Court again held that although they were not exactly reporting the
words, using the words of the service, that there was no first amendment right to report this as news since there had been a creative investment in what the Wall Street reporter was doing.
There are other cases along the same line, and you will find, I
think, if you add the jurisprudence up, that there is really not much
argument, even in the public area, even when you are talking about
news and the like, but these arguments become infinitely weaker, in
my opinion, when you are talking about using copyrighted material
for entertainment purposes, commercial entertainment purposes and
especially under the Danielson bill where you are talking about compiulsory license and are allowing free use without advanced permission. These arguments seem to me rather weak.
Turning to the economic issues, I will not make a big point of these.
I guess a lot of what I will say is just that the case is not proven. The
first, and it does seem to me the arguments here t-hat the broadcasters
make are by far their strongest, is that as the music industry, as the
broadcasting and as the radio industries have emerged, commercial
radio is used a lot as a promotional device. We know that.
It's true, but can you say that the benefits accruing from free air
play, as they call it. of sound recordings works, which could result in
increased record sales, increased attendance at live performances and
increased popularity of individual artists, in particular cases. are sufficient justification for withholding protection across the board? I think
this is something you will have to consider very carefully.
There is no question that many, many record companies do promote
their records very vigorously through air play. But I do not believe
on balance this is a justification for withholding protection across the
board.
It is all a hit or miss proposition, and it's entirely outside of the control of the people that are doing the creative work, the performers and
the record producers. The popularity of a record may vey well be enhanced by its being played on the air, but this is completely accidental;
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it's not something over which they have any control. The creators who
under copyright law are normally given control over their market, have
no control in this situation.
The situation, in effect., is anarchic and while some limited number of
performers and record producers may benefit, in my opinion the great
mass probably does not and, in fact, may very well be hurt by this
situation.
In any case, the opportunity to benefit from having a hit record as a
result of constant playing on disk jockey programs does not seem to me
to justify the outright denial of performance rights in any sound
recording.
It does seem to me that this argument is inconsistent with the underlying purpose and philosophy of the copyright law, that in securing
benefits of creativity to the public by the encouragement of individual
effort, through private gain, you do promote the progress of science
in the useful arts and thereby ihe public interest.
The second economic argument is that imposition of performance
royalties would represent a financial burden on broadcasters that
would have various consequences. Probably the most realistic would
be, if you would analyze it, that it might force some marginal broadcasters to drop classical music and public affairs programing and arts
programing and go over to a hard rock or top 40 format, something
like that, which is more commercially viable if they had to pay.
In other words, if the balance between profit and loss were so narrow
in a particular case, they might very well have to change their format.
They might have to abandon certain kinds of programing, and it has
also been argued that they might actually go out of business, that some
marginal stations would have to close down and that they would have
to charge, everybody would have to charge their advertisers more, and
that this would be passed on to the public.
All I can say on this point, Mr. Chairman, is there are no hard economic arguments or evidence to support these assertions. And to the
extent that the Werner study shedslight on this subject, it runs in the
opposite direction, that this would not be the case. I cannot say in my
own knowledge, I am not sure anyone really can. There are a great
many arguments on this whole subject.
On the other hand, what evidence we have does not seem to me to support the broadcaster's assertions. Third, and the last of the economic
issues, is whether or not you would simply be stealing from the rich to
give to the rich. That, in effect, this would be a windfall unjustified on
performers that were already rich and, in my opinion, this is not really
a valid argument.
The Werner report suggests and indicates that only a small proportion of performers participating in the production of recordings receive
royalties from the sale of records and that even if they do, royalties
represent a very small proi-ortion of their annual earnings.
The statistics with respect to record producers are less conclusive.
But, in my opinion, the overall argument that this would be an unjustified windfall does not have any hard economic support. I think
you need to look at this, but the fadt is that at least in the performer
area, the beneficiaries would be the entire performer group and not the
stars and, I think this, in effect, answers it very effectively with respect to individual performers.
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Turning finally to the legal issues that are raised, there are four.
The first is whether the copyright statute, the Federal copyright
statute is the place to do this. If you are going to do it, and there has
really never been any doubt in my mind, that if you are going to do
this this is the place for it. I think it is the constitutional home for"
legislation of this sort. You have the whole range of limitations that
are written into the copyright law that could be extended in this area
if you wished to.
I might make a point that what you did in 1976 and which became
effective on January 1, 1978, in preempting State law in this area
has altered the balance somewhat. One could have made an argument
before this year that, of course, there might be the possibility of enforcing State rights against sound recording performances under the
old jurisprudence and by analogy from the unauthorized duplication
cases.
You can no longer make that argument. You have preempted State
law in this area, in nmy opinion, very effectively and you simply cannot
argue that there is any possibility of anything now. So you are actually, by that act, withholding protection under any law, State or
Federal.
Second, what form should the protection take, and it does not seem
to me anyone has or could make an effective argument for exclusive
rights here. To expect broadcasters or anyone else to do one-on-one
bargaining with respect to this mass of sound recordings does not
seem very realistic. So what you have, it seems to me, is the alternative
of some sort of the compulsory license, and I think that the Danielson
bill approach is probably about the best you can come up with.
I have thought a good deal about other'alternatives, and it seems to
me it's an excellent starting point, and what I have done in a little bit
of redraft is to take that as the base and go forward with it rather
than to try to alter it. I think that is a fair statement.
Third, who should be the beneficiaries of protection, and if you
get to this point, I think you will need to consider this very carefully.
There are several possibilities, but I have concluded, after a great
deal of thought, and we have discussed this a good deal in the office,
that both performance and record producers do contribute, maybe not
in equal proportions, but they do both contribute to the creative elements that go into a sound recording; it does not seem to me wise to
withhold protection from one group or the other, especially since an
analogous and very closely analogous case can be shown in regard to
motion pictures and television programs; you are, in effect, protecting,both.
There isn't any effort in the present law to differentiate between
performance and motion picture producers or television producers.
All of the creative elements that go to make up a creative work are
protected, and those are the people that contribute those elements-the authors of the work.
What is peculiar and special here is the status in this industry
of almost all of the performers, not all but almost all, as employees
for hire, in many cases under collective bargaining arrangements.
What you woud ;e doing. it seems to me, if you single out performers
who are employees for hire for expressly identified protection under
this law is something new in U.S. copy ight law.
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You would be acknowledging that these people are not authors as
you have defined authors in the copyright statute, because they are
employees for hire. But you would be insuring them a certain amount
of protection, and while this may be a little bit of a jolt at the outset,
I come to the conclusion this is really wise.
There isn't any other way to do this if you are going to do it, and
it does seem to me what the Danielson bill did indirectly and what
my redraft. of those sections does very expressly is to say, OK, we
are expressly protecting employees for hire under the copyright law,
even though we are not considering them authors or copvright owners.
Finally, how should the rates he set and, in this area, I think the
Danielson bill was largely drafted before the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal had its structure and responsibilities fixed, and it seemed
to me that added a different dimension.
I think with that body in existence and with the uncertainties that
would emerge from tie's, the best approach is what the Danielson
bill initially did. set the rates in the first bill. and then allow the
Copyright "Royalty Tribunal, on the basis of economic and other
evidence, to revise'those rates at certain times.
Finally. Mr. Chairman. I would like to say a word about legislation, international aspects, and perhaps where you go from here.
I would hope that these hearings would be. the beginning of active
consideration of legislation which would be based on the, Danielson
bill and perhaps would include some of the suggestions which have
been made.
I think that this is important for more than simply domestic reasons. This is a trend that is international in scope, and we are really
in many ways behind the times in not granting protection in this
area.
We are an active participants in the development of the Rome Convention in the early 1960's. which added the most controversial provision with respect'to royalties and sound recording. We have never
done anything with that treaty, to our detriment, in my opinion, in
other areas as well as this. WVe are a part of a very large international
creative community, and it does seem to me that a modest breakthrough in this-area would greatly enhance our ability to function
on the international level.
Finally. and just as a very personal observation, Mr. Clirman. I
recoznize,(l in mv quest in the hearings we had in Washington and
California that. the hones which I had about 2 years ago that, the proponents of the legislation in this area would r able to sit down with
the opponents and work out some sort of understanding, ny hopes in
that area are not. going to be realized.
I cannot, in my good conscience or heart, blame the broadcasters for
opposing this legislation out of hand. This is a generation of broadcasters that has grown up without paying anything, and why should
they lie down and pay something. It does not seem reasonable to me at
this stage to expect them to say, yes. of course. go forward, we will
pav. One could hope that would take place, but I don't think it's-realistic to expect it.
On the other hand, what I do see emerging is a power confrontation.
I asked questions on both sides as to how this was going to go. and
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that is the only conclusion I could draw, that the broadcasters who
simply don't want to pay it are going to bring their full force to bear
on this legislation, and it has been said and I think with some truth,
that everybody in the world could be in favor of something and if the
broadcasters were against it it would not go through Congress.
If that is the case, then we are probably going through a futile exercise here. But, in my opinion, these things go through gradual phases,
and essentially you come to the point where the full just ice and morality
of the situation"becomes kind of overwhelming.
I don't know whether we are there yet. I think there has to be a
great deal more discussion and a great deal more hard legislative work.
But the fact that you are having these hearings. Mr. Chairman. the
fact that yol are actively considering legislatio-t in this area. seems to
me very (desiirable, aud it does seem to me broadcasters should listen to
what they are hearing and perhaps try to figure out whether tlev can
sustain ani absolutely negative attitude up into the next. decade of: even
the next century in this area.
We have seen and they have not seen, but we have seen I think in the
overall historical sense, a whole area of creative endeavor almost destroyed bv inistakes on both sides, and by historical forces that perhaps were beyond anybody's control. But ihe fact is that we have dle
very, very grivat, disservice to our performing arts comnmnitv. anl I
think it. is time the Congress did something to repair that injustice.
Thank ou, Mr. Chairman.
[The following material was supplied by Ms. Ringer:]
SOC:i.DED

3RASIL.IRA DE INTRPRETES E PRODUCTORES FONOolnAFICos.

Rio dc Janciro, May 17, 1978.
MISS BARBARA RINGER,

Register of Copyright of the United States of America, Library of the Congress,
W.ashington, D.C.
DEAR MIss RINGER: IHaving studied your Report to the U.S. Congress on Neighboring Rights, we received the enclosed Opinion from our Legal Counsel and
would kindly request your personal attention to the points referring to Brazil
raised In the said document.
Please let us know if there is any further information required to clarify
thl matter.
Thanking you in advance for your kind interest, we remain,
Yours faithfully,
CARLos GATIARDO, President.
FREE TRANSLATION OF AN OPINION GIVEN BY TIE LEGAL CONSULTANT OF SOCINPRO
Mr. President, having studied, at the Board's request. the Chapter concerning
Brazil in the Report of the Register of Copyright of the United States of America
presented to Congress In January 1978, I share-the Board's concern that parts
of the sail Report nmy cause misapprehension as to the real situation of
SOCINPRO, owing to some incorrect statements contained therein.
It Is not true to say that:
(1) SOCINPRO had high administrative charges (see page 6).
As a matter of fact, SOCINPRO's Internal administrative expenses were (and
are) moderate (16.4 percent on net collections on average for the last-5 years),
this being a source of pride to SOCINPRO's administrators
1 Even adding the collecting expenses by SDDA. the total dedwted from the revenue of
copyright owners was around 42 percent on average. a low percentage if we take Into onsideration the small Individual amounts colloctpd, the enormous extension of the tirritorv"
and therefore the high eharces eanisI by rolleetina agpnts. Anyway leduetionq were well
under Ihe '50 to GOpercent ' referred1 to ii, he 1pelort, nd it should he noted that part
of the expenditur- went to th, campaign for ive-pierforni
"ive
and social assistant,,. reviivstesl h%the artistes, which are not related to the main operation of olecting/distributo
ing public performance fees.
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(2) SOCiN PRO was "operating remote branch offices" (see page 6).
Alpart from a small one-room office in the most important town of Sao Paulo, run
by a single clerk receiving a modest wage, SOCINPRO had no branch offices at
all.
(3) the CNI)A "by Decision No. 1 suspended SOCINPRO's collection activities" In "response" to criticisms (see page 7).
As everybody knows, through Decision No. 1 (in which the name of SOCINPRO Is not even mentioned) the CNDA applied Article 115 of Law No. 5988 which
determined to centralise the collection of public performance through one central office (ECAD). This applied to all performing right, societies (including
UBC, SBACEM, SICAM, SADEMBRA and, of course, SOCINPRO) but was
not, aq the Report Implies. a measure directed against SOCINIPRO in particular.
On the contrary, SOCINPRO supported the measure, as recorded in the minutes
of several Board and General Meetings.
(4) SOCINPRO sued successfully in 1976 "to increase Its representation on
the Board" (of ECAI)).
Footnote No. 10 (page 7) expresses false concepts by distoring facts: the lawsuit against Decision No. 1 of the CNI)A was not brought by SOCINPRO alone
but by all the performing rights societies jointly. The grounds for the action
were NOT "to increase" SOCINPRO's "representation" on the Board of ECAD,
but to ensure the full and correct implementation of Article 115 of Law No.
59W$. according to which all the performing rights societies were to organtse
ECAD, a legal right which had been denied them by CNDA.
(5) SOCINPRO "cannot continue to operate" with a revenue of 3 percent of
fees collected (page 7).
This assumption, attributed to "some authorities "is erroneous because Opinion
No. 43/77 of CNDA allows members to make contributions to their society and
SOCINPRO's members have provided the necessary funds, voluntary, as demonstrated by the published accounts of the year 1977 attached as Annex I. Another false assumption is that direct contacts with ECAD will render membership
of SOCINPRO redundant-while correct In theory, this does not correspond
to the facts: no member of SOCINPRO has so far applied to ECAD for direct
payment (after nearly 3 years of ECAD's existence) and new members are
constantly joining SOCINPRO. 142 having been admitted at the last General
Meeting, held on 30 March. 197,. It should be noted that, as Article 98 of Law
No. 4944 (see page 4) provides, the power to collect is invested In the producer.
hre is. therefore, no direct link between performers and ECAD.
(6) Calculation of broadcasting fees is based on their "gross commercial Income". Unfortunately, this is not the case. Broadcasters pay a "forfalt" calculated on an estimate of the number of performances, in accordance with a fixed
tariff agreed by ECAD and ABERT (the Broadcasters Association). SOCINPRO's remuneration is an additional 50 percent of the composers' copyright
revenue.
From the above analysis, It may he anticipated that third parties, anfong
them those foreign collecting societies with which you are negotiating bilateral
agreements, may he misled as to the situation of SOCINPRO and reluctant
to enter into contractual relationship with it, not only because of the doubts
implied as to its past efficiency, but also as to its future stability.
No doubt the report was compiled in absolute good faith but It is clear that
many misunderstandings arose in the interpretation of the information on
which the report was based, and it may be that some of the sources from which
the material was obtained were not the most appropriate.
In view of Miss Ringer's international repriatlon and her widely known professional integrity, we would recommend to the Board of SOCINPRO to request
her to give her personal attention to these Important details concerning the
actual position in Brazil. and we are confident that, after verifying the information contained In this Opinion, she will take the necessary steps to rectify
this situation, uncomfortable to both parties, by ensuring that the necessary
amendments are made to her Report to Congress. a most Important document
which will be referred to as a major source of material by experts in the
field, for many years to come.
HE.NRY JEssEN, Legal Consuitant.
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COPYRIGHT OFFICE,

THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS,

OFFICE OF THE REGISTER Or COPYRIGHTS,
Washington, D.C.
Dr. CARLOS GALHARDO,

President, SOCINPRO, Soc. Brasileira de Interpretes e Produtwores Fonograflcos Av. Beira Mar. 406-sala 1205, 20.000 Rio de Janciro, Brasil
DEAR DR. GALLHARDO: Thank you for your letter of May 17, 1978 connentIng on our report on performance rights for sound recordings, particularly with
respect to the operation and administration of those rights in Brazil. This
report Is currently being printed by our Congressional Subcommittee on Courts,
Civ-0 Liberties, and the Administration of Justice of the House Judiciary Committee. We will make every effort to have Dr. Jessen's comments Included in the
printed report. If that is Impossible at this ltte date, we will transfer the
comments to the Subcommittee at once for their consideration.
Our report was prepared Independent by attorneys ou my staff under severe
time limitations. The statements it contains reflect opinions of Interested parties, which my staff was generally unable to verify Independently. They
advise me that a staff member met briefly with Dr. Jensen during a meeting in
Brazil, and that he suggested contacting Dr. Amaral. Also, staff members attempted to meet with Dr. de Costa during their sojourn to Paris, and in New
York, but he was unavailable. Accordingly, I apologize for any misleading statemnents In the report, but I assure you that it was, as you suggest, prepared in
good faith.
In response to Dr. Jessen's specific objections, please note that your comments on statements concerning SOCINPRO's administrative costs and branch
offices (p. 6) were attributed In the report to "critics of SOCINPRO" and were
documented to a published article by A. Chaves, "News From Brazil," 93 Revue
International Du D)roft D'Autcur at 58, 66 (July 1977). The statement on p. 7
regarding CNDA was not Intended to imply a causal action, directed only to
SOCINPRO, but an effective one, which directly effected SOCINPRO, the only
(organization un(ler discussilon at that Ioinit. The same response applies to Dr.
Jessen's fourth point. The report makes no pretense of discussing all performing
rights societies, but only those most concerned with performing royalties for
the public performance of sound recordings, as distinguished from the underlying music or other copyrighted works embodied on those recordings. I am certain that Congress will view the report in this very, limited context.
Point five, regarding SOCINPRO's Inability to maintain operation under fhe
recent 3% restriction, Is presented as an opinion of authorities, which in fact. it
is. We certainly take no Independent position on whether or not that will prove
to be true. The report in fact acknowledges that SOCINPRO remains an operating body (1). 7), and we have no basis or intent to predict its future. Again. we
have reporfed only what knowledgeable interested parties have told us, in an
attempt to be as thorough and objective as possible.
With regard to point 6 (fees collected from broadcasters), our information
was obtained from the published article by Professor Chaves. That article, at
p. 66, states that distribution is based on the number of performances and that
the sums collected front broadcasters for performances of soun(d recordings "are
calculated on the gross suns Invoiced to announcers on the basis of musical
performances or the use of phonogranis." Our report iterates that statement by
saying "Broadcasters are to pay fees calculated on their gross commercial income
from musical performances or the use of phonograms." I believe this statement
reflects Dr. Jassen's comment that fees are calculated on an estimate of the
number of performances. The report states the actual percentage fees reported
by Dr. Claudio de Souza Amaral.
Again. let me assure you that your comments are most welcome, and that
they will be given full attention. I regret that we were unable to discuss our
findings earlier with Dr. Jassen. and regret any misunderstanding that may have
resulted. Our report must be viewed for the limited purpose it was intended: to
give Congress an overview of performance rights in other countries as reported
in documented articles and personal interviews. It reflects no political positions,
and attempts to be as objective as possible, and as thorough and accurate as
we could make It in the limited time available.
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If you have any further information or comments, please do not hesffite to

Contact me.

Sincerely,
BARBARA RINGER.

Register of Copyrights.
'Mr.KASTENMIitI.

Thank you, Miss Ringer, and I want to compli-

ment your staff, to whom you gave credit at the outset for producing
what at least in sterns of copyright of this committee's work in copyright is consistent in terms of its voluminous character, and I think
'also for the quality of it, and we are indebted to you and to the staff
'that you have put together.
I might say that we, have this morning at this moment a. full panel
of the subcommittee here, which is very, ver, unusual indeed.
Mr. SAx'nTXr. Oh, Mr. Chairman, please.
Mr. 1(ASTEN3WIER. I was not making any reference to the gentleman
from Nevada.
M 1'. SA NTINT. Perhaps I am hypersensitive about it.
Mr. DRINAN. Mr. Chairnman, the entire subcommittee always comes
when Miss Ringer comes.
Mr. Dxmimrsox. I might add the entire subcommittee is not here
until Miss Ringer comes.
Mr. KASTENN-:w. I have a number of questions.
I will just ask a couple of them before yielding to my colleagues.
1With all of them here, it may take some time.
I wonder if you can tell us practically who is affected in what respect,
who would be by adoption of the Danielson bill, or amended version
of it. in its present form, more or less. apart from broadcasters- and
from musicians, performing artists and sound recording companies.
Are there other entities that may be marginally affected that we
ought to consider in terms of the intended or unintended reach of this
proposed legislation.
Ms. RiNGE.R. I think the first group you think of are the jukebox
operators. In effect, they are not'directly impacted by the Danielson
bill. in the sense that they come under their own section, and so they
only pay a certain amount.
But, in reality, and this is true of other groups too, even if you
have a compulsory license in another area that. has a ceiling, then when
you get to the point where the rates are going to be raised, then the
fact that you have another area where payments are going to be made
is going to affect the rates in that area. And the operators know this
very well, and that is why they are opposing the legislation.
On the face of it, they would not have to pay any more, but eventually they probably would, marginally, and T guess even more than
marginally. The same is true of cable, to a lesser extent, perhaps. It
only pays certain amounts, but it would be retransmitting on a secondarc basis some recorded music, a little but in the radio area, and to that
extent the rates might be affected later on.
Directly, you have discotheques which do use sound recordings,
that is their stock and trade, they use sound recordings for public
performance, and they are paying copyright royalties for the music
now to the Performance Rights Society, and presumably they would
be very much involved in paying under the bill.
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The other areas, background music services and live situations,
restaurants, and so forth that are not discotheques, I think the effect
on them would be marginal, but there is a range of use beyond broadcasting and the larger mass media that I mention.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. And osome extent television broadcasting as
distinguished from radio br adcasting.
Ms. RINGER. Yes.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Being marginal.
Ms. RINGER. Right.
Mr. KASTENMEi. ER. In terms of involving American jukebox operators, it seems to me one of the difficulties would be if we were to involve
them at once is suggested by the fact that their compliance rate with
respect to existing law is presently so poor and what is, indeed, the
prognosis of imposing yet another liability on them, whether or not
it's the ability or inability to pay or disinclination or whatever at
least in terms of registration with your office up to the present time.
Ms. RINGER. This is true, Mr. Chairman, although the reasons for
it are very, very conjectural, and I don't think we have enough experience to make any firm comments.
The predictions have been that those there-would be about 400,000
jukebox registrations, and on the deadline we had vastly fewer than
that, about an eighth I think of that, in the 50,000 or 60,000 range.
It's risen to around 100.000 now. The deadline didn't seem to make
any difference, and one conclusion you can draw is that this really is a
widely dispersed industry and the word just has not reached everyone.
On the other hand. I think maybe another prediction was that
tiey were waiting there for someboily to put their arm on them, and
that may happen.
Mr. KASTE-.N $IEIFR. Motion pictures and other audio visual works
like sound recordings often have two copyrights; the copyright of
the playwright, the copyright in the motion picture itself. When
broadcasters use these works, do they now have to pay for performance rights for both kinds of copyright?
Ms. RINGER. Normally not, mr. Chairman. Of course, if the broadcaster is doing the packagring, then they have to do the whole clearance bit. On the other hand, normally one person. the packager, the
producer, or whoever you want to call it, obtains all of the rights and
then guarantees to the network or the broadcasters, that if they play
thi- they will not be infringing any copyrights.
There is an exception to this which you may know, which is in the.
music area. and that, of course, is what we are talking about, and
there the broadcasters, network and station alike have their own
licenses with the Performing Rights Societies for what. are called
small rights, the right to perform publicly a nondramatic work. The
dramatic work situation is different.
Mr. KASTENMEIER.

Thank you.

I might address this question to Mr. Werner.
During your study, did you consider the impact of the new performance rights on consumers?
Mr. WERNER. The effect on, for example, the consumer, the effect
on consumers was not considered, and maybe I should directly, I
might want to explain why our first involvement with the. Copyright
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Office actually involved surveying what data was available to assess
the economic impact of a proposed chance as contained in the Danielson bill, and so the economic analysis did focus primarily on a data
set that was identifielin this initial feasibility study, and this is why,
to some extent, it has the scope that it does have.
The possibilities for creating data on the possible impact on the
consumer price index, the price of records specifically, was not considered because it would be very difficult to get a precise measure of
the quantitative change.
While it can be stated without too much fear that there will be
possibly an increase in the price of advertising, you know the question
was, well, to what extent, and we tried to focus in the study on data
that was available that would give us some hard facts on a quantitative measure of change.
So, for that reason, we did exclude considerations concerning
consumers from the analysis.
Mr. KASTENM1EIER. As a result of that, you would not want to hazard
a guess as to what the impact would be on consumers, notwithstanding the fact that you didn't base it on that sort. of data. Would you
want to hazard a guess as to the impact of this legislation on
consumers?
Mr. WE.RNER. If anything, it should be the case that it could be said
that the price of records would actually go down if the record industry does enjoy sonic revenue coming back from the use of its material
in the form of performance royalties from broadcasters.
One argument that we did look at was the possibility that record
companies might produce more classical records, things that were less
profitable from sales, it might be argued that the price of records
would come down.
However, again, we did not have data on, hard data on which to base
such a statement and we avoided that in the report.
Mr. IASTE.NMELR. Did you or our organization have any prior work
in the field?
For example, for over a decade the question of mechanical royalty
and the economic impact of an increase in mechanical royalties has
been an issue. Did your firm participate in that particular question?
Mr. WERNER. Our finn did not participate in the area of copyright
economic issues previous to this current involvement.
I might point out that one of the principal reasons for our involvement was related to the fact we were already involved with the Labor
Department in doing a survey of performing artists, their employment, underemployment, and it was because of the fact that we were
already surveying the members on a randomly sampled basis, the members of the five major performing arts unions, that it was felt we
might pick up on some additional work and research which we have
incorporated this in the report, which might serve the interests of the
Copyright Office with respect to this economic impact study.
Mr. KASTENMETF.R. In connection with that, did you conclude passage of this legislation would have an effect on the employment of the
performing artists and, if so, in what connection, what effect would it
ave in the employment or underemployment of performing artists?
'Mr. WERNER. With respect to earning, we did discover there are
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many people who have participated in making sound recordings who
have very low earnings, on an annual basis under $7,000 a year. I
have the figures in this report, but I would say approximately 30 percent of those surveyed who had participate in making sound recordings in 1976 had earnings under $7,000 a year.
The people who make records, and this is clearly documented in our
survey, are very often not likely to receive anything in the form of
royalties from sales. Something in the range of 10 or 15 percent of
those surveyed who had made records eter received something in the
form of royalties from sales. And one of the big problems stems from
the fact there are recoupment clauses, for one thing, among those who
may be entitled to get royalties from sales.
These recoupment clauses require that the record company recover
all of the production costs associated with moneynmaking records and
records that didn't make money for this recording artist before le can
enjoy anything from a current hit.
The other point to bear in mind is that very few of those who make
records are of the stafus or stature that entitles them to enter into
an agreement whereby they will get some money from the sale of
a record. Again, I want to remind you that numerically, by far, the
majority of the artists who will receive royalties from this, should
it pass, are not the big name stars who are party to such a sales contract, but the backup musicians and side men who, in fact, are not
party to a contract whereby they will get some percent of sales.
Mr. SANTINI. Mr. Chairman, could I explore that point with the
gentleman?
Mr. KA STENM ETR. I was about to yield to Mr. Danielson. But, yes,
for that purpose.
to the gentleman
I yield
Mr. SANTiNI.
If I understood
your testimony, the backup musicians
were not in a position to do anything about benefits derived from
resale of the records, essentially'was the point you were making, is
that true?
Mr. WERNER. They are not party to a contract whereby they 'receive
some percent of the'royalty from'the sale of the record.
Mr. SATnIN. What is the contractual relationship that is existent

between the backup musician and the artists or the producer, what is
the relationship there?
Mr. WERNER. You are getting somewhat away, maybe into a legal
question, and away from the information I can answer directly from
the survey data Ihave. So I would like to avoid that question, and
maybe someone else on the panel can handle that.
Ms. OLER. I am not an expert but, briefly, from our study we found
that the backup artists are generally paid when they work a session
fee, in other words, but,-Mr. SANTINI. Who do they contract with for that fee?
Ms. OLER. Generally it's done through union contracts, but they
get paid from the record company, of course.
Mr. SANTINT. Then the contract is between the backup artist and
the record company ?
Ms. OLE% Yes; through the union, though.
Mr. SANTINI. Through the collective bargaining process of the union

contract?
36-510--78-- -10
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Ms. OLER. Right.
Mr. SA.NTIN. Could that contract not make provision, going to the

gentleman's point, that there should be some royalty type reimbursement for the backup musician?
Ms. OLER. It's possible, but it has not been done.
Ms. RINGER. Just to contribute to that, this was the big issue during
the 1930's, and whether they could go after some kind of performance
right based on the use of the record for commercial purposes, or
whether they should try to build on something on top of the union,
should build something on top of the contract, the collective bargaining contract between the union and the record company, and they did.
They built on these performance trust funds, which were intended,
initially, to give employment to unemployed musicians rather than
going the copyright route, an&it did not work very well, though
it still exists in'effect.
The wars that emerged later on in the 1950's and I guess early
1960's within the American Federation of Musicians involved a conflict between those who didn't want the money being generated by
their sessions, the employed musicians, to go only to unemployed
musicians; they wanted some of the action, too, and so there were
additional arrangements made whereby there are residual payments
but, essentially, this is between the record company and the union,
and the broadcaster pays nothing in this situation.
Mr. SANTINT. I understand. It does seem to me that perhaps a valid
aorzimnent can be made that if there are ineouities with regard to
benefits of the performing artist, then those ineouities ought to be
rectified through the recording company. the principal beneficiary
of the reproduction process. There seems to me to be a very logical
connection between the two.
Ms. RiNGER. That argument certainly has been made, Mr. Santini,
but. of course, a record company isn't getting anything from" the performance either, so nobody is sayingg for the performanc 3; it's all
l)abPd on sales and. therefore, you have a situation in which--Mr. SANTNT. But. of course, the performance produces the sales
from which the record company benefits.
Mrs. RIyEcR. For some hit records. a very small percentage.
:1. BUTLErf. Would Vou yield on this poini ?

Mr. K,\STVN-IITER. Yes. I yield to the gentleman.
r[1.BITTErF. Just for my'own information, to what extent are )erformers union members; is it pretty close to 100 percent, in this field?
Ms. RI,,-oE. As far as what is on commercial radio. I think it is
very. very close to 100 percent, except for foreign records.
Mr. BUTLER. Except, for the foreign records?
Ms. RTXNGR. Yes.

All right. Thank you.
The Chair now yields to the author of the bill,
the gentleman form California, Mr. Danielson.
Mr. DANWTmisoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Miss
Ringer, and thanks to your entire staff for a massive piece of work
on this research.
'Mr.BUTLE:R.

Mr.

KASTEN-',IrER.

I blush to confess I have not studied every page of it, but I think

you have given us the essence, and it's a tremendous resource to review
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-any questions that. may come up and will be very useful at the time of
markup.
I would like to state first, I am not going to ask you many questions
because, frankly, I think you have covered the ground very well.
I will just state first of all with respect to the bill which bears my
name, I am not set in concrete on any provision. I perceive a bill as
being simply a vehicle to enable us to conduct hearings, take testimony and, hompefully, to serve as the starting point for marking up

the bill that will answer the public needs.

So there is not a solitary provision in that bill that I hold sacred,

except, maybe, the name.
I want to make this point for a very good reason. The question of
whether there should be a 50-.50 split between a performer and record
company constantly comes up. I am not bound to that. If you are
goi,, to have to start someplace. 50-50 seems to be about as equitable
us anything )ou can pull out of the air. Maybe it should be 60-64, or
something else.
We can work that out first in markup and. secondly on the basis of the
experience, if this should become law. I want to comment that the
question has already been raised twice here today. I think we must
keep in mind what is the thrust of this bill. We are not talking about
the contract between the performers and the recording studio, for example, or between the union and the studio or between the performers
inter se. We are talking about something that transpires after we have
a completed sound recording. Then, can that recording be used for
(commercial purposes without some kind of compensation to the performers who draw somelife into it., and the purpose of this bill is to
provide that performers should get some compensation. So should the
record company. How much I don't know, but they ought to
participate.
I understand the debate, the argument, we have a country that is

founded on, or our economy is founded on, the profit motive, and it has
been an excellent, motive for making progress in forms of production,
for developing the West, for example, for giving people incentives to
produce beyond what they would normally produce.
It's a great motivation and has done more to bring our standard of
living up to the highest peak in the world history than anything else.
'But there is a unique feature that goes along with the profit motive,
and that is it does not provide much incentive to look after the economic well-being of the competitors.
In fact, it is just the contrary. To make the greatest profit you cut

out the competitor as much as you can. Your cost of goods sold is re(hiced to the lowest possible denominator.

In our profitt system we are Just carrying forward the Biblical mandate, and I an'hesitant in these surroundings to refer to Biblical
mandates, but here is something in the Book of Matthew to the effect
that the worker is worthy of his hire, I think it's chapter 3, but I am
not real sure.
Mr. J)i x..,. If the gentleman would yield, you get a C-plus.
Mr. DA.NEwLoN., Thank you. But we carry that-forward all the way
through our'economy. And it crops up in our Constitution, that people should not be deprived of their property without due process of
law, and (ue process means usually they should be paid for it.
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If you eat my bread, should I not be paid ?
Mr. DmRNAX. You are getting worse.
Mr. DANIELSON. That is a D-plus. But that is what we are talking
about here, that perforiaers bring some life into a piece of vinyl or
some magnetic tape and they produce a sound recording, phonograph.
which is a marvelous invention, and it can be played over and over and
over again and render faithful reproductions of what those performers did.
They are performing it over again and over again and over again
but, unhappily, they get paid but once.
Now, who i)rofits frou-that? The people who use it commercially?
There is no ban here, incidentally, from personal use. It's conanerclal
use. Who profits from it? No one except the user.
Now, the radio stations are the principal persons upon whom we
focus here, although commercial users would be covered. What else
do they use that they sell which they get free? The average radio
station I listen to sells or has two things, it has music, which is obviously the phonograph record, and it has news.
Do you suppose they get that news wire free? Do you suppose the
AP or UPI ticker in their backroom is coming in without any charge
at all? I don't suppose so.
Do they get their electricity free of charge? I don't think so.
When they need a new tube in their broadcasting equipment, do
they get the tube free of charge? They can say, look, we use Ray-O-Vac
tubes, we get them free. No, that isn't what happens. They go downtown and buy them someplace, at the drugstore or wherever they got
them. There is nothing they sell, nothing that they use that they get
free except the phonograph record. I mean, the use of the performer's
right.
I think it does violence to my concept of e(uity. I think if they
pay for the news wire, they should pay for the music which they
play. And, in fact, except for the news and the music nobody would
turn on that radio station in the first place, because the onl1,thincr
left is commercials, and who in the world needs a commercial? I don't
know.
I don't think we are dealing with welfare here. I don't think we
should consider that by giving a performer some type of residual
compensation for his work that we are indulging in welfare. We are
sii,"v paying him for what he has done.
-liehas suffered a damage, if he has lost a reasonable and potential
profit. The law has recognized his loss of profits for many, many years
as being a comnensable damage, and I think he is entitled to it.
Now. the radio stations have told us, both in writing and in oral testimonv, that actually they are benefactors to the performance, that by
playing their works this enhances their reputation and standing of
these performers. It may for the stars, but it certainly does not for
the background musician, the man or woman whose name never appears on the label, who is never pronounced, who gets nothing from
it except that one day aE-scale.
His or her compensation is not enhanced by a repetitive playing on
radio stations, background music arrangements, or anything else, and
I cannot believe that the psychic compensation is enough.
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Psychic compensation is not very much for the trombone player who
knows he played the trombone in the background of "Song of India"
but his name is not there and there is no money coming in. In fact,
nobody will necessarily believe he did play the trombone, so it isn't
really there. We are kidding ourselves when we contend that that
compensation is a great thing.
Now, someone, I-believe you Miss Ringer, raised the point that
they will call it a tax. Do I really care what they call it? Everything
is a tax, I suppose, if you have to pay for it. I get a candy bar, and I
pay 15 cents, I suppose that is a tax; I don't know.
I don't really care that what they call it, and I don't care about
the classical records. I happen to like them, but I don't think it's
the role of Government to tell people what kind of music they should
listen to. If they really want those classical records, they are going
to buy them or they are going to listen to the station that plays them,
and if they don't am I to tell them what khid of record they should
listen to? I don't think so.
It's not the role of Government to dictate tastes or choice. You
know. I suppose we could pass some kind of a law or do something
that the use of poetry shall be free because it's an uplifting thing,
but can you get along with that very long? I don't believe so.
I think your copyright laws will say that Robert Frost is entitled
to compensation when his works are played or rendered, or whatever
you want to call it. Even the cannonball has to get paid. That is a
form of dance, I guess. But it has to be paid if you are going to use
it again commercially, and I think that is very fin-.
Now, in a nutshell'those are my comments. But I want to add this,
if I may.
I really appreciate your report and your comments. I think it's
evidently clear that there is no constitutional reason why performance
rights should not be granted. There certainly is no legal right, because we either provide it or we do not provide
gIt.
I can see no equitable right to deny performance merits, compensation to people who produce something of sufficient value that others
wish to use it. So, it looks to me like what remains is do we get, to work
with some kind of intelligent markup and see what would be a fair
way to protect that right, fair to the performers, fair to the users, fair
to everybody. And that is what I am looking forward to, and I thank
-_

you.

Mr. KASTFNIMEIER.

Thank you.

Do any Members have any questions to ask the witness from
California?
Mr. ERTEL. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. KASTE-2MEEB. Mr. Ertel?
Mr. ERTEL. I have a couple of questions
I am not intimately familiar with this and, obviously, I did not get
here during your testimony, but I read it through.
On page 4 it states:
It's Important to emphasize here that the proposed legislation is intended to
'beiefit all performers on a given sound recording equally, and that principal or
starring artist will receive the same payments as any other individual contribvtling to the record.
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Are you saying all performers on the record, regardless of howminor their part on the record, will get equal payment?
In other words, if I play, and I can think of one, the symbols and
I strike a gong, would I get the equal amount as the guy who spent
the whole time performing? Is that fair?
Ms. OLER. What we have done is follow, in our draft legislation,
the Danielson bill formula, whereby at least 50 percent would go to.
the performers in a lump sum, and that would be distributed equally
among the performers regardless of the nature or quality of their
contribution. That is right.
Mr. ERTE,. I guess the question is, Is that fair?
Ms. OURR. I think it, was a matter of efficacy as much as unytiiig,

that the Government would not be, or Congress, would not be, weighing the quality of a particular performer's contribution.
Mr. ERTEL. My question still is, Is it fair?
Ms. RINcEit. 1 sat through the. Senate debatee on this issue in whiel
the provision you are now questioning was absent, and the argument
ran that this was an act for the benefit of Frank Sinatra and Dean
Martin. Those names recurred frequently in the testimony. After that,
in the debate.. After that colloquy, there was, I think, some substantial rethinking within the proponents' camp, and the feeling was that
Frank Sinatra or Dean Martin. and those are rather passe names nowadays, we talk about someone else now, I guessMr. BUTLER. Talk ,about a singer.
Ms. RINGERi. All right, John Denver is suggestedlto my left.
Mr. DANIELSON. Or Little Jack Little.
Mr. ERTEL. Or I don't care who we use.
*Ms.RiNcE In any case, lie is able through his bargaining position
to obtain fairly substantial amounts from the sale of the record.
Mr. ERTEL. YAts not use a loaded name, if I might. Let's use th'.
person who plays a piano, who may be an excellent performer and'
performs throughout the record, and the one. person that comes in,.
the one striking the cymbals, should lie get the same?
Ms. RiNGER. le was sitting there; lie or she was sitting there.
throughout the session.
Mr. ERTL. Do we pay peol)le in this country for sitting?
Ms. RINGER. The use of the cymbals may be very important. It is
in certain cases.
* Mr. ERTEL. My question still is, It is fair ?
Mfs. RINRor. Yes; I think it is fair, fairer than the opposite.
Mr. ERTEL. How can you justify that as fair?
Ms. RiNGER. I cannot possibly quantify the qualitative contribution.
of the individual performer in a particlar record. I think there are
probably arguments that you can make that this is unfair.
As you are suggesting,'obviously, if the violin part is the predominant part and you have just a little bit of percussion. then you are.
not exactly dividing it equally, but I am not sure in the area we are
talking about. I am not sure this is gerimane.
I gave tip worrying about this problem a long time ago, Mr. Ertel.
Mr. ERTEr. I don't really give up worrying about fairness, and I
think that is something we ought to consider, and I think we have
the problem of fairness here in many performances.
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How about the chap who has just begun his musical career, who may
be a novice, who may have his first job, and the chap who has become
the accomplished artist, and he is in this background group, he is not
the star who has spent a great deal of time perfecting his skills, he is a
first violinist, or she, is it fair to give that novice who has just begun
the same as that accomplished first violinist?
Ms. RINGER. Maybe not, but let me say two things:
First, you have got to have something to divide in terms of payment
before you get to this problem. It's more important to me that the principle of payment by the user for the commercial use of music is established than how you divide it once the payment is coming in. I think
you have to get over that hump first.
I think you have some points. I am not going to dismiss them out
of hand. On the other hand, the performers themselves think this is
fair, and I am not sure either of us is in a position to second-guess this.
I think it is fairer than basing it on pure economic power within the
union. And I just don't see any way to quantify contributions of various performers when they
are acting as an ensemble, that is really
about my basic answer to you.
Mr. ERTEi Let me go to another subject.
You suggested, I guess, that the Commissioner of the Copyrights
collect this money and distribute it ; is that right ?
Ms. RINGER. No. The pattern that emerged in the general revision
of the copyright law in two other areas, cable television and jukebox
performances, involved certain amounts that you in Congress establisl at the outset that are paid at regular intervals.
They are paid into the Copyright Office. but we are simply a conduit; we account for the money, and pay it into the Treasury where it
becomes a fund that bears interest, by the way. Later on, after claims
are made and evidence is heard, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal,
which is a different independent body, separate rather entirely from
the Copyright Office, on the basis of factual determinations, anld conceivably one would perhaps hope for this, agreements among the copyright owners as to how the money would be used, would determined
how it was to be paid out.
Mr. ERr r. My question, following that, Is there any precedent forthis kind of a system wherein the Federal Government is doing basically a fee collection system, and then providing a system for distribution of it?
Ms. RINGER. The precedents are principally the ones I just mentioned which were established by your own subcommittee in the copyright legislation. There are international precedents of bodies like this,
but nothing quite this way. On the other iand, what, you do have here
is a compulsory licensing system which does have precedents in the
copyright field going back to 1909.
Thdre was a copyright compulsory license established in the act that
your subcommittee just got through revising 2 years ago, which involved use without advance permission-it was not a fund, it was
on a one-to-one basis-but it was paying in, and that whole system has
become collectivized in many respects.
Mr. ERTEL. Who was it paid into? -
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Ms. RIxoE. Into a group called the Harry Fox Office, which is a
kind of a consortium of music publishers, and then it's paid out under

that.

-

Mr. ERTEL. You have also said this would be subject to periodic
review by copyright and we would set the fees. Does this interfere with
any collective bargaining you can think of?
M s. RINGER. No. In the sense that you have to assume the whole
compulsory licensing scheme to begin with, in other words, obviously
if you were starting at this problem in 1930 when the firstMr. ERTEL. We are starting it now.
Ms. RINGER. Yes, that is right. You have an entirely different industrial situation than you had in 1930-a situation in which the entire
radio industry is based on this mass use of records; in this situation
you cannot have individual bargaining, so you have to have some kind
of compulsory licensing system if there is to be any payment at all.
The money has to go somewhere, and it has to be paid out somehow.
Let me say, Mr. Ertel, this is the way the whole copyright field is
moving, that the business arrangements are becoming so complex that
this business of an individual author making his own deal, and collecting for each use of a particular artifact, is just breaking down. And
you simply have to take into account, if you are going to have any
remuneration at all for the use of the cop'yrighted works, that there
has to be some kind of collective arrangement.
Mr. ERTEL. I guess what I am saying is, the Congress is going to
be in a position of setting rates and fees. Is this wage and price control?
Ms. RINGER. What the Copyright Act did in 1970, and it did emerge
at this table, by the way, this whole ideaMr. ERTEL. I guess I could disclaim, or whatever. I was not here.
Ms. RiNoEm. But there are some historical events that occurred at
this table, and one of them was establishing a body, a Copyright Royalty Tribunal which, under congressional mandate, and with some
other clearcut principles and standards to apply will be, and there
are four compulsory licenses in the law, this would be the fifth, if it
were adopted. In all four of those areas the Copyright Royalty Tribunal is charged under the statute to review the rates and, to some
extent, the terms of the licensing arrangements.
Mr. BERTr,. Do they set them?
Ms. RINGER. They are set-by Congress in the first instance, with one
exception, and that is in the public broadcasting area now, and they
are going through a rulemaking process right now that will establish
a benchmark in the public broadcasting area on which they will
proceed.
But in 1980, they are going to review everything and then at staggered intervals thereafter. So Congress, in effect, has said, and I think
this was part of the thinking, the protagonists can say far better than
I. because they are sitting here., that the economic and industrial situations are too complex for Congress, through the legislative process,
going the whole legislative route, to set these rates and, therefore, it
established this route, these four areas where you already have a
compulsory system.
Mr. ERTEL.

I am curious because I am no expert in copyright, I don't

know a thing about it, and I am trying to learn, and I make that

disclaimer.
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If I take television pictures, a video tape of a baseball game, and
then reproduce those later, would this be a precedent for paying all
of those baseball players for the use of the video tape recordings of
those ballgames, for instance, -the World Series?
I take a video tape of that, whether it be with a Betamax in a home,
and then reproduce them in a bar or some other commercial establishment, is this a precedent for saying to those baseball players that you
have performed, it is a skill, it is not a muscle skill, it is not an artistic
skill, it's an athletic skillMr. SANTINI. Have you ever seen the Detroit Tigers I They are artists
on the field.
Mr. ErTEL. Some are pretty good artists, I guess, the way they contort. But is this a precedent for giving them performance rights?
Ms. RINGER. In a way, no, because they areMr. ERTEL. They are paid by the individual performer.
Ms. RINOm. You are now in the video area where there are a whole
other set of consequences. Vhat a filmed or taped sportsMr. ErTEL. I am not sure the senses between the eyes, and ears are
that much different.
Ms. RINGER. I agree, and that is part of my problem with not having
this legislation. You are giving protection to the sports event when
it is only television; under the copyright law, it is clearly identified
as a. motion picture or other audio visual work under the law, and
I don't know whether the performers are protected or not.
Mr. KASTENHEIFR. I am going toMr. DRINAN. Mr. Chairman?
EIER. I am going to allow the gentleman from PennMr. KAsTNr
sylvania to pursue this later, but I would like to break in at this point
as much of this is rehashing other matters, and we will return to you,
and you can further pursue this, but I would like to have some of the
other members who have been waiting have an opportunity to ask
questions.
Mr. Butler?
Mr. BuTLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Help me a moment. One of the principal beneficiaries of a performance royalty would be those musicians who play classical music. I
am interested, what is the percentage of the classical musicians that
are foreigners, and after you answer that question, I want to ask you
what percentage of pop performers are foreigners?
Ms. RINGER. What has happened in some respects in the overall
classical music area is that the costs of sessions became so high that
there was a fleeing abroad. The classical market dried up in some respects, and there Just was not that much demand for records, because
you are talking about the sales of records rather than playing of records.
Mr. BUTLER. I guess that is so. The originators of the performance
are really what I am shooting for.
Ms. RINGER. The session cost, because of the numbers of performers
involved, were just so much higher here at one time than they were
abroad that there was a lot of fleeing, and a lot of classical iecordings, almost all of the opera recordings for a while, were made abroad,
and that was true to some extent ofsymphonic music, too.
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It was also true of some background music where you could just
hire performers cheaper there than you could here. So that I guess
the obvious conclusion is drawn that the sad plight of the employed
performer in this country became even worse because of that.
Mr. BuTLs. I guess what I am searching for, that is not quite the
same problem with the pop performers.
Ms. RINGFR. No. I think obviously there was a very great fad for
British rock there for a while, but I don't think it had anything to do
with the pricing.
Mr. BUTLER. Maybe this is classical, I don't know.
Ms. RINGER. It is now, I guess.
Mr. BUTLER. I guess what I am searching for is a complaint I
received from a person very knowledgeable in this area that it would
create, the rights we create in. this legislation will benefit primarily
peol)le who don't live in the United States when we deal in the classical
nuisic area.
Now. is that a fair statement?
Is. RINGER. No. I don't think so, but I am not sure I can tell you
exactly why. It seems to be an overstatement. There is a mix here and,
obviously, a record company if it can't get performers in this country,
is going'to go abroad. The'fact that broadcasters are asked to pay a
rather modest amount into a fund that will benefit both record companies and performers does not seem to me to affect this one way or
another.
The charge is made, and I did refer to it, that this would further dry
up the sources of commercial or other use of sound, of classical sound
recordings. To the extent this was part of the mix there might be some
arguments there. But I think the two are basically unrelated issues.
This is my own opinion.
Do you want to comment on this?
MJr. WER NErt. I was trying to see whether or not we had anything
on the. number of members of the American Musician Guild who are
virtuosos ordinarily and might be engaged in producing records for
classical.
Mfr. BxrrLraR. I won't burden you for the moment, but could yoti explore that and let us have something for the record?
,fr. WRNE.R. I will have to come back with that another time.
Mr. BUTLER. Could you do that?

Mr.

KASTENmER.

Mr. BUTLER.

Would the gentleman from Virginia yield?

Certainly.

Mr. K ASTENMEIER. Tlis is part of the colloquy we had in California
in which I guess as the Chair I concluded withl the witnesses from the
recording industry, or some other, I am not sure, witnesses that in the
classical field probably 50 percent of the artists just arbitrarily were
likely to be foreign born, and musicians, wherether or not the recording was made in this country or certainly released by a recording
company, a U.S. recording company, probably made ini Europe, obviously except for the British rock stars, that nearly all of the rest,
98 percent of the rest would be American musicians and American
artists except, as I say, for the well-known British rock artists who
probably would command a fair percentage of the market.
But, as to recording companies, I think it's a little more uncertain
whether the recording company is probably an American company,
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at least they have the release rights, they are the people who probably printed the recordings in the United States, and the artists may
be foreign in the classical field.
Mr. BUTLER. I thank you.
Mr. KASTENINErER. However, I think the committee would like
some more definitive information rather than the mere conjecture we
have here.
M1s. RINOER. Let me ask Ms. Oler, and let me say we will provide
Sou with what information we can on the basis of what facts we
ave.
Ms. OLER. I would also say the point has been made repeatedly if
this legislation is enacted and we do reach agreement with other
countries which have performance rights, and many of which pay as
much as 90 percent of their recordings by American artists, that the
flow back would be, the balance of payments would be largely in favor
of American recording artists.
Mr. BUTTLER. All right.
I thank vou.
MNay I go to another question or yield?
Ir. DRINAN. Would the gentleman yield for just a moment?
1, unfortunately, have to leave.
I just want to thank Miss Ringer and say she is always a great
,educator. Thank you.
Ms. RINGER. Thank you.
MI'. 111:T1,E R. I apol(;gize to the gentleman from Massachusetts.
)o you want to go ahead and ask questions now?
Mr. KASTENMEFTEn. I will yield to the gentleman from Massachusetts.
Nf.

I)R.I N-N.

No. Miss Ringer, as usual, has made everything very,

very clear, and I have several questions, but I am certain we may have
to lfave another hearing on this matter, but I do thank you and your
associates again.

Mr. BtTLUR. I think the. election of the synbol striker as the ultimate performer, gratuitous beneficiary of this tranmetion is a pretty
go4o(I illustration.
Do you basically feel like we are by rewarding a symbol striker, we
at,, D'omotinix the progre,,s of science and useful arts as contemplated
by the Founding Fathers? Ms. RINGER. Yes, without -ny qualifications.
Mr. BtTE R.Thank you.

You know more about symbol strikers than I do.

How do vou reward excellence when we are uniform in our com1pen ;at ion ?
M-f[,. Rix-R
F. I am not sure that the quality is what you are really
asking for. I think you are asking for the quantitative aspect. But, in
an ensemble there undoubtedly are some that are more important than
others, but every one has to be there, and every one contributes. And
it sens to me that what, the ensemble is doing in an ensemble musicl
performance is unquestionably a creative work. There is just no doubt
about this in my mind.
Everyone that. contributes to that is a creator. and I think that you
lave to know a little bit about timpani or what have you to realize
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just how creative that is, and what has to go into this in order for that
one sound to come out.
Mr. DANIELN.
O.Would the gentleman yield on that point?
Mr. BUTLER. Certainly.
Mr. DANIELSON. I thiink we may be looking at a different aspect
here. When a record is made, it's my recollection from previous testimony, the company, the producer of the record, can hire the music
that goes along with it, the background music, et cetera.
Now, some of that they might get straight from the hiring halls, just
plain union scale, but if they want somebody with some special attributes, some high excellence, they pay them more, not just union scale
but they pay them more because they are trying to get somebody who.
is absolutely qualified in a given field, a real first-class performer. But
that has nothing to do with the royalty from performance rights, but
it does have to do with his compensation for his day's work.
I think that is a factor you have to consider.
Well, I guess my ultimate question here is when we start striking a
balance to distribute it fairly equally, you referred to it as a. pittance.
I don't know how to ask you this question exactly, but does this
pittance really justify all of this effort in terms of a cost-benefit proposition, what we are imposing on the broadcasters, and what we are
imposing on the entire industry to reward the performer, and that
is the ultimate objective? Can you give me some rough idea in dollars
how we could arrive at this?
We know it is a pittance, but can you give it to us in dollars, perhaps,
and I would like to know whether you really think this amount justifies all this effort?
Ms. RiNGR. The amount that the Werner study came up with is
around $15 million which, in the overall scheme of things, is really a
pittance.
Mr. BuTLniR. Give it to me in dollars based on the volume of traffic
that produces this $15 million.
What would a performer of an average recording get?
Mr. WERNER. We didn't go to that point. We did estimate if the
Danielson bill had been in effect., what would have been collected from
radio and television broadcasting using the blanket royalty rates specified in the bill.
What Mis. Ringer is referring to there, or estimate, is within the
range of the broadcasting industry and the record industry. some
$15 million to $20 million, perhaps, might be generated, would have
been generated if the bill had been in effect in 1975.
We have not taken that additional step of determining how much
would have been received by each person who may have participated
in making a sound recording.

Mr. BuTrm. Answer this for me. Will you select in 1975 a representing report and run it though whatever you run it through, and tell me
what you think in dollars this would produce for the cymbal pla-yer.
if you have got one in a 'Pop orchestra? That would be a pretty good
trick, but any musician. I want to know really how much we are talking about rewarding them. Is that a big deal? I know it is a big deal.
Mr. WmRuNF. We get paid by the hour, right?
Mr. BumnTi We will pay for the performance what it is worth.
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Of course.
I think your question is absolutely valid, Mr. Butler. I think you
are asking something beyond that though. You want to know how this
would quantify out and whether my pittance characterization is accurate, and I think that is absolutely fair.
I have asked myself, though, the basic question that you are asking
a number of times, because this is a major effort to go through in order
to come out with something that isn't going to reward very greatly
any individual performance. That is for sure.
My answer is yes, that what you would be doing would be taking
a rather modest step to reverse what I think is a major social injustice,
which is the lack of protection of any sort that individual performing
artists in this country have had. I don't know where it would ead, and
I think that this iswhat scares the broadcasters, because I think they
would see that $15 million, if that is what it is, would become more;
$15 million is better than nothing, and they are getting nothing now.
Mr. BUTLER. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am not going to argue with the witness. I just don't want my silence
to represent acquiescence.
Mr. KAsTENMERP. I think, at least indirectly, this raises a serious
question in my own mind.
Why, for example, should not an actor, whether it is a film or any
other fixed medium of expression, also have a copyright to his or her
performance, whether it is in a motion picture or otherwise?
Ms. RINGER. I am going to say something rather bold, which I have
said before, and I will repeat, and, that is, I think they do.
Mr. ISTENMErIR. The motion picture industry then better be aware
,of this.
Ms. RINGER. They are.
Mr. RATLSBACK. You mean they should or they do?
Mr. KASTENMETER. Should.
Ms. RINGER. The existence of motion pictures in the copyright laws.
with certain historical events that brought that about, they were added
in 1912 without a great deal of thought, and as the years went by, of
course, there were all sorts of patterns within the industy---collective
bargaining and individual complications and the old saw about the
hnatics taking over the asylum at different times. These are the individual performers who became entrepreneurs and so forth. The motion
-picture industry of course is highly collectivized in the sense that
practically everything that is top is done under union contracts, and
yet there is built into this-and this has been especially true since television came on the scene and they started using the old motion picture
on television-the whole concept of residuals. And residuals are
nothing more or less, in my opinion, than copyright royalties by another name, and they are going to performers.
Mr. ICASTENmEER. It does raise the question whether musicians ought
to go to residuals or something short of copyright, or whether screen
actors ought to go to a copyright extension.
I yield to Mr. Santini.
Mr. SANTINI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
* Initially, I want to commend you for the quality and substance of
your testimony before this committee. At least insofar as this member
Ms. RING.
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is concerned, it is a pleasure to sit and listen to someone as authoritative and as articulate as you are.
This is an issue that is of concern to me, and you have aided me, at
least in dispelling in my mind the constitutional concerns that I have,
at least at this point.
I continue to be concerned about stage 3 in your presentation. the
economic arguments. It does seem to me, in response to the earlier ques-

tions, that there are some very legitimate questions that can be pressed

on the propriety of transferring this burden to the broadcasters. It
seems anomalous at best, in the context of recent history, wherein recording studios, representatives of various artists, promoters, were
paying radio stations for selective playing of various recordings., recognizing the direct financial benefit recording studio or performer
would realize as a consequence of that product ion.

Now in effect we will he punishing them for playing, because however it is characterized, it will be attacks. 'There is a notable lack of

enthusiasm in this country for increased taxes of any denomination

or origin.
I don't think it is the 250 bucks that creates the concern as much
at the camel's nose in the door, or tent, as the case may be, depending
on the economic conditions of the recording studio or the broadcastins station. But it seems to me that if vou start with 250 and certain

additional administrative burden for reporting, that is only the beginning. Rarely are such measures ever rescinded or diminished irt
proportion, so the administrative burden grows, the tax grows.
For particularly any rural radio stations, that are imar;inal operations in many instances, at best, it rally looms in dire proportions folthese marginal operations. Bigger radio stations,, as von suggest. just
pass it on to the advertisers. That option isn't as readily available to
Slie smaller radio station operators.
I would like to take with you. if you would hell) me, go throughAt
how this $15 million to $20 million would be disbursed upon collection. The radio station pays its fee, and where does that money o?
Ms. RIoR. )o Vou want, to pick up) on this? This is more in the
economic area, and I can answer, but I think others can do it better.
Ms. OL~R. Under our draft. proposal, the radio station and other
public users would pay the fmd into the Copyright Office on an annual basis. The Copyright Office would make an accounting and sent

the money to the Treasury Demiartment, where it would be. invested

in interest-bearing accoumits. Then the, co)yriglht owners. evervoie
entitled to payment. under this legislation, would anmmllv file, a claim
with the Coj irig.ht Royalty Ti'ilmal, and the. Royalty 'I rilhuna

would then give that monev to them, assuming it were an undisputed

matter. That, is basically how it works.
Ms. Rt.oHE. I think your basic question is, woul,1 the lroadcasters
have to worry about what happened to the monev? And the answer
is no. That is the way
it. of these compulsory licenses work; they pay
that. is all
into a fund, and
Mr. SANTINI. My question goes more particularly to the disbursal
of the moneys rather than to the collection of the money. Assiunina'
there is $15"million to $20 million in interes-bearing bonds in the
Treasury Depart inent, Sam, who is a noted trumpet player, or, Sherry,
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the drummer, as the case may be, leads a somewhat itinerant existence,
goes where the jobs are and moves about.
Sherry or Sam then are going to 'be required to make annual application for their money as a result of recording that they made
earlier that year or 2 years before.
Is that generally your thought?
Ms. RIxGER. I don't think anybody really knows how this would
work out within the union, but it woild be done within the union by
their regular methods. And there are residual payments within the
union, which I think this would probably hook on to.
Mr. SANTINI.

Then the union, the local whose members were in-

volved in the production of that record, it makes an annual application to the Treasury Department for these moneys?
-is. Rix(Fn. No, the overall union would do this, and there is more
than one union in the picture. But basically it would be the American
Federation of Musicians, one union with locals obviously.
And I had the same question as you did, Mr. Santini, when we had
our hearings. I asked questions, and the impression I got was that this
had not been worked out in any great detail, but they are trying to
establish the principle, and then they will work it out within their
own outfit. The basic idea was 50 to the record companies, and then 50
to the performers unions, with whom the record companies had contracts.
Obviously there are going to be some exceptions to this, but basically that would be the plan. I asked if the unions had complete records
as to who participated in a particular session, and they claim that they
do, and that there would be way to get this into the actual hands of the
individuals. I have not gone beyond this point in trying to work it
out. I think you need to. I think you are right.
Mr. SANTIr. I would urge, Mr. Chairman, that these are awfully
important details because the mechanism could suggest that the very
inequity that. you wish to reach would in fact never occur, that you
would have, as you suggested, at best, the prospect of a mere pittance
dribbling back lown to the individual artist: that the administrative
cost entailed in trying to find individual artists or reward individual
artists or compel individual artists to make application and appeal for
conjures in my mind an immediate administrative burden of sizable
l)ropolions. And if we are talking about nickels and dimes and no real
rectification. then the question that )oses itself is, Can you justify this
kind of serious administrative burden when all you ultimately are dointr is providing a pittance in compensation?
Ms. OLE.R. For whatever it is worth, that was one thing we did concentrate on when we were in Europe-asking how their systems
worked out, and what the administrative costs were. Thev have va,'ioms systems of various degrees of specificity with which they pay the
ultimate performer. But generolly. in the 54 countries in Europe. the
average cost for national distribution is _hont 5 percent, and the average administrative cost. for internOfiovn iq somewhere in the neighborhood of 15 percent. That is a ball park figure.
Mr. S.%NTTNT. That i, a. valid. fntul response. T would be. concerned
very much,, however. berause nf thejSi.,nifeAnf ,l qparitv between the
lVnited States of America aid the countries of Westeni Europe, first
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of all, in geographical size and, second, in population, that you have a
significantly different problem in collecting money in a country of 220
million people and disbursing it to the performers than you do in a
country of 14 million or 6 million, and where the performers within
that country would be much easier to locate. They would probably
work within reasonably fixed geographical boundaries, and that this
is a very, very serious question that ought to be examined in detail.
Ms. OLER. I think at the Los Angeles hearings, Chairman Kastenmeier did ask the record industry and the unions to submit specific
proposals on ultimate distribution, and I believe they are working
on that.
Mr. KASTEmNFXER. The witness is correct, if the gentleman from
Nevada will yield.
Mr. SANTNI. Certainly.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The Chair will say that it is my understanding
that we will receive these proposed mechanisms within the next few
weeks.
Mr. SANTNI. I appreciate that.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. This very question was raised, and it is a valid
question. We would have to know these sums would be managed and
disbursed. We have to have the end result as well as the conceptual
aspects firmly in mind before we move forward with legislation.
Mr. SANTIn. A second area of concern of mine is that it would
seem to me that a more immediate and direct result of the inequity
of the performer not receiving just compensation for the performance,
whatever it may be, should legitimately be the subject of the bargaining relationship between the musician and the person with whom the
contract is entered into, and going to performance royalty concept
and that this kind of resolve would be perhaps a more logical an
immediate way to provide a solution to the problem you suggest than
superimposing Federal Government-national union-individual performer relationship which are waters in which I don't believe that we
have ever attempted to swim as a nation.
Has there been a relationship like this every created?
Ms. RINGER. Let me give you a little bit of historical background.
This is going to be oversimplified. The whole tragic story is laid out
in Professor Gorman's study, but the answer to your question is yes.
This would have been the more logical way to handle it.
Back in the 1930's and 1940's, the radio stations employed a lot of
musicians, and there was a lot of employment for live musicians in
various fields, and there was a strong union, and then records came
in and there was a sort of desperation in the union, in the performer
community, to try to do something to prevent the use of records in
direct competition with live musicians who were then employed on a
session basis or otherwise.
At one point the performers had the weapons, the labor weapons,
that they could ,se to influence broadcasters, and this is what happened in other countries; in other countries there was a weapon, a
strike or other labor weapons, that performers could be against the
broadcasters, but in the AF of M situation I think they went to far.
As a result the Congress passed an act with one dissenting voice, the
Lee Act, which withheld that weapon from them completely. They
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0111(d not do anthig--stiike. Ncolidary boycott, 0li ing-- ;i,1 as a
result they were Simply deprived of tlI one teal Collective bargaining
weapon they had.
And when television came in, there was no longer any desire to hlve
live performances on radio. It was already beginning to dry up, but
it is quite dramatic when television really hit the public eye that there
are no full-time employed musicians in any of the radio stations in
the United States today, I anm told, and there were hundreds of thousands then, and so there was nobody to strike or do anything, aud they
couldn't have a secondary boycott: so they were complletely deprived
of any ability to deal in this area.
This is when they went to the record companies and tried the trust
fund approach, but that didn't work very well either, anil re stlted
in furt her controversy.
Mr. SANTIN. Why is that?
ISIs. RTNm"IR. What it was, aud I am no big authority Oil 1his-iuy
information comes largely from tie Gorman report, which you havebut essentially the idea was to have a rather massive trust fund that
the record companies would pay into, and the union itself would spoilsor without any control, nonprofit perform'ances that would (rive el1)loyment to musicians.
Well, you think about it, I mean this is playing on the Capitol steps
type of thing or in the school auditorium and so forth, there wiafii't
that much interest in it, and there wasn't that much employment. ihev
was some, but it wasn't any effective nationwide weapon against technological unemployment. It just didn't keep enough l)erforer- employed on a full-time basis to make it worth their while.
What really happened was that they became. I think, aI little bit
fixated on this idea that this is the way to handle it, not copyright, and
therefore they wvre not paying anything in the way of residuals.
T1le collective bargaining arraellients di(l not provide for any
1)avtents to lie ezulployeu musicians who-e records were being Ilsed
ove' and over a.,'aini, and sold over anld over again ill multiple co)ies,
and this resulted in a great revolt within the A.F. of M., which is doeutente(d in (lorman's stly, which is very int, resting , and which resilited in a complete reqtriuctliing' of t1i 1union an1d, in effect, sonic
chlanges in its leadership, and a growing recogri it ion that copy right
was the wav to (!o.

Mr. S.xrINT. I thank yo, Mr. Chairman.
I have fouiid this verv rewardinm. I eo01:d go on for tile l)alance of
the day but my ignorance does not justify tIat kind of time consumption. rul ink you very mu-md.
te g('ltlen:jan fronli Ihlitois, AMr.
Mr. K.
Nu:II.
I ieeognile
-\s'I'I
lIailsback.
Mr. Itis|.a.
I thank rol. Mr. (hairtuan.
I aNi to lhank Barba'ra Rinzxer for again e(du.cating solt, of us
niore lay l)eoe)he, and I certainly am one of them.
wO
Whir we should
One of the l)(,r'1111asive arguintw) that iiifuieiics
hav(, some kin( of aymvietlt of lerforvtinilce rovyalties, is tla'tt we may
be behind, and that there has been a recognition abroad that performers should receive. and in some cases do receive, a payment of
royalty. Ifowvever. there are substanti ol diftl'erece in tle sitite
54
30-510-78-
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of I tiink tlie organizations involved, (tovernmenlt involvement in
some cases, and I am curious, for instance to know vhetlier in somo
of these other countries are there actually copyright laws that provide for performers royalties. or are tie performers royalties done
by agreement, collective bargaining or negotiation ?
I am curious also whether, for instance, in some comntries instead
of having private broadcasting, you have, in effect, public broadcasting, which would mean you might have the general taxpayers paying
these performers royalties.
I wonder if either you or any of your fine people coul a(ldress
that situation.
Ms. ()LR. Yes. There are 54 countries now in the vorl which have
performance rights by law. Other countries such as France do it simply by contract with performers and broadcasters. bunt the majorM 1'. RAILSBACK. What is the breakdown?
Ms. OLER. Fifty-four countries.
Mr. RALSB.\CK. I know about at, 54, but what is the breakdown
among the 54 as to how many countries are doing it by law, and is
it ,)y a col)yright type law or what?
Ms. OLER. Fifty-four are doing it by law. It is generally considered
to be a so-called neighboring right. The way the Rome Convention
views it is in an international sphere, and there are now 20 mekubers
in the Rome Convention. inleriational rights covering performers
and broadcast organizations.
Mr. RiAILsBACK. Sonie of those laws are similar to the law that has
been proposed liere, and by that I mean some of tlwi differentiate
between normal copyright. )rolection for life, 50 year" or whatever.
and they set a reduced-Ms. OLER. That is true.
Mr. RAILSBAK. In other wvordls, they distinguish between the pay
of performers royalties and what an author or composer, that he or
she may receive, wNchi leads me to ask: Is it kind of an extraordinary
right ? Is it part of a general co)yrighit law in most eases? Isn't theie
a difference between providing payments for l)erformers and copyright protection protecting authors and composers?.
Ms. 0()1Ri. Yes, there is, iln a sense. Many of the Western European
countries like Germany and Deemnark. or for exampll)le. Austria, view
these as relate(l rights rather tlal a full copyright. wllill is what
tl producers have in Britain.
a "ieigri()ringr iight"?
Mr. R.muSmAtcK. Is tlat what v'(n 11m1n1"t
AIs. ()iF1. Ye. it is a so-called relate(l rilit. II a practical effect
it works somewhat like a compulsory licelnse ill tlat olive the record
las been commercially produced. lien another p person
can use that
)tit nust make a payment to tle pirotcer or lperfoill•er or I)othl.
whiclhever is recognized uider the la,.
Mr. R.mitSR.ACK. All right.
Now in how many countries do they have the private sector involved to the extent. that it is involved in tlis country, and in low
many countries do they lhave in etll'e't public broadcasting.
Ms. O,F. I think it is fair to say that most countries in Europe
have what you think of when you say pul)lic Iroadcastimr. that is.
the government in some way licenses broadcasting stations, but, of
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course, ill Britain, for exaltiple, there is aci illeleidelit l)IodIea-ting,
commercial broadcasting station. which gets its revenue solely from
advertisements, and they, of corlise. also are subject to plyiiecit of
performance royalties.
Mr. RAILSIIACK. 1ut in r pect to tlose that we call ptihlic broadcasting, are the profits derived froma the public radio broadcasting
stations-do they go to the private I)eople that manage the publicly
licensed facility? 'Where do the reveres go?
Ms. OiaEr. The revenues, the luoadcasters' rev'enues gVnt'allv are
limited under the particular legislation.
Mr. RAIS.\C,. Is that because tihey o't have iimciy commercial
sales ?
Ms. Ornm. That is right.
Mr. RAITSIACK. When I was in France,.
We have the wonderful
situation where you are not interrupted with commercials all the time.
I wonder if it is more of a public-service-type deal in a lot of those
countries so that there aren't great profits, or wv-hat ?
Ms. OLER. Not exactly. Most of the broadcasting statutes have general standards. They license a station but they say tile station has an
obligation, which is almost a moral obligation, or it is viewed as almost
a moral obligation, to provide a variety of 1)rograming. So you don't
have the station competitiveness whieh you have in this country.
Mr. R.wsn.cK. Right.
Ms. OLER. But the government doesn't actually dictate the broadcasting. the programing as it w,,re. It is ustally an independent board.
Mr. R.knsn.w('{. Then are w'om savini or do 1 mderstald that. ill
that case, where they are kimd of ',loselv 51)elvised and they are
expected to do such and so, that there are not m1any profits deived,
other than salaries, derived by the people operating tiles, stations?
Is that a fair explanation?
Ms. RINGER. We were visited i) t lie I'l)'VsemtatiV'es of the l)t'rformers of British radio "Commercial Network." 01 grou) of stations.
It is a corporation. and there ace stockholders. )ut the amomt of
profits that they can make-I think it is done il1perentages-is
limited, and what is over that goes back into tle corioration. which
is a corporation, and it is 1)rofitmaking, but theme is no willdfall to
_anybody.
Mr. RAILSBACK. Is it a government corporation ?
Ms. RiNoR. No; but they have to compete on a, toe-to-toe basis with
others wanting the franchise, and the government does a lot of controlling. and they were saddled. if that is the right word, with the same
royalty contracts and other obligations vis-a-vis performers and copyright owners at BBC.
Mr. RAILSBACK. I see.
Another thing that was told to me. and you milay cale to comment on
this. I am told that the administration of the performers royalty paymeits program. that there has been a greatt deal of evasion in some
countries where they have set ul) broadastin, right outside the limits
of the sovereign country. In other words. I guess some of them broadcast from right offshore. They go out tile reqiiired number of miles, and
things like that.
I guess the point I aim trying to qzcI at is, ill this comt my. politically,
without a dloumht there is going to h)e. ill my opinion. tremendous diffi-
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culty getting any kind of new performers' royalty enacted into law,
the reason being we have all of tlL.-v rather snill, oftentimes small
radio broadcasters that are in evvyl)ody's districtt, and they are all
motivated, and they ae 'ill golig 4)
Ible lol)Iling against your new
Concept.
I am just trying to get a 1 wle tll how. in t hose other countries, the
situation ma v have been dtierent.
It seems to me that perhaps were they have performers' royalties,
Illey may not harve had the oppositi, d t( lle con vpt that we have in
this coluit rY. I just wonldered it'
had any experience with that.
MNs. OrnI.i:. Yes. T think fromi our interviews in Britain, particularly,
the OpI)OSil ion exists there as well. Ici'
t t he rates which the government a ws orr clhares. I guess, for lic(esing for television fees, the
user feevs, are not really governed Iw ,orformers royalties, so every
time the le'rformnance royvalty. an increase is proposed, they do meet
tlivesalne sort of opposition fron ili iroalceastprs that they do in this
country.
Mr. K.STNsrrnlJ. Will tile gent lemian yield ?
Mr. B.\msn.cu. Yes.
Mr. AxsTM .:1R,. Of courseo th1e bills before ws usually have scaled
down rates or exemptions for the very smallest of the liroadcawters
under the bill. When von refer to the smallest lroadeastprs. I think
vol have to he talkinqT about a broadcl.!ster who miv not be affected at
all. or will he m1inimally financially affected byl the ,ill.
M'. Uui,~snv'k. As I reall, without lma'insz '.one over it. I think
when you deal with gross income. von aire really not going to be exelnn)til', vory many people.
'r,. T) rr.sx. Will the gntlitwm Yield ni that point ?
Mfr. P%ur.sm.
Yes.
MNr. l.xm:Lsox. I woull lil,e (onl v to state that the initial form of
the bill is not obviously bindin fr on this committee, anl wlhen wver in
to mark up, we should realistically try to pick out a threshold tl:fl conforms to economic needs, and whether it is $25,000 or P.50,000. 1 don't
know.
NFr. D.W. l:rsox. VYe can c,)ss that bridre la ter. Mr. 1I.us 'c. You know I al)1)leeiate that, )ut I wNant to remind
you of a fear expressed 1 some of lie broalcasters in response to a
question that I asked of them, and I asked them are ,'on troubled by
the size of the fee? This was nt the L.A. hearing. Are you concerned
about thle o250. or are von concerCd about the foot in the door?
If the administrative costs are as great .s some have estimated, like
12 million, 13 million, or 1-1 million or whatever somebodv estimated,
that is going to eat up all of the royalties. I am not sure of those figures,
but there has been a charge made that to administer this program is
going to cost a lot of money.
I anl just saying you know wit lioit a doubt we all have to realize that
they are concerned that when the tribunal reviews and sees that the
peol)lo that we want to benefit are not getting any royalties, they are
going to have to do something to escalate it. It is something we are
going to have to deal with.
T think this is all T have. Mr. ('hairnim.
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Again I want. to tlank mr witnesses.
Mr. I(ASTEX:.NIFrI.
)o any other meml)ers have questions?

Mr. SANTINI. No, Mr. Chairman.
11r. \AqTVEX3tFIEIV. If n1ot, the Clair wolhl like to thank Ms. Ringer
and her noble colleagues for their contributions here today. Obviously,
we have exploredlmany areas, probably not all the areas, as fully as we
miglit, but nonetheless this does make an enormous contribution to the
subcommittee.C's deliberations on this question. It is particularly useful,
since all members of the subcommittee were here this morning.
As somebody suggested, we may yet have to have beyond these 2 days

some further hearing. 1 am notnneessarily anticipating it, but I do
anticipate we will le in further touch with the Register of Copyrights
anti/or the Assistant Librarian of Congress for copyright services in
this matter.
Thank von very much.
I would like. to call on the Deputy Assistant Attorney General for
the Department of Justice, Mr. Ky Ewing-, who is our next witness.
Mr. Ewing, you have a rather brief statement. You may proceed
from it as you wish or in any other form.
TESTIMONY OF KY P. EWING, JR.,- DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
GENERAL ANTITRUST DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE;
ACCOMPANIED BY MARK TARLOV, EVALUATION SECTION
Mr. EwIrri. Thank you, Mr. Chai roman.
If I may, in the interests of your time situation, I would like to
submit this statement for the. record, and, even though it is brief, summarize it even more briefly.
Mr. Ks'rExM:E3ER. W-"ithout. objection, your statement and, indeed,
that, of the preceding witness. Ms. Ringer, will be accepted for the
record.
[The information follows:]
STA'rIoMENT OF KY P. EWINO, JR., DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, ANTITRUST DIVISION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

I appreciate the opportunity to testify today on behalf of the Department of
Justice on H.R. 6063, a bill to amend the Copyright Act to provide for per "ormanee

rights in sound recordings.

The bill would require certain users of sound recordings, such as broadcast television and radio stations and background music services, to pay license fees for the
right to play copyrighted sound recordings publicly In their commercial operations. One half of these new license fees will ultimately be distributed to the owners of the copyrights in the sound recording and the other half will be distributed
to the performers.
The bill purports to permit the user, at its ol)tion, to pay the license fee on a peruse, prorated, or blanket basis; however, it does not seen to provide a mechanism
for calculating per-use license fees. The bill also seems to allow for the negotiation
of higher license fees than those specified in the bill for blanket or prorated
licenses. but it Is unclear under what circumnstances, if any, such negotiations
would be contemplated. Il general, the liability of most users under the bill will
he fixed by the provisions concerning blanket license fees. These fees are calculated based upon the advertising revenues in toe case of radio and television
broadcast users and upon gross receipts in the case of background music services.
The bill exempts from the requirement to pay llce'se fees radio stations with gross
advertising receipts of less than $25,000, television stations with gross advertising
receipts of less than $1 million and background music services with gross subscription receipts of less than $10,000,
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The compulsory license fees will initially be collected by the Register of Copyrights who will then distribute the fees to copyright owners and performers who
have submitted claims for a portion of the fees. Controversies over the appropriate
distribution of fees among claimants will be settled by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal. The bill encourages copyright owners, performers, and users to establish a
private, nongovernmental entity to assume the collection and distribution functions Initially assigned to the Register of Copyrights. The Register of Copyrights
will continue to be involved in the collection and distribution of the compulsory
license fees as long as "there remain copyright owners, performers and copyright
users" who are not party 1to any private collection and distribution entity establiahed pursuant to the bill.
The Hl permits performers and celpyright owners to agree as to time,proportionate division of the compulsory licensing fees among them and to aggregate
and jointly file their claims with th, Reg-ister of Coyprights.
The bill exempts front the coverage of the antitrust laws agreements aniong
copyright owners. performers. and users relating to the collection anl distribution of the compulsory licensing fees.
The creation of new property rights In the performance of sound recordings
will necessarily impose increased costs omiusers who will lie required to pay the
compulsory licensing fees. These costs will ultimately lie passed onI to the laddie
through higher advertising rates to sponsos and increased prices for the spomnsors' products. Of course, th costs imn4osed by the creation EOf these additional
rights should he balan(e against tile 1ienefits which are expected to le derived
from supplementing the cuirrent system of compensalilg record companies and
performers in the niarketplace. In this reg-ard it should lbe noted that those record companies and performers wil) art' mst successful il the iiarketplace are
also likely to receive an equally large prlportilnate share Eof the compulsory
licensing fees. IHowever. the resolution Elf this income distributions issue is esselltially a balancing of equities on which we express ill ultimate view. Nor do we
express any view as to whether a workable system Elf compensating claimants
could be implemented under legislation alongi he lines (if Ih.R. 6063.
The Department of justice's primary cionerli over this 1bill is with the prEvisions that would confer iliflket illlnulnity from the l)ri)s'ril)tilns, of tile antitrust laws for the activities of copyright owners and performers ill the collection and distribution of the colpullsory licensing fees. I recogllize that the Copyright Act contains similar antitrust immnuitles, in the calie television, jukebox.
and public broadcasting areas. The Department Ef Justice expressed its opposition to the enactment of this type of lrovision in its October 7, 1975. letter to
Senator Eastland concerning the puliic broadcasting i
ullIlliltty provision. We
adhere to the position stated in that letter.
Exemptions from the antitirust laws are generally lis-favired because they remove a principal barrier to anticompetitive behavior. Such ~hel'avilo has the
capacity to impose societal costs not (ontemlplated lby the proposal lill and not
justified by any public lienefit clferred by tile Iimulillity.
Although the inaxhulil lialillity Of llsir's for the payment Ef .irnI illsry
licensing fees Is fixed by the bill. the oppor; unity for collusion among claimants
still exists. The inununity conferred in the till could argualdy extend Ileyond the
mere aggregation of clainIs and eluitalde distribution Ef the compulsory licensing
fees. Agreements which are intended to injure certain claimants or (lasses of
claimants or which have the effect of injuring sitch persons might not be actionable under the antitrust lawvs either il a case hrought by the government or an
action brought by an Injured party. Parties, injured by such anticompetitive
cond(luct ShIOlh(l not le deprived of their recourse to an antitrust suit In the atbsence of some compelling justification. I am unaware of the existence of any
Justification, compelling or otherwise, for the illilusioin of tile :ntitrust Immunity
provisions contained in this bill.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Do you have a colleague?

Mr. EwiNG. I would like to introduce Mr. Mark Tarlor of our
Evaluation Section.
We have in essence two points to make about this bill, H.R. 6063.
First, the creation of new property rights in the performers of sound
1
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recordings will necessarily iil)O-e., iirceased costs on users who will be
required to pay the compulsory licensing fees. We believe this bill
involves, in essence, an income redistribution, but at the same time we
believe
must byrealize
thatinthere
will be, We
in total,
someposition
increased
costs to you
be borne
the users
this country.
take no
and
express no view as to whether the one outweighs the other. We believe
that is a judgment you should nake, but we are, from our point of
view, as competition; analysts and advocates, desirous of pointing out
to you that there is an additional cost to the ultimate consumer being
created here.
I might add in connection with this first point that we don't express
any view as to whether 11.R. (M013 i. in fact creating a workable system
for compensating claimants.
Our second major point is really our primary concern, and that is
with tle provision that woull conifer blankvt immunity from the proscriptions of the antitrust laws for the activities of copyright owners
and performers in the collection and distributionn of the compulsory
licensing fees.
Generally, exemptions from the antitrust laws are disfavored because they remove a princil)al barrier to anticompetitive behavior. We
believe that the system being created here could be, as it were, the new
game in town and should not have associated with it an antitrust, immunity for the various players in that game.
Our basic concern, then, boils down to a concern with tile antitrust
immunity granted under this bill, amnd we oppose that grant of antitrust, immunity.
I believe that suimnarizes the major points of my statement, tile
details of whcih will be available to you in the record.
Mr. KASTENMEER. Thank you, Mr. Ewing.
By the same token, you would have opposed or perhal)s did oppose,
I am not sure, the.copyright revision bills. It contained certain exemptions as well.
Mr. EwiNG. Mr. Chairman. we did oppose the antitrust exemption
in those bills and we expressed tile opposition in a letter of October 7,
1975, to Senator Eastland. We continue to adhere to that position.
However, I would like to emphasize that the bill in front of you
today, H.R. 6063, does have a different kind of antitrust immiiunity
from that created for either the jukebox or CATV industries
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Would you spell it, out for us? In what respect ?
Mr. Ewixo. Ill several respects.

First, the critical difference between the immunity in this hill and
the existing jukebox and CATV immunities is that the existing immunities go only to the distribution and apportionment of claims
among the copyright holders, whereas the immunity here goes to the
collection of the fees as well as to the distribution among claimants.
Second, the immunity here may have a more pernicious effect than
those in the jukebox and CATV areas. This is so because the-nature
of the claimant pool here differs markedly from that of the cable
or jukebox systems situation. There are relatively few cable systems
compared with the number of broadcast stations nationwide, and
CATV draws its )rograming from only a fiwv sources, primarily
network or syndicated television programing. This m&kes it easier
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for an individual clainmant to pirement an authenticate(1 claini to an
impartial entity; namely, the copyight Tribunal, which has ready
access to much of the necessary data, and thus is able fairly to adjudicate the claim.
The jukebox situation is al.o dilferent inasmuchn as the function
of ascertaining performance credits for individual claimants is already performed by either ASCAP, BMI, or SESAC, which represent most, if not all, of the composers and publishers entitled to payment under those provisions.
u might add that the number of lrsons entitled to compensation
under the bill is many times greater than the niunber of composers
and plhlishels etitle-I to distribt ionw 'romn AkSCAP, BM11, ox
SESAC.
I eight also add that those three entities are subject to the provi
sions of the antitrust laws, and indeed are regulated by a series ot
consent decrees obtained by the Antitrust Division. Now while it is
conceivable that a new organization to monitor jukebox performance
rights might be immune from antitrust attack in its administration of
claims and its distributions to its members, it, hardly seems likely to us
that such a new organization will le created to sul)l)lant the existing
organizations in the field, principally due to the cost of it and the
membership duplicat ion.
Mr. Chairman, to continue a very long answer to your question,
in the situation created by this bill, performers have neither the advantage of dealing with a relatively small nmber of users or supliers, or an existing monitoring system regulated by the antitrust
laws. Nor does it appear that the plerforiers would have an impartial
government entity collecting their moneys, investing them at interest,
and adjudicating their claims.
Under the bill as it is presently drafted, as opposed to the Copyright
Office's suggested substitute, the performer is left in the position of
not being able to represent his own interest, and in fact, as a practical matter, being compelled to join some new entity. This gives the
new entity or entities a leverage over performers. That leverage may
be exercised in either the distribution or the collection process in any
number of ways. For example, the agencies may exact higher rates or
fix rates among competing collective organizations for administering,
monitoring, or collecting claims. They conceivably might engage in
boycotts of certain claimants to exact, some advantage for other claimants. Precedent, Mr. Chairman, for this kind of activity-for this
kind of interelaimant anticompetitive behavior-can be found in the
ASCAP and BMI activities of the early and mid-1960's. Abuses were
corrected by consent decrees and the contiiningr supervision of a district judge in New York over the working of these organizations.
Performance groups under this bill, II.R. 6063. would be exempt
from the antitrust laws, and enable to engage. in anticompetitive
activities, and this we don't think is healthy, and we oppose it.
Mr'. l(ASTIN3
I:i. 110 ()f thl' unk own factors is wimal sort of entities, if aniy, will be created under t his 1ill for tl,1)uIP(;, s of collee'tion, distribution, aiil al)l)otii
neni , but there, are alieadv or aizations involving v'irtuallv all tlie lait ies htr, tlere is tie National
Association of Broadcasters. t lre
uis
tlie Record Indmistry AS)ciation
of \ilrica, ald there are
tI110
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represent the musical performers. Whether or not these organizations
play a role is another question. But you indicated that you thought
that they would be required to form a new organization. I think you
were re erring to broadcasters, were you not?
Mr. EWIN. What I was referring to, Mr. Chairman, was the fact
that we think under this system, as a practical matter, the individual
performer is not going to be able to prosecute his own individual claim.
Necessarily, in the real world, he will have to get his claims presented
by some organization, whether it is an exising entity or whether it is
a new one. The likelihood is that more than one such entity will be
created, and our concern is that when you have those multiple players
in the game, with the prize being large, whether it is $15 million or
$200 million, those players should be subject to our normal antitrust
laws, as indeed the players
are in the ASCAP-BMI situation.
Mr. KASTENIEIFR. Are you arguing that they could effectively discharge whatever responsibilities they would have for collection, distribution and apportionment without an exemption?
Mr. EwING. Yes, sir. We think that it is possible to create a system
here legislatively, without an antitrust exemption, that does not have
the same problems.
Mr. IASTENMEIE. And if they got out of bounds, why you would
inuneliately bring them into court and obtain a consent decree from
them presumably to operate within certainMr. EwINo. If they violated the antitrust laws, we would certainly
attempt to bring them into court, and I would say hopefully we could
obtain a consent decree.
Mr. KASTNMFJERt.
I think you are correct, in terms of individual
musicians, there are a vast number potentially to be covered, but, on
the other hand, we have any number of, for example, as far as music
operators, we have presumably thousands or tens of thousands of them
that are covered under the present legislation. We have vast numbers
of entities, of individuals or groups, that arm affected by present law
in the cop)yright field, do we not?
Mr. EwING. We have most of the players in the present situation
covered by the antitrust laws. We don't have an enormous exemption,
except where Congress created it for the cable and jukebox situations.

Mr. KASTE-3wEIER. Yes.
Mr. EwINo. I tried to explain why we believe this is very different
as it is presently drafted.
Mr. KASTENM EMR. Let me ask you whether you have examined prospects, alternatives, to the extent that you could suggest that there
would be as efficient and as economically a method of distribution of

royalties without this antitrust exemption. We are talking about a
more complex system that would have to result if you didn't have this

exemption?
Mr. EwI(. I think my answer has to be twofold.
One, we haven't attempted to go out and build a different model and
analyze its competitive costs or economic costs in any form, but,
second, we have taken a look at the Copyright Office's version of this,
which is substantially different, because it does not give to private-.
Mr. DAiEmLSON. Would the gentleman speak up a little, please ? It is
hard to hear.
Mr. EwINo. I am sorry.
36-510-78---12
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We have examined the Copyright Office's version, which is substantially different, because it does not contemplate private entities
being able, free of the antitrust laws, to agree on both collection
matters and distribution matters, but rather relies on the Copyright
Tribunal to do much of the work.
We have fewer antitrust problems with that portion of the Copyright Office's bill than we do with the present draft of IL.R. 6063.
I am not yet prepared this morning to say that we find that other
alternative satisfactory to us, but we have at least answered your
question, Mr. Chairman. We have examined that as an alternative.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Let me yield to the gentleman from California.
Thank you.
Mr. DA.XIELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I thank you, sir,
for your contribution.
I have read your statement, and the portion you read as a fairly
long answer to my chairman's question was not in it, though I am
glad it is now in the record so we can study it.
I would like to make just a couple of comments.
First, I recognize that )'our basic position here is that you do not
favor the bill because of the exeml)tion from the antitrust laws. That
goes back to your letter to Senator Eastland in October of 1975, the
position which you still maintain. I am going to make first of all a
request, and that is that you have, if you have, or can devise, some
constructive, helpful suggestions or criticisms which would enable
us to meet the problem which is before us for solution.
I invite them and would welcome them, because it is no desire of
mine, and I am sure not that of the committee, to report legislation
which is either defective or which doesn't meet as closely as possil)]e
the requirements of the antitrust laws and all other laws that we
have in the count r. So if you can hell) in that regard, I I)ersonally
request it, and invite it. That may be of some help to us.
Would you care to respond to that ?
Mr. Ewixo.\-,. Yes. sir. Mr. Danielson.
Let me respond by going back to your very first comment. I want
to make it very clear on this record that the Department of Justice
(loes not Opl)ose this bill as such. We only oppose the grant of
antitrust immunity.
Mr. I).\ XILSO.x. Yes; that was all I meant in that statement.
Mr. Evixc,. Yes, sir.
Mr. J)..wrmiso-x. I am looking at the top of page 4 of your written
statement, and that is where that language is set forth.
Mr. EwixNo. Second, Mr. Danielson, we are-of the opinion that
you could in fact create and have the same system that you want
to create here. without giving the players in that game' antitrust
immunity and still meet the objectives that you have.
Mr. DANIEILSON. Fine.
Now if you could come ul) with that kind of suggestion, I am
satisfied that not only will I appreciate it. but I have a feeling that
the entire committee would appreciate it. We have no desire of
creating any more. problems than we have to in this type of legislation.
Aq to antitrust. I would like to make one thing clear. I am a supporter
of the antitrust laws. I think they have been veryj beneficial to our
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economy and to our country, but, there, is nothing sacred about them.
They are a creature of the Congress, and to the. extent. that Congress
created them, Congress call modifv them or make exeml)tions to them.
They have no life of their own. They have a life which has been granted
to them. I won't. get biblical now, but I think you follow.
I would like to rewind you of your statement that there were abuses
with the ASCAP and BMI and SESAC situation some 15 or 20 years
ago but they were corrected. I respectfully submit that if abuses shoulddevelop un(ler this law, if it, should become a law, there. is no reason
why they cannot be corrected. I certainly would assist in correcting
them if fit should becoiIe necessary or desirable to do it.
I depart from you in two respects.
One is your comment that there is-no way that an individual performer ca'n present an individual claim under the framework of this
proposed legislation. It is true that it. woul(l be very difficult for him
to do so, but it is also true, and has been demonstrated by history, that
the individual performer today has no recourse whatsoever, none at
all. and to the. extent that. we can remedy that, at least to a little bit,
we have improved the situation.
There is no instance today where the individual performer has any
recourse at all. Under this bill ie would have some recourse, so that
would be a step forward.
I do hope that you can give us some assistance here. We don't want
to run countercurrent to the antitrust laws, at least. no farther than we
have to. I do reo glize though a problem that you nmust bear in mind.
The ordinary rules of competition are not an effective remedy to
protect, the property right of an individual performers in a field of
music, and in a situation that prevails in this countr-y. With 2'20 million
citizens, heaven knows how many performers, the individual pro)al)Iy
has so littlkh at stake that many courts would say lie doesn't even have
standing to sue. lie doesn't have a sufficient amount to make it a justiciable controversy. I think you have to provide a remedy if that is
a problem. That is what we are trying to do here.
Again we invite and would greatly appreciate constructive suggestions you have of a constructive nature.
EII.- This concludes our hearing.
Mr. h,.\STE
I would say. Mr. Ewing, I would echo the sentiments of the gentleman from California. If and as the more definitive models are developed of distributionn. collection, distribution and allocation, we will
certainly want to check them out. with you and get your comment from
your special perspective. We appreciate your testimony here this
morning.
Mr. Ewixc,. Thank von, Mr. Chairinan.
Mr. KA.STFNMENrE. That concludes today's hearing.
The subcommittee will meet on the same subject tomorrow at 10
o'clock in time morning in this rooni, 2226. Until that time the committee stands adjourned.
[W~hereupon at 12:50 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to
reconvene at 10 a.n., Thu rsday, May 25, 1978.]

PERFORMANCE RIGHTS IN SOUND RECORDINGS
MAY 25, 1978

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMI ITiEE ON COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES,
AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE,

OF TIE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:20 a.m., in room
2226, Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Representatives Kastenmeier, Drinan, and Ertel.
Also present: Bruce A. Lehman, counsel, and Thomas E. Mooney,
associate counsel.
Mr. KASTENMEIEr. The subcommittee will come to order.

This morning the subcommittee will conclude its hearings on H.R.
6063, legislation creating performance rights in sound recordings.
We will receive testimony from two agencies of Government with
an interest in the issue, the National Endowment for the Arts and the
Department of Commerce.
The Department of Labor, which was scheduled to present testimony, has indicated recently a preference to submit a written statement, which will be received for the record.
Our first witness this morning is one of our Government's highest
ranking officials whose duty relates solely to the encouragement of the
arts.
I am very. pleased to greet the Honorable Livingston Biddle, Chairman of the National Endowment for the Arts.
It is a pleasure to welcome you, sir.
TESTIMONY OF HON. LIVINGSTON L. BIDDLE, JR., CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT
WADE, GENERAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE
ARTS
Mr. BIDDLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have brought with me, with your approval, our counsel, Mr.
Robert Wade.
Mr. KASTENMETER. Mr. Wade.

Mr. BMDDLE. I consider Mr. Wade to be one of the eomntry's leading
experts in this area, and someone who has assisted me a great deal.
I am delighted to be with you.
As you know, for many years I worked in the other body as a
special assistant and subcommittee director for Senator Pell, and since
(169)
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that time I have become somewhat upwardly mobile and so it's always
a great delight for me to be back in the House or Senate.
I am very happy to provide this morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, with our views, the views of the National Endowment for the Arts on H.R. 6063, a bill to amend the general revision of copyright law by establishing performance royalty rights in
sound recordings for performing artists and record producers.
Mr. Chairman, the National Foundation on the Arts and the
Humanities Act of 1965, as amended, the law creating the National
Endowment for the Arts, contains an eloquent declaration of purpose.
In part, that declaration states:
.. . It Is necessary and appropriate for the Federal Government to help create
and sustain not only a climate of encouraging freedom of thought, imagination,
and inquiry but also the material conditions facilitating the release of this
creative talent;

We-believe the proposed legislation, if enacted, would go a long
way toward helping to create adequate material conditions for performing artists and record producers.
I am, of course, speaking of the commercial use of the talent and
skills of performing artists and record companies whose creative
efforts bring to life and preserve in sound recordings a song, a sonata,
or a symphony.
The primary users of these recordings--that is, radio and television
broadcasters, jukebox owners, background music companies, and
others--as we all know, freely utilize these efforts to their commercial
benefit.
Indeed, it can safely be said that without the performance creations
of musicians, performing artists, and record makers, the broadcast and
jukebox industries would not exist as we know them today.
The proposed legislation has been the subject of a great deal of
discussion over the past few years. The Congress has been fully informed as to the merits of the proposals and has, as well, heard some
voices in opposition.
As you know, the National Endowment has joined those who support this copyright revision. Rather than go through all of the numerous arguments that have been set forth in support of this bill, and
with which we are in agreement, I would prefer to enumerate here some
of those that seem most persuasive to the National Endowment for
the Arts.

(1) The Copyright Office of the Library of Congress supports the
principle of copyright protection for the public performance of sound
recordings, finding that sound recordings are a proper subject for
copyright protection under the Constitution and laws of the United
States.
The Register of Copyrights has recommended in her report to the
Congress of January 3, 1978, that legislation be enacted to create
pul)lic performance rights with respect to sound recordings. A draft
bill was included in that report which was essentially a revision or
modification or technical clarification of the bill introduced by Congressman Danielson, II.R. 6063, presently under discussion at these
hearings.
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And I might add, as I am sure you are aware, that the Register of
Copyrights, Barbara Ringer, was directed by Congress to do that
study.
(2) A second persuasive argument for us is the fact the composers,
songwriters, and publishers, all of whom similarly enjoy copyright
protection tender our laws, receive performance royalties.
(3) Many nations, in fact, 51 all together around the world now
recognize by law performance rights for performers or recordinakers,
or both, including the United Kingdom, West Germany, Japan, Italy,
Sweden, Mexico, Spain, and Israel, to name but a few.
(4) An International Convention for the Protection of Performers,
Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting Organizations was adopted in 1961. Phonograin means record, sometimes it's referred to as a
phono record, and this convention, known as the Rome Convention,
stated in article 12:
If a phonogram published for commercial purposes, or a reproduction of such
phonogram is used directly for broadcasting or for any communication to the
public, a single equitable remuneration shall be paid by the user to the performers, or to the producers of the phonogram, or to both.

So far the convention has been ratified by 15 countries, including the
United Kingdom, West Germany, Austria, Denmark, and Sweden.
We agree with the Register of Copyrights that this international instrunent was years ahead of its tine and that it has much to offer
to the United states and this country's creative citizens.
Enactment of the proposed legislation would bring copyright protection in this country into conformity with that of the convention
and thus the laws of those nations which have thus far ratified the
convention.
(5) Independent studies have shown that no undue hardship, we
believe, would be imposed on those industries affected, since the relatively all, in terms of advertising and user revenue, additional costs
of performance royalties probably would be passed on to the ultimate
economic beneficiaries of the commercial use of sound recordings, for
example, advertisers, jukebox users, background music users, et
cetera.
Further, it is our understanding that such studies have shown that
increased costs to the advertisers and other commercial users of sound
recordings would be minimal. Numerous other observations have been
set forth in the study concerning the benefits to broadcasters stemming
from the uncompensated use of sound recordings. We are in agreement
with such observations.
It is true that details of implementation have yet to be completely
worked out by the various groups involved in the support of this
le-islation. Wlile most such details are not a proper subject of concern
for the National Endowment for the Arts, I would like to make one or
two comments in this regard.
First, it is my understanding that the record industry and the performing artists' unions are in agoTeement with the principle that all
performers on a given record would share equally in the distribution
of royalties derived therefrom. That is, there would be an equal distribution of fees between a solo performer and his or her supporting
musicians. We heartily endorse that principle.
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Second, Mr. Chairman, we would favor an implementation approach
which would insure substantial benefits to performing artists involved
in the creation of artistic works falling outside the commercially successful category, for example, the category of popular "hits".
In other words, the National Endowment for the Arts would favor
a distribution formula weighted in favor of symphonic, folk, operatic,
or other musicians involved in the creation of artistic works which are
worthy in themselves, but which by their nature do not have, at this
time at least, the ability to generate mass sales.
This is particularly important in view of the severe economic strain
presently being felt by symphony orchestras, opera companies, and
nonprofit arts groups across the country.
I might add that there has been some concern recently with respect
to a decline in recordings of symphonic, operatic and folk music. We
believe that this bill could serve to encourage more activity in this
direction. We believe that the opportunity to receive performance
royalties will encourage musicians through their representative associations to seek ways in which there can be more recording in these art
forms.
In this connection, there is one important difference between the
Copyright Officer's draft bill and H.R. 6063 concerning the distribution of royalties.
The Danielson bill provides for a mandatory 50/50 split of royalty
proceeds between performers and "copyright owners," record companies. The Register of Copyright has pointed out that the bill does
not come to grips with the status of performers who are employees for
hire.
The Register's draft bill gives at least 50 percent of the royalties
to performers on a per capita basis, regardless of their employment
status, but allows performers to negotiate for more, not less, than a 50
percent share. We concur with that recommendation.
Also, where other differences may exist between the two bills, the
National Endowment would associate itself with the views and recommendations of the Copyright Office.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, we are most pleased that members of the
Recording Industry Association have agreed to a provision in this legislation which would allocate at least 5 percent of any performance
royalty income received by them to the National Endowment for the
Arts to be used for purposes consistent with the Endowment's enabling
legislation.
The industry's attitude in this regard is most encouraging, as it
demonstrates, we believe, a beneficial kind of partnership between
private industry and the Endowment's work being used for example,
in this case, for the support of classical, folk. poetry, narrative, or
other noncommercial recording projects. or perhaps for providing advance training opportunities for musicians wishing to further their
careers.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we heartily endorse the view that
artists. musicians. and record companies who contribute their creative
efforts to the production of copyrighted sound records should reasonablv share in the income enjoyed by radio stations and other commercial organizations who use the recordings for profit.
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This legislation would be an important step toward achieving one
of the Endowment's major goals, to encourage and sustain development of creative American talent by helping to insure that American
artists will receive a just financial return for their creative work.
That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
fr. KASTEmNmIER. Thank you very much, Mr. Biddle, for an interesting statement.
The provision which would allocate at least 5 percent of the per-

formance royalty to the National Endowment for the Arts, that isnot

presently-

Mr. BIDDLE. That is correct.
Mr. KASTEN1EIER [continuing]. A part of either bill, either the
draft bill or the Danielson bill?
Mr. BIDDLE. That is correct.
Mr. KASTEN..%IEIFR. May I inquire how recently this was agreed upon
and negotiated?
Mr. BIDDLE. I think this goes back at least a year and one half, Mr.
Chairman. I will defer to SLr. Wade on the exact time of an agreement in that respect.
Mr. WADE. Yes, Mr. Chairman. This does go back to the earlier conversation the Endowment had entered into with the representatives
of the Musicians Union and the recording industry, prior to the time
that the Endowment had adopted any official position.
The recording industry at that timne raised the possibility that they
would be willing to agree to such a provision, which would allocate
some of the royalties they had received to the National Endowment, if
it were consistent with our legislation and, at that time, we indicated
to them that, given our special gift authority, that is, our authority to
receive gifts (monetary or property) in support of our legislative
mandate, that we would not feel that would be inappropriate.
I believe Mr. Gortikoy, the president of the Record Industry Society, recently has also indicated that the members of the recording
industry association are agreeable to that kind of approach.
Mr. KASTENMETER. However, am I not. correct in assuming from the
statement, Mr. Wade, that -ou were prepared to deliver earlier that
vou
would
likeI towill
hold
out for 10 percent?
. Mr.
WADE.
confess
to a little personal greed perhaps on that
point. I would like to see us. of course, be able to use such proceeds for
the purposes that Mr. Biddle alluded to. I think they are very good
and worthy purposes.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Presumably you are talking about possibly 5 percent up to 10 percent, and then it depends, I suppose, as far as the recording indu-stry. whether, in fact, they get 50 percent or something
less than 50 percent by contract, so there would be some variables involved here, I take it and, plus the fact, I assume, not all records manufactured, I may be wrong, certainly not foreign records necessarily
would be maMfactured or published by members of the Record Industry Association of America. There may be some outside.
Mr. WADE. Yes. We understand this is not binding on every record
company in the country but that they do have a consensus that this is
agreeable to the industry generally.
Mr. KASTENMEI R. You deal somewhat with the question of a distribution formula, and while I think you would destroy any intention to
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suggest or impose a formula on the unions or on the performers, nonetheless that is a problem we will have, and while you indicate a preference for distribution formula weighted in favor of symphonic, folk,
operatic, or other musicians involving creation of artistic works, how
can that really be achieved quite apart from the humanities, quite
apart from the National Endowment being involved, aside from that?
Mr. BIDDM. My own feeling there, Mr. Chairman, is that that kind
of a formula would have to be worked out very carefully with those
involved, and it would be in their discretion to devise that formula.
What we are just saying is that here those major hit records which
do return large sums of money to the individuals and others involved
should be weighted in less favor than those than relate to other types
of music that would have less than mass appeal.
I think perhaps one factor here would be the number of sales involved in the record, but we would be happy to do a little soul searching on that and come back to you on more specific ideas.
Mr. KAs8mT n-.IPER. Fine. We appreciate that, because I think there
may be an inconsistency. Certainly the advocates yesterday in the
colloquy refertuced to a principle which you re-express here, that is,
all shall participate and shall participate equally, and I am talking
about musicians on a given record.
In the colloquy that ensued it was suggested that there was no
way of measuring excellence or merit or other preferences, and that
when you take an equal or all type of simple formula, you really
eschew the notion of being able to make distribution on some other
grounds.
Mr. BIDDLE. Yes. I see that clearly and I do agree, as we have said
in the statement, that the team that produces the end result has to
be equally treated, and that is the individual performer, whether lie be
the first violinist or the timpani person that simply plays a note or two
during a given performance should receive equal treatment. But we
will try and suggest some ways in which a weighing could be
appropriate.
Mr. WANDE. If I might add, Mr. Chairman, thaqt this might reflect
some concern with the advance of technology relating to media presentations of recorded music. There may be a greater adverse effect
on the classical area. For example, you cannot put symphonies on
television 3 or 4 hours a day or operatic-type works. By their nature,
as they say, they are heavier and require more concentration.
The advent of technology and the use of the media in presentation
of these works could adveisely'affect symphonic, operatic. or other
classical performance audiences perhaps more than the audiences for
the type of music that generates by its nature more of a mass audience
over a more regular period of time.
But as Mr. Middle has said. a formula will not be easy to work
out, and there is a lot of work to be done by the parties who get
down to the nitty-gritty on this.
Mr. KASTENM3ETER. In looking at this legislation from the conceptual
standpoint in terms of scope, after all, perhaps she was only arguing
constitutional grounds. but the Register yesterday said it should not
be based on need but rather on principle.
The question was asked if the principle, if it is a principle, and
certainly you would be another witness who ought to have an opinion
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then, in fact., wherever a performer's work, where fixed as a tangible
medium of expression, whether it be a sound recording or not, then they
ought to be entitled similarly to a copyright. This would theoretically
apply to the motion picture actor in a film or in a television play, as
well as many other performers one must conceive of.
How do you feel about the theoretical coverage of other creative
performers, quite apart from sound recordings?
Mr. BIDDLE. I had not really thought about the expansion of this
principle, but merely the relationship to the area that we are concerned with here where we have already recognized that composers
and arrangers and publishers have the rights that a'e already prescribed by law, and then performers and record producers now have,
should have a similar right. I think that is an equitable kind of
solution here in principle as well as in fairness and in the needs
of the artists.
I -Would have to reflect, I guess, Mr. Chairman, on a broader interpretation of that.
Mr. KASrENMEIER. Because the National Endowment for the Arts,

I take it, is interested in other artistic forms of expression besides
music.
Mr. BIDDLE. Oh, indeed so and, indeed, in all of the ats, and in a
wide variety of the aits, and we have addressed ourselves to other
kinds of legislation over the past years and most that deal with other
aspects of the fair treatment of visual artists, for example, performing
artists.
In our legislation there is a clear mandate that any professional
performer or related or supporting professional I)ersonnel must be
paid at the prevailing wage in the area, and our grantees all have to
give us that assurance before receiving Federal funds. So that is another area where an equitable kind of principle is involved.
But if we are talking about a copyright for a motion picture actor
or in an area of that kind, I would have to think a bit about amplification. I would not want to expand beyond what I have said today.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. I suggest to you the principle is the same, and
that while there may not be say a need or a political. any impetus to
accomplish that, nonetheless, f think it could not be resisted on the
basis that it's not the same principle.
Mr. BIDDLE. No, I would say the principle is a very strong one, and
certainly a motion picture actor who contributes his or her talents
to a film is doing very much the same thing as a musician who contributes to the individuality of a given performance that is recorded.
Mr. KASTENmEIER. Thank you.
I yield to the gentleman from Massachusetts.
Mr. DRINA. Thank you, Mr. Chaii man, and thank you, Mfr. Biddle
and Mr. Wade.
Every day I get a new insight into-this matter. Everyone keeps
saying that the costs will be. minimal and, if that is so, then why are
so many perturbed about this? Apparently the broadcaster. feel this
is the foot in the door.
Would you have any comment. on what the hysteria, is about at a
rather high level from one group of people ? Why are they so fearful ?
Mr. BIDILE. ( 1on gressnan, I have studied this legislation. and I
studied it earlier in a slightly different version when I was working
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for the Senate subcommittee, and it seems to us, after reviewing this
as carefully as we can, that the provisions that are contained on page
4 of my draft bill, which (leals with the distribution and the amounts
required by the different broadcast stations, if a station's gross rev-

enues are between $25,000 and $100,000-

Mr. DRINAN. I am familiar with that, and why are they so upset
about the whole thing?
Mr. BIDDLE. We cannot judge their concerns, but our feeling is that
this is a very small amount. One thing that I might contribute here,
you may have heard already, is that those stations whose. gross receipts are between $25,000 and $200.000 are, according to the informartion I have, 65 percent of the stations that are involved. So it seems
to us a modest sum.
Mr. DRINA,. It may be they have nothing else at the moment to
be concerned about. Bt the. international dimensions of this are very
intriguing and, in the paper that is to be given after your good testiimony by Ms. Louise Wiener of the Commerce Department, it is very
intrigueing in that it tells that American performers and producers
right now receive foreign royalties to the tune of $13 million per year,
and that 50 foreign nations have established a right to royalties for
performers and record producers.
If we did, in fact, enact this legislation and if then we would be
able to join the Rome Convention, would we be giving and receiving
rather substantial sums in performance royalties to foreign people?
Mr. BIDDL.E. To foreign people? I don't have the answer to that,
Congressman. I know that is a factor here. Maybe Mr. Wade has a
comment on that.
Mr. WADE. I don't believe I have the answer either. But it would
seem to me that the conclusion or the answer to that question would be
a function of the marketplace, so to speak. There is a competitive
t or here
between cultural institutions and between nations, if
-

you will.

What the net result would be as to how many foreign musicians as
opposed to AmericansMr. DRINAN. 1et me just quote from the subsequent testimony because this shows the depths of the problem and how American artists
are being affected.
It Is estimated that American performers and record producers would receive a royalty Income from foreign sources equal to if not greater than that
which they would receive In royalties from American sources.

So the estimate I have is for openers they would receive $13 million from all of the radio and television broadcasters of America and
they would receive that or more if, in fact, we joined these 50 nations,
and implemented the right that artists in America have to a royalty
when their performance is audited overseas.
Mr. WADE. I would say that sounds reasonable, because when you
look at the situation in terms of cultural institutions, American symphony orchestras, and American dance groups are in great demand.
Mr:. DRINAN. The real intriguing question in the bottom of my mind
is.'Will you get 5 percent of the foreign royalties?
Mr. WADE. We wouldn't.
Mr. D .INAN.
Why not?
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Mr. WADE.

Sorry, I misunderstood you.

Mr. DRINAN. The endowment would get 5 percent from the Recording Industry Association, but who will receive the foreign royalties? Wouldn't the Recording Industry Association, and wouldn't
they give you the 5 percent?
Mr. WADE. It would fit in with it, yes. We had not really reflected
on that, but since you mention itMr. DRINAN. Would you like to hire me as your assistant general
counsel ?
IfMr. BIDDLE. Any day, Congresssman.
Mr. WADE. Any time.
Mr. DRINAN. You have added a dimension, as I say, and I have
found it very, very helpful.
Mr. VADE. I just didn't want to sound too greedy.
Mr. DRINAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The committee is indebted to you both, fr.
Wade and certainly you, Mr. Biddle, as Chairman of the National
Endowment for the Arts for coming here today and helping edify us
on this piece of legislation that is pending in Congress.
WVe appreciate your appearance.
Mr. BIDDLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I do greatly appreciate
the privilege and honor to be here. I think this is an immensely important subect, and I am delighted you invited us.
Thank you.
Mr. WADE. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Middle follows:]
STATEMENT OF LIVINGSTON L. BIDDIE. JR., CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
ENDOWMENT FOR TIHE ARTS

It is a pleasure to be here this morning to provide you with the views of the
National Endowment for the Arts on H.R. 6063, a bill to amend the General Revision of Copyright Law by establishing performance royalty rights in sound
recordings for performing artists and record producers.
Mr. Chairman, the National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act
of 1965, as amended, the law creating the National Endowment for the Arts, contains an eloquent Declaration of Purpose. In part, that Declaration states:
" . . it is necessary and appropriate for the Federal Government to help
create and sustain not only a climate of encouraging freedom of thought, imagination, and inquiry but also the material conditions facilitatingthe release of this
creative talent;" (emphasis added)
We believe the proposed legislation, if enacted, would go a long way toward
helping to create adequate material conditions for performing artists and toward correcting the present inequitable situation with regard to the commercial
exploitation of the creative work of performing artists and record producers.
I am, of course, speaking of the commercial use of the talent and skills of performing artists and record companies whose creative efforts bring to life and
preserve in sound recordings a song, a sonata or a symphony. The primary users
of these recordings, i.e., radio and television broadcasters, jukebox owners,
background music companies, et al., as we all know, freely utilize these efforts
to their commercial benefit. Indeed, it can safely be said that without the performance creations of musicians, performing artists, and record makerse-broadcast and jukebox industries would not exist as we know them today.
The proposed legislation has been the subject of a great deal of discussion
over the past few years. The Congress has been fully informed as to the merits
of the proopsals, and has, as well, heard some voices in opposition. As you know,
the National Endowment has joined those who support this copyright revision.
Rather than go through all of the numerous arguments that have been set forth
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in support of this bill, and with which we are in agreement, I would prefer to
enumerate here some of those that seem most persuasive to the National Endow.
ment for the Arts.
(1) The Copyright Office of the Library of Congress supports the principle of
copyright protection for the public performance of sound recordings, finding that
sound recordings are a proper subject for copyright protection under the Constitution and laws of the United States. The Register of Copyrights has recommended
in her report to the Congress of January 3, 1978, that legislation be enacted to
create public performance rights with respect to sound recordings. A draft bill
was included in that report which was essentially a revision of the Danielson
bill (H.R. 6063) presently under discussion at these hearlugs.
(2) Composers, song writers, and publishers, all of whom similarly enjoy copyright protection under our laws, receive performance royalties.
(3) Many nations around the world now recognize by law performance rights
-for performers or record makers, or both, including the United Kingdom, West
Germany, Japan, Italy, Sweden, Mexico. Spain, and Israel. to name but a few.
(4) An International Convention for the Protection of Performers, Producers
of Phonograms and Broadcasting Organizations was adopted in 1961. This convention, known as the Rome Convention, stated in Article 12:
"If a phonogram published for commercial purposes, or a reproduction of such
phonogram is used directly for broadcasting or for any communication to the
public, a single equitable remuneration shall be paid by the user to the performers,
or to the producers of the phonogram, or to both."
So far the convention has been ratified by fifteen countries, including the
United Kingdom, West Germany, Austria, Denmark, and Sweden. We agree with
the Register of Copyrights that this international instrument was years ahead
of its time and that it has much to offer to the United States and this country's
creative citizens. Enactment of the proposed legislation would bring copyright
protection In this country Into conformity with that of the convention and thus
the laws of those nations which have thus far ratified the convention.
(5) Independent studies have shown that no undue hardship would be Imposed
on those industries affected, since the relatively small (in terms of advertising
and user revenue) additional costs of performance royalties probably would be
passed on to the ultimate economic beneficiaries of the commercial use of sound
recordings, i.e., advertisers, jukebox users, background music users, et al. Further, it is our understanding that such studies have shown that increased costs to
the advertisers and other commercial users of sound recordings would be minimal.
Numerous other observations have been set forth concerning the benefits to
broadcasters stemming from the uncompensated use of sound recordings. We are
in agreement with such observations.
It is true that details of implementation have yet to le completely worked out
by the various groups involved in the support of this legislation. While most
such details are not a proper subject of concern for the National Endowment for
the Arts. I would like to make one or two comments in this regard.
First, it is my understanding that the record Industry and the performing
artists' unions are in agreement with the principle that all performers on a
given record would share equally in the distribution of royalties derived therefrom. That Is, there would be an equal distribution of fees between a solo performer and his or he? supporting musicians. We heartily endorse that principle.
Second. Mr. Chairman, we would favor an implementation approach which
would insure substantial benefits to performing artists involved in the creation of
an artistic works falling outside the commercially successfully category, i.e., the
category of popular "hits". In other words, the National Endowment for the Arts
would favor a distribution formula weighted in favor of symphonic, folk,
operatic, or other musicians involved in the creation of artistic works which are
worthy in themselves, but which by their nature do not have. at this time at least.
the ability to generate mass sales. This is particularly important in view of the
severe economic strain presently being felt by symphony orchestras, opera companies, and non-profit arts groups across the country. I might add that there has
been some concern recently with respect to a decline In recordings of symphonic,
operatic and folk music. We believe that this bill could serve to encourage more
activity in this direction. We believe that the opportunity to receive performance
royalties will encourage musicians through their representative associations to
seek ways in which there can be more recording in these art forms.
In this connection, there is one important difference between the Copyright
Office's draft bill o'nd H.R. 60e3 concerning the distribution of royalties. The
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Danielson bill provides for a mandatory 50/50 split of royalty proceeds between
performers and "copyright owners" (record companies). The Register of Copyright has pointed out that the bill does not come to grips with the status of performers who are employees for hire. The Register's draft bill gives at least
50 percent of the royalties to performers on a per capita basis, regardless of their
employment status, but allows performers to negotiate for more (not less) than
a 50 percent share. We concur with that recommendation.
Also, where other differences may exist between the two bills, the National
Endowment would associate itself with the views and recommendations of the
Copyright Office.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, we are most pleased that members of the Recording
Industry Association have agreed to a provision in this legislation which would
allocate at least 5% of any performance royalty income received by them to the
National Endowment for the Arts to be used for purposes consistent with the
Endowment's enabling legislation. The Industry's attitude in this regard is most
encouraging, as it demonstrates a beneficial kind of partnership between private
industry and the Endowment's work being used for example, in this case, for
the support of classical, folk, poetry, narrative, or other noncommercial recording projects, or perhaps for l)roviding advance training opportunities for musiclaims wishing to further their careers.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we heartily endorse the view that artists, musivian., and record companies who contribute their creative efforts to the production of copyrighted sound recordings shiouh( reasonably share in the income
enjoyed by radio stations and other commercial organizations who use the recordings for profit. This legislation would he an important step toward achieving
one of the Endowment's major goals: to encourage and sustain development of
creative American talent by helping to insure that American artists will receive
a just financial return for their creative work.

Mr1. K.AS'rENxM1IEr
Next the Clmir would like, to call Ms. Louise
Wiener, Special Assistant to the Secretary of ('omierce for Cultural
Resou rces.

WVe are very pleased to have yon here today.
TESTIMONY OF LOUISE WIENER, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR CULTURAL RESOURCES
Tlink you. sir. It is ,I. l)leastire to be-heire.
ThaR.
Mr. (mir-nan and members of the subcommittee, I am Louise W.
3fs. W

Wienei-, Special Assistant to the Secretary of Commerce for Cultuiral Resources.
I appreciate this opportunity to testify before you for the Secretary on II.R. 6063, the Perfornance Rights Amendment of 1977.
As vou are well -aware, the Register of Copyrights, in response to
her congresIional mandate in section 114(d) of the General Revision
of Copyright Law, Public Law No. 94-553, has prepared and reh ased il-n'exhaustive reportt on pul)lic performance rights with
respect to sounl recordings.
I, as a spokesperson for the )epartment of Commerce, applaud the
Re.is teir's effort and concur with the position and legislative recomlendations set folh in her report. In an addendum to that report,
the Register has proposed a draft bill embodying those recommendations, entitled:
To amend the copyright law. title 17 of the United States Code, to create public performance rights with respect to sound recordings, and for other purposes.

That draft bill, to be cited as "The Sound Recording Performance
Rights Amendment of 1978," is essentially a revision of H.R. 6063,
fondly known as the Danielson bill.
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Briefly, the Register's draft bill would provide performance rights,
subject to compulsory licensing, in copyrighted sound recordings, and
would extend the benefits of those rights both to performers, including
employees for hire, and record producers as authors of sound
recordings.
The Department supports the Register's draft bill and urges its
enactment.
I would like to offer some general comments as to why we feel the
copyright law should be amended to provide public performance
rights with respect to sound recordings and as to why we support the
Register's draft bill:
1. American music composers and publishers, based on exclusive
rights under U.S. copyright law, receive compensation for the public
performance of their works in the United States.
Music composers and publishers from foreign nations which are
signatories of the Universal Copyright Convention also receive compensation when their works are performed in the United States. Likewise, since this country is a signatory to that convention, American
music composers and publishers receive royalties from signatory for-

eign countries for the performance of their works in those countries.
American performers and record producers, however, are denied this
form of compensation both here and abroad.

2. More than 50 foreign nations have established a right to royalties
for their performers and record producers with respect to the public
performance of sound recordings to which those performers and producers have contributed.
Under the International Convention for the Protection of Performers. Producers of Phonograms, and Broadcasting Organizations,
referred to as the Rome Convention of 1961, a scheme of reciprocity
exists amongst signatory foreign nations. Since our laws do not pro-

vide performance rights in this country for any performer or record
producer regardless of nationality and since we have not signed the
convention, American performers and record producers are generally
denied compensation abroad.
As a matter of public policy, American and reciprocating foreign
performers and record producers should be granted performance

royalty rights in the United States. Such a grant would be equitable
considering that composers and publishers already have such a right.
American industry and labor should not be denied this form of income

either on a national or an international basis.
It is estimated that American performers and record producers
would receive a royalty income from foreign sources equal to if not
greater than that which they would receive in royalties from American sources. Presently, they receive little such income from foreign
sources because, as stated earlier, we do not grant performance royalty
rights to foreign performers and producers, let alone to our own.
It is estimated that if we were to create a right to royalties for
our own performers and producers and if we were to make that right
reciprocal by signing the Rome Convention, foreign royalties to American performers and producers would be of the same magnitude as foreign royalties to American composers and publishers. In 1976 that
amounted to over $13 million through ASCAP alone.
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While creation of a right to performance royalties could hardly
be cast as a solution to our balance-of-payments problems, neither
should it be dismissed out of hand.
It is important that any performance royalty legislation be in harmony with the Rome Convention of 1961 to insure that American performers and music producers will receive an appropriate income from
the foreign market. Both H.R. 6063 and the Register's proposal would
appear to be in harmony with that convention.
3. Effective resolution of this issue opens an avenue for future wage
negotiations within the music industry. Currently this industry suffers
from intense pressure from labor for increased wages to keep pace with
the cost of living, and pressure on the industry side to keep prices down
so that public access to recordings is as wide as possible.
The introduction of performance royalties offers a safety valve to
diffuse the pressures of these opposing economic forces. The draft bill
of the Register of Copyrights would allow for future flexibility when
and if that is in accord with the best interest of both the unions and
the industry.
4. The proposed method of additional payment as proposed by the
Register and by H.R. 6063 provides an incentive for superior performance and further reflects a level of respect and recognition for the
contributions of performers, both artistic and economic, which is long
overdue.
We have carefully reviewed the statements of the broadcasting industry and respect their concerns. However, we wre not persuaded
by their arguments in this instance.
The costs to them would be minimal and fees to them are formulated
to take into consideration the economic dimensions of individual
stations.
At the point at which projected costs do become burdensome, it is
probable that they wd'uld be broadly shared with the advertisers; that
is, the general business community and the public at large. This would
so diffuse and mute the economic impact on any individual constituency
as to be insignificant.
The broadcasters note that they rely on recording for approximately
75 percent of their programing. Therefore, in the long range, it is
probably in their own best interests to do all they can to promote a
healthy and creative recording industry.
In conclusion, we fully support amending the copyright law to provide performance rights in sound recordings. We believe that the
long-range economic interests of all parties would be best addressed
through the activation of performance royalties in America in concert
with the Rome Convention of 1961.
We cannot continue to economically penalize musicians for their
choice of profession and expect to attract the creative talent which
provides a lifeline both to the recording and the broadcasting industries.
We believe the Register of Copyrights has drafted a bill based on
exhaustive independent study which will provide a sound legislative
basis for such a performance rights system, a system which would
contain flexibility for the future.
36-510--78--13
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Accordingly, we urge enactment of the Danielson bill as it would be
revised by the Register's proposal.
Mr. KASTENM1EIER. Thank you very much, Ms. Wiener, for your
helpful testimony.
On page 5 you say that broadcasters ought to do all they can to
promote a healthy and creative recording industry.
Isn't the recording industry today healthy and creative?
Ms. WIENER. Yes; it is, but I think it is important that we continue
to insure that both the recording industry and the broadcasting industry remain that way. We must look back at who is feeding that system
and providing its creativity and see that they survive in an economic
environment conducive to continued creativity and health.
Mr. KASTENIEIER. Onl page 4 you say the I)roposed method of additional payment as proposed by the Register in H.R. 6063 provides an
incentive for superior performance. How does it do that?
1s. W IEN,ER. I think that, if you provide an economic incentive to
all whacontribute to a recording, it becomes increasingly in their own
best interest to see that that is the best possible recording made.
Mr. ,%srr.NimEMEiR. As I say, the bill is not based on the premise
that it will reward excellence, it is based on a one-for-one and equal
division.
Ms. WI.rEn. I think, however, that, while it is hardly going to be
a major quip, I think it will contribute to the degree of investment
each musician feels he has at each recording session, because lie may
continue to enjoy the benefits of his labor if, indeed, his recordinZ of
a given piece is superior to someone else's recordin( of that same piece.
Mr. KASTENIMER. Miss Wiener, you represent the Department of
Commerce ?
Ms. WI NER. Yes.
Mr. K.ASTENMiEIER. How imuch would this bill cost in a given year,
as far as you can calculate, broadcasters and other users of sound
recordings?
Ms. WiEN.RT. I regret to confess two things. One, fliat the best data
baik available to me. a gentleman bv the name of McDonald Nyhen
from the Industry and Trade Administration could not join me today.
I suspect he could provide me with a ready answer and I would like
to take the opportunity to respond to that when I can see the. figures.
It is our impression that this is based on a rather small i-ercent and
iii the grand scheme of things is not likely to be a dramatic figure.
Mr. K',ASTE.N1MEER. The reason I ask you is. of course, you have said
in 1967 foreign royalties for American composers and music p-ublishors amounted to over $13 million, and you have also indicated if we
were to create the rights to royalties for our own performers and
producers and make it reciprocal, foreign royalties to Americn performers and producers would be of thme same magnitude as foreign
royalties to American composers and l)ul)lisliers, tht is. $13 million.
So, obviously, in your statement there is some inmlicit knowledge
or at least opinion about what sort of revenues this would produce.
Ms. WITNE-FP. Yes. sir. IAt me (d1arify where those figures come from
and what I intended to suggest by those statements.
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Currently, when the royalty is calculated for composers and publishers, a royalty is frequently calculated in this foreign nation for
the recording artists as well because the mechanism is all tied together, particularly in Europe. However, those funds are then not
returned to the United States because we have no reciprocity with
them.
Precisely what happens to them we have not been able to find. We
do know we would not be able to receive any back payments.
However, as things currently stand, American recordings abroad
appear to be or American music abroad appears to occupy a larger
percent of their market than they occupy of ours. That, of course, is
always subject to change. But under the current situation, our artists
would not only be eligible for the royalties due. them from American
broadcasters, but what would appear to be a rather substantial amount
of money due them from foreign broadcasters as well.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you.
I yield to the gentleman from Massachusetts.
Mr. JRINAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
.Just following up on this, everywhere you go in the world you can't
get away from American music, and am I to understand that the performers are being cheated actually because of the failure of the Congress to enact this law and the failure of the United States to go into
the treaty ?
MNS. WIENER. Congressman, that would appear to be true, and it's
particularly ironic because the Rome Convention which created the
international mechanism for this correction, was spearheaded by efforts of America.
We are now one of the nations who is not a signatory, but this socalled creative and forward-looking element was drafted largely
through the influence of American industry.
Mr. DRINAN. Are we the only major nation that is not a signatory, if
50 nations belong?
Ms. VIENER. No, there are 50 nations which have recording rights,
performance rights royalties. Of course, there are 15 who are signatories to the Rome Convention. We do not currently fall into either
category.
Mr. I)ni 'A. ,Just tell me about the mechanics, if you will, as to what
would happen if this bill passed in some form and if then the Senate
concurred in, is this a treaty, the Rome Convention? Would the Senate have to concur?
Aside from that, suppose we became a member of the Rome Convention, what is the mechanism or method by which the composer in Peoria
or the performer would, in fact, collect some money?
Ms. WIVE.N1R. Both the Danielson bill and the Copyright Office proposals agree, propose a method of collection.
Mr. DRINAN. That same method would apply to foreign payments,
too?
MS. WVEINER. Yes, whatever, once we have a vehicle for collecting
performance rights, that would also be the vehicle which would address the foreign funds as well.
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Mr. DRINAN. Going back to the Rome Convention, were the composers and artists and performers active in seeking this Convention
or was it the industry?
Ms. WnER. I am sorry, Congressman, I can find that for you, but
I am not that well versed in it.
Mfr. DR I.;NAN. You're not expected to know that, but I am just wondering why the performers have not brought their case, so to speak,
to the public more aggressively than they have. You may recall during
the copyright bill this question came up, and it lost in the subcommittee, as I recall, four to three, but I don't recall being struck with
the equity of the case as I am now.
Ms. WIEXER. I think, Congressman, that when you talk about performers and when you talk about the arts constituency in general.
you are talking about a group of people who are working extremely
hard at their profession under economic situations that would be, with
the exception of a few nameable major stars, are clearly not to be
envied. And the time and funds available to them to really make the
case for their needs is not always what it ought to be.
Mr. DRINAN. Would you say that the theory is very clear that these
things are copyrightable and copyrighted and there should be some
compensation pursuant to the basic principles of copyright law, would
you say, therefore, that the only argument against it is the argument
of the broadcasters that they cannot afford it ?
Ms. WIENER. That would appear to be the only constituency who is
opposed to it. Previous testimony which we have reviewed indicates
a very impressive commonality of interest between labor and management on this particular effort, as well as support from consumer organizations and professional arts organizations, and it would seem in
this instance that the broadcasters stand alone in their dismay or
distress.
Mr. DixAx. Thank you very much. This is excellent testimony,
and I am grateful.
Ms. WIENER. Thank you, sir.
Mrl'. KASTENIMEIER. Does the gentleman from Pennsylvania have
any questions?
Mr. ERTEL. I have no questions. I am sorry I was not here to hear
your complete testimony. I have read it, and thank you.

Mis.

VIENER. Thank you.

Mr. KASTE.MFR. The committee. thanks Ms. Wiener for her presentation this morning, and the Chair should announce this concludes
our regular hearing on copyright.
We have a number of submissions yet, to receive related to this issue.
of performance rights in sound recordings.
The Chair would not totally rule out the possibility we would again
need to have a hearing date set for possible other aspects of this legislation but, as of the moment, this concludes our regularly scheduled
hearing on the subject.
The Chair would remind Members that we have a bill on the floor
this afternoon and, with that, the meeting is adjourned.
rWhereupon, at 11:15 a.m., the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice adjourned.]

ADDITIONAL STATEMENT
STATEMENT OF AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANIES, INC.-MAY 2, 1978
American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. (ABC) submits this statement to the
Subcommittee in connection with its hearings on 1I.R. 6063 which proposes to
institute a performance right in sound recordings.
Since the Institution of proceedings iii this matter by the Register of Copyrights
in April, 1977, ABC has been an active participant In opposition to the granting
of another use royalty for sound recordings.' Comments opposing the performance royalty proposal were submitted by ABC on May 31 and June 15, 1977. In
July, 1977, witness John Winnaman, General Manager of ABC's KLOS (FM),
testified in hearings convened by the Register of Copyrights in Los Angeles for
the purpose of further presenting ABC's views on this matter. And, on December
1, 1977, ABC submitted comments on the so-called "Werner Report" which was
commissioned by the Register for the purpose of evaluating the economic issues
presented.'
While each of these presentations is included in the official record compiled
by the Copyright Office during the last twelve months, and we respectfully call
the Subcommittee's attention to them, a summary of our views may be helpful
to the Subcommittee.
In its earlier comments in this proceedings, ABC demonstrated that
Performers and record companies do not provide a sufficiently unique
contribution, cognizable under the Copyright Law, that Is not already adequately compensated; ,
In view of the fact that broadcast stations represent the principal promotional device leading to the success and well-being of recording artists and
companies, the proposed performance royalty would amount to an unfair
(and burdensome) tax on the broadcast industry ; ' and,
Creation of a performance royalty, contrary to the Intent of Article I,
to the pubSection 8 of the Constitution, would likely produce disadvantages
lic welfare and would not stimulate artistic endeavor.5
And, in subsequent comments on the Werner Report, ABC noted that
Rather than presenting an independent and objective analysis of the economic merits of the performance royalty proposal, the Report is designed
simply to rebut arguments presented against the proposal;
The Report-being directed solely to the question of whether the performance royalty will force some broadcast stations out-of-business-fails to
address the principal broadcaster position that the proposal Is unfair and
would likely engender reductions in public service oriented programming; 6
The evidence offered to support the Report's conclusion that radio station
FCC financial reports do not accurately reflect broadcast station profitability is not only seriously deficient but is premised upon a series of assumptions and hypotheses which have no basis in fact; 'and
Because the Report's assumptions and conclusions concerning the economics or radio broadcasting are in conflict with reality, it fails to support its
the radio broadcast industry can afford to pay a
principal conclusion that
second use royalty fee.6
I At

present, the broadcast industry pays over $100,000,000 annually for music license

fees.
2 "An Economic Impact Analvsis of a Proposed Chanre In the Copyright Law". by
Stophen M. Werner of the firm Rittenher . Friedman, Kilgallon. Gutchess and Associates.
'See ABC Comments, pages 9-13: ABC Reply Comments, page 6.
4ABC Comments, pages 14-16: ABC ReplI Comments. page 5.
5ABC Comments. pages 5--9l: ABC Riply Comments. pages 3-4.
'ABC Further "omments. December 1, 1977, pages 4-7.
'ABC Further Comments, pages 7-12.
' ABC Further Comments, pages 12-15.
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Rather than again detail the basis for these concluslons-all of which are already set forth in our earlier filings-ABC will herein address what it considers
to be the essence of the performance royalty question. As discussed more fully
below, when viewed in its proper context: (1) the performance royalty issue
is, in reality, a proposal to readjust economic relationship between the record
companies and their "employees"; 9 (2) it Is unnecessary to require the broadcast
industry to shoulder this burden when the record industry is well able to do so;
and (3) the performance royalty Is most unfair to broadcasters who represent
the principal promotional vehicle leading to the success and well-being of recording artists and companies.
THE PRINCIPLE JUSTIFICATION FOR THE PERFORMANCE ROYALTY PROPOSAL THAT IT
WILL COMPENSATE UNDERPAID PERFORMERS IS A RECORD COMPANY CONCERN AND
NOT ONE FOR TIE COPYRIGHT LAW

In the myriad of comments filed and testimony offered by the proponents of a
performance right in sound recordings, one overriding justification now emerges;
that a performance royalty will provide additional income to background singers,
musician sidemen, and the like. However, when one considers that the record
companies are to receive 50 percent of the royalty revenues and that the administrative costs of implementing the royalty proposal are expected to be substantial, very little, if anything, will be left to the remaining participants.?0
More importantly, whatever the validity of this justification, it is a record
,ndustry concern-not one for the Copyright Law. The Constitutional basis for
Congressional authorization of copyright protection is to "promote the Progress
of Science and useful Arts" ' 1-not to provide a means for redistributing Income
from one industry to another.' Nor is it intended as a substitute for collective
bargaining procedures under applicable labor laws.
If non-star performers such as background singers and sidemen are underpaid, this is a matter for the recording industry to deal with in the context of
traditional employer-employee relationships; it should not be clouded by the
injection of so-called "copyright" considerations. Government intervention in
such a process here will inevitably lead to requests that Congress "legislate"
compensation adjustments in other industries. We do not think the Constitution
intended that Congress thrust itself into commercial enterprise in this manner
under the quise of the Copyright laws.
THE RECORD INDUSTRY IS WELL ABLE TO AFFORD COMPENSATION ADJUSTMENTS TO ITS
EMPLOYEES

A very critical aspect of the economic issue involved in the performance
royalty matter has been ignored by the Copyright Office; it similarly finds no
place in the multi-page Werner Report. While both conclude that the performance royalty will not yield a substantial windfall to the record companies.
neither acknowledges the fact that the record companies do not need such
royalties and, in fact, are in a better position to fund additional compensation
to background musicians and singers than is the radio broadcast industry.

In 1976, total record and tape sales exceeded $2.7 'billion-a 15.9 percent
increase over 1975.' Profit figures for some of the major producers are similarly
impressive:
"RCA Records celebrated its 75th anniversary with an all-time high in sales

and a doubling of earnings for a second consecutive year.

-

.

RCA Records

OThe term "employer" is used broadly to include those Individuals hired to provide
specific services on a contractual basis.
10Evidence In the record before the Copyright Office indicates that, tinder certain assumptlnon, the administrative costs of implerneutation could well "eat tip" all of the estimatedt
$15,000,000 in royalty payments. And, even if this were not the case, testimony by proponents of the bill (Los Angeles. July. 1977), indicate that these individuals are likely to
receive only several hundred dollars annually as their share of the royalties.
1 Article 1, section q. clause 8.
1 Conyriht protection as we know it is a statutorly created richt to which no Individual
or entity it, automatically entitled as a matter of law or polley. The courts hare consistentlr held that In enacting copyright legislation pursuant to the grant of Constitutionnl
authority. Congress must give paramount consideration to the advancement of the public
welfare: remuneration to the owner-or, in this case. the performer-is only of secondary
importance. Mtaor v. Rtein, 347 U.S. 201 at 219 (1954). See also Kendall v. Wisor, 21
How R22. 327-28 (18591.

uBillboard International Buyers Guide, 1977-78, page 8.
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improved its market share at home and abroad." (RCA Annual Report, 1976,
page 4.)
"Arista Records experienced the most productive year In its history, showing
nearly 300 percent growth in net revenues since its formation under the direction
of President Clive Davis in 1974." (Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc., Annual
Report, Fiscal 1977, page 22.)
"Warner Communications "recorded music and music publishing showed gains
of 32 percent in revenues and 13 percent in pretax income over last year's results ..
" (Securities and Exchange Commission Form 10-Q for the quarter
ending September 30, 1977, page 9.)
The record Industry as a whole is clearly prospering without a public performance right, as are many recording artists.
By contrast, the radio broadcast industry is characterized by declining profit
margins."' And recent Federal Communications Commission (FCC) statistics3
show a declln. in the number of radio stations reporting profitable operations.'
In this connection the Register, relying on the Werner Report, concludes that
there "is no hard economic evidence in the record to support arguments that a performance royalty would disrupt the broadcasting industry, adversely affect programing, and drive marginal stations out of business." " Logic, however, compels
the conclusion that the imposition of an additional royalty payment on radio stations (particularly unprofitable or marginal operations) would require that radio
broadcasters make certain judgments concerning the implementation of operating
adjustments and other cost saving means to offset the additional costs incurred.",
As suggested by many of those participating in the hearing, such measure would
include cutback in news services, public affairs and other program areeas that
are generally not highly profitable in their return to the broadcaster. The question here-not fully addressed by the Register-is whether the risk of a reduction in broadcast-service quality is outweighed by the necessity of imposing upon
radio broadcasters the obligation to provide additional compensation to record
company employees. We do not think it is.
THE PROPOSED ROYALTY IS UNFAIR TO BROADCASTERS WHO ARE LARGELY RESPONSIBLE

FOR THE SUCCESS OF RECORDING ARTISTS AND RECORD COMPANIES
A second royalty payment for sound recordings would be most unfair to broadcasters in view of the fact that it is the broadcast industry which is singularly
responsible for the financial success of composer, artists, record publishers and
producers, alike. No recognition at all is given in the bill to the substantial value
inherent in broadcast air play. The Register states that this "is the strongest argument put forward by broadcasters. .. .,, Is Nevertheless, she concludes that while
"there is no question that broadcasting and jukebox performances give some recordings the kind of exposure that benefits their producers and individual performers through increased sales and popularity", the "benefits are hit-or-miss.""
1, Spe FCC Public Notice, Nov. 8, 1976, Mimeo 73357, Table 2:
Year:
Ya rRadio

profits as percent
of revenues
11.09
196 ------------------------------------------------------------9.55
1972 -----------------------------------------------------------

1975 -----------------------------------------------------------

5.30

"According to the FCC, in 1973. 69% of AM and AM/PM stations reported a profit; in
1974 this percentage dropped to 65% : in 1975. the percentage dropped to 61% : and. In
1976. it rose slightly to 67%. Only 49% of independent FM stations reported earning a
profit In 1976. FCC Public Notice. Dec. 13. 1977. Mimeo 92277.
16Addendum to the Report of the Register of Copyrights on Performance Rights In
Sound Recordings, page 10.
17 These adjustments would not necessarily be tied to a station's profit level, although
stations in a poor financial condition could be expected to implement such cost saving
adjustments much more quickly than their more profitable connterparts. It is Important to
remember in this context that the payment schedule in the proposed legislation Is tied to
"receipts" not profits, so that a station showing revenues of $400.000 would still p:1y a
royalty
fee of $4,000.
it was a loss operation.
1 Aaddendum,
supra,even
pagethough
9.
928 .
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As the Register reluctantly recognizes, there is no question that the record
Industry is dependent, in large part, upon radio broadcasting for its success. The
comments filed, and the oral testimony given, show conclusively that the radio
broadcast industry represents the principal promotional device leading to the success and well-being of recording artists and companies.)
For more than fifty years broadcasting stations have substantially benefited
recording companies and artists (not to mention the composers who are already
entitled to use royalties under existing copyright) by providing essentially free
and valuable exposure for new recordings:
"Broadcasters would seem to be doubly injured. They must pay fees for playing recrods which they previously played without charge [i.e., for performer's
rights], and they are deprived of the opportunity of using negotiations over public
performance fees as a means of recouping the value of the free advertising they
provide the record industry
The contribution made by air play to the sale of records Is more than enough
to permit the record companies to make whatever increased payments are merited.
CONCLUSION
ABC firmly believes that the establishment of a record public performance right
is unsound public policy. ABC urges the Congress to retain Section 114 of the
Copyright Act (17 U.S.C. § 114) in its present form and that a new performance
royalty in sound recordings not be established.

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF AMERICAN FEDERATION OF MUSICIANS, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF TELEVISION AND RADIO ARTISTS AND RECORDING INDUSTRY Asso-

CIATION or AMERICA, INC.
This Supplemental Statement is submitted by the American Federation of
usicians (AFM), the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists
(AFTRA), and the Recording Industry Association of America, [in. (RIAA) in
re.qponse to the request of the Subcommitee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the
Administration of Justice of the House Judiciary Committee for additional information regarding the implementation of the collection and distribution af performance royalties under H.R. 6003.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Some have suggested that collecting royalties from the users of copyrighted
sound recordings and distributing them to performers and recording companies
would be highly complex. They have stated that the collection and distribution of
royalties will impose substantial paperwork burdens on radio stations and other
users. Critics of the legislation have predicted that the cost of these administrative functions would be prohibitive.
The fact is, however, that collecting and distributing royalties for the public
performance of sound recordings is not complicated at all. Such administrative
functions are already routinely performed, efficiently and economically, by performing rights organizations In the United States (ASCAP, BMI, SESAC) and all
around the world (e.g., Gramex. PPL, LSG, GVL). Moreover, the 1076 revision of
the Copyright Law provides still additional models for the collection and distribution of royalties now required to be paid by cable system operators (Section 111),
Jukebox operators (Section 116) and public broadcasting (Section 118).
To put an end, once and for all, to these concerns about the implementation of a
performance right for sound recordings, AFM, AFTRA and RIAA have jointly
developed, for the record, a model system for the collection and distribution of
royalties. This model is simple, cost-effective and equitable. It can be accomplished,
we believe, for less than $750,000 a year.
We do not propose this model as the only method for collecting and distributing
royalties. There are undoubtedly other workable approaches. This model, cer"The

hearing record shows that almost without exception record companies and Indi-

vidMl0 artists plead with broadcast stations to air their records-sometimes going to the
extreme of offering illegal payments in exchange for air nlay.
2 "A Publtp Performance Right in Records : How to Alter the Copyright Ryster Without
Jmprovinq It". Robert L. Bard and Lewis S. Kurlantzick. The George Washington Law
Review, Vol. 43, No. 1, pages 152-238, November, 1974, as page 204.
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tainly, will illustrate that a performance right in sound recordings can be administered fairly and efficiently.
U. A PROPOSED MODEL

We set forth below, step by step, each of the administrative functions that must
be carried out to monitor the public performance of recordings, and to collect and
distribute performance royalties. We then describe what we believe would be an
efficient technique for accomplishing each such function.
A. Collection of royalties
1. Registration.-A prerequisite for the collection of performance royalties is
that users of copyrighted sound recordings register to obtain a compulsory license. We propose that users do so by filing a single form with the Copyright Office (with updated filings as necessary). The form to be filed should be promulgated by the Copyright Office, after consultation witir-le Copyright Royalty
Tribunal.
The procedures for such registration are already well-established under existing copyright law. There are two direct precedents:
(1) Cable system operators are required to file in the Copyright Office "a notice including a statement of the identity and address of the person who owns or
operates the secondary transmission service or has power to exercise primary
control over it, together with the name and location of the primary transmitter
or primary transmitters whose signals are regularly carried by the cable system .... " 17 U.S.C. § 111(b) (1).
(2) Operators of coin-operated phonorecord players (jukeboxes) are likewise
required to file in the Copyright Office "an application containing the name and
address of the operator of the phonorecord player and the manufacturer and
serial number or other explicit identification of the phonorecord player .... " 17
U.S.C. I 116(b) (1) (A).'
In both situations, the Register of Copyrights is to prescribe by regulation
(after consultation with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal) the information to be
included in the form. Section 114(c) (3) (A) of the draft bill prepared by the
Copyright Office proposes essentially the same registration procedure for users
of copyrighted sound recordings. We endorse that approach.
It is noteworthy that, under this system, registration forms would have toc
be filed with the Copyright Office only infrequently. Cable systems, for example,
are required to file either one month before they commence operations, or within
180 days after the enactment of the copyright law, whichever is later. Registration Is required thereafter only when the ownership or control or the signal
carriage complement of the cable system changes. This model is probably appropriate for sound recordings, too.
Thus, the administrative burden on users of copyrighted sound recordings
would be minimal, limited in most cases to the filing of a single form with the
Copyright Office.
2. Collection of Fee.-We propose that the collection of the royalty fees also.
be handled by the Copyright Office.
The Copyright Office is already performing this function in connection with
two of-the compulsory licenses newly created by the 1976 revision of the copyright law. It Is collecting royalties on a semi-annual basis from cable system
operators (Section 111(d) (2)), and on an annual basis from jukebox operators, (Section 116(b) (1) (A)). It would be Just as simple for the Copyright
Office to collect once each year a royalty payment from radio stations and other
user$of copyrighted sound recordings.
B. Distribution of royalties
1. Monitoring and Weighting Airplay.-To determine the appropriate distribution of royalties among performers and- record companies, It is necessary to
develop a data base which will (a) Identify the copyrighted sound recordings
being performed, and (b) measure the use of those copyrighted sound recordIngs on a comparative basis.
We proposed that this administrative function be performed by a private
entity under the supervision of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal. The Tribunal

IUnlike the situation with Jukebox operators, the major users of copyrighted sound recordings-radio stations--can easily be notified of their obligation to register. They ire
readily identifiable since they are licensed by the Federal Communications Commission.
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would be directed to review the procedures developed by the private organization to assure that its monitoring approach accurately depicts the performance
of copyrighted sound recordings in the United States.
The actual compilation of the data can be performed by either of two existing
performing rights societies or by another organization. Existing organizationsASCAP and BMI-have been identifying and measuring the use of copyrighted
musical composition for 64 and 39 years, respectively. We believe it would be
possible for either of these organizations to augment their current systems to
accommodate the information required for logging sound recordings, too.' The
use of one of these existing organizations could be advantageous in that it
should be relatively inexpensive to augment a system alreadyy operational.'
Moreover, composers and publishers could benefit from a reduction in their
share of the administrative costs of the operation.
Because we cannot assure the Subcommittee that either or both of these privale entities would be willing to perform this function, however, and because
we cannot now estimate the incremental costs of such activities to ASCAP or
BMI, we have chosen an independent approach. We solicited the advice of one
pf the nation's leading experts in opinion research and data gathering-Burns
W. Roper, Chairman of The Roper Organization Inc. (Mr. Roper's background is
described in an attachment to this Statement.)
We asked Mr. Roper to devise a system to measure the public performance of
copyrighted sound recordings across the United States. lie came up with a system
that is of startling simplicity and relatively modest cost.
A copy of Mr. Roper's proposal is attached to this submission. It is the proposal itself that most clearly describes Roper's system for achieving a reliable
and continuing measure of the recordings played over the nation's radio stations. We briefly summarize the key points:
Roper would monitor a statistically valid sample of radio time segments to
determine airplay. He offers two alternatives for monitoring: (1) on-air monitoring, using panels of experts to identify the recordings, and (2) special station
logs. There are precedents for each approach (ASCAP uses both techniques,
while BMI relies on logs exclusively), and Roper discusses the pros and cons
of each. On-air monitoring imposes virtually no burden on the radio station
being taped. The logging system costs less and produces a larger sample.
Roper's sample would be many times greater than that employed for a typical
national opinion poll. He proposes monitoring 20,000 radio time segments. This
sample would encompass some 50,000 recordings, if done by on-air monitoring, or
300,000 recordings, if done by logging. Roper calculates the margin for error at
less than plus or minus three-quarters of one percent, compared to three percent
for the typical national poll. The size of the sample reduces to a practical minimum the chance that an individual performer or recording company will not be
compensated because "their" recording was missed in the sampling.4
A weighting system would be used to achieve a fair distribution of royalties.
These weights would reflect such factors as airplay on large stations vs. small,
prime time vs. off-hours, length of recording, etc. We suggest the weighting
formulas be developed by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal to assume fairness to
all royalty recipients.'
2 Indeed, the prevailing international practice Is for the composer/publisher performing
rights societies to collect royalties for the public performance of sound recordings for dIstribition to recording comp~anips and performers. See Sixth Ordinary Session of Inveroverumental Committee of the International Conivention for thp Protection of Performers.
Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting Organisations, ILO/Unesco/WIPO/ICR. d/7
Add. 1. Paragraph 2.5 Dccember. 1977).
s The economic report prepared for the Copyright Office la connection with Its study on
the creation of a performance right in sound recordtnvq likewise smueests that the opera.
tlong of ASCAP and BMI could be augmented, and note. that the "incremental costs" of
doinz so "should not be considerable." 'Performnnce Rights in Sound Recordings." Committee Print No. 15 of Subcommittee on Courtg, Civil Liberties, and the Administration of
Jinitle of the House Tudiciary Committee. 95th Cong., 2d Sess. at 10,R-109.
4 This chance can he lessened somewhat-although not by much-by increasing the size
of the sample substantially, at much greater cost.
r Any number of factors can be accounted for by the use of a weighting formula. ASCAP
nttennts to reject differences in the economic value of performances by the use of a very
refined weighting formula, which adjusts for the following variables. amone others:
The use of the copyrighted sound recordings (i.e., whether It Is the featured performanep. used as a theme for a show. as bnckgrouind. ,s a lin'.le, etc.) :
The time of day that the performance is broadcast (i.e., morning, evening, weekday,
weekend, holiday. etc.)
The medium of the performance (i.e., local radio station, network radio, local television, network television. etc.) :
The length of the actual performance : and
The nature of the work (i.e., entertainment, concert and symphonic, religious, etc.).
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The end product of the Roper proposal is a computer printout listing all recordings played on the air throughout the year, and the percentage of the royalty
pot to which each recording Is entitled.
Using this data, a paymaster can allocate and distribute the royalty funds to
recipients--0 percent to the singers and musicians, and 50 percent to the recording companies, as provided in H.R. 6063, and advocated by each of the organizations submitting this Statement.
The proposal envisions monitoring radio airplay, but not television or jukeboxes,
discos, restaurants, etc. We believe that the public performances of recordings
over the radio should reflect with reasonable accuracy the public performance
of recordings generally.6
Roper estimates that It would cost around $500,000 a year to operate this
program using the on-air monitoring approach. Using station logs, it would
run around $30,000.
2. DistributionProcedures-Royalty payments should be disbursed by a private
firm with the computer capability to handle large-scale distribution of funds.
Such a firm can be retained by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal to perform th1s
managerial function in accordance with procedures approved by the Tribunal.
This firm would receive from the monitoring firm (such as Roper) the names
of those recordings which are entitled to a portion of the total royalty pool. The
firm would maintain a computerized data bank identifying the royalty recipients
for each of the copyrighted sound recordings earning performance royalties. The
names and addresses of those royalty recipients can readily be provided by the
recording companies, since such information must be maintained by them in
accordance with their agreements with AFM and AFTRA. (A sample of the
forms required to be completed at the time of the recording session is attached.)
The United States Trust Company of New York City estimates that it can perform this function for $100,000 to $120,000 a year, exclusive of postal costs (which
are difficult to calculate at this writing). This estimate has been calculated on
the assumption that there will be around 40,000 royalty recipients. 7
3. Distribution Dispute&.-In the event of controversy over the equitable distribution of the performance royalties, we propose that the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal adjudicate the issue.
The Tribunal has already been assigned this task in connection with conropversies concerning the distribution of royalties from cable system operators (Seetion 111 (d) (5) (B)) and jukebox operators (Section 116(c) (3)). Those provisions specify that, where such a controversy exists, the Tribunal shall, pursuant
to Chapter 8 of the new copyright law, conduct a proceeding to determine the
distribution of royalty fees. That chapter specifies that the Tribunal shall be
subject to the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act, and that final decisions of .the Tribunal may be appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals (17 U.S.C.
§ 803(a) and 810).
Section 114(c) (12) of the draft bill proposed by the Copyright office adopts
this same approach with respect to distributions of royalty fees for the performance of copyrighted sound recordings. We endorse that proposal.
IIl. CONCLUSION

We hope and believe this proposal will demonstrate to the Subcommittee that
the provisions of H.R. 6063 can be implemented promptly, fairly, and efficiently.
We hope the relative simplicity and modest cost of this proposal will alleviate
the concerns expressed by several Members concerning potential administrative
complexities. The fact that other organizations routinely perform similar functions today should minimize some of those concerns. Mr. Roper's ability to devise
an independent system to measure airplay of recordings should provide further
asstrance-of the feasibility of Implementing a performance right in sound
recordings.
Should blembers of the Subcommitee, or its Staff, wish further information
concerning this proposal, we will be happy to provide it. Mr. Roper is also available to respond to any questions or suggestions that may arise.
0'Neither ASCAP nor BMI monitor performances by jukeboxes. discos. restaurants. etc.
They do, however, monitor television airplay, with good reason. MuMscal compositions are a
fundamental element in TV programming, as ASCAP/BMI royalty revenues reflect. For
measgiring the use of sound recordings, however, we believe that television monitoring
would he an nnecessarv additional expense. It can, of course, be included in the sample
sho d Congress or the Tribunal deem It necessary.
7 We estimate that 27,000 musicians and 8-9,000 singers make recordings each year.
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THE ROPER ORGANIZATION INC.
A RESEARCH PROPOSAL

Purpose
The purpose of this proposed research is to provide a reliable and continuing
measure of the recordings played over radio stations (AM and FM). The results
will be used as the basis for an equitable allocation of performance royalties to
the performers and recording companies whose recorded works are being publicly
performed.
Baslo researchmethod
For this purpose, we suggest that recordings played on radio may adequately
reflect public performance generally-on television, in discos, night clubs, restaurants, and on juke boxes. The recordings heard on radio are undoubtedly a large
portion of the total recordings heard in public performances. Moreover, the mix
of recordings played on radio is probably not dissimilar to the mix of other public
performances of recordings. While other areas can, of course, be monitored if the
government thinks it necessary, there may be no need to take on this additional
expense.
We propose that a sample of all the recordings played on air over the course
of a year be developed. (To audit every recording played every hour of the day
every day of the year on each of the AM and FM radio stations in the country
is unnecessary in tei'ms of accuracy and excessive in terms of cost.) The sample
we propose, while a small fraction of the total recordings played in the course
of a year, will be huge in opinion sampling terms and will have a miniscule
sampling error. Specifically, we propose to monitor some 20,000 broadcast time
segments over the course of a year. Depending on the data collection system used,
this will represent some 50,000 recordings played during the course of a year
(if on-air monitoring is the data collection method used), or some 300,000 recordings a year (if station logs are used). While 300,000 recordings clearly will
provide somewhat greater reliability than 50,000, the sampling error resulting
from either size of sample is so small as to be Inconsequential.
It might be asked why 50,000 or 300,000? Why not more? The maximum likely
error on a sample of 50,000 is plus or minus 0.61 percentage points. That is, if,
our proposed sampling method showed that 50.0 percent of total plays during
the year were on recordings made by Company X, the actual plays of Company X's recordings would be (not less than 49.39 percent of total plays and not
more than 50.61 percent. If the sample were Increased fivefold-to 300,000-the
error range would be little reduced (49.75 percent to 50.25 percent). 1 At lower
indicated percentages of total recordings played, the error would be even lessplus or minus 0.37 percentage points if the indicated percentage for a company
or artist was 10.0 percent and the sample size were 50,000; plus or minus 0.12
points If the indicated percentage for a company or artist was 1.0 percent.
The 50,000-300,000 range seems optimum to us--large enough to Insure that no
significant injustice is done to a recording company or artist, yet economical
enough to insure against a large proportion of the "royalty pot" being used to
pay for measurement costs rather than royalty payments.
Universe to be sampled
It would be relatively simple to develop a sample of broadcast hours and then
to determine what recordings are played during those broadcast hours: the transmitting hours by day of the week could be determined for every AM and FM station In the land, every nth hour could be selected, and the recordings played
during those nth hours could be determined. This would give an accurate representation of what is played-but not of what is being heard. Such an approach
would give equal weight to a given recording played over a five watt station in a
remote rural county at 3:00 in the morning and the same recording played over
a major AM station in a large metropolitan area in prime time.
In our judgment, the measurement to be obtained should not be merely what
Is played, but should take into account, at least in part, what is heard also. In
other words, it should take into account audiEnice. In most performer/audience
situations the compensation to the performer is highly related to the size of the.
audience.
I If 5.000.000 recordings were sampled a not much smaller error would still exist-4q.M1% to 150.04%. Thus, increasing the sample 10 times, and increasing thp costs nearly
10 times, would increase the accuracy by Just over one-half of a percentage point.
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Thus, the universe to be sampled as we see it is not total broadcast hours, but
rather those hours that the nation's population can listen to radio. This is the
universe that we recommend be sampled.
While a sample of the radio hours the nation can listen to does not necessarily
equate with the radio hours the nation does listen to, we will describe procedures
subsequently which will convert the hours (and recordings) the nation can hear
into the hours (and recordings) the nation does hear.
The sample
We propose to use our standard 100 point I national sample. This set of counties
is representative of the nation's population and has produced a high degree of
accuracy under all kinds of situations and measurement tasks.'
Since those sampling points represent the nation's population with a high
degree of accuracy, what is broadcast by the radio stations that serve those sampling points is representative of the recordings that the population of the United
States can hear. Were we conducting a national survey of the public's radio
listening and if we decided to base that survey on 2,000 interviews, we would
conduct 20 interviews in each of the 100 sampling points.' In fact, that would be
one approach to determining what recordings the nation does hear-to interview
a sample of people in those 100 sampling points and ask them what they hear. We
do not propose this, however, because people cannot accurately recall all they
have heard; and to ask them to keep diaries would be onerous, hence conducive
to great error and informational gape.
But, In theory, a national sample of people-listeners and potential listenersis an appropriate base from which to determine what is heard.
We propose, however, to determine what is heardliy sampling listening hours
rather than listeners. Hence, in this national population example, we would have
to change the sampling unit from 20 people per location to 20 potential listening
segments per location.
Actually, we propose substantially more than 20 time segments per location.
In fact, over the course of a year we are proposing in excess of 200 time segments per location. Of the less than 9,000 hours that exist in a year, we will
sample over 200 hours in each sampling point. When all of the sampling points
are combined, this will provide over 20,000 time segments, which will distribute
uniformly through all 100 markets, over all 365 dav3 of the year, through all
24 hours of the day. To be sure, there are some markets where there is no all
night radio. Some of the 20,000 plus time segments selected will be at such times
in such markets. But these time segments will be rpresented in the design and
they will get their proper weight-namely "0".
So much for the representativeness of the hours. Once a given hour on a given
(lay in a given location is selected as a sample hour, a single station will be
selected at random from all of these stations in that market which are on-air
in that time period. Over the course of the 200-plus time segments per market
per year, all of the stations in any given market will be selected several times
and in some markets possibly 30 or 40 times. It might seem that picking one
station out of the, say, 20 that are on the air at a given time in New York and
similarly picking one station in a rural area out of the, say, four or five that are
on the air is overrepresenttng the smaller market relative to the larger. But since
the appropriate universe is potential listening hours, not broadcast hours, and
since the limit that any individual can listen to the radio in any given market is
24 hours and the limit to the number of stations that any person can listen to at
any one time is one, one station in each market in each selected hour represents
equity as between large and small markets.'
'A "point" is a county.
It is. specifically, the set of sampling points that we used to predict President Carter's
victory in 1976. It was also the basis for selecting the precincts which the Associated
Press used for its "exit interview survey" on election day. We are toldl that the 2500 interviews conducted by the AP in the 100 sampling point precinct sample we designed for
them came within one-tenth of one percent of President Carter's actual vote.
AIt is unnecessary to vary the number of interviews in each sampling point to reflect
the differing sizes of the communities, because the size of a community was taken into
account In the original probability of selection of each of the 100 points. That Is. a citv of
two million had ten times the chance of being selected then a city of 200.000 did. Thus,
putting the same number of interviewers into each selected point represents the differing
populations of the communities proportionately.
'To be sure the potential listener in a many station market has more choices than in a
market with few stations. but he cannot listen to more than one at once. And over time all
stations in the 100 sampling points will be represented.
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Converting what can be heard to what i8 heard
Nevertheless, while there will be proper representation of stations as between
one market and another with this suggested method, there will be an imbalance
or inequity of representation among sizes and types of stations within a market.
For example, In New York during a given time period, say 6 to 7 p.m., a small
audience FM station would have the same likelihood of heing selected to represent
that time period as a major AM station like WABC, despite the sizable difference in the audiences of the two stations. Clearly a play over WABC is "worth
more" than a play over a tiny FM station in New York. To correct for this
inequity-to bring what can be heard more nearly into line with what is heardve would recommend establishing a set of three or four or five or six station
classifications which would give extra weight to a play over a large audience
station, lesser eight to plays over small stations, and still less weight to plays
over the sndilest audience station,. Similar weights could be established to
compensate for peak listening hours-prime time versus early dawn listening
hours when most are asleep.'
These stations time of day, and length or recording weights-and any other
weights that seem appropriate-would have to be established with reference to)
audience sizes and in a manner satisfactory to the recording artists, the record
companies and the Congress.

Data collection
There are two basic ilethods by which it can he determined what recordings
are playe( during the sample tine segments. Broadcasters can keep logs of tile
recordings played on the (lays and in the hours during which a specific station'.
output is being sampled. Alternatively, on-air monitoring can be employed to determine what the selected stations are playing during the sampled time periods.
Logs have the definite advantage that longer time periods could be "processed"
with fewer research personnel, and ience that costs would be lower. They also
have the advantage of eliminating the inability of a listener to a monitored
period to Identify a given recording. However, there are also disadvantages to
the log. To obtain the Information by log requires the cooperation of tile broadcasting station in compiling the log to a uniform method of specificity and in leglide fashion. That is. all broadcast stations included In the sampling operation
would have to provide uniform data, on a common form, legibly enough so that it
could 1e read. A second drawback to the log method is that people outside our
organization would know which stations were being included In the measurement
for which hours. and efforts might be made to insure that certain recordings got
played more than normally in those sampled segments. The possibility of "rigging"
could be eliminated by requiring stations to keel) logs for a substantially greater
number of time segments than are actually going to be used in the measurement
operation, thus facing the would-be rigger with so many hours to rig that he cannot do It. (Under the monitoring approach, the station would not know whether
It was going to be monitored, much less when. Hence no rigging would be possible.)
Under a monitoring approach, we would assign each of our interviewers In
each of the 100 markets a certain number of time periods every other week (in
50 markets the even numbered weeks would be monitored; In the other 50 odd
numbered weeks would be monitored). Each time period would be Identified to
the interviewer by the day of the week, time of the day (or night) and station
call letters and kilocycles. Each interviewer would he furnished with an AM/FMI
radio, with a Jack which would permit a tape recorder to tape off tile line (rather
than over the speaker). She would record the designated time segments on tile
caasettes and would identify each segment recorded by a segment serial number. On completion of recording the designated time segments for a week, she
would return the cassette (s) to our offices.
We would have on staff two teams of recording experts-the kinds of people
that high volume recording retailers have on their staffs. The job of these experts would lie to listen to the types and identify each recording played by title
of the recording, featured recording artist or group, and record company. Each
team would consist of three experts. Where the experts could not Identify a recording. It would be held aside far subsequent review at a later date.
6 A weight also might be estAblshed for the length of the piece played. While this weight
wonilo not be designed to adjust for audience size. it wmild seem that a 20 minute recording
should probably get more weight than a 3 minute recording.
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In addition to the two full time panels of recording experts, we would main.
tain, on a consultant basis additional recording experts of a more specialized
nature---classical music experts, soul music experts, country and western experts,
etc. These experts would be convened, perhaps once a month, to review those
recordings that the on-going panels were unable to identify.
Once the recordings are identified, whether by log or by listening to tapes, the
recordings so played will be entered into a computer by a serial number T which
will identify the recording and the recording company. At the same time, appropriate weights for station size, time of day or night, length of play, etc. will also
be entered. Since royalties are to be paid once a year, it will be necessary to
su mmarize the data Just once a year.
If the data is collected by log, we would recommend that'all recordings played
during each full hour period be entered into the computer and tabulated. If the
data Is collected by on-air monitoring, we would recommend that a randomly
selected ten minute period of each sample hour be taped, Identified and entered
into the computer. Obviously, logs for a full hour represent six times as many
potential recordings as taped segments of ten minutes each. However, the
economics of the situation argue against recording and listening to a full hour
of tape. Moreover, the gain in the accuracy of information that would be obtained from an hour's log versus a ten minute sample is small, as noted earlier.
But since an hour's worth of data can be entered into the computer front logs
with fewer man hours than ten minutes' worth of data can be entered from tapes,
the marginal gain in accuracy is worth it since it results from less time and cost.
If monitored ten minute segments are used, no entry would be made for any
recording played for less than one minute. Identification of less than one minute's Worth of a recording could, in certain circumstances, be extremely difficult.
Hence, the concluding seconds of a recording at the beginning of a ten minute segment or. the opening seconds at the close of a ten minute segment would not be
counted in the tabulation unless there were a minute or more of play.
A88ernbling the data

Part of the"process of assembling the data has already been described--enterbig in the computer the number of the recording, including the designation of
the recording company and the appropriate weights for station size, time of day
or nigift, and length of play.
The output of the computer will consist of the weighted number of plays of
every specific recording that was played in any of the time segments in any of
the markets in any of the stations over the course of a year. The weighted total
number of plays of all recordings will be added up in the computer-the total
"credits" that the royalties collected are to compensate. In addition, the computer
will print out the number of those total credits that are allocable to each recordiug played. Thus the total royalty pot, divided by the total number of credits
all time
segments in all markets in the course of a
(all rLcordings
playedtheinvalue
year)
will determine
of a credit.
The number of credits a given recording receives, times the value of a credit, will determine the total dollare value of
the royalties for public performances of that recording.
A fiduciary company will handle the computing, check writing and mailing
of individual monetary payments to recording artists and record- companies.
We will supply that company with a printout at year end that will show total
recording plays (or total credits) for all recordings, number of plays for each
record company (credits for each companyy, and number of credits for each
recording (credits to be divided among the artists involved in the recording).This will enable the fiduciary company to compute the value of a credit once
the value of the "royalty pot" for tile year is known (total dollars divided by
total credits or plays equals dollars per play). This in turn will enable the
fiduciayy company to make appropriate payments to each recording company
and artists whose works have been played over tile air.
Cost

It is our estimate that once the first three months of measurement is completed
and the various technical problems and "bugs" have been worked out, such an
on-going audit could.be conducted at an annual rate of approximately $500,000
If the data collectioli method is on-air monitoring, and approximately $300,000
if the method Involved Is station logs. During the first year, however, because
of the initial three month "shake down cruise," these annual costs would be InI Possibly the Uniform Product Code numbet;
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creased by about 20 percent. These cost estimates provide for all measurement
costs through delivery of the printout to the fiduciary company, but do not
provide for the subsequent work of the fiduciary company.
Conclusion

Twenty thousand time segments per year spread uniformly over the 365 days
of the year, the 24 hours of the day, and 100 sampling points throughout the
country will form the basis for determining public performances of recordings.
Since something on the order of 75 percent of these segments will be music segments and since something like two and a half recordings on average will be
contained in a ten minute segment, a total of approximately 50,000 recordings
played will form the basis of the measurement if on-air monitoring were
used; approximately 300,000 recordings played will form the basis if station
logs are used. Each of these numbers is far in excess of the number of "subjects"
employed in a normal opinion research survey or poll. '
There are various other ways that a sample representing the extent to which
recordings are heard over radio stations by the nation's population could be
selected-with equal validity. We have suggested the particular method outlined
here because of the existence of our 100 point national sample and our access
to experienced, trained and reliable interviewers in those sampling points. This
design would accomplish the desired result as effectively as any other we know
and more efficiently than any other that our organization could implementwith a minimum of the "royalty pot" being diverted from royalty payments to
measurement costs.
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